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For about 1 0 years, motor vehicles design has been increasingly influenced by a number of external factors such as 
safety or environnmental requirements, saturation of the road network, urban congestion, the long-term depletion of 
resources, etc. Recently, the problems besetting crude oil supplies and rocketing prices have highlighted the need 
to pursue energy in the most rational way possible. These factors directly influence demand, and the motor industry 
must, therefore, adapt its products accordingly. This requires long-term research and very heavy investment, but the 
path can be eased considerably if industry is aware of future requirements sufficiently in advance. The guidelines for 
regulations applying to motor vehicles from 1980 on must, therefore, be laid down now in order to enable the motor 
industry to plan its future production. 

Community action to date has brought about the EEC type-approval procedure for motor vehicles, together with 
several special directives forming part of the programme on the removal of technical barriers to trade. Additions, 
however, will have to be made which take account of technical progress, current restrictions and restrictions which 
society will demand in future. 

The Community must also be in possession of objective scientific data which will form the basis of future regulations 
and of valid Community-wide statistics. The aims of the symposium were: 

- to coordinate the activities of all interested parties with a view to improving vehicle safety and the protection of 
the environment, while taking account of the need to conserve energy and raw materials; 

- to lay the foundations of a programme for the drawing up of new regulations which take account of the 
economic, financial and social requirements of both users and manufacturers and incorporate a cost-benefit 
ratio acceptable to society; 

- to pin-point the priorities governing the measures to be taken and to avoid any risk of incompatibility between 
the solutions: 

- to stress both the need for avoiding unilateral national measures and the desirability of laying down procedures 
enabling the geographical scope of Community regulations to be extended. 

Manuscript finished in June 1976. 
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FORm«>RD 

This work has been produced in two volumes. 
The first is devoted to the opening session along with the first five 
sessions of the European Motor-vehicle symposium. 

The second volume covers the sixth session of the symposium and the seminar 
on traffic accident statistics as well as the final sessions of the 
Symposium and the seminar; this second volume also covers the list of 
participants. 

The reader's attention is drawn to the fact that oral interventions were 
recorded in their original version and their spontaneous character has been 
preserved. 
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SYMPOSIUM AND SEMINAR PROGRAMME 

TUESDAY 9 DECE¥BER 1975 

Morning 

OPENING SESSION 

Opening address by Mr F.O. GUNDELACH, Member of the Commission of 
the European Communities 

SESSION 1 

Chairman : Mr F. BRAUN, Director-General responsible for the 
Internal Market 

Vice-Chairman : Mr c. GARRIC, Head of the Division "Inland transport 
and new means of transport" 

Presentation of paper "Structural strength and compatibility of vehicles 
in the event of impact" (potential hazard to other means of transport 
and to pedestrians) by Mr H. TAYLOR of the Transport and Road Research 
Laboratory 

Discussion qy the panel 

General discussion 

Summing-up 

Afternoon 

SESSION 2 

Chairman : Mr s. JOHNSON, Head of the Division "Prevention of pollution 
and nuisances" 

Vice-Chairman : Mr D. VERDIANI, Head of the Division ''Removal of technical 
barriers of an industrial nature" 

Presentation of the paper "Noise pollution" (requirements, ways of meeting 
them and methods of measurement) by Mr J.P. THIRY of the UTAC Laboratory 

Discussion by the panel 

General discussion 

Summing-up 
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THURSDAY 11 DECEMBER 1975 

l4orning 

SESSION 5 

Chairman : Mr D. VERDIANI, Head of the Division ''Removal of technical 
barriers of an industrial nature" 

Presentation of the paper "Air pollution" (future requirements, potential 
technical trends in vehicle design) by Mr E. SIBENALER of the Ecole 
Royale Militaire Laborator,y 

Discussion by the panel 

General discussion 

Summing-up 

Afternoon 

SESSION 6 

Chairman : Mr G. BRONDEL, Director responsible for lcydrocarbons 

Vice-Chairman : Mr D. VERlJIANI, Head of the Division ''Removal of technical 
barriers of an industrial nature" 

Presentation of the paper ''Rational use of energy and raw materials" 
from Mr F. SEZZI of the Laboratorio Ricerche e Sviluppo - SHAM PROOE'l'l'I 
by Mr ZANONI of the l1fficio Sviluppo Carburanti, Combustibili e Bitu.mi -
AGIP 

Discussion by the panel 

General discussion 

Summing-up 
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THURSDAY 11 DECEMBER 1975 

SEMINAR 

"ROAD ACCIDENT STATISTICS" 

Opening address from Mr c. SCARASCIA MUGNOZZA, Vice-President of the 
Commission of the European Communities by Mrs F. DESHORMES, Member 
of the Cabinet • 

General introduction by the Chairman, Mr J. MAYER, Director-General 
of the Statistical Office. 

Introduction of the paper by Mr E. ANDREASEN, who is responsible for 
road accident statistics in "Danmarks Statistik". 

Discussion by the panel on the needs of the main sectors concerned 
(health services, police, insurance companies, road safety organizations ••• ) 
regarding internationally coordinated st~tistics. 

General discussion. 

Summing-up. 

FRIDAY 12 DECEMBER 1975 

l.'Iorning 

FINAL SESSION 

Presentation of the conclusions of the Symposium sessions and of the 
Seminar by the rapporteurs. 

Questions. 

Summary of conclusions and definitions of priorities by Mr F. BRAUN, 
Director-General responsible for the Internal Market. 

Statement by Mr P. DREYFUS in the name of the European manufacturers. 

Statement by Mr ROSSI in the name of Mr !11A.RTINELLI President of the 
Council of Ministers of the European Communities. 

Closing address by Mr F.O. GUNDELACH, Member of the Commission of 
the European Communities. 
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OPENING ADDRESS 

by Mr F .0. GUNDELACH 

Member of the Commission 

of the European Communi ties 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 
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I am very pleaaed to welcome you all to this European Symposium on the 
Trends in the Regulations of Motor Vehicle Design. 

I am also happy to see amongst you observers from countries outside the 
Community with which we have close relations both in the technical and 
commercial sense and I would extend to them a special welcome. The 
organization of the work of this Symposium would not have been possible 
without the contributions of the rapporteurs who have so diligently 
prepared the papers which, I am sure will lead to most thorough discussion 
of all our main themes. From this debate must emerge the principal lines 
of action fo our future programme. ~ I thank the rapporteurs not only 
on behalf of the Commission but of you all for l~ing such a sound basis 
for our work. 

We have arrived at a point in our programme for the elimination of techni
cal barriers to trade in the motor vehicle sector where most of the 
directives envisaged in the first phase have either been adopted or 
proposed by the Council. This Symposium has, therefore, been organised 
to fix the objectives on which community action must be based for the next 
decade. However difficult +.his looking ahead must be, the economic 
lifetime of the motor vehicle itself demands that we should look more than 
one or two years ahead. 

To set the framework for your activities, it is necessar,r to retrace a 
little the progress of our programme in the elimination of technical 
barriers for the motor vehicle sector and to assess the results. We all 
know how complex the interrelationships are between the technical, social 
and economic aspects of the motor vehicle and how difficult it is to 
assess the effects of legislation on a cost-benefit basis. 

This task is made even more difficult by the complete change in economic 
conditions in the Community which has taken place in the last two years 
am against which Olll' proposed future programme must be viewed am it is 
this that I will take as my starting point. 

In common with the rest of the world, the Community's Me~ber States have 
since the middle of last year been suffering from the worst recession in 
the post war period. The symptoms of this economic illness have been a 
drop in demand and production, increased unemployment, a fall in capaoity 
utilization and a persistent rise in consumer prioes. Though these 
effects were worse in some countries than in others b,y mid 1975 industrial 
production had fallen in most Member States to the level existing in 
early 1972, on average a fall of 12.5 % in one year! 
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The reasons for this situation are many and interlinked but the main 
causes seemed to be contraction and adjustment arising from the severe 
inflation, energy crisis, and the policies instituted to fipht it, the 
repercussions on world trade givin~ a reduction in external demand, 
destocking, and unwillingness on the part of consumers to consume and of 
investors to invest. With a reduction of 5-6 % in one year in the volume 
of world trade, the Community experienced a drop of approximately 

20 % by volume in external demand from the industrialimed countries 
and an equivalent drop in exports. Nor was this reduction offset by 
increased imports by the developin~ countries, in particular the oil
producing and raw-material producing countries. Capital expenditure, 
especially in the private sector, continued to decline owin~ to a very 
low capacity utilimation in industry of about 75 %, the continuin~ rise 
in costs and the uncertainty of the economic outlook. The situation on the 
labour market has deteriorated to an alarming de,.,-ee so much so that by 
August 1975 the Community had almost 5 ~illion unemployed. 

In the period before this general crisis the motor industry had begun 
to experience a slackening of growth based on a variety of factors. Near 
saturation of infrastructures and of the market in the more prosperous 
countries, the lon~ term scarcity of raw materials, problems derivinp, 
from the cost and availability of labour resulting in an increasing 
number of assembly lines being set up outside Europe, all had their effect. 
The advent of the oil crisis in 1973 turned this slow-down almost over
night into a sharp recession as it hit both industry and the public confi
dence in the future of motor vehicles. Before the crisis the motor 
industry itself accounted for between 6 and 7 % of all manufacturin~ 
industry employing over a million workers in the major industrialimed 
countries and if the support industries are included these fi~res could 
be approximately trebled. In 1973 motor vehicle exports in the Community 
lay between Italy's 8 % and Germany's 14 %. 
The crisis has caused a fall in production of 13.9% with consequent 
effects on employment and manufacturers' finances which has continued 
into 1975. 

In recent months there have been si~s of an upturn in demand with a 
revival of purchases of private cars in some countries. However, the 
return to economic P,rowth is a fragile plant which must be carefully 
nurtured if it is to grow and bear fruit. The endeavours of Rovernment 
and both sides of industry have been effective in arrestin~ the recession, 
but dangers and difficulties still exist and for the next few years the 
motor industry will be operatinR in a difficult market. 

The financial pressure on the consumer to economise in his choice of 
transport will be accompanied by pressures on the manufacturer for 
improvements to public health and the environment. 

This situation makes it even more important to capitalize on the advantaP.es 
and savings that accrue from the elimination of technical barriers in the 
Community Market so that manufacturers will have to cope, basically, with 
only one set of legislative rules. 
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In considerinp, how this is to be done, it is essential to note that the 
directives adopted in the first sta~e of our programme will be exertin~ 
their influence in the next few years, which we could re~ard as the 
critical period. One of our first taeks must be to consider in what way 
they should be modified in the light of the new conditions prevailin~. 
It is for this reason that I consider it useful to make a short review of 
the present state of progress. 

As you will be well aware, work within a Community framework on motor cars 
began well before 1969, but there was not much progress until the Council 
had adopted the General Programme of 28 Way 1969 for the elimination of 
tenhnical barriers to trade. At the Paris Summit on 28 October 1972,the 
Heads of State and Government said in their final communiquP that it was 
necessary amonpst other thinp,s to remove technical barriers to trade in 
order to create a single industrial base throughout the Community. On 
21 May 1973,the Council therefore adopted the Supplement to the General 
Programme, this being necessary on three chief grounds, namely, the 
growth in intra-Community trade in sectors which had no apparent claim for 
priority in 1969, the enlargement of the Community which involved the 
consideration of the laws and regulations of the new Member States and the 
greater awareness of environment among public opinion which had led 
to certain governments either taking or planning measures which had to be 
harmonized at Community level. Further, when it adopted a Programme for 
Industrial Policy, in which the programme for the removal of technical 
barriers was a key element, the Council undertook to eliminate all barriers 
detected until then and to do so by the beginning of 1978. 

It is important to note that the Council has several times reiterated the 
priority it attaches to the motor vehicle sector in the programme of 
industrial policy of 1973, in the programme for environmental action of 
1973 and finally in the programme for the rational use of energy in 1974. 

What have been the results of our work in the motor vehicle sectnr? To 
date, the Commission has transmitted around forty proposals for directives 
and the Council has adopted more than half of these. Provided that the 
Member States show sufficient political will in the Council to overcome 
the remaining difficulties, within one year the Community type approval 
procedure could be considered a "fait accompli". 

Although each of these outstanding points may appear to be of marginal 
value their consideration must be carried out in the light of the fact 
that only when they are all agreed will the procedure become fully 
effective. 

Amongst those directives already adopted, some euoh as braking devices, 
~ir p~llution and noise levels have represented important advances 
in the sense that they have been positive steps towards increased safety 
and a better protection of health and the way of life of individuals. 

A few aspects remain to be covered where the Commission has not yet 
sufficient technical or economic information to make proposals but with 
goodwill on all sides these points could soon be resolved. 
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Perhaps the most important aspect of type approval yet to be established 
is that of~· It is well known that the tyres produced in the 
Community have a high degree of durability and adhesion, and that 
accidents caused by tyres can usually be attributed to inferior products 
or misuse. The decision as to whether they should form part of the type 
approval procedure should be taken on the basis of a logical evaluation of 
technico-economic aspects rather than philosophical speculations on the 
effectiveness of d~fferent administrative procedures. 

Among the proposal in the directives before the Cotincil there are several 
which are in the final sta~esand which ·could give a considerable improvment 
in road safety not only by reducing the number of accidents but by 
dtminishing their effects. In particular I would mention the directives 
dealing with seat belts and those dealing with lightine and sipnalline 
devices. 

I would here underline two statements I have found in the report of 
Mr. MACKAY for session 3. Firstly that seat belts are by far the most 
important piece of safety equipment in a car and secondly that if they 
were worn universally there would be a 50 % reduction in vehicle oc~upant 
fatalities. 

The group of proposals dealing with lighting and signallinF devices has 
an obvious effect on road safety and in addition an important economic 
effect since the positionin~ of lighting devices has to be allowed for in 
the design ani construction of the vehicle body. The adoption of this 
proposal moreover ~rns the adoption of a aeries ot dependant 
proposals relating to the requirements for the various individual 
lights. 

Under our directives the EEC type-approval procedure means that checks 
on compliance with the rules regarding construction and testing applicable 
to vehicles, previously conducted in each Member State before the products 
were marketed, can be conducted in one State and, provided that the 
vehicle meets the requirements laid down in the directives, there is no 
need for those tests to be repeated when the vehicle enters another State 
or States of the Community. This situation has undeniable advanta~es for 
industry. Firstly, all firms in differing states can compete on an equal 
basis and there is also a considerable reduction in the needs for them 
to vary their output and duplicate their stocks. Even in their research, 
design and manufacturing, the fact that only one set of specific require
ments has to be met should produce more effective remtlts at lower cost 
than if a greater number of differing standards had to be taken into 
account. 

As you will all know full well, certain tests involve the total destruction 
of the vehicle and, if it is possible to carry out those tests once rather 
than nine times then there is a direct saving in costs. Administratively, 
too, the system has advantages : for example the number of papers and 
certificates of all sorts to be filled in and produced or displayed is 
considerably reduced, the resultant saving in non-productive effort bein~ 
not the weakest argument for EEC type approval. It is not yet possible 
to work out exactly how great a saving for industry and consumers has been 
produced by the introduction of an EEC type-approval procedure, but what 
can be stated is that the system has shown itself to be advanta~eous for 
both groups. 
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Further1rore, from the users' point of view there will be the advantage of 
availability of products which are safer, technically more advanced and 
meet more exacting health and environwental standards not to speak of the 
reduction in operational problems throu~h easier maintenance and better 
availability of spares. 

The application of cost benefit analysis is at first sight very attractive. 
However, the difficulty of determininv, and evaluatin~ auantitative data 
and the variations in benefits to be obtained between the various Member 
States makes this approach questionable. 

It would seem more logical to apply the concept of cost effectiveness whioh 
fixes an objective and analyses the means of achieving it by the cheapest 
and most rational route. In this way our fUture work could be given 
a new dimension provided that the starting point is sound. 

The new directives,whether they constitute an adaption to technical 
proeress of the old ones or an introduction of new aspects, must be based 
on the latest scientific and technical information having the widest 
possible base in all Community countries. 

They must also be evolved at a rate which firstly allows the producer to 
minimize his costs for modification since these costs must eventually 
come from the consumer's pocket, and will secondly encourage industr,y 
to collaborate by setting the timescale on a realistic basis. 

To best clarify this situation we have separated the work of the symposium 
into a number of ma,jor themes. For each of these main themes we think it 
is necessary to appraise the present situation with a view to determining 
for which subjects our knowledge is sufficient to establish Community 
measures and in ~rhat areas. Further work is required before a directive 
can be established. 

Hitherto, our work has been based on a "de facto" treatment of existing 
national lepislation or documents of other international organiZations 
established on the basis of recognized commercial barriers or for 
improvements in safety or the environment. In this second phase, to 
economise our effort we must identify our priorities and concentrate both 
public and industrial research on these. 

This fixing of priorities is also important for the forming of a common 
Community policy on the basis of which we can confidently enter into 
discussions with external states and international organizations. In 
this way the Community can be seen to be taking the lead in the 
improvement of not only our quality of life but also those outside 
the EEC by entering into a constructive dialogue with other major 
manufacturing countries. 

In the economic context I have outlined,we must retain a good relationship 
with these countries. The realisation of an internal market free of 
technical barriers offers importers the same degree of advantage as those 
offered to Community producers by unifying both technical requirements 
and control procedures. 

I have no doubt that it is for this reason that observers from other states 
both EUropean and non European asked to be present and in accordance with 
our policy of "open house" we welcome them. 
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We trust that they will adopt a similar attitude"!¥ inviting us to take 
part in the formation and evolution of their ideas and what is more that 
we.are kept fully informed of the timetable for their application, so 
that Community exports will not have to take a return ticket, because the 
technical requirements haw~ changed durinp: their outward ,journey. 

In this respect I would underline the importance attached by the Community 
to the non-tariff part of the multilateral trade negotiations. It is our 
view that these should be conducted on a basis of complete reciprocity 
so that the result is an equal facility of access to the markets of the 
relevant participating countries. 

WhilP. we have for practical ~lrposes divided this symposium into themes 
it is important that your considerations have the widest possible basis. 
As the number of aspects of the motor vehicle covered by legislation have 
increased the secondary effects and consequent interactions have become 
more important. 

If we talk about preserving life both driver and pedestrian must be 
considered to be of equal value. Judp:ements become more difficult 
when evaluating safety or environmental effects against cost but the 
problems exist and judgements must be made. 

PlanninR for the future requires the pooling of all resources in terms 
of initiative, imaf;ination, creativity, a.s well as technical and financial 
resources, by all concerned. Only if there can be increased collaboration 
between governments and agencies, industry, trade unions, consumers and 
the Commission do I believe that acceptable and satisfactory solutions 
will be possible. With the hope, then, that our initiative in brinp:ing 
you all top:ether here may in some way help to build a more integrated 
Europe that meets the wishes of all EUropeans, I wish you success in your 
endeavours and a very pleasant stay among us. 
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FIRST SESSION 

STRUCTURE OF VEHICLES 

snwosnm: 
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REPORT OF Mr TAYLOR 

STRUCTURAL STRENGTH AND COMPATIBILITY OF VEHICLES 

IN THE EVENT OF IMPACT 

.£NTRODUCTION 

In all the well-developed countries people are grappling with 

the many problems of motorization which increasingly dominates their 

lives. In some 70 years the transport scene has been revolutionized 

and the desire for unrestricted parsonal mobility expressed by the 

growing ownership of private transport has brought with it many pro

blems not least of which is road safety. Because road accidents have 

grown up in a transport context they tend to be regarded as an inevi

table penalty ~r personal freedom and their dispersal into many inci

dents each with only a few casualties tends to diminish public appre

ciation of their overall magnitude. Throughout the world some 1 mil

lion people die every 4 years in road accidents and for the young 

adult road accidents are the major cause of death in many countries. 

Road accidents rank,therefore,as a public health problem of epidemic 

proportions and need to be treated as such. The vast majority of 

road accidents stem from human failure but the consequences of these 

failures can be prevented or mitigated by various means; by education 

and training, by better highway design, by safer operational techni

ques and last but by no means least by using safer vehicles. 

In this session we are concerned with the influence of vehicle 

structures on road safety. Though there is scope for improving the 

structures of o~hPr vehicles, especially heavy vehicles, we shall be 

concerned primari~y with passenger cars since they are involved in 

some three quarters of fatal road accidents. These injuries are 

caused both to their own occupants, to the users of two-wheeled vehi

cles and to pedestrians,the majority of whom are injured by cars. 

This symposium comes at an appropriate time from several points 

of view. For more than five years there has been intense international 

activity on car safety in response to the initiative taken by the 
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United States. A great deal of research work has been carried out by 

governments and industry in many countries within an international 

programme which has perhaps been unique in the collaboration and frank

ness of disclosure of results between participants; European countries 

have contributed greatly to this programme and it is appropriate now 

to take stock. In the last year or two problems of material resources 

and their conservation have come to the fore and additional commit

ments to safety have to be considered together with these other inte

rests. This is not solely a matter of energy and materials but in

volves also the availability of research and development personnel 

and facilities. 

One of the most serious issues arising from the work carried 

out internationally to date is the extent to which it has led or is 

likely to lead to greater safety on the roads. This is a complex socio

economic problPm aggravated by the difficulty which the public have in 

assessing the benefits and penalties from prospective changes in the 

interests of safety. Where improved safety means more expensive 

vehicles either in terms of first cost or of running costs the less 

wealthy may be forced to use less safe vehicles unless there are ap

propriate safeguards. Understandably manufacturers are reluctant to 

act on their own in this situation and major progress can only come 

through government action by way of vehicle regulations. The question 

today,therefore,is the extent to which government action for greater 

vehicle safety would be justified; this question may be sub-divided 

into those measures which would improve safety without introducing 

significant penalties and those which would improve safety but at 

some penalty to be assessed in relation to the expected benefits. 

The assessment of benefits and penalties requires a thorough 

study of road accidents and of the people and vehicles involved; when 

prospective vehicle measures are being considered it is important for 

this assessment to be based on the accident situation to be expected 

when the measures come into widespread use. Changes expected in the 

traffic pattern and in the vehicle mix are extremely important in 

this respect. A great deal of work has been carried out internatio

nally on accident investigation including causation, biomechanical 

and vehicle factors. 



Vehicle safety work is basically concerned with exploiting Yebi

cle design and performance to reduce the frequency of collisions andto 

reduce the frequency and severity of injuries caused to the people in

volved, whether they are protected within vehicles or unprotected as 

in the case of pedestrians. Where compromise is necessary the safety 

objective should be to obtain the maximum benefit for the majority 

with the provisaathat no one class of road user has aay more or aay 

leas entitlement to survival than another. It would unquestionablT 

be unacceptable to the public to increase the safety of one class of 

road user at the expense of another. At the present tia~pedestriana 

and riders of two-wheeled vehicles fare much worse in road accidents 

than the occupants of vehicles with protective structures and increas

ing attention is beins given to their safety. 

The European Experimental Vehicles Committee which was set up 

in 1970 has actively considered many of the issues important to car 

safety. The governments of France, Italy, Netherlands, Sweden, West 

Germany and the UK are represented on the Committee and their indus

tries have cooperated actively in the work of specialist sub-groups 

dealing with 1 

data sources 

human tolerance and occupant protection 

order of priority and major requireaents for safer Yehicles 

cost/benefit techniques. 

In this paper I have drawn extensively on the work of the Coa

mittee1 and on the proceedings of the various international ESV Confe

rences2• '' 4• 5, 6 piloted by the NHTSA on behalf of the US so•ern

aent. 

THE CAR OCCUPANT PROBLEM 

It is fortunate and largely fortuitous that cars have evolYed 

so that the greatest occupant protection is available in the most 

coamon accidents, namely, frontal collisions. The protection afforded 

in side collisions is poor by comparison and has received little atten

tion until recently. Roll-over and rear impacts are of lesser impor

tance in Europe. 
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The facilities afforded to the car occupant should include : 

1) Protection against intrusion 

2) Arrangements for decelerating the occupants without exceeding 

limits of human tolerance 

}) Prevention of ejection from the car 

4) Prevention of fire 

5) Easy egress from the vehicle after a collision. 

When these matters first received serious attention road acci

dent experience was causing concern in several cases : 

1) Collapse of the passenger compartment 

2) Injuries and death caused by the "second collision" of the occu

pants with the interior of the car 

}) Failure of doors to remain locked during an impact resulting in 

ejection of the occupants 

4) The death of occupants by fire following fuel leakage 

5) Difficulty in extracting occupants after a crash. 

These matters have received worldwide attention by way of re

sulations and legislation under discussion or planned for extending 

this work. 

VEHICLE LEGISLATION 

National regulations governing the construction and use of 

vehicles have existed for many years but differences between them 

have created non-tariff barriers to international trade. These bar

riers have been tackled by intergovernmental cooperation aimed at 

harmoni·zing standards internationally and the development of standards 

concerning road safety and environment have been pursued as an inte

gral part of the removal of trade barriers : 

UN/ECE : THE E-MARKS 

The work of international harmonization began with the conclu

sion of a treaty in 1958 under the auspices of the UN/ECE. This is 

usually referred to as the "1958 Geneva Agreement" and it is concerned 

fundamentally with achieving multi-lateral recognition of national 

states' procedures in enforcing vehicle construction standards. It 



provides in effect for the establishment of international standards 

for the safety and other (e.g. pollution) requirements of vehicle 

components and parts (e.g. braking systems, lights, etc.). Such in

ternationally agreed standards are embodied in subsidiary instruments, 

referred to usually as "ECE Regulations", that are annexed to the 1958 
Geneva Agreement. Once an ECE Regulation is in force, Governments 

signatory to the 1958 Geneva Agreement may test and approve vehicle 

components to the standards embodied in that ECE Regulation. The test

ing and approval carried out is of the sort known as "type approval" 

i.e. a production model is tested and approved after which any serially 

produced component that conforms to the approved production model is 

regarded as approved for the purposes of the 1958 Geneva Agreement. 

This status is established by the affixing of an "E-Mark" to all se

rially produced components. 

The principle is that vehicle components showing the E-Mark 

can be imported without having to be tested and approved by the autho

rities of the importing country. In practice this means that a member 

country accepting any or all of the ECE Regulations can issue approvals 

certifying that the requirements have been met and these approvals are 

then accepted by all other accepting countries as meeting their own 

requirements without further examination of the vehicles. 

But the E-Mark system does not provide a complete and universal 

elimination of technical barriers for the following reasons : 

a. No country, even if signatory to the 1958 Geneva Agreement, is 

obliged to accept any particular ECE Regulation if it does not 

want to. TheE-Mark is,therefore,effective only in the countries 

that accept the particular Regulation to which an E-Mark refers. 

b. As yet, there are not enough ECE Resulations to cover all impor

tant components of all catesories of vehicle. 

c. The E-Mark system confers approval for vehicle components only and 

not for whole vehicles. As a result it does not prevent national 

authorities imposins unique national requirements in addition to 

any aggregate of internationally agreed standards justifying 

E-Marks. 
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EUROPEAII COMMUNITY 

Article 100 of the EEC Treaty of Rome provides for the harmoni

sation of Kember States laws and administrative practices where these 

affect the establishment or functioning of the common market. This 

includes the removal of barriers to trade created by disparities in 

Kember States regimes governing production methods and product charac

teristics. In the last five years, considerable priority has been 

given to eliminating technical barriers to trade in motor vehicles. 

To date about 20 Council of Ministers'Directives have been made 

establishing Comaunit7 standards for type approval of vehicle parts. 

The stann-~ds they embody are in most cases the same as those previous-

17 agreed in the UM/ECE. Under Article 100, Member States are obliged 

to amend their domestic law and practice to enable the aims of the 

Directives to be achieved. 

This m~ be an appropriate time to consider whether it is desi

rable for the eXisting European practices to continue; a comprehensive 

package of international legislation is ripe for completion so that 

whole vehicle t7Pe testing may be implemented at the current state of 

the art without allowing it to be extended indefinitely because of 

fundamental discussions of optimum standards. 

USA AND J AP.AN 

Particular problems arise in trade in motor vehicles with the 

USA and Japan. 

a. Neither the USA nor Japan are signatory to the 1958 Geneva Agree

ment and so cannot approve for E-Mark purposes. Both USA and Ja

pan accept a few standards contained in ECE Regulations but not 

all. US and Japanese regulations are,therefore,predominantly na

tional in character and procedure. 

b. E%porters to USA and Japan have to build in accordance with the 

national US and Japanese standards and this may involve considera

ble deviation from normal production runs. US and Japanese expor

ters to the UK or Western Europe must also have special production 

runs for their European markets. 



Under the 1966 National Traffic and Motor Vehicles Safety Act 

and Highway Safety Act,the United States government instituted a major 

national attack on traffic accidents which is now conducted by the 

Federal Highway Administration and the National Highway Traffic Safety 

Administration. 

NHTSA is responsible for providing leadership and coordination 

of a national programme to reduce traffic crashes, deaths and injuries. 

This is accomplished primarily in the following ways : 

Developing and issuing motor vehicle and equipment safety 

Standards of performance. 

Developing and issuing uniform Standards for the States and 

communities to incorporate in their highway safety programmes 

(FHWA develops and issues uniform Standards relating to identi

fication and surveillance of accident locations, highway design, 

construction and maintenance, traffic control devices and high

way-related aspects of pedestrian safety). 

Administrating a programme of Federal assistance to States and 

to assist them in implementing their highway programmes formu

lated around the highway safety Standards. 

Conducting research, testing and demonstration to develop the 

new scientific data needed. 

In addition to its research, rulemaking and Federal assistance 

programmes, NHTSA is responsible for evaluating compliance with Stan

dards and providing the technical records in litigation arising out of 

noncompliance with the motor vehicle Standards. 

The resulting programmes are essentially national in character 

and conducted with considerable energy. At the first NATO/CCMS meeting 

in 1969,the United States took the initiative of proposing to lead a 

broad pilot study on road safety covering eight major projects led by 

individual countries. The experimental safety vehicle (ESV) programme 

led by the United States was one of the most important and the leading 

Western European car manufacturing countries agreed to participate 

in it. 
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The United States has launched various proposals for vehicle 

legislation and has carried out major R & D programmes to assist in 

defining future regulations for safer vehicles. The European contri

bution to this programme has differed between participating countries; 

some elected to work against the background of the prospective Ameri

can legislation whilst others preferred to expand their national pro

grammes along more basic lines which concentrated on the investigation 

of accidents and injuries and on the improvement of vehicle systems to 

meet these situations. The occupant protection test requirements of 

the ESV programme represented a major step beyond current regulations 

in stipulating human tolerance criteria which were to be determined 

from anthropomorphic dummies representing car occupants. The first 

Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS) were issued in 1967, 

and became effective on vehicles manufactured after January 11 . 1968. 

They were applicable primarily to passenger cars (which consistently 

constitute nearly four-fifths of the US vehicle population) and covered 

those automobile parts, or systems, known to cause serious injury or 

death in highway collisions - the steering column, the windscreen, 

exposed hardware, the dashboard, and the side pillar, among others. 

In all, more than 50 standards and regulations are in operation today; 

many of these have been upgraded and extended to trucks, buses, and 

multi-purpose vehicles. The early standards have been in force long 

enough so that over 75 % of the cars now on the road incorporate the 

basic safety requirements. 

1970 marked the transition from the initial Federal Motor Vehi

cle Safety Standards required by the Act into the era of new and advan

ced safety standards for motor vehicles. The Program Plan was also 

introduced describing the anticipated schedule of rulemaking actions 

for several years ahead. It was decided to adopt a systems approach 

relating to crashworthiness systems and operating systems. In the case 

of Occupant Crash Protection, Standard FMVSS 208 was introduced which 

was intended to be an overall performance standard. The purpose of 

FMVSS 208 was stated to be to reduce the number of deaths of vehicle 

occupants and the severity of injuries by specifying vehicle crash 

worthiness requirements in terms of forces and accelerations measured 

on anthropomorphic dummies in test crashes and by specifying equipment 
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requirements for active and passive restraint systems. Thus the ESV 

programme was complementary to the development of Standard 208. With 

the completion of the ESV programme which set severe performance tar

gets it was evident that attempts to make a large single step in car 

safety quickly, based on existing knowledge had not been successful in 

practical terms, that is in providing a ready basis for much safer pro

duction cars at acceptable cost. Nevertheless,the programme made major 

contributions through the international research work which it caused 

to be carried out, in the establishment of open exchange of informa

tion between all the participants and through the proceedings of the 

ESV conferences which are freely available worldwide. 

The NHTSA has now embarked on the Research Safety Vehicle (RSV) 

programme. The project addresses the transportation requirements of 

the 1980•s for safety performance, fuel economy, resource conservation 

and low pollution as the basis for future rulemaking and relates to 

smaller vehicles i.e. less than 3000 lbs (1360 kg). 

There is no doubt that the international collaborative program

me has had a bearing on the development of US Standards and in the case 

of Standard 208 has influenced consideration of its full implementation. 

There are also signs that the exchange of information between countries 

offers prospects of narrowing the differences between the Standards in 

prospect for the USA and Europe. 

CURRENT VEHICLE REGULATIONS RELATING TO STRUCTURES 

At the present time, with the exception of developments under 

FMVSS 208,vehicle regulations in Europe and the United States are ba

sically design standards as opposed to performance standards based on 

human tolerance criteria determined by the use of instrumented dummies. 

Current quantitative legislation on vehicle structures, speci

fically car structures, can be divided into three main groups. The 

first comprises those designed to ensure that a suitable occupant space 

is maintained during a crash, the second governing restraint systems 

intended to prevent or reduce the "second collision" of the occupant 

with the interior of the vehicle and the third designed to reduce the 
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risk of injury once a human being comes into conflict with a vehicle 

either as an occupant or as an exposed road user. 

Door latches and hinges 

Among the first regulations issued to deal with passenger com

partment integrity was the one designed to produce a satisfactory 

standard for door locks and hinges and thus reduce the riak of the 

door bursting open on impact and its consequent high level of occupant 

ejection. The need for this type of regulation was recognised interna

tionally and similar requirements exist in USA, UK, Australia, Sweden 

and France, and the ECE. The UK, France, Belgium, Netherlands, Fede

ral Republic of Germany, Sweden, Czechoslovakia and Italy haTe accepted 

ECE Regulation 11 which is a typical standard. 

~ 
EEC 70/387 

Requirements : 1. Latches aust have an intermediate and 

fully latched position. 

2. Transverse and longitudinal statio 

strength requirements for the latch in 

both positions and for door hinges. 

3. A dynamic test or calculation to show 

that the latch will not release under a 

30g deceleration in the unlocked condi

tion. 

Steering mechanism iapact 

The need for a controlled crush at the front end of a vehicle iD 

order to maintain the integrity of the passenger compartment was another 

early objective. This implication can be seen in regulations limiting 

the rearward movement of the steering column to 127 mm, for example 

FMVSS 2o4 (USA), ARD 10b (Australia), FZ-1970 (Sweden), C and U 16 (UK), 

Directive 74/297/EEC and ECE Regulation 12 accepted by UK, France, Ne

therlands, Sweden, Belgium, Czechoslovakia, Federal Republic of Germany 

and Italy. 
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~ Requirements 1. 48.3 kph perpendicular barrier test 

without dumaiea to check horizontal rear

ward movement of column ~ 12.7 ca 

measured dynamically. 

EEC 74/297 

2. Energy absorption requirement in Blak 

Tufy body block impact teat. 

3. No sharp edges. 

Further requirements have been quantified with the introduction 

of ECE Regulations 32 and 33 catering for the behaviour of a vehicle 

in rear-end and head-on collisions respectively. The Regulations l.r 

down minimum values for the residual space in the passenger compart

ment of cars after they have been subjected to stylised front and rear 

impacts and they have been accepted by UK and Sweden. A further impact 

test Regulation 34 is concerned primarily with fire risk as is FMVSS 

301 and F 13-1968 (Sweden). Regulation 34 has been accepted by UK and 

Sweden. 

ECE 32 (rear impact protection) 

Requirements : 1. Mobile barrier rear iapact to ensure adequate 

survival space. 

~ (front impact protection) 

Requirements : 1. Bead-on 48 km/h barrier impact to ensure 

adequate survival apace. 

~ (fire risk) 

Requirements 1. Design and installation of requirements for 

fuel and electrical systems to guard asainat 

fire. 

2. Mobile barrier rear impact to check fuel 

leakage. 

3. Head-on barrier impacts to check fuel leakage. 

Note & Regulations 12, 32, 33 and 34 have be•n aligned to use the s .. e 

tests. 

Regulations 12, 33 and 34 use the same front impact test. 

Regulations 32 and 34 use the same rear impact test. 
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Side strength 

Regulations exist or are at least drafted to cover the side 

strength of cars, namely ADR 29 (Australia) due to come into force in 

1977 and the existing FMVSS 214 (USA) both of which have similar crush 

requirements for the door area of cars. Furthermore, the roof strength 

of cars in the roll-over accident are covered by FMVSS 216 (USA). 

Occupant restraint installation 

Many countries already had national regulations in force govern

ing the requirements for safety belt systems when the first internatio

nal regulations were drawn up. For example FMVSS 209 and 210 (USA) 

ADR 4C and 5B (Australia) F9 1968 (Sweden) and BS 3254, AU48, AU160a 

and AU48a (UK). Internationally ECE regulation No. 14 governing safety 

belt anchorages is accepted by the Federal Republic of tlermaJ:\Y 11 France, 

Netherlands, Belgium, Czechoslovakia and Spain. Regulation No. 16 for 

safety belts is accepted by all the above countries and in addition 

Luxembourg. The EEC proposals for a directive have also been published. 

~ (seat belt anchorages) 

Requirements : 1. Specification of number of anchorages to be 

provided. 

~ (seat balta) 

Requirements 

2. Tests to ascertain minimum strength. 

3. Specification of anchorage location to encou

rage correct lie of the belt for injury reduc

tion and user acceptability. 

1. Dynamic test to ensure adequate strength and 

forward movement limitation. 

2. Buckle release test to check eaergency releaae 

capabilities. 

3. Tests for durability and reliability. 

4. Design and performance requirements for compo

nents to ensure easy and safe operation. 

5. Tests of locking devices for retractors. 
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In addition occupant restraint in rear impacts is dealt with by 

national requirements for head restraints, for example, FMVSS 202 (USA) 

and ADR 22A (Australia). The ECE regulation 25 is accepted by West 

Germany, France, Netherlands, Czechoslovakia and UK. The EEC proposal 

has been published. 

ECE 25 (head restraints) 

Requirements : 1. Location is specified relative to the seat 

occupant. 

2. A test to assess deflection under load. 

3· A headform impact test to assess energy 

absorption for head impacts. 

There is as yet no international agreement on requirements for 

child restraints although this is being actively considered by the ECE 

Group of Rapporteurs. National regulations exist in •any countries, 

for example, FMVSS 213 (USA) ADR 4C and 34 (Australia) BS 3254 and 

AU 157 (UK) and F41-1975 (Sweden). 

Interior fittings 

There has been international action on interior fittings so that 

not only has the vehicle structure been designed to absorb the energy 

of an occupant in a collision, but also attention has been paid to 

detail design so that knobs, switches and the like are not potentially 

hazardous. These requirements are illustrated nationally by FMVSS 201 

(USA), ADR 21 (Australia) and FB-1968 (Sweden) and internationally by 

ECE Regulation 21 accepted by Belgium, France, Sweden, Czechoslovakia, 

UK, Federal Republic of Germany and Italy and Directive 74/60/EEC. 

E..l1 
EEC 74/60 

Requirements : 1. No sharp edges. 

2. Headform impact test to check energy 

dissipation in head impact zond. 

3. Specification of size, radius of curva

ture, degree of projection and in some 

cases retractability or detachability of 

knobs, etc. 

This regulation excludes rear-view mirrors. 
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EEC ?1/12? (rear-view mirrors) 

Requirements : 1. Impact test with headform to check in

jury potential of mounting and mirror 

glass. 

External projections 

In FMVSS 211 the United States has produced a regulation de

signed to eliminate the hazard to exposed road users caused by wheel 

spinners, wheel nuts, etc. However, the European requirements have 

an extended scope and cover the whole concept of exterior projections. 

Directive ?4/48}/EEC and ECE Regulation 26 include not only the road 

wheels, but also body panels, sheet metal edges, etc. The ECE Regula

tion has been accepted by Belgium, France, Sweden, UK, Czechoslovakia 

and Italy. B.J introducing the above standards it is hoped that there 

will be a reduction in the risk and seriousness of bodily injury to 

a person involved in a collision with a car. 

~ Requirements 

EEC ?4/483 

1. Limits on height of projections above 

surface, and/or curvature and/or hard-

ness. 

Strength of seats and seat anchorages 

Seat anchorages are covered bj FMVSS 207 (USA), ADR } (Austra

lia), F10-1968 (Sweden), ECE Regulation 17 accepted by France, Nether

lands, Sweden, UK, Czechoslovakia, Federal Republic of Germany and 

Italy, and Directive 74/408. The main requirements are for the an

chorages to withstand forward and rearward forces of twenty times the 

weight of the seat. In addition there is a requirement for the an

chorages to withstand a rearward moment applied about the seat's "B" 

point. There is a difference in the size of this moment between spe

cifications. 
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SUMMARY OF AMERICAN STANDARDS RELEVANT TO STRUCTURES 

FMVSS 201 

202 

203 

204 

205 

206 

Occupant protection in interior impact - passenger cars 

Head restraints - passenger cars 

Impact protection for the driver from the steering control 

system - passenger cars 

Steering control rearward displacement - passenger cars 

Glazing materials 

Door locks and door retention components - passenger cars, 

multipurpose passenger vehicles, and trucks 

207 Seating systems - passenger cars, multipurpose passenger 

vehicles, trucks and buses 

208 Occupant crash protection in passenger cars, multipurpose 

passenger vehicles, trucks and buses 

209 Seat belt assemblies - passenger cars, multipurpose passen

ger vehicles, trucks and buses 

210 Seat belt assembly anchorages - passenger cars, multipurpose 

passenger vehicles, trucks and buses 

211 Wheel nuts, wheel discs, and hub caps - passenger cars and 

multipurpose passenger vehicles 

212 Windshield mounting - passenger cars 

213 Child seating systems 

214 Side door strength - passenger cars 

215 Exterior protection - passenger cars 

216 Roof crush resistance - passenger cars 

301 Fuel system integrity 

302 Flammability of interior materials - passenger cars, 

multipurpose passenger vehicles, trucks and buses. 

It will be appreciated that this digest of current regulations 

is presented for information only; the subject has become extremely 

complicated and changes occur frequently so that it is difficult to 

maintain an up-to-date index. 
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CURRENT RESEARCH AND EVOLUTION OF TECHNOLOGY 

International data illustrate the relative magnitude of casual

ties to the various classes of road user (Fig. 1). 

C o u n t r y W.G. F I U.K. EEC USA 

)1.6% 21 • .)% 26% 28.1% 
Pedestrians 

~ Two wheelers 

~Cars 

s.a% 1.S% 11.9% 

Figure 1 1 World deaths and injuries in road accidents, 1970 for all 
accident types. 
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In view of the high involvement of cars (Fig. 2) it is right 

that attention should be concentrated on accidents involving them. 

Basically the problem consists of containing the conditions imposed on 

persons involved in collisions, within the human tolerance levels 

that their bodies can stand without permanent injury. For occupants 

ot moving vehicles this means that they must come to rest in the col

lision without being subjected to intolerable forces or acceleration; 

They must be protected from direct injury by interior parts of the 

vehicle that they may contact during the impact; they must not be se

verely injured by the collapse of the structure nor by intrusion from 

outside the passenger compartment. In the case of pedestrians struck 

by a moving vehicle this means first of all that ways must be found 

ot preventing them being thrown to the ground and secondly they must 
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be "acquired" by the vehicle without causing severe injury and re

tained there until it is safe for them to be freed. 
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It is evident in the pedestrian case that a major incompatibi

lity exists between the vehicle and the unprotected pedestrian. It 

is also perhaps obvious that complex compatibility problems also exist 

in the vehicle to vehicle collisions because of the wide range of 

vehicle masses and their physical arrangements. The problem is espe

cially severe in collisions between cars and heavy goods vehicles but 

it is also significant in car-to-car collisions. 

Four main ~ollision modes can be identified : 

Mode 1 

Mode ~ 

Mode 3 

Mode 4 

Frontal collisions 

Front/side collisions 

Front/rear collisions 

Roll-over. 

Accident investigation has shown that Mode 1 is the most im

portant cause of injury followed by Mode 2; the remaining Modes though 

not negligible are of lower importance in Europe provided that 
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adequate fuel system integrity is ensured (Fig. J). 
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Distributed 
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Figure 3 % Accident Incidence 
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The following factors have an important bearing on vehicle to 

vehicle collisions : 

1) The masses involved 

2) The vehicle speeds at entry to the collision phase 

J) Deformation characteristics of the vehicles 

4) Vehicle layout or architecture. 

100 

These factors have been internationally studied by European 

research workers notably in France, Germany, Italy and the ~·'•4•5. 
France has long emphasised aggressivity as an important aspect and 

Italy has been greatly concerned to see that the future for small cars 

is not impaired by future regulations. 
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When two vehicles collide the relative masses of the vehicles 

have an important bearing on the severity of the accident for the 

vehicle occupants. The larger the difference between the two masses 

the greater will be the change of speed of the lighter car for a given 

impact closing velocity, assuming that other factors remain the same. 

The mass distribution of the vehicle population is therefore important 

and changes in the distribution over a period of time, for example, 

towards a lower proportion of large cars would directly affect the 

consequences of collisions on the road. 

The analysis reported by Seiffert5 in 1974 (Annex 1) is indica

tive of views expressed by various European organizations in recent 

years and the problems outlined form the basis of much current techni

cal debate on the future form of car safety requirements. 

In recent years there has been a shift away from assessment of 

accident severity in terms of an equivalent impact with a fixed massi

ve barrier to the concept of velocity change experienced during the 

impact or ~ v. In some cases, for example accidents involving offset 

frontal impacts where the cars glance off each other, assessment in 

terms of equivalent barrier impact speeds can result in misleading 

estimates of the severity of the impact. 

There are,therefore,three inter-related aspects, firstly the 

assessment of the types and severities of collisions taking place on 

the road, secondly the design of vehicles to minimize the consequences 

of these collisions for the people involved and thirdly the develop

ment of test methods which will be realistic and encourage the type 

of vehicle population which it is desired to achieve in the future. 

Assuming that the first aspect can be determined in ways which 

are meaningful for structural design purposes then the other two 

aspects are very closely related. In a mixed vehicle population the 

force/deformation characteristics of each vehicle and the structure 

need to be designed in the light of road accident data to provide the 

best overall solution for the vehicle population expected in the 

future. 
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Occupant protection 

The complexities exposed in analysing road accident collisions 

have a direct bearing on the compatibility between occupants and vehic

le structural characteristics if optimum protection is to be achieved. 

Research has shown that a heavily padded vehicle interior can provide 

some improvement but the best prospect for the foreseeable future in 

Europe is the universal use ~f seat belts, a view that has been amply 

confirmed from the study of road accidents involving unrestrained and 

restrained occupants. Current regulations were to some extent condi

tioned by the relatively low usage of seat belts and accepted that 

occupants would ?robably not be restrained. It is now evident that 

future progress in reducing occupant casualties is vitally dependent 

upon the use of occupant restraints as a prerequisite of further safe

ty improvements. There is some confusion at present regarding this 

point, it being contended by some that no worthwhile progress is pos

sible beyond the universal use of seat belts in conventional vehicles. 

To explore this question Neilson6 has made an assessment of the fur

ther benefit from additional measures that could accrue from implemen

tation of the TRRL "Preliminary specification of safety requirements 

for a car design for the immediate future" and estimates that it would 

be a saving of some 40 % of vehicle occupant fatalities. There would 

seem to be little doubt that substantial benefits are possible from 

structural changes. 

Pedestrian Safety 

In one country where a high proportion of road deaths are pedes

trians some 60 pedestrians are killed by cars for every 100 car occu

pants who die. Quite apart from the basic desire to reduce these pe

destrian casualties it is evident that failure to face the problems 

will eventually lead to increased public concern if substantial reduc

tions in car occupant deaths are achieved. Because car/pedestrian 

accidents are so widely spread there is only limited scope by segrega

ting pedestrians from traffic to reduce such accidents; further~ore 

the tendency for vehicle speeds to rise over the years offers little 

prospect that other means will deal adequately with pedestrian safety. 
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The difficulties of modifying car structures to protect pedes

trians are considerable but the placing and profile of the front 

structure which first contacts pedestrians are of great importance. 

It is already clear that the initial impact, which is likely to be with 

the vehicle bumper, must be below the knee and this sets a basic re

quirement on bumper height which is not satisfied by current legisla

tion or proposed legislation. Fortunately the desired height provides 

a favourable arrangement from the point of view of front/side vehicle 

to vehicle collisions. 

STRUCTURAL IMPLICATIONS OF IMPROVED STANDARDS 

Improvements can be made to many current models by re-locating 

or redesigning components which prevent the vehicle having crush 

characteristics that are essential to optimum occupant protection. 

These modifications can usually be accomplished without economic pe

nalty in subsequent vehicle models. But to improve the crush charac

teristics of the best of current vehicles it is necessary to add to 

the vehicle structure with corresponding weight penalties. These pe

nalties have been explored by manufacturers as part of the interna

tional programme and judged to be prohibitive if the original ESV spe

ci.fications employing severe frontal tests with rigid barriers were 

to be met, especially for small cars. However, the situation changes 

if the principle can be established that heavier cars must accept some 

structural penalty in order to compensate for the mass imbalance in 

collisions with small cars. This leads to the concept of designing 

for compatibility with a "standard vehicle" which could minimize the 

penalty of achieving higher occupant protection especially for small 

cars, whilst leading to an overall improvement. 

In view of the vast am.ount of structural research work carried 

out in recent years,structural design as such would seem to be much 

less of a technical problen1 than defining the requirements which the 

structure should meet and the associated test methods. Since some 

additional structure will also certainly be needed fo~ higher occupant 

protection standards a philosophy needs to be developed for reconcil

ing safety requirements with energy, environmental and economic consi

deratio~- the S3E's so-called by Dr Gregory. 



At first sight it seems plausible to talk of these aspects as 

competing with safety for their share of the vehicle 'cake' and to 

oppose vehicle weight increases for safety on grounds that this leads 

to economic and resource penalties. But these arguments seem to be 

fallacious since there is no absolute rule about the range of vehicle 

sizes and weights that must exist. If it is desired to remain within 

a specified target for example of total fuel consumed by cars it is 

possible for this to be met over a period of years by changes to the 

vehicle mix, for example by moving to lighter vehicles and by centering 

attention on compatibility so that safety is in fact enhanced. These 

aspects are being explored within the American RSV programme and merit 

further study in Europe. 

THE DIRECTION OF FUTURE REGULATIONS 

It is necessary to distinguish between the objectives behind 

regulations and the requirements specified for ensuring that they are 

achieved. Sometimes regulations have failed in practice to achieve 

their objectiv~s. 

In the case of vehicle structures the basic objectives must be 

to improve road user protection in road accidents and to do so in the 

most cost-effective manner; ideally the test methods chosen for demons

trating the required levels of occupant protection should employ cri

teria relating principally to the people and not to the vehi~1e; an ap

proach using biomechanical criteria has not been implemented in regu

lations to date except for optional approval against FMVSS 208, but is 

intended in that case to be made mandatory in the near future. 

Dr Mackay is dealing with these aspects but it is evident that the 

introduction of dummies for compliance testing adds greatly to the 

complexity. 

Frontal impacts 

There is ample evidence that the current car test impact at 

right angles into a massive flat barrier represents just under a half 

of severe injury impacts and that vehicle parameters or design require

ments are inadequate criteria for assessing occupant injury. In spite 
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of these limitations the test fulfils several useful functions 

provided its limitations are recognized. Nevertheless an essential objec

tive is to move to a performance standard based on human tolerance 

requirements for restrained occupants, using dummies for testing pur

porses. The question of the test itself is highly complex and in the 

longer term it is desirable to move to vehicle-to-vehicle tests where 

the standard vehicles may well be deformable mobile barriers designed 

to provide the optimum vehicle mix in road accidents. 

Eventually the test requirements should extend to pedestrian 

compatibility requirements but beyond specifying bumper height these 

cannot be defined without further research. 

Side impacts 

These would seem to offer a less complex problem than frontal 

impacts though they are of course inter-linked from the standpoint of 

structural design. By matching bumper height to sill height substan

tial gains in front/side impact safety can be obtained as well as in 

pedestrian safety through the use of a low bumper•5• Here again the 

use of a deformable barrier would be appropriate for test purposes. 

In proposing new test methods for regulation purposes it has 

to be recogniZed that relatively few destructive tests {in statistical 

term3) will be possible in the case of major vehicle structures or 

whole vehicles on cost grounds. If the complexity of the tests or the 

variety are increased it becomes much more difficult to ensure a satis

factory assessment of compliance; in the case of complete vehicle per

formance standards a sati.sfactory assessment will be sought from just 

one test in each case. It would seem,therefore,that increased effort 

on the use of simulation techniques is desirable and that these methods 

could be employed to augment a framework of approval tests. By using 

vehicle crush characteristics and other parameters it should be possi

ble to predict vehicle collision performance in a variety of situations 

which would be far too costly to contemplate as actual structural tests. 

•5 - Finch, Tarriere, Jehu and others. 
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In view of the long lead times required for the implementation 

of new regulations and the further period before the vehicle popula

tion is significantly affected, early action is needed if cars manu

factured in the early 1980's are to be affected by new regulations. 

This point was emphasised by Osselet in 19745• Unfortunatelj it will 

never be possible for research to provide guaranteed answers to all 

of the questions now being asked and judge~ents will be needed baaed 

on current knowledge. To do this in an acceptable manner means moving 

step-by-step in the directions indicated, trying at each stage to 

ensure that the next step will yield genuine benefits; in some cases 

for example standardization of bumper heights, it must be accepted 

that full benefits will inevitably be delayed. Nevertheless this item 

and side compatibility between vehicles is probably the clearest for 

early action. 

With these issues in mind the EEVC tabled proposals for future 

requirements (Annex 2) which might be considered for inclusion in re

gulations in the near future; they would be backed during their esta

blishment by ongoing programmes of research in the participating coun

tries. These preliminary proposals were developed in WG2 of the Com-
' mittee by representatives of government and industry under the Chair-

manship of Dr Pocci. They do not at present provide a complete picture 

nor do they represent the requirements eventually desired. Neverthe

less they offer a basis for discussion in moving in the near future to 

higher standards of occupant protection. 

CONCLUDING NOTE 

The background road safety situation and the present state of 

accidents involving cars bas been reviewed. The framework of current 

regulations in Europe and the USA has been explored and regulations 

relating to vehicle structures outlined. 

The impact situation is seen to be extremely complex and great 

care will be needed in selecting test conditions for future vehicle 

regulations if they are to produce real benefits in road safety and 



to be cost effective. The importance of compatibility has been empha

sized both between vehicles and in vehicle/pedestrian accidents. 

Progress in vehicle safety is essentially a step-by-step process 

but there are certain fundamental aspects. These include : 

1) The essentiaJ. need for occupant restraints to be employed. 

2) The achievement of an optimum balance in impacts between 

large and small vehicles so that the latter are not sub

jected to unrealistic requirements. 

3) The urgent need for standardization of bumper heights at a 

low level appropriate to vehicle/pedestrian and car front/ 

side impacts. 

4) The need for early action on new vehicle safety standards 

if cars to be produced in the 1980's are to be influenced 

by them. 
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ANNEX 1 

COMPATIBILITY ON THE ROAD 

Ulrich Seiffert, Research and Development Centre, Volkswagenwerke AG 

The following analysis as reported by Seiffert5 in 1974 is in

dicative of views expressed by various European organiz.ations in re

cent years and the problem outlined forms the basis of much current 

technical debate on the future form of car safety requirements. 

~!!!!!_!~!~!!!~ - Apart from the case where a vehicle crashes into a 

fixed immovable obstacle and only the mass of the car under observa

tion is involved, the masses of two partners are involved in the acci

dent. The larger their differences the greater will be the change in 

speed of the lighter one, for any given impact velocity. In extreme 

cases, the speed change of the small car will be so large that the 

smaller car reaches (twice) the impact speed, ~v will become 2v. As 

this physical fact cannot be eliminated, one must extract the masses 

to be observed from statistics. Figure 4 shows the cumulative fre

quency of the registered cars within the EEC for the year ~972 and for 

the United States. The mass difference of the registered cars can be 

seen clearly. In the United States, a merging of today's two peak 
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values can certainly be expected, because here a tendency of the larger 

cars in the direction of the medium US cars can be forecast. As there 

is today still very little statistical material on collision probabi

lity, the cumulative collision frequency shown in Figure 5 was calcu

lated in conjunction with the involved mass conditions. As can be 

seen, in 95 % of car to car collisions the mass relationship is appro

ximately up to 1 to 1.8. If one takes this mass relationship as a 
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basis the speed change for the small vehicle with the same impact ve

locity will be 

(mvi - 1.8mvi) 
.o.v • v - = vi + 0.286vi = 1.286vi 1.0m i 2.8a 

·-
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With a collision speed of vi = 30 mph per vehicle, the ~v for 

the small car would be 38.6 mph and for the large car it would be 

21.4 mph. A shift of the overall accident probability due to mass 

changes of future cars can be expected. Even if this is taken for 

granted, there will be no significant change in accident probability 

between two cars, as long as the trend of mass change of newly registe

red cars does not vary. 

!!f!~~-Y!!2~~~l - It is clear that the impact velocity between the 

traffic participants is a significant factor in relation to the force 

on the car and the car occupants. Usually, the frequency of deaths, 

severe and minor injuries from the accident analysis is related to 

equivalent barrier impact speeds and equivalent teet speeds. The 

earlier ESV conferences have discussed this subject in detail and have 

shown the problems involved in those derived speeds. 

We know from the accident analysis, that more than 75 % of fron

tal passenger car collisions are not equivalent to frontal barrier 

impacts. 

If there is no central impact exactly on the vehicle's longitu

dinal axis, the deceleration-time history and thus ~v = f(t) is such, 

that the speed in the oar's longitudinal direction - and consequently 

the deceleration - is lower. 

Extrapolation from this accident analysis in the direction of 

higher barrier impact speeds of 45 or 50 mph is critical, as will be 

shown in the following example. 

A 1500 kg car develops in a 30 mph barrier impact a mean defor

mation force of 30,000 kp or 29,400 daN, at a mean deceleration of 20g 

and with a deformation distance of 460 mm. 

If the speed is increased, for example, to 50 mph, it is neces

sary for energy absorption purposes to either extend the deformation 

distance or increase the deformation force. In order to a~oid 

lengtaening the vehicle excessively one will frequently go up to the 

limit of the deceleration level at which the injury criteria are still 
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fulfilled. Assuming that the deformation distance increases to 600 mm, 

the mean vehicle deceleration would then increase to 41 g, and the 

mean deformation force to 61,500 kp or to 60,000 daN, that is to say, 

more than double. In a car-car collision this would mean, that the 

smaller car is not only subjected to the larger mass, but also exposed 

to the larger deformation force, so that the g-level on the small car 

would exceed the survivable limit. 

In addition, the measures used to increase the deformation force 

would have a very negative effect in a side impact through the reinfor

cement on the bigger vehicle. Therefore, before one demands considera

bly higher impact speeds for the barrier impact, v (closing) of 60 mph 

for the given mass relationship of 1/1.8 should first be considered as 

the problem to be solved. 

22!!!!!2~-~!~!~!!2~-~2-!~E!~!_!~!! - The accident analysis shows that 
of all accidents, 60 % are frontal collisions, 28 % side collisions, 

7 % vehicle rollovers and the rest rear end collisions. The concentra

tion of the deformation in the frontal collisions shows furthermore 

that it is not symmetrical with the vehicle longitudinal axis. More 

than 75 % deviate from the 90 degree frontal barrier impact and repre

sents an asymmetrical impact. In the side collisions it is found that 

the impacts are concentrated at the level of the eo-called strong pas

senger cell mainly on the side doors. The impact direction is approxi

mately 75° from the front, based on the longitudinal axis of the 

vehicle struck. This knowledge must also be taken into consideration 

with regard to the compatibility. 

The rear end collisions are relatively slight from a statistical 

point of view, so that they do not need to be considered at the moment 

in connection with the question of compatibility. 

~!!2~~!~!2~_£2!~!~~!~!!!!~! - The deformation characteristics of vehi
cles on the market at present vary considerably. Investigations of 

more than 30 vehicles between 690 and 1,324 kg produced minimal forces 

of 23,500 daN and maximal forces of 95,500 daN with deformation distan

ces of from 430 to 885 mm. 



By collecting these deformation force-distances one could, with 

the aid of a computer progr&~me, record these values statistically. 

The large differences existing at the moment could be levelled off in 

the development of vehicles when the normal deformation characteristics 

are known. 

Architecture of Vehicle Structures - The architecture of vehicle struc-
-~~------------------------------~ tures has a significant influence on the performance of the traffic 

collision partners. This applies particularly to the car-truck colli

sion where by optimizing the underride protection a further degree of 

optimization can be obtained. One can determine the energy absorbing 

structures of many models in genuine accident simulation tests. How

ever, within the individual companies one can assume that knowledge 

of these energy absorbing components is available and one could attempt 

to classify this information and evaluate it with computers. 
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A N N E X 2 

REPORT OF WG2 - THE ORDER OF PRIORITY AND MAJOR REQUIREMENTS FOR SAFER 

CARS FOR THE NEAR FUTURE 

I. MAIN GUIDING PRINCIP!m 

After considering the information discussed by Working Groups 1 

and 3, this group was to proceed with an analysis of the various pro

blems leading to the definition of the corresponding safety require

ments and their order of priority. Finally proposals for possible fu

ture action were to be made to the main committee. 

The actual speeds and other detailed suggestions made by Working 

Group 2 in this report for possible impact tests and other procedures 

are preliminary indications rather than final statements of an EEVC 

point of view. Time was not available for WG2 to estimate costs and 

benefits to be expected from a range of measures, such as speeds of 

impact for a test procedure, so that optimum conditions could not 

necessarily be selected. 

The WG2 programme has devaloped along three main guiding 

principles and with the following priorities : 

A - Car internal and external design features for occupant 

protection. 

B - Car external design features for protection of other 

exposed road users. 

C - Primary or preventive safety design features. 

II. CAR OCCUPANT PROTECTION 

The car occupant safety characteristics must be established as 

a function of the following two requirements : 

A - Reduction of direct impact and consequential severity of 

injury in the various accident modes. 

B - Elimination of indirect risks ensuing from such accident 

events (fire, impossibility of timely aid, etc.). 
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The above two basic requirements should be met by specifying 

suitable performances for standard impact tests conducted on cars with 

restrained or suitably protected dummies. 

The performances to be required could be as follows : 

1 - Compliance with biomechanical tolerance limits. 

2 - No bursting open of doors during impact. 

3 Possibility, after collision, of opening at least one door without 

tools. 

4 - Possibility, after collision, of removing the complete dummies. 

5 - No fuel spillage or fire. 

2.1. Restraint Systems 

Among the presently known restraint &Jstems, the seat b~lts 

{}-point type, in particular) are certainly the most effective and 

simple in providing a reasonable direct protection of car occupants 

in the majority of road accidents. 

It is desirable to have future regulations which make it manda

tory to install and wear seat belts in all European countries. In 

view of this, utmost R & D efforts should be devoted to seat belts in 

order to improve their present features and performance. Ameliorations 

should be concentrated on the following aspects : 

- Installation in the car 

- ~sional and strength specifications of the different 

components 

- Location relative to occupants 

- Occupant comfort 

- Manual fastening 

- Automatic adjustment and locking 

- Dissipation of occupant kinetic energy through absorbing 

devices 

- Starter inhibition or some other interlock when belts are 

unfastened (possibly) 

- Warning systems when belts are unfastened. 
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The rational solution of the different problems associated with 

the use of seat belts will require the close coordination of all the 

effort spent in this field. 

Further development of passive restraint systems should be in

vestigated. 

2.2. Test Methods for Impact Simulation 

The discussion of the answers given by the various National 

Delegations to the questionnaire prepared by WG2 has led to a common 

attitude on the four main impact modes intended to verify the occupant 

protection performance. 

For each of said impact modes, at this time, the alternative of 

different test methods was indicated : the final choice will be made 

when the comparative test results and accident analysis data will both 

be available. 

The comparative tests on current production cars should high

light the severity level of each impact mode being investigated from 

the standpoint of damages to the car and possible consequences on the 

occupants. 

In this connection, cooperation by European Car Manufacturers 

will be requested. 

Test procedure 

To be selected between the following two tests A and B, both are 

considered to be practical modifications of the existing head-on test. 

They are likely to lead to further reductions in injury according to 

predictions based on existing accident studies. 

A. Impact against barrier angled at 60° to vehicle main axis. 

B. Offset impact against barrier with radiused edge (15 em radius). 

The impact must involve half of the vehicle front (provisional 

agreement). As a rule, the impact half must be the steering wheel 

side but the test can be repeated on the opposite side, when found 

advisable. 



Test Velocity 

50 km/h. 

Test Conditions 

Vehicle in running order. Two {2) dummies {50th percentile, 

male) in the front outboard sea~ing positions. Restraint systems in 

the normal position and conditions specified to enable them to act on 

the dummies. 

Requirements to be met 

As specified in Para 2, items 1 to 5 inclusive. 

2.2.2. !!~!-!!E~2~-!!!~ 

Test Procedure 

Apart from improving the protection available for occupants of 

cars struck the side, these tests should encourage compatibility 

between the fronts of vehicles and the sides of cars which they strike. 

At present the tes~may be selected from A and B, but these may be 

further developed by substituting for the striking vehicle an impactor 

with a standardized front, representative of future European car front

al structures. 

A. Stationary vehicle struck on its side by the front end of an identi

cal vehicle. The velocity vector of the striking vehicle must make 

an angle of 75° to the main axis of the struck vehicle. 

The main vertical plane of the striking vehicle must pass through 

the driver's seating position H point. 

B. Moving vehicle struck on its side by the front end of an identical 

vehicle. The main axes of the two vehicles must be set at 90°. 

The relative velocity vector of the striking vehicle must make an 

angle of 75° to the main axis of the struck vehicle. 

The main vertical plane of the striking vehicle must pass, at the 

instant the impact begins, through the driver's seating position 

H point. 
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Test Velocity 

40 km/h (relative velocity of striking vehicle to struck 

vehicle). 

Test Conditions 

Two (2) dummies (50th percentile, ma1e) in the seating positions 

adjacent to the struck side. 

Restraint systems in the normal position and conditions speci

fied to enable them to act on the dummies. 

Requirements to be met 

As specified in Para 2, items 1 to 4 inclusive. 

Test Procedure 

To be selected between the following two 1 

A. Rollover test with two full rotations 

Test Velocity 

50 km/h (initial speed). 

Test Conditions 

Vehicle in r.unning order. 

Windows closed. 

Two (2) dummies, (50th percentile, male) in the front outboard 

seating positions. 

Restraint systems in the normal position and conditions speci

fied to enable them to act on the dummies. 

Requirements to be met 

As specified in Para 3, items 2 to 5 included. Additional~, no 

ejection (even partial) of dummies and absence of excessive deforaa

tions (collapse) of roof. 



B. Dynamic impact test on roof's front corner 1Jy pendulum or moving 

barrier having a mass corresponding to 60 % of the weight of the 

test vehicle. 

Test Velocity 

10 km/h 

Test Conditions 

Vehicle body fast on ground. No dummy on board. 

Requirements to be met 

Absence of excessive roof deformations (collapse). 

The test could be run statically by applying to the roof's 

front corner a pre-establjshed load by means of a rigid 

flat plate. Complementary static tests could be carried 

out to verify the capacity of the door locks to prevent 

accidental door opening under loading from inside and out

side the passenger compartment. 

Test procedure 

A. Stationary test vehicle struck from rear along the longitudinal 

axis by a moving barrier or pendulum of 1100 kg. 

Test velocity 

35 km/h 

Test Conditions 

Empty vehicle, in running order, unbraked and in neutral. 

Requirements to be met 

As specified in Para 2, items 2 to 5 inclusive. 
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2.3. Compatibility 

It is clear that the problem of compatibility must be viewed 

within reasonable limits and that the possibility of compatibility 

should,therefore,be ruled out in the event of collisions between vehi

cles quite dissimilar as regards mass, size, shape and structural 

characteristics (e.g. cars and trucks). 

The objective of compatibility should,therefore,be confined to 

cars and, presumably, to a limited range of these. 

For an exact definition of the limits of the said range, the follOl•

ing data should first of all be analyzed : 

Characteristics of cars on the road in Europe (weights, size, 

mechanical layout, etc.). 

Mass ratios in the various car accident modes. 

The final compatibility performance will almost certainly amount 

to meeting requirements 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 listed under para 2 in front, 

side and rear impact tests. 

The main problem will indeed be to define a representative im

pactor. Taken to the extreme, this could be reduced to a single struc

ture simulating the front end of a car whose shape, size, mass and 

stiffness (local and overall) are representative of those of all cars 

pertaining to the range considered. 

Another criterion could be that of testing using a standard 

obstacle (deformable barrier, large framed sheet-metal restrained at 

either side, etc.) on which to measure intrusion depth, space, piercing, 
etc. 

III. PROTECTION OF PEDESTRIANS AND EXPOSED RIDERS 

The problem of the protection of exposed road users is second 

only to car occupant protection. 

However, potential solutions are not very encouraging and even 

the more optimistic proposals are somewhat lacking in terms of effect-

iveness. According to present knowledge, there are only few 



posaibi~ities of improving the safety features of cars for the protec

tion of pedestrians at collision speeds above 10 km/h. 

The accidents covered by this area of safety can be classified 

according to the topic of investigation as follows s 

a - Pedestrian 

b - Pedal cyclist and motor cyclist 

}.1. Pedestrian Protection 

The most iaportant of the various types of accidents involving 

a pedestrian consists of three phases as follows : 

1 - Pedestrian is hit at leg level by the outermost part of car front 

end 

2 - Pedestrian hits bonnet and can be hurled onto windscreen 

} - Pedestrian falls on road 

At low speed, impact severity and risk of fatality grow rapidly 

in phases 1 to }, whereas at medium and high speeds phases 1 and 2 may 

already cause death. 

Safety requirement investigation will be carried out in the 

above phase sequence in order to : 

Assess the effect of shape, size, stiffness and location of car front 

end protrusions on risk of fatality at initial impact. 

- Evaluate the effect of shape, size and stiffness of bonnet and 

windscreen on risk of fatality at second impact. 

- Examine the potential of pedestrian restraint systems designed to 

prevent third impact. 

}.2. Pedal Cyclist and Motor Cyclist Protection 

Though no laboratory test information is available on simulated 

accidents with pedal and motor cyclists, it can be assumed that the 

sequence of events differs from that of accidents with pedestrians 

mainly at initial impact, when, in most cases, only the car and cycle 

come into contact with one another, involving the front side or rear 

of the car. As a consequence, second impact can involve areas other 

than the bonnet or windscreen. 
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Some of the safety requirements for pedestrian protection may 

well apply also to pedal and motor cyclist protection, at least for 

straight-ahead impact against car front or rear end. 

A definition of specific requirements is unlikely. 

IV. ORDER OF PRIORITY OF SECONDARY (OR PROTECTIVE) SAFETY MEASURES 

The following numerical code is used for priority and practica

bility ratings 

PRIORITY 1 

PRACTICABILITY 1 

Haximum 

Available 

2 Medium 

2 = Foreseeable 

} = Minimum 

} = Doubtful 

Priority is an overall assessment indicating the need for work 

to be carried out, whether this be further investigation or final de

velopment of test procedures. Practicability is the engineering practi

cability for producing cars with the safety measure of the performance 

suggested. 

Improvement of seat belt systems 

to increase performance, 

convenience and comfort related 

to their use and the s.tandar

dization of buckles 

Investigations to improve protection for 

pedestrians when str~ck by cars 

Frontal impact measures for restrained 

occupants 

Side impact measures 

Rollover measures (prevent door opening 

and roof collapse) 

Rear impact measures 

Priority 

1 

1 

1 

2 

3 

3 

Practicability 

1 

} 

1 

2 

2 

1 
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Fire prevention 

Release of occupants whether injured 

or uninjured 

V. PRIHARY SAFETY 

Priority Practicability 

3 

3 1 

The need for new or improved primary or preventative safety 

requirements seems to be much less urgent than that for secondary or 

protective safety for car occupants and other road users. 

In fact, many primary safety improvements have been introduced 

in the past, and at present detailed accident investigations ~e show

ing to what extent various safety measures may actually contribute to 

safety. The following notes summarise tentative conclusions of this 

work. 

BRAKES 

Antilocking systems (good potential but 

need assessment and further development 

for reliability) 

TIRES 

Low pressure and deflation warning 

Safety tyres 

DRIVING AIDS 
-------------
Warning or driver control devices for 

unexpected hazards, driver fitness and car 

speed are all potentially useful, but need 

development and trials 

Ergonomics of driving (comfort and 

optimisation of controls and layout) 

Priority 

2 

2 

3 

2 

3 

Practicabilitz 

2 

2 

1 

2 

1 
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HANDLING ----------
Research needed to study car behaviour, 

drivers and their inter-relationships 

Visibtlit;} of cars by warning and 

signalling lights and by other mea.ns, 

needs re-assessment. 

Driver's view at night and in adverse 

conditions also needs re-assessment 

Prioritz Practicability 

2 

2 1 





DISCUSSION BY THE PANEL 

INTERVENTION 

by Mr. Fiala 

1. Structural strength. 

1.1. The structural strength of a vehicle body has a direct connection with 
the injury risk in the event of an accident. It would not be the most 
effective way to solve all matters of injury prevention througb 
measures of vehicle structure. More reasonable is the combination 
of several means such as restraint systems, together with the vehicle 
structure for the occupants and splitting of the traffic streams 
between pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles. 

1.2. All measures to optimize the vehicle strength are meaningless if the 
occupant does not use his restraint system. For this reason, the 
usage of the restraint system available must be enforced with all 
possible power. 

2. Results of the Accident Investigation 

The results of the accident investigation show, that in almost 75% of 
all vehicle accidents at least two vehicles are involved in the 
collisi~n. This is the reason why for the second generation of safety 
standards a reconsideration of the previous requirements ou the basis 
of new research results of accident analyses is necessary. 

3. Future Performance Requirements for the Structure 

The report "Comparative Crash Test Results" which is contributed by 
CCMC, shows clearly that the load on the occupant varies depending on 
the accident and on the accident simulation. For the fUture we need, 
therefore,a legislation Which takes the real accident into 
consideration. 

For restrained occupants the performance criteria, which are 
mentioned in the session "Occupant Protection", should be considered. 
For the structure it is necessary to realize the problems of compatibi
lity. 

For the European situation it is sufficient to consider a mass ratio of 
1 : 18 for car to car accidents. 

The design of the structure in respect to mass and deformation force as a 
fUnction of deformation distance should be defined for a long term, 
that means 10 years after final approval of the requirements. 

The criteria for compatibility defined by tests against the representa
tive deformable moving barrier or by a precise force deflection 
measurement, should be developed as soon as possible. 

It is a wrong direction to increase the impact speed against the rigid 
barrier. This would increase only the rigidity of the vehicles and 
would tend to decrease the compatibility of the overall collision 
behaviour. 
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I would like to show you a short film on this subject. 

(Projection of the film) 

Instead of the design criteria today performance criteria have to be 
established. 
The most important are : 

a. Development of a representative test for evaluation of the restraint 
system. 

b. Development of a representative test for the frontal crash. It seems 
that the 30° frontal barrier test might be the answer. 

c. Defining requirements for compatibility between light and heavY vehicles. 
A sufficient lead time in this respect could be 10 years. 

d. In respectto side collision a 90° movable barrier as specified ECE 
should be sufficient as a first atep. 

e. Also the fulfilling of the rear end collision test as specified in ECE 
is an appropriate requirement to prevent fuel leakage. 

f. In respect of the occupant protection in rollover we feel, that the 
door latches have a primary function. A 720° dynamic rollover or a 
representative static test would be appropriate. The only criterian 
should be that the door latch does not open during the test. 

g. Interior fittings and exterior projection in the EEC - directives are 
not meaningful. For example the tolerable radius depends on the 
location of the car and the material used. 

Conclusion 

The European automobile industry is studying,on the basis of consistent 
benefit/cost measures,the requirement to approve structural safety 
including the protection of cyclists and pedestrians. For this it is 
essential that the European legislation will grant standards with the 
following tasks : 

1. Uniform standards in accordance with \'iorld~rJide legislation. 

2. Identical effective dates. 

3. Careful judgement of the standards on basis of cost/benefit figures 
with forecast and control of their effectiveness. 

4. Sufficient lead time related to development and amortization. 

The continuous pursuing of these four points is my urgent request to the 
authorities here in Brussels. 
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INTERVENTION 

of Mr. Danese 

In this panel, if one wants to remain strictly within the theme, one must 
only discuss the problems tied to the crashworthiness subject and what is 
more, this being the first session, it would not be logical,at least in 
theory, to refer to what speakers will say during the subsequent sessions. 

But, considering that the texts of the other communications have been known 
for some time and that Messrs. Taylor and Mackays' texts deal with intima
tely interdependent subjects, I shall consider Mr. Mackay's report as having 
been read, and base my contribution on both communications. 

I must first of all as a research man,but also as a man from the Administra
tion charged with rulemaking, compliment the two Authors for the clarity 
and professional honesty with which they have pointed out the problems and 
difficulties which we will have to face for the creation of new standards. 
Clarity and honesty which perhaps the laymen or semi-specialE ed section of 
the public may regard as superficiality and an attack on the religion of 
safety. 

But every now and again in the international context, it is good that someone 
has the courage to state the truth clearly, not to stop the progress of 
rulemaking, but to point the way offering the best savings potential in terms 
of mistakes and money. That must be done especially here in Brussels where 
we are together to try and define the work programmes and where we want to 
verify what can and must be attempted for 1980 and beyond. 

My contribution will consist of the following 

- Considerations on usage of design standards published by EEC and ECE whose 
cycle should be officially declared closed today. 

- Considerations of a practical nature deriving from declarations by the two 
"Rapporteurs" on performance standards~ i.e. second generation standards. 

- Reflections on what can be done at the intermediate stage. 

Mr. Taylor has outlined the position as regards safety standards throughout 
the world and in particular in Europe, and has mentioned that implementation 
of standards in European and EEC countries is governed by two treaties : 
The Geneva Convention and the Rome Treaty, signed in 1958 and in 1957 respec
tively. 

The very dates of the signatures make one think that, if then the belief was 
to create something perfect, these treaties today- some 20 years hence -
may show up some defects. 

The Geneva Convention is a substantially valid agreement for Europe because 
virtually all European countries have signed it. Broadly, it states that 
signatories may or may not adopt the regulations that at least two members 
have accepted to use and submitted to the UNO for ratification. 

I should ~so like to remind you that the adoption of a regulation on the 
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part of two or more countries does not imp~ recognition of approval by the 
other parties as regards vehicle registration in their countr.y. As this 
procedure is still in force tod~, it seems strange that there still are 
countries sending their representatives and experts to Geneva to define 
standards which they do not intend to implement. 

Through the Rome Treaty, the EEC has attempted to reme~ this anoma~ and 
reduce the problems imposed on European manufactures, at least in the 
Common Market area, b,y introducing the principle of acceptability of vehicles 
conforming with the EEC directives in all member countries. Nonnally, in 
order to avoid repeating a job already done in Geneva, the EEC has 
adopted a good rna.ny of the ECE regulations. However, it must be said that 
implementation of directive is adverse~ affected b,y an anoma~ to be 
traced back to the origin. 

In fact, the EEC does not compel Member States to observe the directives 
issued in Brussels, but leaves the Member States free to maintain local 
regulations in force, and issue new directives as well. Thus, it has solved 
the problem of accepting a vehicle conforming to the new standards but, 
allowing the coexistence of national standards that m~ be more or less 
strict than the directive, it has permitted a certain measure of ambiguity 
which does no good for the clarity and final removal of barriers to trade. 

Where there was an ECE regulation, the EEC, after verif,ying its applicability, 
has ratified tt as it stood where no such regulation existed or 't.ra.B obsolete, 
it has created new standards, and this for the purpose of arriving at a 
complete vehicle approval standard. 

To this end it is right to recognize that with the directives actual~ issued 
and proposed that have almost gone through the a~proval procedure, the 
majorit.y of requirements listed in directive 70/156, which can be regarded 
as the legislative framework for motor vehicle approval, have been met. 
This could be considered as the achievement of a remarkable target if it 
was free from the above mentioned problems concerning the attitude of the 
various governments in view of the compulsor.y nature and coexistence of 
national laws constituting an alternative to the directives or integration 
of them. Table 1 illustrates the situation as regards compulsor.y EEC 
standards in Member States. 

And here is a second table containing a list of standards belonging to the 
first generation which continue to be discussed here in Brussels. Some are 
fUndamental for barriers to trade and it is a real pity that they cannot be 
launched. I shall draw attention to one standard on~, that on the 
installation of lighting and signalling devices on motor vehicles. 

This is a brief picture, certain~ not complete: must we be proud of this 
situation now, in December 1975? Frankly, turning to manufacturers and II\Y 
colleagues, I should s~ that we cannot be completely satisfied and, before 
starting the st~ of anything new, I think it would be desirable to make 
some decisions asking EEC governments to assume total responsibility, 
especially in view of the time these necessitate. 

In II\Y opinion the EEC should decide that : 

- Current directives and those to be issued in future , must be accepted 
within a maximum of two years as national law by all EEC Member States. 
And then, finally, European type approval will be a reality. The 
obstacles of a legal nature which surely exist may be overcome if there 
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is a d.etennination to c;o so. 

- The criteria governing the adoption of the directives should be standardi
zed (for new approvals only ? On different dates for new approvals and 
approved vehicles respectively?). 

- Regulations in local use by some member countries should be adopted at 
Community level through standardization if judged valid (e.g. engine 
performance specified by Germany and Italy only) . 

- No new local regulation should be permitted. 

Both Authors state that future rulemaking (concerning the so-called second 
generation standards) must be based complete~ on the requirement of 
performance of a biomeohanical nature. 

It is in fact logical to let manufacturers select constructional solutions, 
simply requiring them to ensure that the human body, once the test characte
ristics are defined, is capable of getting out alive or better still, of 
getting out with a higher probability of survival. Mr. Taylor also 
indicates the types of testa to be developed using this philosoph;y·, 
affirming in practice that the EEVC programme presented in London last year, 
is the p rogramme to be adopted and developed. 

These declarations and proposals find me in perfect agreement both because 
the Italian government has been one of the founders of the so callen London 
Club, subsequently officially called EEVC, and because my country, being in 
charge of WG2,whose task it is to work out the test standards, has maintained 
right from the start that this was the right way. 

I am indeed very pleased to hear today that both Mr. Taylor and Mr. Mackay 
have come to agree with the opinion I have had right from the beginning, 
namely that it is useless asking WG2 to come up with standards if the bio
~echanical information is not available. Also, it is a proof of realism 
that both authors have come to the conclusion that the ~ply to my requAst f~r 
data is not for tomorrow. The whole world talks of performance indices but 
to the question : "What can you. propose as a basis for medium range solution 
towards final indices ?" nobody can presently provide an answer. For years 
we have been discussing the first indices ~o be defined for the points of the 
human body that seem the most likely to cause serious injury and death, and 
we can say nothing about the head, chest and abdomen. The femur is an 
exception, although the proposed index varies by a mere 1 to 2 ratio. 

Even the Americans, who have fewer difficulties than we Europeans and study 
the performance index/human body/dummy correlation problem practically, 
following the fireworks of Standard 208, have recently declared in Rome, 
during the EEVC meeting of May 15; 
"The research programme recently outlined by the NHTSA clearly reveals the 
actual poor status of human tolerance levels knowledge and the urgent need for 
acquiring, through a coordinated and strict investigation, a corpus of ad hoc 
biomechanics elements which might serve as a basis for the individualization 
of realistic safety conditionsibr vehicle occupants and suitable measuring 
systems". 

Even more recently, i.e. during the last Stapp Conference held three weeks 
ago in San Diego, it was emphazised that 
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- There are reservations on the validity of results of tests performed using 
dummies ; in fact, at the some level of impact severity, lnJuries are more 
frequent and serious thanis the case with real life car accidents. 

- The value of 1000 for HIC (head injury criteria) is not valid. 

- It is important to maintain a sufficient space for belted occupant head 
movement. 

Chest deflection is a more significant parameter than deceleration, whose 
effectiveness as a tolerability criterion is regarded as doubtful. 

- As from January 1, 1976, Ontario State will make the use of seat belts 
compulsory and will reduce the speed li~it from 70 to 60 m.p.h. 

Therefore, I welcome the recommendation to seriously reflect before starting 
the operation, even if limited in scope, if there is a doubt that what is 
regarded as good today will not be so tomorrow or the day after, with the 
consequence that the technology policy adopted to solve the problem has to be 
abandoned. 

The picture is sad, but it is this very sadnesswhich must spur us to react 
and produce intelligent work plans, to be well coordinated and followed 
enthusiastically by everyone so as to try and reduce EEVC programme time as 
much as possible. And this, in my opinion, can be achieved if : 

-We can lay down priorities and target dates for the various objectives, but 
dates chosen to ensure that the end results are convincing and certain. 

-We stop saying that in Europe we know all about accidents, their mechanisms, 
their statistical distributions. 

-The documents everybody claims he has are unveiled and we, as WG2, are 
supplied with the information needed to start working; and if those 
documents are incomplete, a programme should be agreed to collect the 
necessary statistical data. 

A biochemical programme based on partial arui progressive targets is 
seriously established. In other words, priorities should be allocated 
to certain indices rather than proceeding with a general programme for 
human body overall protection involving simultaneous detail definition 
of all specifications. As a practical example of priority, say : chest 
first, head next, then the rest of the body. 

- On behalf of EEVC (and here I think the Community should find a way to 
finan~e this research) form is given to a tentative programme covering 
impact tests on the entire European vehicle population, or at least the 
most representative part thereof, to establish a test procedure, pending 
the provision of indices. 

- European industry is asked to disclose any experimentation it has conducted 
in this area. MY feeling is that if this is done we shall have a 
programme needing only some completion rather than having to work it out 
altogether. 
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- Industry is asked to complete such a programme - and financial contribution 
is offered to this end - because the s~tting-up of its own laboratories by 
EEVC is useless; also, confidence can be had in the results furnished by 
industry. 

- Common Market industry is asked to provide itself with an organi~ed 
structure, that will put an end to dealings with individual Companies 
or, even worse, between individual Companies and their respective national 
Governments; and if industry is offered the possibility of attending our 
meetings not as accused (or, at best, as expert) but as contributor on 
equal terms with EEVD representatives. 

CCMC has practically provided evidence of such willingness on~ yesterday by 
publishing the results of a remarkable research effort. 

If all this is done, then many standards could certainly be finalized 
within the first past of the 80's, possibly having on the road really safer 
vehicles starting from '83-'84. 
But, can we, the governments, ask users to wait so long? The two Rappor
teurs have posed this question and their answer is "No"; in fact, they 
suggest we should begin to study an intermediate phase during which the 
standards would be a performance/design mix, where by performance something 
bound to biomechanics is certainly intended. I do not agree entirely with 
this point andwould,therefore,like to submit some of my own views. 

On considering the WG2 proposal - appended to Taylor's report and entitled 
"The order of priority and major requirements for safer cars for thP n~ar 
future" - it may be noted that under "Main g11iding principle~;~", 
after stating that all the tests must be based on principles of performance 
with the use of dummies, proposals a.re set forth which are actually design 
standards. 

In fact, quoting from chapter 2 : 

"The car occupant safety characteristics must be established as a function of 
the following two requirements : 

A -(Omission) 

B - Elimination of indirect dangers ensuing frcm accident events such as 
fire, impossibility of timely aid, etc. 

and then, immediately after : 

"The performances to be required could be as follows 

1.- Compliance with biomechanical tolerance limits. 

2.- No bursting open of doors during impact. 

3.- Possibility, after collision, of opening at least one door without tools. 

4.- Possibility, after collision, of removing the complete dummies. 

5.- No fuel spillage or fire". 
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Next, lli~der Restraint Systems - item 2.1 : 

"Among the presently known restraint systems, the seat belts (3-point type, 
in particular) are certainly the most effective and simple in providing a 
reasonable direct protection of car occupants in the majority of road 
accidents. 
It is desirable to have future regulations which make it mandatory to 
install and wear seat belts in all European Countries. In view of this, 
utmost R & D efforts should be devoted to seat belts in order to improve 
their present features and performance. 

Amelioration should be concentrated on the following aspects 

- Installation in car 
- Dimensional and strength specifications of the different components 
- Location relative to occupants 
- Occupant comfort 
- manual fastening 
- Automatic adjustment and locking 
- Dissipation of occupant kinetic energy through absorbing devices 
- Starter inhibition or some other interlock when belts are unfastened 

(possibly) 
- Warning systems when belts are unfastened. 

The rational solution of the different problems associated with the use of 
seat belts will require the close coordination of all effort spent in 
this field. 
Further development of passive restraint systems should be investigated . 

Finally, in defining two basic tests such as the frontal and side impact 
tests : 

"2.2.1. Frontal Impact Test 

A. Impact against barrier angled at 60° to vehicle main axis. 
B.(Omissio~ 
Test conditions 2 dummies on board. 
Requirements to be met 
All the items - 1 to 5 inclusive - listed above under Performances. 

"2.2.2. Side Impact Test 

(Omission) 
Test condit1ons : 2 dummies on board 
Requirements to be met : items l to 4 inclusive listed above under 
Performance" 

In other words, the proposal specifies tests which still require design 
actions needing verification with dummies and more importantly also the 
iiiiJlediate, mandatory use of seat belts in conjunction with active and 
ample efforts for the improvement of same. 

Why not then take the decision of commen~ing, along with the total programme 
that involves knowledge of all bio.engineering data, a second, more limited 
and readily applicable programme which could proceed either on the name of 
parallel lines and require dummies only for mass and size ? 
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We could begin with a basic concept statement around which the whole programme 
would hinge and develop .p. amely, that the use of seat belts shall become 
mandatory throughout the Community in the shortest possible time, as the best 
occupant protection system known to-day. Immediately after this, however, a 
statement should be made to introduce the concept that if effective tests and 
optimization (mechanical, at least) of this accessory are desired, then the 
use of dummies only as inertia force contributors will have to be accepted. 
Once this point is reached, the next step is quite easy : the dummy can be 
used initially as a dimensional checking instrument in all the other tests, 
utilizing immediately to the fullest possible extent a near-sure biomechanical 
concept : the load on the femur. 

Such fundamental approach solutions would enable us to issue the new standards 
on frontal and side impact tests, on the proviso of later up-dating and 
completion as more will be learnt about biomechanics. Some of you might object 
that this proposal is too poor and frui t1ess. 

Yet, my feeling is that if we succeed in imposing compulsory use of seat belts 
throughout the Community and improving belt design and safe use in cars, the 
leap forward would be remarkable indeed, particularly if combined with a more 
realistic impact test, though incomplete and imperfect. 

::''Y vieo-.'S find supporting evidence in a !r/02 Report-Outline (Table 3) 
providing the orde~ of priority and practicability where a numerioalcode is 
used as follows : 

- Priority : 1 means Maximum and 3 Minimum. 
- Practicability : 1 means Available and 3 Doubtful. 

Now, if we consider this table in detail, starting with Practicability, the 
following rating is obtained 

l. Seat belt improvement. 
2. Frontal impact measures for restrained occupants 
3. Side impact measures 
4. Rear impact measures 
5. Release of occupants 
6. Fire prevention 

This classification is in line with the Priority ratings on two fundamental 
points 

- Seat belts 
- Frontal impact 

Next in line as to priority is the side impact to which both ratings assign 2 
("Foreseeable" under practicability). 
It may then be said that both the Manufacturers and ourselves could agree on 
a short-term programme with these targets : 

a. Seat belt use and improvement 
b. Barrier test 
c. Side impact test 

But, basically, what I call the "intermediate_ programme" should end here with 
these standards only and should be conducted jointly by all, namely, Communi
ty, EEVC, and Common Market Manufacturers. 
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Should this material~e, I figure that the standards mentioned could be issued 
sometime between early 1977 and late 1978 so that they would become effective 
practically in the 1977-1980 period. 

In conclusion, my recommendations are 

1. Issue the las~ group of ~reotive~~ow waiting i~ Brussels, 
2. Obtain within two years the true and total application of EEC Standards 

throughout the Community. 
3. Prepare a single package of standards, either by accepting or discarding 

some which are essentially local. 
4. Stop issuing national standards. 
5. Give full effect to the EEVC programme and establish perfo~m~ce standards 

for issue within the 1980/85 period. 
To obtain this result, industry must be asked to cooperate fully and accept 
deep involvement. 
This can only be accomplished if the EEVC and the EEC will have a sole 
respondent in industry, at Community level. 

6. Start an interim plan which within three years will establish comprehensive 
standards on the following topics only, using -dummies: 

- Compulsory use of seat belts and their improvement study 
- Frontal impact test 
- Side impact test 
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E.E.C. DIRECTIVES NATiONAL ADOPTiON STATUS December 1975 Tabel 1 

DIRECTIVE RATIFICA- NATIONAL ALIGNMENT EFFECTIVENESS DATES 

REF. SUBJECT TION DATE DEADLINE B D F I NL GB IR DK L 

70/156 EEC Motor Vehicule Certification 1) 06/02/70 10/08/71 19/07/71 26/10/71 10/03/72 08/05/74 01/07/73 01/07/73 01/07/74 . . 
70/157 Noise Levels (Part I) 06/02/70 10/08/71 10/08/71 26/10/71 06/02/73 25/07/71 01/07/73 01/07/73 01/07!74 01/07/72 

01/01/76 

Exhaust Silencers (Amendement of 01/10/74 
01/10/7< 

01/03/74 
73/350 07/11/73 01/10/75 (For earlier 08/02/74 For new ' 70/157 Part I) 

type Approvals) 
01/10175 type Appr. 

30/06/70 
01/01/71+ 01/08/71+ - 01/10/70 Idle co and 01/10/70+ 

70/220 Air pollution 20/03/70 crankcase emissions 01/10/73+ 01/01/74+ 10/10/73+ 01/07/73 01/07/74 
01/10/71 CO and HC at 01/10/71+ 01/10/71+ 01/10/71+ 
variable speed rates 

01/10/75 - Annexes: 
I (3.2.1.2.2. except) 01/10/75+- 01/10/75+ 01/10/75+ 01/10/75+ 01/10/75+ 

74/290- Air pollution (Amendement of 70/220 
28/05/74 II1 IV (1.5 exceEtl V 01/04/77+ 

Annexes I to V) 01/10/76 - paras: 3. 
2.1.2.2. (Ann.I) and 01/10/76+ 01/10/76+ 01/10/76+ 01/10/76+ 01/10/76+ 
1. 5 (Ann. IV) 

Fuel tanks 26/10/71 16/06/72 . 
70/221 20/03/70 23/09/71 . . . 01/01/76 . 01/07/73 01/07/73 01/07/74 

Rear protective devices 01/10/72 01/01/75 16/06072 13/01/71 

70/222 Rear registration plates-
23/09/71 26/10/71 18/10/74 

. 
01/01/75 

. 
01/07/73 01/07/73 01/07/74 

Mounting and fixing 20/03/70 

70/311 
Steerl.ng - Max effort on steering 08/06/70 12/12/71 26/10/71 13/03/72 01/01/76 

. 
01/07/73 01/07/73 01/07/74 

wheel 

70/387 - Doors (Locks, hinges, footboards) 27/07/10 28/01/72 03/03/72 13/03/72+ 01/01/75 
. 

01/07/73+ 01/07/73 01/07/74 

70/388 - Audible warning devices 28/01/72 28/01/72 
. 

22/12/72 01/01/76+ 28/08/72 
. 

01/07/73 01/07/73 01/07/74 27/07/70 13/03/72 

71/127 Rear view mirrors 01/03/71 05/09/72 01/09/72 
. 

03/03/72 
. 

01/09/72 
. 

01/07/73 01/01/73 01/07/74 13/03/72 01/01/75 . 
01/10/74 

29/01/73 Trucks/ 

71/320- Braking devices 26/07/71 01/10/74 (for split 22/12/72 ~- 01/01/76+ 01/10/74+ 01/07/73 01/07/73 01/07/74 
systems and warninq 

01/10/75 
Cars/ 

light 
Deriv. 

75/524 Braking devices ?507/75 01/10/76 
. 

01/10/76 
. 

01/10/76 

72/306 - Diesel engine emissions 02/08/72 10/02/74 01/01/77+ 01/10/74+ 01/01/76+ 01/01/75+ 15/02/74 
. 

01/07/74 

72/245 - Radio interference suppression 02/08/72 23/12/73 01/01/75 22/12/72 01/01/76 
. 

01/10/74+ 01/04/74+ 01/07/74 

72/60 - Passenger compartement safety 17/12/73 20/06/75 12/03/74 06/07/74 01/01/77 
. 

15/05/75 

74/61 - Anti-theft devices 17/12/73 20/06/75 24/07/74+ 01/01/76 
. 

15/05/75 12/03/74 

74/297- Steering gear- Back-up and 
04/06/74 20/12/75 20/08/74 24/0S/74+ 01/01/78 

. 
15/05/75 01/10/75+ 

collapsibility 

74/408 - Seats and anchoring 22/07/74 01/03/75 - Sffective-
20/08/74 12/06/75 01/01/77 

. 
ness: 01/10/75 15/05/75 

74/483- Exterior protrusions 17/09/74 01/06/75 - Effective-
26/05/75 12/06/75 01/01/77 

. 
ness: 01/10175 15/05/75 

Reverse 20/08/75 
75/443 26/06/75 01/01/77 

Speedometers 20/08/75 

Regulations automati- . . . 1463/70 Tachographs 20/07/70 cally law for all the 01/01/75 01/01/76 01/01/75 
Countries 

1) Effectiveness is subordinate to the issuance of all Directives I-!andatory observance as alternative of E.C.E. - Geneva Regulation 

Corresponding to an E.c.E. - Geneva Regulation Mandatory observance. Dates whithout asterisk are intended as non-mandatory 
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TABLE Z 

PROPOSED DIRECTIVES UNDER DISCUSSION WITHIN EEC 

Subject 

Field of Vision - Windscreen wipers 
and washers (under review) 

- Weights and dimensions 

- Safety glazing 

- Lighting and signalling devices 
- Installation. 

- For lights 

- Reflectors 

- Seat belt anchorings 

- Noise level abatement 

- Vehicle identification number 

- Number plate lights 

- Side, rear and stop lights 

- Asyn:metric beam headlamps 

- Towing devices 

- Seat belts 

- Head restraints 

- Tyres 

- Defrosting syst~s 

- Tractor-trailer connections 

~ Special provisions for buses 

Project Progress 
Status 

Council 1968 

Council 197:1, 

Council 9/72 

Council 12/73 

Council 12/73 

Council 1/74 

Council 8/74 

Council 8174 

Council 9/74 

Council 12/74 

Co1.,Ulcil 12/74 

Council 12/74 

Council 12/74 

Gouncil 12/74 

Council 12/74 

Commission - In cowse 

Commission - In course 

Commission - Discontinued 

Commission - In course 
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TABLE 3 

ORDER OF PRIORITY AND PRACTICABILITY OF 
SECONDARY (OR PROTECTIVE) MEASURES 

Seat belts, improvements to belt and can 
to increase performance, convenience 
and comfort related to their use and 
standardization of buckles. 

Investigation to improve protection for 
pedestrians when struck by cars. 

Frontal impact measures for restrained 
occupants. 

Side impact measures 

Rollover measures (prevent door opening 
and roof collapse) 

Rear impact measures 

Fire prevention 

Release of occupants whether injured or 
uninjured. 

Priority 

l 

l 

1 

2 

3 

3 

3 

3 

Practicability 

l 

3 

1 

2 

2 

1 

1 

l 
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IN~ERVENTION 

of Mr. Grosseau 

Mr. Taylor's paper is very detailed. He sets out all the safety problems of 
all types of road users. However, it is up to the designers to sift out the 
main angles to enable them to form a concept of future car structure. 

Before broaching this particular subject, I would lik~ to emphas~·e the fac~ 
that it is difficult to dissociate the problems of structure from those of 
passenger retention which are dealt with in session 3. 

I regret that the two sessions are not taking place consecutively. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The regulation of car structure design goes back almost 8 years. Today, in 
the U.S.A., Japan, Australia and Europe 118 norms, 30 of which relate to 
structure are in force, although not common to all these countries. Without 
entering into details, the considerable technical and economic difficulties 
for designers in trying to satisfy all these regulatiom simultaneously become 
immediately obvious. 

In addition it should be remembered that some of these regulations were 
published piecemeal over 8 years, necessitating continual modification of 
cars. The important question today is knowing what needs to be done to 
continue improving safety. 

Can we continue to bring out norms the same way as at present ? 

New limiting factors have arisen : 

- the energy shortage 
- the economic crisis which in particular has affected the car sector. 

Regulations have until now been created without taking cost effectiveness 
into account. In particular they have penalized the small car which is in 
danger of disappearing. If only for this one point then the spirit of the 
regulations must be reviewed. 
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II. How do we reconciliate improved safety with methods of econornoc car design 
at maximum cost effectiveness. 

The answer to this question lies in giving priority consideration to the 
occupants rather than , as has happened until now, to regulating the structure. 
Design initiative for maximum economy of materials must rest with the designer. 
Testing of parts should no longer be imposed but should be confined exclusively 
to what is called synthesis testing, that is the simultaneous testing o~ the 
total structure, seat and the restraint device only to obtain valid protection 
for occupants. Whatever the vehicle's characteristics on impact, occupants 
cannot sustain deceleration and other forces above certain values. These 
values are grouped by experts in biomechanics under the heading "protection 
criteria". 

Here one very important point should be emphas:i2: ed : 

It is absolutely necessary to concern ourselves first and foremost with 
occupants Who are using restraints. Sparing people's feelings by allowing 
them to believe that they can save themselves in a road accident without some 
form of restraint would make it impossible to design safe cars. 

The stresses acting on the occupants depend so closely on the reactions of the 
restraint system, the seat and the behaviour of the structure that these must 
always be considered as a unit : Person/Seat/ Restraint System/Structure must 
be taken as an indivisible unit. One immediately sees the usefulness of 
approaching the problem in this way in bringing about optimum cost effective
ness and permitting small car construction. 

The basic characteristic of the small oar is that it has only a limited 
amount of material available for absorbing energy on impact. For this 
reason the material should be judiciously used. 

We appreciate the methodology advocated by the French Government which, 
departing from single elements, consists of seeking the optimum design for 
absorbing energy on impact as an integrated unit and adding each element step 
by step to form a complete structure whioh_ensures the safety of the occupants, 

In this way we were able to show that about 8 to 9 kg of sheet steel are 
sufficient to dissipate the kinetic energy of an 800 kg vehicle striking a 
fixed barrier at 48 km/h. this quantity having the dual function of safety 
and the mechanical retention of the structure. In this way we hope to arrive 
at an economic car design which meets future p~otection criteria. 
Clearly we will not reach this objective if the design itself of the 
structure is subject to regulation. 
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III. The concrete factorsat our disposal for imp~oving car safety 

Th$e have been taken mainly 'from inquires made into actual accidents whi~h 
permit us to determine 

1. The types of impact to be absorbed by selected characteristic impact zones 
2. The mechanical behaviour of the main types of current structures 
3. The behaviour of the occupants 
4. The behaviour of the means of restraint 

The reconstruction of these accidents in the laboratory has enabled limits to 
be s~ for human tolerance levels and the influence of future car design 
by the methodical analysis of each element of a structure in absorbing impact 
energy. 

We are thus able to extract the following pointers 

1. The frontal im~ac~ test against a rigid barrier at 90° is not representa
tive for the majority of accidents or victims. It results in car decelera
tion distances which are too short. 

2. We can fi~ performance figures for car occupants which could allow us to 
say that in most cases they are adequately protected. 

3. The displacement of the steering wheel gives an estimate of the 
reduction in free sp·lce after an accident. To stay within specified 
limits the front of the structure has to be strengthened which entails 
an increase in \•reight and most often increased deceleration for the 
occupants. VJe have therefore worked out a structure which protects 
the driver in spite of an above displacement of the steering wheel. 
To bring this up to the nonnal legal requirement the ••eight of the 
structu-,..·e has had to be increased and the average deceleration value 
has also increased. We are far from obtaining optimum protection 
with optimum cost effectiveness. 

4. In a test in which a car reinforced in this way was used in lateral impact 
on another car , there was excessive penetration into the passenger cabin 
of the latter. 

5. Thus we can observe a chain-reaction of repercussions resulting from an 
outdated norm. 

IV. Desired development of regulations 

In order to avoid the above inconveniences, design criteria must no longer be 
imposed for structures. Current attempts at standard~ation are open to 
criticisr_ since each element which contributes to the safety of the occupants 
is tested separately against mainly mechanical and partly geometrical criteria. 

In contrast, the synthesis tests take into consideration the Person/Structure/ 
Seat/ Restraint System combination. 
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They take account of the interaction of various components =1u the possibility 
of ensuring the protection of the vehicle's occupants using biochemical 
criteria and represent important progress in the field of safety. 

We insist that the old regulations which are based on structural design are 
incompatible with the future ones based on protection criteria. 

Out-of-date norms such as that governing steering wheel displacement should 
be dropped. 

Certain regulations should be firmly rejected such as the specification of 
survival room under the pretext of taking immediate action. 

Although there is still some uncertainty as to the exact human tolerance 
values, we can move towards evolutionary protection criteria which would 
enable us to achieve a first stage which would take into account current 
possibilities of measurement on existing anthropomorphic dummies. 

We support the recommendations of the ESVC both on the principles for further 
testing and on the dates of enactment, that is, in the early 1980's. 

In conlusion : 

Faced with the problem of safety which consists in saving the maximum number 
of human lives without favouring one category against another, we are not as 
ill-equipped as the enumeration of difficulties in Mr. Taylor's report might 
lead us to suppose. 

We can propose solutions, but we definitely must all use the same methods. 
The basis must be accident inquiries. 

The designer must continue to be the initiator of structural design if at all 
times cost effectiveness is to be achieved. Only the "respect of protection 
criteria" objective should be respected. And these should be defined on the 
basis of reality on the roads. 

INTERVENTION 

of Mr. Kuyperbak 

In view of the rapporteur's sound arguments and although I am not one of the 
research experts who are here in such large numbers, but rather a civil 
servant r·esponsible for administration, I shall restrict myself to a few 
brief comments. 

Traffic accidents have indeed increased in step with the growing number of 
vehicles and are,therefor~ considered to be an inevitable product of the 
transport system. 
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As the .illustrious speaker pointed out, the majority of traffic accidents are 
due to human failing. He also stated that the consequences of such human 
failing can be prevented or diminished by various means such as education and 
"traffic training", better roads, safer traffic techniques and the use of 
safer vehicles. 

In the case of safe vehicles two different safety aspects emerge i.e., 

(a) safety aimed at improving vehicle road holding, braking capacity, 
steerability, handling on bends etc. This does not concern the subjects 
dealt with here but is aimed more at preventing accidents; 

(b) traffic safety aimed at improving design in order to diminish the 
consequences of an accident. Hitherto most attention has been devoted 
to diminishing the consequences for vehicle occupants. As pointed out 
by the rapporteur more attention must be paid in future to the more 
vulnerable forms of traffic such as cyclists, motorcyclists and 
:Qedesti'ians. 

A question which arises during the search for partial solutions carried out 
to date is 

Will, by improving both active and passive vehicle safety without devoting the 
necessary attention to the "education" of road users at the same time and also 
improving the quality of driving lessons and consequently improving the 
quality of motor vehicle drivers, the average drivers reaction nvt be that 
because he is sitting in a safer vehicle and driving on a safer road he can 
take still more risks and drive still faster ? Will this reaction not make 
the problem which we are facing i.e, doing what is necessary for vulnerable 
forms of traffic,still more difficult to solve? 

I would think that research in this area is also urgently needed. 

A subsequent point dealt with by the speaker concerns the compatibility in 
the event of a collision between the vehicles of different weights. Research 
publications in this field indicate that the solution to this problem should 
be sought in influencing the final weight categories of the vehicles on the 
road. 

The question arises as to whether as a result of this new barriers to trade 
will not arise if such a solution as this were not applied on a world-wide 
scale. 

Finally I would like to comment on the differences between standards laid 
down in the European Community countries and for example the United States. 
It must now be considered fortunate that conversations with the United 
States and as far as I know Jap~ are to take place within ECE Expert Group 
GE 29, which deals with motor vehicle design, in order to explore the 
possibility of harmonizing test methods. 
It is to be hoped that in the short-term these discussions will yield 
such results that the much more difficult problem of the harmonization 
of standards can be discussed. Only in this way can the removal of 
technical barriers to trade by means of technical specifications be 
achieved on a Horld basis. 
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INTERVENTION 

of Mr. Finch 

The establishment of an acceptable standard resolves from a compromise 
between the ideal and the practical. It should include a careful considera
tion of alternative test procedures, possible production problems, and an 
appraisal of the cost effectiveness of the proposed solutions. A standard 
should neither inhibit further improvements in the safety it sets out to 
provide, nor jeopard~e the development of other safety areas. Its 
intentions should never be ill defined or ambiguous but should be so worded 
as to be capable of only one interpretation by manufacturers and governments 
alike. In certain cases extra clarification of course may be necessary, 
under these circumstances an internationally agreed answer is required rather 
than individual government interpretations which may diffeu 

In a world of rising prices, falling markets and energy conservation the need 
to restrict the use of materials, hence weight and fuel consumption , to a 
mrrn~mum is apparent every day.We must,therefore,accept that safety measures 
are not all equally important, the most infrequent accident may demand the 
maximum redesign; in considering the present situation, if statistics show 
the comparative ineffectiveness of a standard, or test procedure, it should 
either be improved or deleted. For future legislation an agreed list of 
priorities based on accident analysis, benefits and costs has first to be 
established. 

The fact that road deaths and injuries have been significantly reduced in 
those countries where the wearing of seat belts has been declared mandatory, 
even though its observance does not reach 100%, raises the question, that 
in considering further legislation involving structural requirements, should 
we take into account the 'current' value of seat belts, or the 'potential' 
value. Should we continue to expend efforts and resources, at this stage, 
on duplicating this level of safety already attainable by existing restraint 
systems, or give preference to those areas, or class of people provided with 
either insufficient protection or none at all. 

Cons:der the mandatory use of seat belts as applying,for example, to the 
United Kingdom, and assume that an 80% compliance could be achieved. 
Pedestrian fatalities would probably rise from about 38% to 45% of the whole, 
with car occupant deaths falling from 41% to 30%. Occupant injuries would 
probably fall from 48% to about 35%. Since these reductions would result 
mainly from the protection given by the belts in frontal impacts, it follows 
that in other impact modes the relative percentage of occupant injuries would 
rise. 

The mandatory enforcement of seat belt wearing would,therefore,not only 
immediately reduce the numbers killed and injured in cars, but also change 
the relative importance of other safety standards and thereby produce a 
different set of priorities. A factor of no small account in planning 
future legislation. 

We can consider a vehicle's structure from two aspects, one from the 
protection it affords the occupants and the other from the protection it 
offers other road users. In the past the emphasis has been very much 
on the former, with little consideration for the latter. 



In the majority of accidents involving two road users, one invariably has 
advantage over the other; impact compatibility being largely fortuitous. In 
cases involving cars and pedestrians or cars and trucks the ideal answer is 
'segregation'. This not being feasible on a universal scale other methods 
will have to be found, if only to reduce the problem. 

The basic difference between occupant and pedestrian protection is one of 
complexity. For instance, we know that at any given speed, a pedestrian 
will suffer less injury from contact with the centre of a long smooth bonnet 
than from the windscreen surround, but the mechanics which determine which of 
these two impacts a victim will suffer may involve his own pre-impact 
behaviour, his physical characteristics, the car speed and direction, bumper 
height, bonnet profile or any combination of these. 

To complicated matters,it is possible that different combinations of these 
variables would require different designs for survival. For example, it 
would seem that adults impacted at speeds up to say 20 kph are best served 
by a long low bonnet, whereas at higher speeds a higher bonnet profile may be 
desirable in order to cope with the victims increased trajectory. The inevi
table compromise may also be influenced by the height and location of the 
bumpers. Low bumpers centred about 360 mm from the ground tend to rotate the 
impacted victim more rapidly, but have the advantage ~.n reducing the possibi
lity of inflicting serious knee fractures. 

The effective reduction of vehicle aggressiveness and the improvement of 
impact compatibility will require considerable research before firm 
recommendations are available. 

That the possibility exists may be seen from the following series of slides 
depicting stages in the development of Leyland Cars ESVs. 

Slide l This shows the effect of a 90° standard car-to-car impact at 50 kph. 
Maximum penetration into the target car is 350 mm and although the 
rear seat dummy survived, the one in the front seat registered fatal 
loads and ~ecelarations. 

Slide 2 A second target car was prepared incorporating structural modifica
tions and extensive interior padding. It was impacted by another 
standard car at the same speed and direction as before. 

Slide 3 Penetration was reduced to 133 mm, but again the front seat dummy 
suffered severe injury, although survival space was 1200 mm. 

Slide 4 A second modified car identical to the last was then impacted as 
before, by a car having a low energy absorbing bumper and a front 
end designed to improve compatibility. 

Slide 5 Vehicle accelerations increased, but maximum intrusion was reduced 
to 23 mm and the loads on the dummies to acceptable levels. 

This is not to suggest that all pedestrian and side impact problems can be 
solved simply by stipulating a lower bumper height : other factors will also 
require consideration. But it certainly suggests that any plans to 
promulgate a high bumper should at least be held in abeyance, until research 
is completed. 



In all side impacts the strength of the door locks and hinges are an essential 
part of occupant compartment integrity, but without an in-situ door intrusion 
test existing legislation is incomplete. Theoretically anti-burst locks and 
hinges can be attached to diaphanous doors and flexible side panels incapable 
in themselves of resisting structural failure or distortion from either 
direction. 

The replacement of design rules by performance standards is at present 
restricted by our limited knowledge of the appropriate biomechanical criteria 
and the capabilities of available dummies. If realistic legislation is to be 
introduced, work in these areas must continue together with the establishment 
of repeatable test procedures based on real accidents. 

The possible dangers of specifying procedures, based on a limited examination 
of the problem, can be illustrated by the following three slides again 
depicting car-to-car side impacts. 

Slide 6 This shows the interior of the target car in the standard 90° car-to 
car tests already discussed. 

Slide 7 This the interior of another standard car again impacted at 90° and 
50 kph but this time by a mobile barrier having the same overall 
weight (1154 kg),wheelbase and frontal width as the standard car 
but fitted with an impact face similar to J.927. You can see that 
the overall damage is more extensive, particularly in the areas of 
the fascia and rear seat. 

Slide 8 The next slide shows that the injury levels from the barrier were 
higher than from the bullet car. Only when the barrier speed had 
been reduced to 40 kph did the dummy's lnJury levels approach those 
of the original 50 kph car-to-car combination. 

This simplified example does not v~y the weight, profile or area of contact 
of the barrier, it does not examine possible differences resulting from a 
deformable barrier or an angled impact, and the question of the mobility of 
the test vehicle is not considered. 

Yet questions similar to these must all be examined carefully if sensible 
legislation suitable for future generations of cars is to be evolved. 

INTERVENTION 

of Mr. De Coster 

!tr. Taylor's presentation truly reflects the work carried out in the past on 
regulations aimed at improving road safety by dealing with vehicles. 

Broadly speaking it can be said that half of the fatalities due to road 
accidents occur inside vehicles and the other half occur outside. If the 
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research, standardization and regulation carried out to date are examined a 
different picture emerges. The majority of the work by far has been directed 
towards improving the fate of vehicle occupants. This choice was legitimate 
since better, quicker results could be achieved in this area. 

It is, however, conceivable that if the same efforts had been applied to 
pedestrians, cyclists and motorcyclists the results obtained would perhaps 
have been less spectacular but certainly better than those obtained at 
present. 

The regulations adopted in order to improve vehicle occupant safety are 
bearing fruit. Recent statistics compiled in Belgium show that during a 
5-month period since the wearing of safety-belts became obligatory the 
number of accident victims inside vehicles decreased by more than 25%. This 
means that in future the percentage of victims made up of pedestrians, 
cyclists and motorcyclists will increase sharply and more and more attention 
will be drawn to accidents involving these. In addition it now emerges that 
judges are treating motorists who injure pedestrians more seve~ly. 

This symposium,which is dealing with c~ent progress on the things 
remaining to be done, should lay stress on the research to be carried out in 
order to make vehicles less aggressive towards other road users. 

Study is needed on shapes, a certain type of shock absorbing and the 
avoidance as far as possible of subjecting pedestrians injured on the road 
to a second irepact. The height of the bumpers is particularly imp0~tant, 
the main consideration being the difficulty in mending certain knee injuries. 

It would be regrettable if the example of the United States were followed in 
that occupant protection was immediately followed by steps to reduce damage 
to vehicles rather than to other road users. 

In conclusion, I hope that it will be possible in the near future to develop 
research on structures enabling the aggressiveness of vehicles towards 
pedestrians, cyclists and motorcyclists to be reduced. Such research is 
absolutely necessary as a preparation for future regulations. 

INTERVENTION 

of Mr. Campilli. 

The programme does not tell you very much about who is addressing you; so 
perhaps I ought to introduce myself a little more fully. I am not a 
technical man in the strict sense o~ ~he word but a motor dealer now in com
mercial vehicles but formerly in motor cars. The European Committee of the 
IOMTR is the international organization of motor vehicle dealers and repairers 
and 112.000 businesses in Europe Members. 

This will perhaps put what I have to say into a better perspective with 
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relation ~o the theme of the symposium as a whole and to that of this session 
in particular. I should like first of all to say that I have read with very 
great interest not only the reports of the different sessions but also that 
of the CCMAM, to which I would like to give my reactions now. On page 5 
(item 3/4 of section A) of this report the CCMAM says that it is desirable 
between now and 1980 to limit new regulations to those already planned. I am 
in complete agreement with this approach. I would like to take a second cue 
from the tests whichare several times referred to in the report. It is quite 
clear in my opinion that the problem of vehicle safety has to be approached 
not only from the purely technical point of view but equally from the point 
of view of vehicle use. The construction of a safer vehicle is no guarantee 
that the vehicle will always remain safe or that it will always be used in 
accordance with the safety regulations. We must not allow ourselves to 
forget that at the present day in the Community there are 70 millie~ motor
vehicles and 30 million motor-cycles on the road. That is a plain fact. 
At this point I should like to mention (and may I repeat that I am aware that 
I am a man in the street by comparison with the technical experts gathered 
here) the impression made on me by the report of Mr. Dammasio, now of ENI, on 
a checking and t1rning test carried out in Milan in 1970 on around 50 000 road 
vehicles for the purpose of collecting pollution data. More than 50% of the 
vehicles checked had emissions reading above 5.5 on the index, which was 
considered the maximum tolerable amou~t. After a simple tune-up of these 
vehicles only 295 were still above 4.5 on the index and 53,5% of them were 
actually below 3. This shows that it is possible to obtain remarkable 
results with correct periodical maintenance alone. 

Refore reaching a conclusion I should like to make another observation. In 
some European countries, around 21% of the vehicles in circulation are 13 or 
14 years old or even o~er. (In the Federal Republic of Germany this 
proportion rises to 33% and in my own country, Italy, it jumps to more than 
55%) What I wonder is what share of the responsibility for road accidents 
is borne by these vehicles, often antiquated, often poorly maintained, and 
in some countries seldom subject to any kind of check. I am afraid that the 
technical experts are working on the development of something which though 
laudable is probably not adequate, from the statistics on tJ.e acci-
dents and characteristics of vehicles in circulation, and secondly from the 
repairs necessary to keep vehicles in a safe condition through their 
working lives. 

A French survey carried out in 1970 showed, for example, that accidents 
linked to technical defects in vehicles, either as the major or aggravating 
factor, increased (from 8.8% for vehicles under three years old to 
40.8% for vehicles over 10 years old). These are facts which should make 
us stop and think. A survey carried out last year by a major tyre 
manufact~rer revealed that only 2o% of cars in the survey were using 
tyres with the proper amount of tread and the right level of inflation. 

I should like to put this thought to the technical experts present here today, 
to civil servants and, above all, to the senior personnel in the Community. 
I imagine that Mr. Cornelis will be talking about periodic checks; let me, 
therefore,merely underline the importance of these checks which are not always 
considered in quite the right light. In general, the manufacturerP technical 
departments follow the vehicles technical efficiency during guarantee 
period (usually 6-12 months). However, after this period data becomes increa
singly scanty and inconsistent. Personally, and here I also speak on behalf 
of the European Committee of the IOMTR, I feel that the only sure way to 
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cooperate not only in producing a safer vehicle but also in maintaining its 
safety over time, is to organize an efficient system of compulsory technical 
and medical checks throughout Europe. There is a draft Community directive 
on technical control. It is one of a number of directives omitted from the 
list of draft directives suggested in the Danese's talk, but I believe these 
to be be essential, as complementary texts, in the discussions which must 
ensure on vehicle safety. Similarly I feel it is extremely important to 
organize comprehensive systems for recoding the causes and effects of street 
accidents, with the cooperation of the insurance companies and the hospital 
and police networks, so that a data bank can be built up, for instance at 
Community level, which would receive information buth in advance of and as a 
follow-up to the design, development and construction phases. 

Some steps have already been taken in the German Federal Republic and in 
Belgium to organize technical inspections and aptitude checks on driver 
behaviour (which I believe to be equally important). I feel that other 
countries have done less in this respect. My own country has done very 
little in this field, in spite of the fact that manufacturers, distributors, 
garages and, more recently, consumers, that is to say the Automobile Club of 
Italy, have all stated their readiness to contribute to this kind of work in 
terms of both organization and financial support. 

In closing, I should like to remind you that organizing, first of uniform 
technical checks in Europe, secondly of a proper aptitude test for drivers 
and thirdly of collecting data upstream and downstream of the design stage 
is a matter of importance to the work of the technical experts and civil 
servants gathered here to discuss the problems of vehicle safety. 

INTERVENTION 

of Mr. Hofferberth 

On behalf of myself and the other representatives I would like to compliment 
Dr. Taylor on his paper and his clear and concise statement of the issues. I 
shall confine my comments to several points contained in this paper. 

In the early part of Dr. Taylor's paper, he states that, 'it would unquest
ionably be unacceptable to the public to increase the safety of one class of 
road user at the expense of another'. This statement is easily misunderstood. 
I interpret it to mean, for example, that one should not give up two 
fatalities to one class of road user to prevent one fatality to another class. 

However, it is important to note that the reverse is also true, that one must 
be prepared to concede one fatality to one class of road user to prevent two 
fatalities to another. 

This is central to the pursuit of the maximum safety benefit to the majority, 
or as it is sometimes called "compatibility', and it would appear that nothing 



is truly free. An advancement in one dimension o~ motor vehicle safety 
invariably implies a decrease, or at least a reduction 1n the potential 
safety level in some other dimension, although not always in the same measure. 

The question is further illustrated when one considers the tradeo~fs necessary 
to achieve a proper balance between the factors of safety, protection o~ the 
environment, efficient use of energy and economy; the principal elements o~ 
S3E. In this area, the safety of motor vehicle users is directly traded o~f 
against other factors, some of which are almost purely economic, and all of 
which must ultimately be reduced to economic terms, or to some other common 
unit, such that rational tradeoffs can be achieved. 

This presents difficult questions, but until one comes to grips with such 
questions as : 

- How much is society willing to pay to prevent a motor vehicle fatality ? 
- How much is it worth to consume one barrel of oil ? 
- What is the social cost of some measure of increased environmental pollution? 

one has not dealt with the central issue. 

This leads to another comment in the paper to the effect that "ideally the 
test methods chosen for demonstrating the required levels of occupant 
protection should employ criteria relating principally to the people, not to 
the vehicle". Dr. Taylor then makes reference to the biochemical criteria 
contained in the United States Standard 208, and notes that the introduction 
of dummies for compliance testing adds greatly to the complexity. 

Let me agree that using test dummies does indeed greatly complicate 
compliance testing, although not to the extent indicated by Mr. Danese, in my 
_judgment It is much easier to define objectively and perform component 
tests, static loading tests and the like; but it is very difficult-to relate 
the results of such tests to the benefit that will accrue in the real world. 

Tests that closely simulate real crash events, and forms of possible injury 
to simulated crash victims are more complex, but the linkage to safety 
benefits is much closer. With today's need to balance carefully all of the 
social costs and benefjts of motor vehicles, this linkage is essential. In my 
view it is clearly feasible in the area of crash survival testing; and the 
precision with which it can be accomplished in advancing rapidly. 

In the other areas it appears to be more difficult ! Mr. Grosseau made this 
point. He also indicated, and I agree, that there is a second reason for the 
testing of the entire vehicle system against criteria that relate primarily 
to people. Initially it may be possible to achieve a desired level Of safety 
performance by either component requirements or system performance require
ments. However, component requirements tend to be closely related to the 
current state of art and are frequently much more design restrictive than 
system performance requirements. For example, it is clearly possible to 
achieve a high level of safety by requiring the installation of lap and 
shoulder belts, and using any available means to encourage the motoring public 
to use them. However, sucb a requirement usually eliminates any likelihood 
of finding a better way. Sy.stem performance requirements, properly drafted, 
encourage development of better, more reliable, less costly ways of achieving 
the desired result. 
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I would like to close with one final comment. Dr. Taylor indicates that 
"with the completion of the E.S. V. programme, it was evident that attempts 
to make a large single step in car safety quickly, based on existing 
knowledge, had not been successful in practical terms". It is agreed that 
the E.S.V.s produced in the United States left something to be desired in 
terms of practical demonstrations of high levels of safety performance. 
However, the proposition that such attempts, in general, have not produced 
such demonstrations is not at all evident to me. 

Other programmes in the States have provided very encourageing demonstrations, 
and the R.S.V. programme and several other Research and Development projects 
are currently pursuing demonstrations of safety performance levels comparable 
to those contained in the E.S.V. specifications for vehicles that weigh as 
little as 900 to 1000 kilograms. 

As part of this overall programme, several current production vehicles are 
being evaluated. It appears that some of those which weigh less than 1400 
kilograms, may provide such performance levels in frontal impacts if advanced 
restraint systems are installed, with little or no structural modification. 

Mr. Chairman, I would like to express my sincere appreciation for this 
opportunity to express my views. 
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GENERAL DISCUSSION 

Intervention by Mr. CHABROL 

I should like to know what progress has been made in the studies on a dummy 
that is truly representative of a human being in the event of an accident. 

Answer by Mr. MACKAY 

As I understand the question, it was to find out what a dummy is. It is a 
very complicated question, and the state of the development of dummies is 
changing rapidly. Almost all the dummies that are used, in my opinion, for 
legislative purposes are known to specialists to be unsatisfactory in terms 
of their detailed response. The question is, really, to have a dummy which 
is complicated enough to be a reasonable simulation of a person and yet 
simple enough to be of value in any legislative testing-procedure, and this 
problem, I think, really has not been fully solved, if you want to measure 
on a dummy all of the injury parameters that are of interest. These, for 
example, will be to the head, to the chest, to the abdomen, to the legs, in 
a frontal impact situation, and perhaps also the same parts of the body in 
impacts from other directions, from the side as well and as things stand at 
the moment, in my view, we do not at this stage have a dummy which can 
faithfully represent the human being for all these loading conditions. 

Intervention of Mr. GOODE 

Vehicles may have to provide features which are almost entirely not for their 
own benefit but for the benefit of others. Such a case is the rear underrun 
guard which if made deformable could provide protection to passenger car 
occupants involved in rear end collisions with trucks. 

Answer by Mr. GROSSEAU 

In short, the question asked by Mr. Goode concerns an accident between a lorry 
and a passenger car. There is little that we can do today to solve such a 
problem completely. I should nonetheless like to recall that Mr. Finch, in 
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his report which we heard earlier on, suggested that, as regards the 
potential hazard that one vehicle type constitutes for others heavy vehicles 1 

be equipped with special devices which, if properly designed, would enable 
the energy of the impact to be absorbed and would also prevent the passenger 
car from running under the lorry. 

At present, there is no standard that stipulates a special rear str-ucture; 
the only regulation which nowadays requires the constructor to do something 
is an American standard relating to the integrity of the fuel tank. Once the 
petrol fuel tank is protected, there is obviously better protection for the 
occupants. In conclusion, I should like to refer to Mr. Taylor's report, 
particularly to his comments on rear-end collisions, and to the study carried 
out by the ESVC which may be a first step towards facilitating the design of 
vehicles with the aim of reducing the severity of rear-end collisions. In 
~- Taylor's report, the rear-end collisions mentioned are obviously those of 
cars against cars and not lorries against cars. 

Intervention by Mr. LEFRANC 

When the gravity (mortality rate) of side-impact accidents is considered 
these accidents rank easily second after frontal impact as regards the 
number of occupants killed or seriously injured. 

According to the report by Mr. Taylor and Mr. Finch, these side collisions 
seem to present fewer technical problems than do frontal impact as regards 
reducing their severity (height of side members, etc.). Can regulations 
concerning side impacts be expected in the near fUture ? 

Answer from Mr. FINCH 

As a manufacturer I have no idea whether any legislation has been planned. 
Of course, it will depend greatly upon the severity of the impact and the 
availability of a suitable dummy as indicated by accident analyses, as to 
the type of test or the severity of the test that we have to undertake. 
The one that I illustrated on the screen was a fairly extensive modification 
to the impacted vehicle. 

Therefore, I would think that this sort of test, if I was aiming at a 50 km/ 
hour, 90° impact, would certainly be possible in the near future. And in 
any case very long lead times and a lot of development work will be necessary 
but I think the important thing is really to determine first of all what 
percentage of side impacts and what severity of side impacts one is going to 
aim at. 
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Answer from Mr. HOFFERBERTH 

I might comment that side impact is an area that is interesting for more than 
its own sake. There are some indications coming from our work in the United 
States now that indicate a very strong relationship between the side charac
teristics of cars and the characteristics that must be built into the front 
end to avoid excessive penetration in side impacts. It appears that at least 
some current cars are extremely vulnerable and extremely soft to penetration 
in the side. In terms of early rule4making action or early considerations, 
the side impact might very well be an area that could yield substantial future 
benefits. When one truly comes to terms with compatibility and trying to 
define what the front crash response characteristics of vehicles should be, 
it seems to be one which is right for action. 

Intervention by ~tr. TEESDALE 

Mx. Gundelach mentioned a more scientific basis for the next generation of EEC 
requirements. Mr. Taylor and Panel members mentioned the significance of 
EEVC work. Will Mr. Taylor please comment on the role he sees for EEVC 
and how it will fit into ISO/TC22, EEC and other research ~rogrammes already 
in existance ? 
We can use all the help we can get but all together please ! 

Answer from Mr. TAYLOR 

Mr. Chairman, I am grateful to Mr. Teesdale for mentioning this point 
because I think it is important to understand where the European Experimen
tal Vehicles Committee fits into this very complicated grouping of interna
tional committees. 

Perhaps I can start by saying that the EEVC was set up by the European 
Governments concerned with their full backing to respond to the American 
initiative under the ESV programme, and the original objective was that by 
pooling our knowledge and by having a better understanding of the work being 
carried out in research on vehicles in Europe that we would be better able 
as governments to contribute to the international scene. 

The work has since then developed along lines which we think are not 
competitive with the other organizations but are complementary to them. The 
advantage of the EEVC is that it can look at the technical problems quite 
separately from the question of regulations and so forth, and can above all 
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look at the options and the possibilities for making improvements to 
vehicles. Some of those may be economically possible -some may not -but 
this is also part of the committee's work, and I think the main feature of 
the committee's work is to look at and provide options rather than to make 
formal Government decisions. It is in the looking at the problems and in 
the demonstration of the various options that may be possible, and in the 
economic asse~~~ent of those possibilities,that the EEVC provides support 
to the work of the committees dealing with regulations themselves. 

I think perhaps that it is also important to emphasize that membership of 
the EEVC now includes gover~~ent representatives who are also themselves 
members of the regulation committees and we also have had for a long time 
observers from the EEC Commission, so we do have direct crosslinks to these 
other organizations I think one thing which we have particulary welcomed 
in the working group activities of the EEVC is the participation of the 
manufacturers end other organi~ations who have given valuable technical 
support in this open discussion of possibilities and priorities. 

Intervention by Mr. POCCI 

A number of remarks have been made on the work carried out at Geneva by the 
Group of experts on automobile construction which is known as WP 29. 

WP 29 was formed in June 1952 when the Sub Committee on Road Transport of 
the Economic Commission for Europe adopted its Resolution 45 concerning 
certain technical cond~tions. 

Let me say that, at the official level, an attempt is being made to achieve 
safety through automouile design. Fifty regulations have been drawn up, 
thirty-six of which are in force, together with sixty technical recommenda
tions. The most noteworthy success achieved by all this work is, in my 
opinion, the fact that the most important European inter-governmental orga
nisation, the Common Market, has adopted most of these regulations and has 
based directives on them. 

In addition, ~e must not forget the World Conference on Road Traffic at 
Vienna and the 1968 Convention signed by sixty countries, for which our 
Working party had prepared Annex 5 on the minimum conditions for automobile 
equipment in international traffic. Owing to the spread of foreign vehicles 
in a country, it is essential for national traffic to become international. 
WP 29 thus thought it useful to integrate national standards with interna
tional standards as rapidly as possible with the intention of having the 
national standards become identical to the international ones in the future. 

I am dwelling on the subject of structural behaviour to remind you that we 
have regulations concerning passive safety (locks and hinges, impacts against 
the steering wheel , seat belt anchorages , seat belts, strength of seats, 
internal and external fittings, head restraints, strength of the passenger 
compartment,frontal impacts, rear-end impacts, etc •• ) 
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These regulations are not intended to be highly technical or scientific 
works, but have the aim of establishing specifications sui table for elimina-· 
ting dangerous cars in which paseengers are injured in the slightest 
accident, which impale the pedestrian or the cyclist, which catch fire at 
the slightest collision, which open up like a water melon and collapse like 
a sardine tin. 

All these regulations are applicable to automobile production as a whole and 
thus do not prevent the existence of small vehicles. Even the smallest 
vehicles comply with these regulations. The constructors have made sacrifi
ces and have embarked on a course of what might be called collective and 
active defence. In short, these regulations can be applied and, in my 
opinion - and I believe, in that of my colleagues -this constitutes a not 
inconsiderable result. 

There is also the question of the behaviour of the human body, and collabo
ration exists with the World Health Organization for the purpose of introdu
cing new ideas. Unfortunately, in this field, instead of a lack of 
information we have far too much, some of which is at variance with the rest. 
I believe that the first thing to do would be to sort the data in an 
intelligent and objective manner. 

As regards the question that was raised a short time ago concerning the 
relationship with the law-making and with the study groups such as the 
European Experimental Vehicle Committee (the EEVC, in whose work I had the 
honour to participate), I should like to stress that the results of these 
studies should not be ignored, but on the contrary, adapted to mass 
production. 

The present situation with regard to international technical regulations, 
which seem to be rather simplistic,can be improved precisely on the basis of 
the results that can be obtained from the EEVC. 

Overall type approval of the vehicle has also been mentioned. I should 
like to inform you of the latest decision of the Sub-committee on Road 
Transport at Geneva, taken yesterday evening, which is to support the idea 
of WP 29 and achieve overall type approval of the vehicle. This is a long 
term objective, but all possible means will be used to attain it. 

The difficulties between the USA and Europe have also been brought up; 
fortunately, the USA has gone a long way towards accommodating us by_proposing 
that we should get together to harmonize the procedures and the princlples 
for removing these misunderstandings which prevent common standards from 
being set up. This is something to be pleased about. 

The fact that not everybody is participating in the work of rP 29 has been 
criticized. In reality, twenty-six countries and.nineteen inter-governmental 
organizations are involved. Of these twenty-six countries, four are non
European (Japan, USA, Australia and Canada). Furthermore, in accordance with 
sections 8 and 11 of the terms of reference of the Economic Commission for 
Europe, the work of this organization is open to all countries. Hence this 
Working Party can accept any partner. And to conclude, I quote a phrase from 
the Gospel : "Knock and :it shall be opened unto you". 
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Answer from Mr. BRAUN 

Thank you Mr. Pocci; we all know of the contribution made by the work in 
Geneva, and, in truth, the Commission has relied for a long time on the ini
tial work done down there and we are indebted to you for much in t~is field. 

Intervention by Mr. KLAMMER 

Are you also of my op~n~on that it is difficult, if not impossible, to effect 
harmonization and to provide for the technical future simultaneously, that is 
in one step ? 

If this is the case, should not the General Programme be first implemented, 
or is it intended to break off this work ? 

Do you believe that the salient points brought up today are already in a 
sufficiently concrete form to enable appropriate regulations to be drawn up 
in the near future ? 

If not,does the Commission see its way to financing research work which will 
then enable such regulations to be drawn up ? 

Answer from Mr • BRAUN 

Since these questions are directed more especially to the Commission, I shall 
attempt to answer them myself. I believe that we should continue to imple
ment the programme, as drawn up by the Commission and widely accepted by the 
Member States, in the field of motor vehicle harmonization, which means that 
I see no reason for and no advantage in interrupting the work we have began. 

The question that arises from this is whether, once this programme has been 
defined, it is necessary to wait until clear concepts have emerged concerning 
the safety features of the car of the future. I tend to think and this is 
in itself, so to speak, a comment by me on what was said this morning - tha~ 
there is concomitance between two things : first of all the public authori
ties must respond to what appear to them at a given moment to be very specific 
needs which are inescapable. In this case, the means to be used do not 
always seem to derive from the technology of the future. On the other hand, 
there are the long-term objectives ~·rhich, in the light of today's discussions, 
seem to be the attainment of performance standards. There are doubtless some 
points on which we can proceed more easily than on others, and I am thinking, 
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for example, of tyres, for which it can well be imagined that, from the 
outset, the standards must be standards of performance rather than of design. 

In other words, I believe that there is no interruption, that there is 
continuity and that, at a given moment, there will be an increasingly 
pronounced shift away from the design standard towards the performance 
standard. 

I believe, moreover, that a number of the observations that we are in the 
process of making are more relevant to Mr. Mackay's report than to Mr. 
Taylor's, which is concerned more with "continuity" than with, say, 1985. 

I do not believe that we shall have the answers to all our questions b.Y the 
time this symposium is over, but what is going to emerge is that, on the 
basis of the contacts that this syposium enabled us to establish,attempts 
will be made at various levels and in various quarters to specifY what the 
objectives of the future (1985-l990)are likely to be. 

In this connection, the question can obviously be asked : do we gain more by 
diversifying research or is the concentration of research more advantageous 
at a given moment ? 

I believe that the truth probably lies somewhere in between. Excesgive 
fragmentation would not be desirable and total concentration probably 
wouldn't be either. 

You also ask whether the Commission considers that it would be important, in 
the field of regulations, to find its own scientific resources. ~reply is 
yes, without the slightest doubt. But I should like to add : do not draw from 
this the conclusion that, at the present time and at this stage, I am asking 
for financial contributions from the governments to create something 
·new. I know that this would be particularly counter-productive. ~ reply 
is thus one of principle, and it is not a request for fUnds from the next 
budget. Moreover, the implementation of such a programme calls for a 
considerable concentration of financial efforts, which in the long run,however, 
would be +.o the benefit of the Member States, since it would -enable them to 
achieve savings elsewhere • 

But this is not a question to be debated here, it is a problem to be dealt 
with by the State Secretaries for the Budget or by the Ministers concerned. 
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COMMENTS 

by Mr. Braun 

I believe that we have profited this morning to a considerable degree from 
the results of the work of the ESVC ever which you,Mr. Taylor, have presided. 
I would like to see how we can put into practice what you have told us at the 
level of the Community and the regulations it can adopt. First, you consider 
that there is a basic principle, that safety for one class of road user must 
not be achieved at the expense of another. According to what has been said 
this morning , this plainly poses the problem that increasing the strength 
of a vehicle's structure can result in an unreasonable increase in its weight; 
this in turn results in increased "aggressiveness" with harmful effects in 
any collision between vehicles of different sizes or between vehicles and 
other road users, quite apart from the fact that an increase in weight 
automatically leads to an increase in fuel consumption. Here clearly we are 
only partly involved in the field of safety regulations: we are also partly 
involved in a field in which one can discourage by other means - such as the 
price of petrol - the use on our roads of cars of excessive weight. 

So, starting from that point, let us try to identify the priorities so as to 
establish the direction in which we can concentrate joint efforts to arrive 
at a concept for a safer and less "aggressive" car which will not only be a 
basic prototype but can also be mass-produced in the not too dist~.~ future. 

In such a case, it will of course be necessary to resolve the very complex 
problem of reproducing collisions as they actually occur under test conditions: 
this observation has moreover been repeated two or three times in one form or 
another after Mr. Taylor delivered his report. Mr. Taylor put the emphasis 
on having a global concept of the vehicle and its occupants. I think we can 
all subscribe to that. However, that takes us on to the problem of knowing 
how to collate our information on human tolerance levels on impact, so as to 
encompass the safety standards to be guaranteed by a vehicle. Unfortunately, 
no dummy is yet available - and Mr. MacKay confirmed this in reply to a 
question from M. Chabrol - which allows us to reproduce human reactions on 
impact in a fully representative way. But these problems are to be examined 
in greater detail in Session 3. What we can conclude from our discussion 
this morning is that we cannot let ourselves slow down our work of making 
regulations and I repeat almost exactly what I said just now in answer to 
Mr. Klammer's question : until the day we have a full understanding of the 
biomechanics of the behaviour of the human body at the moment of impact. 

We are engaged in a continuous task and are not in a situation where we can 
halt projects while awaiting completely ideal conditions. 

As for the different types of impact, I think I can conclude from the 
discussion that we must concentrate our particular efforts on laying down 
test procedures for frontal impact, which is the most common type of 
collision . Of course, certain problems still have to be solved : (adequate 
angle of impact, a barrier more representative of frontal collisions 
between cars) but from the preparatory studies in the matter we can hope that 
specifications can be drawn up in the not too distant future. Again, we have 
learned a great deal more this morning about what we know, and what we thought 
we knew. Lateral collisions - which are moreover more frequent than frontal 
collisions - seem less complex. This observation was made during question 
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time. Thus it will be easier to find more satisfactory solutions to these 
more quic~ : these will involve modifications in vehicle design, and it is 
on this point that I think we heard one of the clearest remarks or proposals 
which Mr. T~lor made to us - that is, promoting the research on bumper height, 
which is the most likely to avoid dangerous penetration of other vehicles or 
serious injury to pedestrians. As rear impact and overturning are relatively 
rare accidents, they can be considered as being of lower priority, but this 
does not mean that the problem is not recognized. It is only in relation to 
frontal and lateral collisions that I would assign priority 3 to 4 to rear 
impact or overturning accidents. 

The most tricky question, and one to which it will be extremely difficult to 
find a satisfactory solution immediately, is that of collision between a 
vehicle and another road user (a pedestrian or rider of a two-wheeled vehicle). 
The percentage of serious injuries or fatalities is very high, as you have 
heard this morning, and moreover, the situation is different from that in the 
USA. In this context it is understandable that we give a different priority 
to this problem in Europe than they do in the United States. The percentage 
in relation to the overall figure for road casualties tends to rise as the 
beneficial effects of protective measures for passengers and those which 
result tram compulsory use of safety belts are enjoyed by the occupants of a 
vehicle. Our present state of knowledge does not allow us to set a precise 
course towards making the car less aggressive to other road users : no doubt 
we can in the not too distant future, as Mr. Taylor wishes, fix the height of 
bumpers to reduce the consequences of collisions involving pedestrians, but 
very thorough research will be necessary to have an overall view of every 
aspect which this denotes, which are of more concern that the mP.re d~si~n of 
a vehicle. I think that at present all that ::.1e have discovered is that we must go 
further than the requirements at this stage of the directive on external 
projections of vehicles, which in itself is only a first step. 

In what I have just said, I have touched on what seems to me to be one of the 
most striking elements of tod~'s proceedings and of Mr. MacKay's report, 
namely the importance assumed by the introduction of compulsory wearing of a 
system of restraint. This I think, is one of the problems which on our side 
we must either resolve or submit to some other authority as those which deal 
witQ the abolition of obstacles to trade are not the same as those which deal 
with human behaviour on the road. 

I would like to close this session by stating that we can,within a reasonable 
period,estahlish requirements for structural strength and compatibility 
between cars by fixing sui table tests for frontal and lateral impact. On the 
other hand,it would seem difficult to arrive in the very near future at an 
overall solution for collisions between vehicles and other road users. Since, 
however, we are all strongly aware of the importance of this problem, no doubt 
we shall have to go into this problem very urgently and thoroughly with all 
concerned, in order to reduce the consequences of this type of accident. 

That, briefly, is what I would like to conclude from what we have done this 
morning. 
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CLOSING STATEMENT 

by Mr. H. Taylor 

On this occasion I have been asked as Rapporteur to summarize Session l and 
to relate it to discussions in other sessions. In doing this, I hope I may 
be forgiven for not referring individually to each contribution made by 
panel members or session participants. 

Every session has related to important matters affecting the health and well
being of the people of Europe and to road safety and, indeed, in all Sessions 
we will be talking about matters which affect virtually every person in 
the Community. 

In the case of road safety there is general recognition that the present toll 
of road accident casualties is unacceptably high and this has focused 
attention in this vehicle Symposium on the passenger car which is involved in 
very many of the accidents. 

There was a recognition in Session l of the considerable amount of safety and 
standardization work already carried out on vehicles hnt.h hy industr,r on its 
own initiatives and by Governments in association with industry. There Has 
clearly a strong feeling that a major stage in car safety regulations has been 
reached both in terms of dealing with the most obvious and urgent problems 
and in coming to terms with the new problems that now face us. It would seem 
that a stage in this work has now been reached when a complete package of 
measures can be consolidated in the form of whole vehicle type testing. But 
a warning was sounded regarding the barriers that can remain due to 
differences in national practices regarding vehicle regulations. 

A timely reminder was also given that the in-service condition of vehicles, 
especially of the other vehicles, may not match the intention of regulations 
framed for new vehicles. 

What of the future ? It is tempting to assert either that it is no longer 
possible to pursue safety improvements because of the overriding need 
to conserve fuel, or that the present economic climate precludes consideration 
of greater safety in cars. 

As to the first point, I suggested in Session l that this view was fallacious: 
in the longer term the vehicle population could develop or be encouraged to 
develop according to the priorities given to safety, noise, pollution and 
energy conservation, always of course within some limits; the totally safe, 
silent, pollution-free vehicle that consumes no fuel is truly unattainable. 

In the case of car safety, the massive international programme of work carried 
out to date over the last five years has shown that much greater safety can be 
achieved; by this I mean that a much safer car can be produced 
which will be attractive to the users at an acceptable cost and will be more 
compatible with other road users from the safety standpoint. I suggest that 
these results are still valid in spite of current economic problems; though 
it may take longer to achieve the desired improvements, the basic goals need 
not change. 
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In considering the safety of cars, other vehicles must be disregarded - for 
examplet1~ wheeled machines and commercial vehicles. But undoubtedly the 
most important vehicle category overall from the safety standpoint is the 
passenger car. 

During the Symposium, recognition has been given to two important major steps 
in our thinking for the future : 

1) the need to improve the safety not only of car occupants but also of those 
unprotected road users, principally pedestrians, who are frequently struck 
by cars; 

2) the need to develop impact test methods for cars which truly represent the 
rea~y of road accident situations and lead to greater safety in relation 
to the desired future vehicle population. 

These two points have important implications : they require a global view of 
the accident situation to achieve the maximum benefit for the majo~ity and 
they imply that car safety munt relate to the total vehicle population and not 
merely to tests of individual vehicles considered in isolation. In road 
safety, we are concerned to move forward from the current situation in which 
we live, rather than to deal in absolute values. In doing so, we attempt to 
honour the concept that no one class of road user is any more or any less 
entitled to survive than any other and,therefore,that the safety of one class 
should not be advanced by reducing the safety of another. For example, we 
shoulr not enhance safety for the users of large cars at the expens.e, in terms 
of safety, of the occupants of small cars which are widely used in Europe. 
One of the clearest messages to emerge from this week ic the absolute need for 
vehicle occupants to use seat belts if further major advances in occupant 
safety are to be made. Perhaps less well emphasized 1•Jere the considerable 
further advances in safety that can be made, over and above the gain from 
using belts, by exploiting the integrated system of seat belt and structure. 
It is this essential integration of vehicle design that leads to the desire 
for performance standards rather than design standards and to standards that 
relate to human tolerance criteria rather than to vehicle parameters. This 
proposal was challenged several times and it might well help if I suggest 
that there are three stages of progress to be considered : firstly, consoli
dation of current standards and refinement of them,when this is found to be 
necessary; secondly, an interim stage of development moving towards a third 
stage when full performance standards are adopted where these are appropriate. 
The unresolved aspect rather of this proposition seems to have been the timing 
of this process rather than the validity of it. 

For the car structure, the two main areas for action are frontal impacts and 
side impacts with rear impact and roll-over at a lower level of priority. 
Frontal impacts are the most important from a casualty standpoint, especially 
when pedestrian safety is accorded appropriate priority. But the development 
of suitable test methods is a complex affair. Side impacts, on the other hand, 
are technically less complex and suitable test methods may be capable of 
definition more quickly. 

The safety of pedestrians demands specific car safety measures whatever 
developments may be possible in the future : this is the requirement for a 
low front placing of bumpers on cars. This requirement for pedestrian safety 
is comparable in its basis technical implications to the need for car occupants 
to use seat belts. Unless it is adopted, the already difficult job of making 
advances in safety for pedestrians becomes virtually impossible. 
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Fortunately, in all these areas, there is a substantial basis from which to 
make further progress in developing requirements and test methods and the 
European Experimental Vehicles Committee which has been referred to many times 
during the Symposium. It must be recognized that, as the subject progresses, 
there will be a tendency to move to a greater variety of tests or to even more 
complex tests and great care will be needed to ensure that they produce the 
safety results intended. In the case of structural tests, some work can be 
carried out on test. rigs,but, eventually, unless other means can be exploited, 
complete vehicle tests are needed and these can be extremely costly. 
Considerable progress has already been made with simulation techniques and it 
seems highly desirable to exploit these techniques before accepting that more 
comprehensive structural validation cannot be achieved because of the cost. 

In conclusion, may I say that, though a great deal of work on vehicle safety 
remains to be done in framing new regulations, a great deal of progress has 
been made. The major issues on car safety have already been identified and 
put into perspective and the uncertainties ~,hich remain are not so great as t·o 
prevent us making steady progress if we have the will to do so. 
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IllOTOn VJt::HICLE NOI.'JE 

This paper concerns only noise produced by road vehicles other than 

motor cycles. 

Noise is one of the major nuisances which r;o hand in hand with urban 

development and it is generally accepted that motor vehicle traffic is 

the chief offender. This was demonstrated by some very thorough surveys 

carried out in cities such as Chicago, London, Paris, Nice and New York 

to assess the amount of discomfort that people experience when confronted 

with different noises. The results published in a report by Professor 

Wilson, the Chairman of the Research Cooperation Committee of the 

Orr;anisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), show that 

traffic noise comes top of the list with 367~· of the people concerned, 

followed by aircra.ft noise with 9~ · and noise from railway trains with 5'}:,. 

Thus, something had to be done to rrevent a decline in the livinu 

conr'li tions of tovm-dwellers. Accordinc;ly, not long after the vlar , most 

of Europe introduced measures to restrict motor vehicle noise. Of 

course, these mee.sures were not standardized and specialists at ISO 

(Inten1ational Organization for standardization) felt that a standard 

ouc,ht to be worked out to lay down measurine methods and vehicle 

operating conditions which would ena.ble precise and reproducible 

results to be obtained. 

i!ork becan in July 1958 and a draft standard was dre:wn up in 1960. After 

amendments had been rr.ade it was put to ti1e vote of tLe l.'ember I3odies 

in ro.y 1962. It was approved by 27 countries with nnly one cotmtry 

ar;ninst, and vm.s for.r1::-.lly published in :i•'ebrHary 19G4 as ISC 

:lecornr:iendation R 362 - J,:er:.surement of Vehicle Noise. 

At that time several :.:..uropea.n countries ndo11ted it as t;leir official 

metl:od of J.~ee>sureDent and fixed maxin,um sound levels for the various 

vehicle categories. 
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When the Commission of the European Conuuunities came to examine the 

problem of vehicle noise it also drew on ISO Recommendation R ;62 to draw 

up the draft directive adopted by the Council of the European 

Communities on 6 February 1970. 

This Directive (70/157/ElOC)) on the approximation of the laws of the 

N~mber states relating to the permissible sound level and the exhaust 

system of motor vehicles is now in force in all the countries of the 

European Communities. 

The method of measurement described in the Directive can be divided 

into two pa.rtsa 

Conditions of sound measurement 

Vehicle operating conditions. 

The first part indicates the re-quirements regarding the place where the 

measurements are taken. This must be an open space, free of obstacles 

over a radius of 50 metres, with a central part sl~faced with asphalt, 

concrete or similar material over a radius of at least 20 metres. 

Microphones are placed on either side of the vehicle's path, 7.50 metres 

from the path of the vel1icle's centre line and 1.20 metres above ground 

level. The measurements are taken using the weightine curve A of the 

sound-level meter and the rapid response characteristic. 

The second part, concen1ing vehicle operation, was desiened to indicate 

the noise produced by vehicles when acceleratinc; after sta:r·ting up at 

traffic lir;hts. 

To this end, when approaching the line on which the m:i.crophones are 

placed, the vehicles must travel at a steady speed in second gear if they 

have three or four sears or in third eear if they have more than four, so 

that the ent;ine tu:rns at three-quarters of the rpm 8.t which it develops 

its maximum power. When this rule was laid down this eneine speed was 

generally equivalent to the maximum torque rpm of most engines, i.e. the 

engine rprr, at which the vehicle was capable of the r:.reatest acceleration 

and at which it was likely to make a lot of noise. However, to take into 

account the rules of sound pre.ctice for town dri vine; and tLe official 

speed limits, a clause was added restricting this steady speed to 5':' kn 

per hour if the precedinG conditions led to a hiLher speed than this. 
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It was felt that dri vine at hie;her speeds than ti1ose authorized in town 

could be dealt with by other regL~lations and that motor vehicle 

manufacturers should not be penalized for the abnor.mal or unrepresentative 

driving of a tiny minority of users. 

Once a steady speed has been reached, as indicated above, and ten metres 

before the front of the vehicle is level with the line between the 

microphones the tl~ottle is fully opened as rapidly as possible. 

From this moment on the vehicle' a eneine turns at its r:,aximum vower and 

the particularly stable and reproducible runnine; conditions that result 

produce a noise level close to the naximum and ensure a high degree of 

accuracy in the sound measurements. 

These are the ess"'ntial features of the method. Of course, addi.tiona.l 

provisions have been laid down for the various types of transmission that 

can be used in vehicles. 

It should be noted that the only purpose of t: .ese measurements is to 

classify vehicles of the same category tested under the sarae conditions, 

and that they are not capable of providing a subjective estir.1ate of the 

nuisance caused by the various categories of vehicles in operation. 

This basic Directive was supplertented by Directive 7~/~50/F'.EC, which 

requires endurance testa to be carried out on exhaust systems incorporating 

fibrous material. Vehicle type approval pursuant to Directive 70/157/EEC 

is carried out either after removing the fibrous matter from the exhaust 

system or after the vehicle has travelled at least 10 000 km (5 000 km 

in town traffic and 5 000 km elsewhere) or after an eneine teat using a 

dynamometer brake under specified conditions. 
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J.2.stly, !)irective 70/15'7 /I.JF£ provides for measurements to be taken 7 metres 

from stationary vehicles, v:i th the encine runn.i.ng at t!1ree-quarters of the 

rpm at which it r!evelops its maxinnun power or the rrtaxirnum speed permitted 

by the ~.overnor, if the engine is fitted with one. 

Spain, Czechoslovaki3. and YutS;oslavia have implemented a Regulation of the 

m; Economic Commission for S'Urope which e1;1bodies the same r.1ethod of 

mea.surement as that of the Directive but with slightly different limits. 

Australia also m~es that ISO R 362 method. 

In the FSA t!tere are no federal lav1s on the matter at 11resent but 

measurer-.ents are carried out according to Standard SAE J 986 a, which 

is very similar to ISO R 362 and is nlso based on an acceleration test. 

However, as the r eas··u-ements G.re ca.rried out at twice the distance used 

in :-mope the values measured 2.re 6 dJ3 lower. Conne'l_ueritly, American 

reqnirements in tlds e.rea are much less strinc;ent than in the other· 

cotmtries. 

In JapGn three sets of rr:easurements are tn.ken: 

wi t;l the vehicle stationary 

with the vehicle travelling at a steady SIJesd 

with the vehicle accelerating (Very similar to the ISO method). 

In Hwitzerland vehicle type approval includes sound level measurement, 

with a microphone placed 7 metres from the stationary vehicle, with the 

en[:,ine runninc at three-quarters of ~.he rpm o.t which it develops its 

mgximum poVJer or the maximum rpm permitted by the speed governor if the 

engine is fitted with one. 

This method highlie;hts only part of the noise caused and, apart from 

certain categories of vehicle, cannot be regarded as representctive. 
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It ca11 1Je seen t:1erefore that, 1:ith the eYception o:f SWitzerland, the 

methods employed in the other coliDtries are very similar to those laid 

down by nirecti ve 70/157 /lliJJ and :fix perl•lissiblc limits v;hich are very 

close to t110se o:f the b'Uropean Gonn11uni tics. 

The Ylorth of ISO Hecor.nr.endation R 362 is emphasized by the :fact that most 

of the countries have U•iplemented. it. In addition, Directive 70/157/FJ?£ 

is the most strineent of all the regulations in force at present, and 

is likely to becorre even more stringent since the COJlolnission has just 

proposed to the Cour:cil th~.t t:,e present limits be reduced. 

As Directive 70/157/EEC ~.s been in operation in the countries o:f the 

l!.'uropean Comr-,unities :for only three yea:rs it is obviously di:fficult to 

ga.uce the effect it has had on the environment. 

On the other hand, the national laws in some countries, France for 

example, were id~ntical to the specifications of the JJirective, the only 

exception being the permissihle sound levels. As the permissible levels 

laid dov~ in the Directive a:re slightly lower than those of the national 

laws it can be concluded tnat the Directive has made the measures in 

force rrore stringent. 

Judgine- by the situation in France, these national laws have made a con

siderable contribution towards noise abatement since they came into 

effect in the early 1960s. Since then noise levels in France have 

dropped by 7-10 dD(A) in the case of commercial vehicles and 6-SdB(A) in 

the case of passenger vehicles. 

This would not have been possible without the hll(,-e efforts made bJ" 
manufacturers and, as a result, despite the constant increase in motor 

vehicle performance, noise has been kept within reasonable limits. 
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These stringent rules have provoked a number of reactions in the motor 

industry. 

The initial reaction was a sudden awareness of the problem of noise as a 

source of nuisance for "roadside" residents. 

The second reaction, following on from the first one, from the major 

manufacturers was to set up planning offices and laboratories to conduct 

research into the sources and causes of noise and ways of reducing it. 

On this point in particular, Directive 70/157/EEC, which reduced the 

permissible noise level, gave these efforts a fresh boost and launched 

a series of detailed studies on the causes of noise. 

Getting down to more practical matters, the most obvious headway has 

been made in connection with the most important sources of noise, i.e.: 

the intake; 

the exhaust. 

It is now common ~·or vehicles to hPve three or four devices which 

contribute to exhaust silencing. 

However, manufe.cturerA h2ve also examined other aspects and reductions 

in noise have been rr.ade b~· altering the power-unit suspension <md the 

cooline; system. 

It is becoming increasingly co:-.r.'<on for coolinc systems to incorporde 

fans which can be either disengaged or e.re electrically-driven. 

Special attention has been paid to diesel-powered passen{;'er vehicles. 

These aspects have all been expJ.ored in the case of COITirlercial vehicles 

as well, but iP addition more intensive use has been ma.oe of sotmd

proofine materials in the engine compr:rtment. 
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Some idea oJ -.. ! £ lteacl_wny mn<le re,. 8.rrlint:: i1ea.v.v , oods vehicles in the la:=Jt 

ty;elve or thirteen years cal! be c1impsed from the fact that their noise 

levels lw.ve been kept more or lest1 const['.nt evei• thouch their averate 

eneine porTer ha...CJ increased from 150 to about 2)0 metric hp. 

Dcspi te the current difficulties, continued tr[ .. ffic grovrth in the r::ost 

densely populated ~ones can reasonably be expected. 

~1 r: :t'OYrth of thG urban areas in forecast at tl1e same time, it may be 

coj-.cluded t;1o:t a Lrowin: number of inha.bi ta.nts v:ill be ex11osecl to traffic 

noise in future years. 

Some estinfl.tes foreca['.t a 50'i. increase in the total number of cars by 1985 • 

.All thinL"S be inc equal, this increase would corres~1ond to a rise in the 

::.verage noise level of the order of 2 dB(A) (for fairly dense traffic, at 

1-: vehicles per hour, the discomfort is linked to the r.:.verage noise level 

which varies as 10 lot; N. However, this is only an approximation as an 

increase in t:I·affic often entails e reduction in the average speed of 

vehicles and sub3equently a tendency towards a reduction in the a.verage 

noise level). 

It is t!.erefore imperative to take all the requisite measures necessary 

to lirr.i t and if post=;ible reduce the discomfort arising from this noise. 

In these measures, priority should naturally be civen to reducinc the 

noise level of every vehicle considered as a source of noise. 

nut if this measure is to have maximum effectiveness it must fit in with 

the r;eneral fieht aeainst noise, and effective measures must be taken 

at the same tine as regards the :::rchi tecture of d-:~ellin,::,s, town planning 

and traffic orc~anization. 
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It muzt be rer elf;be.reC'. tn~t, ;;ha~ever l1ro ress i3 r.C'.de, t1.·affic will 

£.h·ays t,e·1erate noise, ~rha.iJS ct n lower level than Lt present, tltoueh 

t;"lere will still iJe a need to rxotect wayside dwellers from it so that 

they can at le~~t rest in relative silence. ~he quality of the sound

proofint:; of buildint:s, the layout o:f the various rooms in flats, for 

example, and traffic orGanization can, like reducing ve~acle noise, also 

lead to att~~tive solutions • 

. .'hat criteria s:i1oulrt IJe used as a basis :for a procramr::.e to reduce the 

noise emitted by the various t:;·pes o:f vehicle? 

'Jlhe figures TThich will be chosen F!USt evider.tly be suf:ficie!1tly low for 

the effects or noise on ~ople to tecome neeli&~ble. 

Un:fortunately, despite the large number o:f very extensive investications 

of the pilysiolo ..... ical effects of noine which are currently being conducted 

in various wajor countries, inforcation on this ~uestion is still very 

li.JJ'.ited. 

It can only be said that traffic noise c~uses d.iscom:fort which appears 

to ~~ appreciably according to whether it is basic noise o:f a 

continuous m:.ture and at a rr.od.erate level (60 to 80 dB(A) for example) 

or peak noise of short duration and o:ften i'.t a higher level. J1espi te 

a certain degree of' acclii'Jatization it is however certain that prolonged 

eJqJOsure to a le..rt;ely constant noise level involves evident discomfort 

and .faticue antl that the peak noises have a certain agg-ressive character 

that can disturb concentration and sleep and, if frequently repeated, 

af':fect the neuro-pllysiolo~~ical balance of those persons subjected to them. 

Let us quote another excerpt £ron: Fro:fessor .':ilson's report to the Ol!X;D: 

"It is a problem that is linked with individuals and their feelincs and 

it is ,refined ;;.o:r:e by l!uman values and the environment than by precise 

physical measurements. ·~1lese values and these environments are complex. 

Not only co sensitivity and adaptability vary according to individual 

but each of us may be annoyed by one noise and not by another possessing 

identical characteristics". 
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]';r.ced by the difficulty of directly linking· the discomfort to the noise 

which causes it, some experts have thout,ht that a good way to approach 

the problem 7ould be to fix noise levels which should not be exceeded in 

the rooms or in front of dwellings. 

The same experts consider that the noise levels should not exceed 45-50 
dB(A) in rooms for daytime twe. However, there appears to be a danger 

that these levels mi~nt still be too high for understandine a telephone 

conversation or for teaching in a room. 

Furthermore, the nuisance value indices drawn up durint; certain 

investigations show that the percentage of dissatisfied persons increases 

more rapidly when the noise level in front of llwellings exceed 60-62 

d:R(A). It would therefore be desirable if this level were no!. to exce·ed 

60 rlB(A) which will be very difficult to achieve as noise levels of 

above 70 dB(L) are often recorded at present. 

Various attempts have been made to implerc.ent objective methods of p~e

dictinc the reactions of a population exposed to noise. 

Particular mention could be made of IJO st8ndard l-?. 1996 wJ.dch cnn be 

applied to ree,ular traffic noise - such as often occurs in the daytime. 

In this case the varying noise is expressed by ~m equivalent contin,lous 

level cfl.lled Leq. 'J.'his equivnlent value is c<:.lc·,:lot.ed on the b.:.:.sis of a 

statistical analysis of the development i.n time of the r:eir..hted acoustic 

level il. and of a formula bu;ed on the principle of ener:-y cqnivalence. 

Although there are other suitable methods, it is the Leq eqniV<_'.lent level 

methoi! which is currently used -~he J· ost cmd which ci ves resnl t~' L,ooll 

enough to ::lsscP.s i.he nuisance value of coctinuous daily tr;;·.ffic. 
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The problem of noise at niGht is ~ore serious; tmfortw1ately few studies 

have been made of the subject and it would be hazardous to propose norms. 

The nuisance value at night depends basically: 

- on the occurrence of isolated peak noises, their intensit~r and frequency 

(in an extreme case, one passine vehicle can cause a peak, even when 

driven normally); 

- on the period of sleep durine which this peak occurs (peeJ<: noise is 

more disturbing at the beginning and the end of sleep than durinc- the 

middle). 

It L1ust be noted that the levels recorded at night for &Jl appreciable 

proportion of bedrooms are distinctly hieher than the levels called 

for by specialists. 

Despite the fact that a number of projects are in proeress, it is not 

possible to quantify the problem of peaks. The reasons for the peaks 

also vary considerably and can most often be attributed to bad 

practices. Examples of some of the most frequently-quoted cases which 

occur either by day or by night are: 

- the use of certain types of cars or motorcycles 

- the slamming of doors 

- the startinb~up of engines 

- gear changes 

- a normal car driven like a sports car 

- dri vine; off 

- braking 

- heavy lorries travelling up slopes 

-the horns, sirens etc ••• of priority vehicles 

etc ••• 

Thus it can be seen that it is almost impossible to fix maximum sound 

limits for vehicles on the basis of precise requirements, especially since 

such limits are larc;ely dependent on the conditions under which the level 

of sound emitted by these vehicles is 11:easured. 
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Consequently, the only possibility is to lower the upper limits 

prot:.:ressively. 'l1he question then arises of what the lower level shollld 

be. Takint; a very J.on1 ~-term view, it would seem that every effort should 

be made to take a value which is a.s near as possible to the sound level 

due solely to road noise, as vre do not yet have sufficient knowledge of 

this field to enable us to do otherwise. That noise, the level of 

which is approximately 65-75dB(A) at a speed of 50 kmjh, dependine on 

the type of vehicle, is due solely to the contact between the tyre and 

the ground. Given the requirements as rec;ards e-rip, reliability and 

safety which govern the construction of tyres and roads, it seems tm

likely that any notable procress will be made, even in the lone tenn, 

towards reducing the noise produced. This is tlterefore the ideal limit 

at present, irrespective of the method of propulsion used (interne.l 

combustion encine, Flectric motor, etc.). 

It must be pointed out first of all that the sound emitted b.y a vehicle 

is made up of five principal factors: 

- the noise made by the enGine and the g~ars 

- intake noise 

- exhaust noise 

- the noise made by the cooling system 

- the road noise made by the tyres on the eround when the vehicle is 

in motion. 

We must not forget the noises due to aerodJ~ic factors, which are 

noticeable only at high speeds. 

Nmaerous studies have been made both on the premises of the n~jor car 

manufacturers and in specialized laboratories in order to assess the 

proportion of each type of noise in the overall noise produced by a 

vehicle. It is generally possible to block out all other noises except 

for the one which is to be measured. The noise made by the vehicle is 

then measured in accordance with the method set out in the Directive. 

This was how the level of eacl1 type of noise was assessed. 
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Generally speakine, althouth these values cannot be reearded as absolute, 

the aco11~tic energy can be broken dov.n as follows: 

- Engine noise 30% 
- Exhaust noise 

- Radiated noise 20% 
- Orifice noise 25% 

- Intake noise (orifice 

noise) 10% 
- Ventilation noise 10% 
- lioad noise 5% 

~he breakdown is different in the case of heavy vehicles, where the 

engine noise is slightly ereater and may represent 40% of the total 

~coustic enerBY used, as is the noise made by the cooling system , which 

may reach 2~;. 

!~!~~~~~-~~~~!-~£!~~ 

It is in this field that the greatest efforts h~ve been made during recent 

years. 

As indicated already, the results a.re such that, compared with the noise 

emitted directly by the engine, these noises are not perceived particularly 

clearly, e.:::cept in the case of certain silencers which are designed and 

sold with a view to emitting a noise similar to that rr.ade by a sports car. 

The noise emitted by such silencers is, of course, within the limits laid 

down by lavt. 

It is a well-lmown fact that the effect! veness of such devices i:~ linked 

to their volume. }~ improvement in this field would therefore be bound 

to mean an increase in their size, so that it would be difficult to 

install then in vehicles. It may therefore be concluded that the progress 

made in this field is limited, particularly in the case of small private 

cars. 

It must be noted that in the case of industrial vehicles the rational 

utilization of exhaust turbo-supercharg'ers would improve the sound level 

very considerably. 
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'l'wo possible ways of reducinG noise D.re beinc- considered: 

en.;ineera lwve considered tryinc to enclose the enc;ine in a sort of 

cF~.psule which is a.s sound-proof as possible. 

<J. more rational way, but one which would require lone studies, 

consists in Eltuclyint; all the causes of vibrations in the engine-block 

and trying to find ways of reducing them. 

It would be very difficult to apply this method. It is in .fact difficult 

to find a reasonable compromise between noise reduction and the need to 

cool the engine. 

It r.·1ust be remembered that of the 100 calories contained in the fuel, at 

least seventy are discharged in the form of heat by the exhaust gases , in 

the> coolinc system, by radiation from the engine-block, the oil-pan, the 

manifold, the exhaust manifold and the silencers. 

1~st of the 70 calories dispersed in the form of heat are contained in 

the exha.u.c;t gases but a percentaee is radiated through the exhaust pipes. 

Accordine to motor specialists, it can be estimated that about 5~~· of the 

total quantity of calories is dispersed at the ~.te of 25% radiated through 

tbe exhau'3t manifold, 15% in the cooling t~ystem and 7';~ through the engine

block and. the oil sump. 

This illustrates the need for ensuring that the renewal rate for air 

around the engine is fast~ which is obviously incompatible with efficient 

sound insulation. 

Nevertheless, t~1is line of enquiry is extremely interesting and baa 1n soma 

specific cases led to a considerable dim.i..nution of the total noise en:itted. 

'l1his is for instance the case with some types of buses with a rear-uounted 

eneine, where thorough sound insulation of the engine compartment has 

meant a e.;dn of the order of 8-10 d:B(A) under type approval conditions. 
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It should not however be thoucht that it is possible to make (;'eneral use 

of this technique which requires very intensive preliminary studies on 

the following points: 

- a search for absorbent materials with eood mechanical and chemical 

resistance to clad the interior of engine co~partments witl1out constituting 

a fire risk; 

- engine cooling on streamlined vehicles should be carefully studied 

along the usual lines. In particular, the aerodynamics of air intakes 

and outlets should be studied again in this new context; 

- a detailed study of the cooling fans in order to improve their per

formance without increasing the noise; 

- it will also be necessar.y to check that any fairinea used are compatible 

with the installation of automatic gear-boxes, superchargers and catalytic 

exhaust units as required by the anti-pollution regulations and which, 

when fitted, are likely to increase the problems connected with cooling. 

It is probable that there will be a move towards limited solutions using 

shields and semi-fairings which are less effective but easier to use. 

Finally, it should be remenbered that improvements can also be achieved 

by placing shields around the manifolds and silencers. 

Study of engine-block vibratio~ 

Speaking very generally it can be said that in the most widely-used types 

of engine, acoustic energy is distributed as follows: 

- low frequencies (below 500 Hz). These are emitted by the forces of 

explosion and the alternating forces of the moving parts of the engine. 

They are also found in the inlet and exhaust components. 
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- medium frequencies (500 - 1 500 Hz), which basically correspond to the 

resonances of the engine-block which are stimulated b,y the high harmonics 

of the explosive forces. They are also found in the exhaust components. 

- high frequencies (over 1 500 Hz) caused by localized vibrations of the 

walla as a result of various stimuli a impacts caused by moving parts, 

valves opening and closing, etc. 

A large number of studies on the reduction of these vibrations is 

currently being carried out by various bodies. It is likely that the 

result will be significant alterations in engine design but, of necessity, 

there will be a fairly long delay before new generations of engines are 

put into production. 

Besides these two directions in research which are being followed 

simul taneoualy, attention should be drawn to the fact that there are two 

methods of obtaining a given level of power from an engines 

- either to use few cylinders and high engine rpm, 

- or to use a large number of cylinders and lower rpm. 

The noise produced differs depending on which of these two systems one 

chooses. 

It is difficult to lay down strict rules because of the large number of 

parameters which have to be taken into consideration but the results of 

a great deal of statistical research would seem to indicate that the 

noise level varies with the rpn, undergoing an increase of approximately 

~ for diesel engines, an increase which can be as high as 5 for petrol 

engines, and one of approximately 1.5 \Jf the cylinder capacity in 

both cases. 

It is immediately clear that from the point of view of reducing the noise 

level it is best to advocate the use of engines with a fairly low rpm 

and a large number of cylinders. Unfortunately this runs counter to the 

present tax policy of some countries. 
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Tire noise. 

So far the noise level from this source has remained lower than that from 

other sources in urban traffic travelling at fairly low speeds. It seems 

that studies in this field have not been actively encouraged, since 

other requirements linked with safety have been the principal object of the 

research done by tyre manuf'acturers. 

Of course it is impossible to consider the tyre separately from the surfn.ce 

of the road on which it is driven. This would therefore be a subject of 

research to be coordinated between the tyre ma.nuf'acturers and those 

responsible for roads. It should be remembered that this raises a 

difficult problem of metrology in connection with isolating the noise under 

consideration from other sources of noise in the vehicle. Qualified bodies 

have plans for studying this important problem in the very near future. 

Bew eneinep 

Among the new types of engine planned are electric en&"ines which would 

appear to represent the best hope of reducing the level of noise as well 

as the level of air pollution. This formula also appears to be the 111ost 

attractive for vehicles of liwited autonomy and limited performance, such 

as vehicles which night be used exclusively within an urban district. This 

type of vehicle exists already. So far developments hr,ve been limited be

cause of the weight of the accwi:ulators and the problems connected with 

charging. Here, too, important studies are currently un~er Tiay and 

sic;nificant pror;ress has been made. At present the amount of energy 

stored in lead batteries ha.s risen from 20 Wh/kg to 35 Vfh/kg. With new 

types of batteries it is hoped to be able to produce energy levels of 

150 \'lb.fkg together with much more rapid chargine methods. 

Where utility vehicles are concerned, the power required is ereater and 

beyond the scope of electricity as used in the above solutions. 
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Here research is being directed rather towards perfectine existinG ene;ines 

and the adaptation of ~~s turbines. 

Three very important points should be noted: 

- as mentioned earlier, there is currently a limit to the amount by which 

the noise produced by vehicles in traffic can be reduced. Thus under 

the best of all possible conditions, a car propelled, with m1gine 

stop~'cd, at 50 k/h on a very r:ood road emits a noise level of 60 dB(A) 

at a distance of 7.50 metres. Under the same conditions more than half 

of all existing models produce a lnvel of 66 dB(A). These levels increase 

by 3-7 d] depending on the roe,d surface and the type of tyres used; 

a breakdovm of the general noise level into its V'"'e<Xious components 

shovrs that lov1erine; the noise level by at least 5 dB(l~) could only be 

achieved by replacing at least two-thirds of c-Lll existinG' vehicles by 

very quiet vehicles; 

the influence of the construction parameters for engines on probleBs 

connected with air pollution and energy consumption must also be taken 

into account. 

Gnce again, takinc all these realistic considerations into account, it 

miGht be possible to achieve a completely comparable lowering of the 

average level by meru1s which depend on: 

- traffic planninc 

- the way in which cars are driven 

- tom1 phmnin~ and ?...rclli tecture 

1. It is ir;;perative that above all a consistent policy should be drawn up 

designed to combat noise, pollution and energy consumption in the ~otor 

vehicle construction industry; the public authorities and manufacturers 

would work in close cooperation in this connection. 

At the same time architects, tovm planners and socioloeists should use 

all their resources and knowledge to afford town-dwellers better 

protection acainst noise in eeneral and more especially traffic noise. 
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2. secondly, more rigid rules should be drawn up governing the e.cceptance 

of vehicles, relating to both the method of measurement used and the 

permissible noise limits. The rules should be applicable first and foremost 

to r:ublic transport vehicles and deli very vehicles, and the use of large 

commercial vehicles could be regulated or even prohibited in urban areas. 

3. An effort should be made to educate car users: by driving quietly it is 

generally possible to drive economically. 

A vehicle may become noisy if it is not driven in a normal way or if its 

owner makes alterations to it which often lead to an illusory improvement 

in its performance but also to an increase in the amount of noise which 

it makes. Attention should also be drawn to the need to make at least a 

minimum amount of effort to keep a vehicle in good condition. 

4. It is also important that the police and inspection bodies should be 

given simple, effective ways of assessing the degree of deterioration of the 

acoustic characteristics of vehicles on the roads ~ objective methods. 

5. Governments should ensure that their tax policies encourage the 

construction of quiet vehicles. 

!'ftOPOSAL FOR A RATIONAL CHO~CE WITH A VIEW TO DRAWING UP COMMUNITY RULES 

The current method for measuring noises emitted by vehicles has often been 

reproached by being unsuitable for certain categories of vehicles. 

However, it must be remembered that the various national or international 

rules in force lay down the same noise limit for vehicles with features 

which differ widely: in a ratio of 1 to 20 for the engine power, and of 

at least 1 to 3 for the maximum power rpm and the weight. It is also a 

well-lmown fact that the sound level of a vehicle depends on the 

mechanical power of the engine, which varies accordfn« to whether that 

power is obtained by varying the cylinder capacity or the maximum power 

rpm. 
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It is therefore clear that even if the noise ~1mits are well suited to 

certain categories ol' vehicles, they are either too lo·lV or too high for 

others. 

The authors of ISO Recommendation R 362 were aware of this. In view of the 

wide range of types of vehicle, the measurements were ''adapted" to take 

into account the maximum speed wnich depends on the engine power. 

It has now become clear that such adaptations are inadequate in view of 

the developments in the motor vehicle industry during recent years. 

The ISO experts have, of course, examined this problem and have studied 

the actual condi tiona in which various types of vehicles run in an urban 

environment. ~~jor projects have been carried out in France in 

particular, by: 

IRT (Institut de Recherches des Transports), and 

UTAC (Union Technique de !'Automobile, du Motocycle et rlu Cycle) 

at the request of the Ministry for SUpply and of the I.anistry for the 

Quality of Life and by a group of motor vehicle manufacturers. Similar 

studies have also been carried out in Italy, Japan and the United States 

of America. 

A number of conclusions can be drawn which we propose for use as a basis 

for a study to enable new Community rules to be drawn up. 

1. The current method could be retained, with sliGht cha.rwes, for heavy 

vehicles, as the actual conditions of use of these veLicler. have remained 

fa.irly similar to those laid down in the Directive. Furthen.,ore, the 

simplicity of the method is an asset in the case of vehicles which are 

relatively less easy to drive than private cars. 

Progress in this particular case will lead to a £Tadual reduction in the 

limits to match the potential of construction n:ethods. 
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2. On the other hand, all the investications relating to private cars hr:we 

confirmed the fact that the conditions set out in the Directive correspond 

to the actual traffic conditions for no rr.ore than 1~: of the total time. 

The gap widens as the percentage of povter used in relation to the maxinn.un 

available engine power falls off, or the percentage of the engine power 

used in relation to the maxinnun ranee is low. 

This implies that the method has nntch more stringent effects on powerful 

saloon cars than on sma.ll cars •. It is quite clear that this is an anomaly 

which, in view of the fact that there is only one sincle lirui t appJ !cable 

to all private cars, could 1nean that those vehicles which ure mos~ 

numerous are not subject to st~ficiently strict rules. 

It should also be pointed out that it is very difficult to w.1...l<:e any 

judcement purely on the basis of the measurement results. 

It would therefore seem much fairer to carry out two types of tests: 

- a first test could be desi{)!led to reveal the maxinrum sound level when 

driving under extreme urban conditions but respecting the other traffic 

rules. In this case the current method in a slightly altered form could 

prove sui table. 

- a second test could be designed to assess the degree of nuisance 

produced by a vehicle in normal urban tr~£fic conditions. The deeTee 

of nuisance could be assessed by taking the equivalent Leq level 

corresponding to the acoustic energy produced by the vehicle during 

a typical tovm driving cycle; this is similar to the reethod used to 

measure amounts of gaseous pollutants emitted. 

The studies in proG~ess in this connection suggest that it would be 

possible to develop a method which would be simpler than ~eferring to a 

complete typical cycle, which is quite a lone experimental procedure. 

However, the method involvinG reference to the complete cycle, or 

another method producing eq_uivo.lent results, could be suitable for 

measuring the amount of acoustic pollution produced by vehicles. 
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The result obtained v;ould then be cor.: bined ui th the previous result 

rela tine to "n~ttXirrrum" noise in order to judee the vehicle's characteristics 

in a less arbitr:--ry fashion than VTith the current methods, so that the 

C1uthori:?,ed J.irllits could definitely be adapted to the actual features of 

the various types of vehicle. 

Finally, to enable the police to carry out objective tests on public 

hiehvrays on vehicle noise, we woulil. recommend that the ISO draft standard 

d.escri binL' a method for meas11rine noise, close to the orifice of the 

exhaust pipe and, in the case of a stationary vehicle, close to the 

en[;·ine, should be u.<Jed as the basis for a future Directive of the 

Europe£>n Co.mmunities. If this method were used, measures could be 

implemented when type approw.l of the vehicle is granted, to enable 

reference levels to be determined. 

When a road check is carried out under the same conditions, the police 

measure the actual levels. A comparison of the results - taking into 

account certain tolerances to be laid down - reveals whether the vehicle 

is still in a norm&l condition. This method was devised to enable 

measurements to be r.ade on public highways without excesai ve demands being 

made as regards environmenta-l condi tiona and noise, and it is simple 

enoucn to be applied by policemen who have received very little training. 

We consider that this is the way to improve the current situation, but, 

in conclusion the rapporteur would like to underline his desire to see 

the noise problem dealt with within the framework of a consistent, general 

policy which, for the sake of the well-being of town-dwellers, would be 

based on close cooperation, at the instance of the public authorities, 

industrialists in tlte motor vehicle industry, town planners, architects 

and sociologists. 
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DISCUSSION BY THE PANEL 

Intervention of Mr. HARTING 

As a rE:p-r·esentative of the automotive industry, I would like to congratulate 
Mr. Thiry on his report on vehicle noise. His report points out the problems 
of noise nuisance and related difficulties resulting both for the legislator 
and the manufacturer unusally clearly. If I return to some of the points in 
Mr. Thiry's report, I do so in the attempt to define the manufacturer's point 
of view on this subject. 

First of all I would like to come back to ISO Measurement R 362. Mr. Thiry 
is undoubtedly right when he s~s that this method which is currently used 
in the whole of the EC and elsewhere, is one of the strictest measuring 
methods ever to have been used successfully. At the same time, we have 
heard that above all for private cars, this method only reflects the 
nuisance level of indh"idual vehicles very imperfectly. I cannot explain 
why this is so because of the very short ~ime available to me to speak; but 
the CCMC report gives a detailed answer. I would, however, like to point 
out the fact that 4 and 6 limits are set for utility vehicles and buses 
respectively, whereas there is onl3 one official limit for all band for 
passenger cars has become even wider than that of utility vehicles. This 
necessarily means that heavy, high performance cars car practically never 
make use of their performance in normal town t-raffic and are therefore 
constantly penalised by ISO R .362 in contrast to the low~r performance cars. 
This is true to an even greater extent for the completely unrealistic 
stationary measuring method used in Switzerland. Mr. ThirJ has already 
given an account of this. 

I think it is clear to all of us that with a single numerical value in dB(A), 
only a compromise will ever be possible for the environment. If we do, 
however, accept a compromise of this kind, we should make every effort to 
fix the limits to which every future design must be built around more 
realistic by using an improved method of measurement. Otherwise a technical 
mistake would be inevitable, which would neither be economically justifiable 
nor of any use to the public. 

As regards the technology of vehicle construction, in many cases, if only 
for reasons of competition, especially in recent years, everything has been 
done to match vehicle noise as far as possible to the state of technology. 

Detailed tests made by manufacturers show that effective noise level 
reductions in utility vehicles and buses can only be made by total 
encapsulation. But even with that, according to the latest findings, a 
noise level reduction of the order of only about 4 dB(A) can be expected. 

For passenger cars, the problem has to be seen from two sides. It is 
completely wrong, from a purely technical point of view, to talk about 
changing limits before a method of measuring which corre~ponds to the 
nuisance level has been found for this category of vehicle. 

If the legislator, using the ISO norm as a basis, where to set the limits 
lower, a paradoxical situation would arise, so that many objectively loud 
vehicles would pass the test without problems, whereas numerous other 
vehicles which have been favourably received by the public because of their 
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quietness, would be classed as particularly poor by ISO R 362 judging 
standards. This would create pressure to take noise reduction measures 
exactly where they are not needed. n1is is particularly true of all 
vehicles automatic transmission because these, practically without exception 
are quieter iv. town traffic than those with manual transmission. A new 
method of measurement then must ensure these automatic vehicles are 
correctly classed. 

I would like to emphasise at this point that it was not only after pressure 
from the legislator that manufacturers worked extremely hard on the noise 
reduction problem. However, in order not to place excessive strain on 
given capacity limits, manufacturers should be given the opportunity of 
studying these extremely complex problems first on those vehicles which are 
known to be especi&lly ncisy. If current work on vehicles and in development 
is to succeed, because of the complexity of the context, long-term planning 
of future noise limits is absolutely necessary. 

Noise tests on vehicles show that- contrary to Mr. Thiry's comments -the 
engine only very rarely accounts for 30% of total noise. In most cases -
and this is true above all of diesel engines - it tends rather to account 
for 50%, which however means that modifications to the exhaust or the fan 
are not very promising. I must also warn against the assumption that all 
vehicles can use electric fans. This design solution is not practicable 
either for uti~ity vehicles or heavier private cars. 

Studies by various research groups have shown that design modifications to 
engines for accoustic reasons can achieve a maximum 5 dB(A). 
Built into the vehicle this means a reduction in the exterior noise level of 
about 1-2 dB(A). Here too it has been confirmed that only complete 
encapsulation is at all promising and for private cars with optimally balanced 
exhaust and fan the technically possible maximum would be about 2 dB(A). 

The request repeatedly made by car manufacturers is therefore to get a 
representative method of measurement which will correctly classify the 
nuisance level of each vehicle. Only then can it be economically and 
technically meaningful to talk about new limits. Mr. Thiry has already 
reported on detailed tests made by UTAC and IRT in the cities of Paris and 
~ons. As a result of these tests the well known UTAC cycle was developed. 
I would like to emphasise the point that the car manufacturers affiliated to 
the CCMC have made a considerably more detailed study on an international 
basis in various cities. You can refer to the study in the CCMC report which 
has been handed out to you. 

At present various measuring methods are under discussion in the CCMC based 
on this report. These new measuring methods take account both of the 
maximum noise level of a vehicle as ~ell as the normal noise level in towns. 
It is to be hoped that proposals can be submitted to the responsible 
Institutions by the beginning to the middle of next year. This amount of 
time has to be accepted in my opinion for this vehicle category since 
people, as has been shown by opinion polls in Switzerland, Sweden and the 
USA, feel irritated first and foremost by utility vehicles, motorcycles, 
sports cars and least of all by private cars. 

Mr. Thiry has already mentioned that the personal habits of the driver, at 
least in the private car and motorcycle sectors have more bearing on the 
noise produced than any good and expensive technical measures. In town, top 
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revs in low gears, racing starts, spinning the drive wheels, tyre squealing 
on bends, loud door banging can scarcely be affected by lowering noise level 
limjts. This indicates a focal point for future specific education, which 
could begin immediately. 

Mechanically neglected vehicles and vehicles which have been tinkered with 
are often the cause of excessive noise, which the public attributes to the 
make or model in general. We must therefore press very strongly for the 
proposed noise measurement procedure as laid down in the new ISO paper 
TC 43/SC 1/N 262 E of May 75 to be enacted as soon as possible. This ties 
in closely with an educative effect on the irresponsible sporty driving 
style of many car owners. 

Allow me to remark in conclusion that the employees of car manufacturing 
companies feel disturbed to a greater or lesser extent by traffic noise as 
does anybody else. 

We do however put forward our c1rgent request to the legislators, not to 
di~regard our tP.chnical argumentation, so that our disturbed nights do not 
turn into sleepless nights, because the consciences of engineers who have 
acted contrary to their technical know-how, give them no peace. 

Interv~ntion of Mr. DONALD 

Before I give you my views on the problems of motor vehicle noise emission 
and proposals on how these could possibly be dealt with, I must make it 
quite clear that on this occasion the views expressed are my own and should 
not be assumed to represent the official view of my Governement. 

As Mr. Thiry has said in his paper, the urban communities of the industria
lised nations are becoming increasingly aware of the annoyance caused by 
all forms of noise. 

At this Symposium we are concerned with the contribution made by road 
vehicles to annoyance from noise and to solutions necessary to deal with 
this problem. There is no doubt that considerable annoyance is caused by 
noise from road veh~cles both in the form of background noise produced by 
a stream of traffic and the noise emitted by an individual vehicle during 
some manoeuvre, eg starting, accelerating or changing gear. People 
associate differing degrees of disturbanc~ with differing types of vehicle. 
The results of a recent interview survey, carried out in a large part of 
the United Kingdom, to obtain the individual's view of annoyance from 
vehicle noise show that the goods vehicle is considered to be the worst 
offender and that the annoyance caused by other vehicles can be ranked in the 
descending order of motor cycles, buses and private motor cars. This result 
is consistent with the results obtained from previous, but less comprehensive 
surveys. 

The main concern of Govern~eJt officials must therefore be directed to 
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finding ways to reduce this annoy~ce. This concern need not be solely 
directed to the production of quiet vehicles; other solutions or partial 
solutions are available, and can also be considered. 

In my country, 110 , the sound level exceeded for ten per cent of the 
measurement period, is used extensively as our index of the annoyarce 
caused by the noise from free-flowing traffic eg. traffic using urban 
motorways. Legislation in the United Kingdom provides, in the case of new 
roads, for remedial action against noise where the 110 value at the facade 
of a building is in excess of 68 dB(A). The significant traffic parameters 
affecting 110are the hourly flow of v·~hicles and the percentage of heavy 
goods vehicles in the traffic. Where the traffic does not flow freely, 
such as in the congested conditions that exist in city streets, the presence 
of heavy vehicles is the most important factor in the determination of 
annoyance. It has been estimated that heavy goods vehicles contribute at 
least an additional 3 dB(A) to the overall traffic 110 , at worst the 
contribution is 12 dB(A) and on average 6dB(A). Thus a possible method of 
reducing the annoyance from traffic noise is to place restrictions on the 
traffic flow and the types of vehicle using certain areas or routes. Such 
restrictions imply the loss of opportunity to use vehicles and perhaps a 
reduction in the demand for vehicles. 110 is also implicitly related to 
the noise emitted by the individual vehicle and an alternative, and I 
believe a more pratical solution, is the production and use of quieter 
vehicles. 

The dominance of the heavy commercial vehicle in all surveys of annoyance 
from road traffic noise leaves little doubt as to the area in which the 
most benefit can be obtained by the production of quiet vehicles d~signs. 
Work is progressing in several countries with the aim of producing viable 
designs. The additional cost of such vehicles compares favourably with the 
overall costs of alternative solutions such as the re-routing of traffic or 
the extensive use of noise barriers. However, the benefits of quiet vehicles 
will not be fully realized until all vehicles are of the new design, due 
to the relatively slow rate of introduction of new vehicles into vehicle 
fleets this will not be achieved for perhaps a decade following the intro
duction of requirements for lower noise levels. 

The methods currently used for assessing the noise potential of a vehicle 
are based on the ISO Recommendation R362. The measurement of vehicle noise 
potential during an acceleration test has proved a suitable means of 
statutory control of vehicle noise. This method is now widely used by 
countries as a basis for controlling vehicle noise. While not adverse to 
considering other means of assessing a vehicle's noise potential, it follows 
that any alternative method must be demonstrated to be superior to the 
present method and in particular to have characteristics which permit a more 
realistic control of the annoyance caused by the noise from motor vehicles. 
A great deal of investigation of the correlation with this subjective 
annoyance will be necessary before we can be sure that a radical change in 
test method can be justified. MY own view is that there is little doubt 
that the acceleration type test is a satisfactory means of legislative control 
for heavy vehicles. I see little need for any other test method for these 
vehicles in the future although no doubt minor i~provements may be desirable. 

I am, however, less certain of the advantages to be gained by applying only 
the acceleration test to motor cars. As mentioned eeTlier, I would not 
myself be adverse to the consideration of addiional forms of test for these 
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vehicles in order to establish a traffic noise value for motor car types as 
well as the maximum noise values obtained by the acceleration test. I 
realise that this is a very controversial area of consideration and that 
much research and thought will be necessary to show the need and the 
advantages of any such change. 

~ce a vehicle is in service there is a need to ensure that the noise 
potential of the vehicle does not increase with age or by the u3e of 
unsuitable replacement parts. At present a great deal of thought is being 
given to controlling this situation by acoustic measurements. However, it 
is difficult to obtain accurate and effective control in the wide range of 
vehicles and conditions that exist in practice. Acoustic measurements also 
require a certain amount of investment in equipment and the maintenance of 
that equipment; together with some training for the operators of the 
equipment. An alternatjv8 or parallel means of control is the physical 
inspection of those components where a deterioration in condition will 
adversely influence the noise potential of the vehicle. Recent investiga
tions suggest that quite catastrophic failures of exhaust and incert systems 
can occur without a significant increase in the noise level at the outlet of 
the exhaust. Thus physical examination of components may prove to be a more 
effective and economic way of controlling the in-use noise potential of 
vehicles than acoustic measurements. 

In conclusion, it is my opinion that our priorities in the future should be 

a) the reduction of the noise potential of commercial vehicles and buses by 
a considerable amount, such action to be taken very soon if the full 
benefit of these reductions is to be felt by 1990; 

b) the development and intrcd~ction of effective controls of the in-use noise 
potential of vehicles; 

c) a review of the methods used to assess the noise potential of vehicles 
v~en data is available to suggest that such a review is warranted. 

Intervention of Mr. DE BRABANDER 

I shall restrict myself to stressing two points which seem to me to be particularly 
important. 

The first concerns the development, with time, of the irritation due to 
road-vehicle noise felt by the population. This irritation is primarily 
caused by the noisiest vehicles. It is unfortunate that the noisiest 
vehicles, namely lorries and motor buses, also have the longest operating 
lives. 

It therefore follows that the Fersons affected will have to wait about ten 
years before the desired effect is achieved by reducing vehicle noise at the 
design stage. 
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Without such a reduction, an increase in irritation due to noise must be 
expected in the years to come because the number of vehicles on the road 
will increase, which in turn will break up the stability of traffic flows 
and therefore also have a negative effect on noise. The effectiveness of 
what can be done at the design stage, therefore depends greatly on the speed 
of implementation. 

The second point,which seems important to me, concerns the assessment of 
irritation due to noise. Ten years ago the experts felt that such irritation 
due to vehicle noise could be measured during full-throttle acceleration at 
high engine speeds. Recommendation lSO and the EEC directive currently in 
force were based on such an assessment and in any case always applied to 
commercial vehicles. The same situation does not apply to most cars since 
the in:::ease in engine power and the matching of transmission systems have 
caused the measurements to be carried out at low engine speeds although the 
test requirements have been fulfilled. All the experts agree, moreover, 
that this method should be modified for cars, but in various ways. 

As Mr. Thiry clearly illustrated, a sharp distinction must be made between 
day -time and night-time situations. I personally think that priority 
should be given to the fight against noise at night. This does not mean 
that very detailed studies have not recently been carried out on day-time 
urban traffic. On the other hand it seems as if little has been done to 
sound public opinion on irritation due to traffic noise and to formulate 
an objective assessment criterion which would correlate well with s11~h 
irritation. One could indeed ask whether LlO or Ll (i.e., the level 
exceeded during 10% and 1% of the time respectively) are not more represen
tative measures of the irritation caused by road traffic than L , which 
would give rise to test conditions roughly similar to those sete~t in the 
present directive. 

If I might express a wish it is that our psychologlits and sociologists will 
shortly begin studies which would enable the necessary scientific investi
gations to be carried out in this area. 

Since the subject has been broached I would like to add a comment on the 
measurements carried out o~ vehicles in service, even though this has 
nothing to do with vehicle design. In Belgium measurements of this type 
have been carried out according to three methods for more than four years 

1. Method one applies to vehicles powered by spark-ignition engines running 
at a constant speed, which is measured accurately with the aid of a 
tachometer; 

2. Method two applies to vehicles powered by diesel engines which are run at 
maximum speed (limited by the governor); 

3. Method three applies to two-wheeled vehicles whereby the throttle is 
repeatedly opened and closed without accurate measurement of the engine 
speed. 

It must be pointed out tLat method three has proved to be the most effective 
in the fight against excessive noise since it is applied more extensively by 
the police. The effectiveness of measurements relating to vehicles in 
service is therefore above all a question of simplicity, even at the expense 
of accuracy. 
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Intervention of Mr. GARCEA 

The picture given by Mr. Thiry on the problem of the noise generated by 
motor vehicles is so complete and clear that little room for further general and 
fundamental informations has been left. Anyway, as a technician in a car 
manufacture firm, I have first of all to declare to agree with the ~heoreti
cal but, at the same time, practical formulation of the problem that Mr. Thiry 
gave starting from the historical remarks which justify the present situation. 
As a citizen of a Eurc~ean town, as well as a technician, I express the 
confident hope that, also so far as the noise is concerned, the urban environ
ment be less and less polluted by motor vehicles and I look forward to such 
result being achieved thanks to the combined and concordant work of everyone 
who is responsible and interested in the solution of the problem : legislators 
law-enforcement authorities, and those responsible for road maintenance and 
traffic, city planners, and of course, car manufacturers. 

Since many years the problem of noise has been the object of studies and 
researches from the car man~factures; that happened both for the need to fit 
the v ehicles to the regulations (which therefore are meritorious als.o in 
this field) and for the increaang and lucky achievement of the cc~cept that 
noise is a negative feature for the vehicle. On the basis of these studies 
and researches many improvements have been int~oduced in the vehicles design, 
as you know; which involved an obvious and justified increase in the 
complication and cost of vehicle itself. 

In this connection I think it is worth drawing your attention to the fact 
that, among the various proclems related to motor vehicles being treated 
during the various sessions of this Symposium, the problem of noise has 
difficulties which are less understood by non-experts : we are very gratefUl 
to Mr. Thiry for his underlining the importance of these difficulties which, 
the less the noise levels are reduced under the present ones, the more they 
increase. 

In the case that these difficulties can be technically overco.::~.e, the problem 
of cost in relation to the obtained improvement is raised. 

As in the case of air pollution and safety, for the noise too the modification 
of the vehicle will be justified only on the basis of the cost/benefit ratio: 
the cost finally weighs on the customer and on the community and 
contributes further burdens for the present economic situations of the 
motor vehicle industry. 

While the cost, at numerator of the mentioned ratio, is easily definable, the 
same cannot be said for the benefit which should take into account also the 
results of serious medical researches on the effects of noise on the physical 
and psychologic health of man and, at present, such results are not yet 
available; hence it is reasonable to consider only the ratio cost/effective
ness of a modification which the reduction of the noise which the vehicle 
generates in its normal urban driving. 

The noise of the vehicle must be therefore measured(to be accepted or 
rejected according to a given regulation, but also to evaluate the effective
ness of a modification) in condition of normal urban driving. It is 
wellknown that a vehicle can be used in many different ways according to the 
engine revolutions,to the position of the accelerator pedal and to the 
different gears. 
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modality prescribed by the present ISO R 362 procedure to evaluate the 
vehicle noise; unfortunately in urban driving the vehicle is utilized only 
for 1% of the time according to the modalities of ISO R 362 procedure which 
therefore is not repreGeltative of the real conditions of use of the vehicle, 
and can not, at present, be considered valid neither to evaluate a kind of 
vehicle from a noise stand-point (that is to accept or reject it), nor to 
evaluate the effec;.:i veness of a :r:: :>dification for the cost/effectiveness 
ratio, as I said over. 

On the basis of this procedure, more severe law limits would lead, in many 
cases, to a remarkable increase in complication and costs, which will be 
absolutely unjustified; the noise reduction, in fact, would be obtained in 
a zone of the use field very seldom utilized, while in the actual normal 
urban driving condition the effectiveness of the modification can be null 
(and perhaps, really negative). 
But the above mentioned considerable enforcement based on the present 
procedure could lead to the technical impossibility to meet the new limits 
with some present models. 

In the worst condition some manufacturers could be forced to cease the 
production of certain models that are, in the real condition, the more 
noiseless. 

The gravity of tje situation and yet the will to make progress in the 
struggle against the traffic noise has lead many European manufacturers 
to join· their eff<rts in carrying out researches in cooperation to determine 
with careful statis~ical analysis the real conditions of 1~sage of the 
vehicles in the urban traffic : information on this activity is reported 
in the document that the C.r.M.C. has presented to the authorities at the 
Sympos i urn; it is a long term work that has already confirmed that the ISO R 
362 procedure does not represent the real conditions. 

This work will provide in the end the elements to formulate a valid procedure 
to evaluate the vehicle from the point of view of noise emission. 

Nevertheless the car manufacturers do not think to utilize these researches 
and all the other work necessary to formulate a new procedure as a barricade 
to avoid a short term reduction of the present noise limits : but they want 
to draw the attention to the part that this reduction band on the present 
procedure must not be excessive if we want to avoid the very heavy conse
quences above-quoted and connected with the lack of representativity of the 
present procedure. 

The car manufacturers are therefure ready to collaborate at the reduction of 
the traffic noise both by short term modifications to their vehicles and by 
long term measures based on a new procedure : but remember that this 
reduction will not have practical effects if simultaneously the other 
factors are not considered which result from the organization of traffic, 
the behaviour of vehicles, town-planning and architecture. 

I have already quoted the intense research activity of the car manufacturers 
to cooperate in the formulation of a new and realistic procedure for the 
evaluation of the vehicle from the point of view of noise : in one of these 
researches (quoted also by the C.C.M.C. ) the noise emitted 
by more than 16,000 vehicles of all the types during their normal usage in 
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the traffic of a large European town was measured : the recordings have been made in 
different points of the town and during a period of numerous days, identi~ing 
the type of vehicle that has caused the recorded noise, and the measurement 
distance. 

The elaboration of the recorded noises related to the distance of 7.5 m 
(as provided by ISO standard) has lead to the conclusions that for the 80% 
of the vehicles the noise emitted during urban traffic does not exceed the 
level of 77 dbA. This level is, on the contrary, exceeded by the 70% of the 
public means of transport and the heavy vehicles (that numerically represent 
the 10% of the total registered vehicles); among the 1~,000 vehicles in 
consideration 1,000 were of the same type, homologated with 80 dbA. For 500 
of these the noise emitted was inferior to 72 dbA; only for 70% of them it 
was superior to 80 dbA. 

On the basis of the mentioned C.C.M.C. researches the difference between ISO 
homologation level and the noise level actually generated by the traffic is 
essentially due to the fact that the ISO procedure prescribes an engine 
revolution number which is very much higher than the one used in normal 
traffic : and the engine noise very quickly increases with the number of 
revolutions. 

In addition, the rate due to the engine (with respect to the noise 
generated by a complete vehicle) is very important : according to Clr recent 
studies, it is higher than what Mr. Thiry said, with a mean value of 50% and 
a maximum value of 80% for certain models. 
Of course, these last models would be more penalized (with no technical 
justification) by a remarkable short term reduction of the limits utilizing 
the ISO procedure; the five gear models too (not overdrive) would be 
penalized if obliged by the rule to utilize, during the ISO test, the second 
gear at a nl!~·.ber of revolutions of 1500 r.p.m. higher than the one correspon
ding to the third gear (which they normally utilize in urban traffic). 
In relation to what I said, the car manufacturers forbade that in the possi
ble short term reduction it will be possible to obtain e;·:emptions for some 
models which, though being in practice as silent as others, or more, could 
be so penalized by the present procedure that the necessary modifications 
(essentially in the engine) would be very costly or really the homologation 
and hence the production, would be forbidden. About the noise coming from 
the engine (and about the means to reduce it) another remark appears 
suitable by which your attention is drawn on the interdependence among the 
various problems related to the vehicle : Mr. Thiry has mentioned tl1at a 
reduction of the engine noise can be obtained decreasing the revolutions and, 
obviously, increasing this displacement, but that higher displacements can 
be obstructed by some in force taxations, which are based on the displacement 
itself. 
We should add that the displacement increase could be conditioned also by 
the following situatioas : 

a) in normal driving (city or highway at mean speed) the engine with larger 
displacement is utilized at a very low load and this can lead to an increase 

in the specific consumption and hence in the consumption per kilometres. 

b) engine weight and volume increase with the displacement thus determining 
an increase in weight and maybe in volume of the vehicle, and so, once 
again, an increase in the consumption per kilometres. 



Last but not least, I would point out the great importance attached by the 
manufacturers to the fact of having an homogeneous legislation in the 
Community as well as in third countries. 

Intervention of Mr. INGERSLEV 

Noise pollution produced by Motor Vehicles is a very important subject. A 
thorough description demands discussion of a great number of items. 
~ contribution will be restricted to one item only, namely noise criteria. 

It is not sufficient to establish a noise criteria which ensure that the 
citizens accept the environment without complaining. The target should be 
to ensure a real favourable environment. In residential areas, the noise 
level due to road traffic should be under strict control. It should be 
possible to use important recreational areas such as gardens, terraces, and 
balconies without dist~~bance due to traffic noise. It is a human right to 
be able to relax in the garden, on the terrace, and balcony without inter
ference from traffic noise. 

According to the viewpoints of Danish Environmental Authorities, the 
environment can be designated as satisfactory when the outdoor equivalent, 
constant, A-weighted sound pressure level produced by road traffic is below 
45 dB. 

Such levels will not provoke undue annoyance and interference with normal 
activities in these areas. The indoor environment - with windows open - may 
also be designated as satisfactory since the indoor sound pressure levels 
in typical cases are 15 dB below the outdoor levels, i.e. The indoor 
equivalent, constant, A-weighted sound pressure level is 30 dB. 

The environment is designated as unsatisfactory when the outdoor equivalent, 
constant, A-weighted sound pressure levels is above 55 dB. 

It may be necessary to accept fairly high traffic noise levels in the main 
streets of a down-town area as well as in the main streets connecting 
suburban areas and the down-town area. 

The necessity of allowing such high noise levels does not justify that the 
noise climate is described as satisfactory. 

The extent of nuisance problems due to road traffic in Copenhagen has been 
subject to an intensive investigation. (1) (2) 
960 persons living in 28 different residential areas were interviewed. Half 
of the areas have an equivalent, constant, A-weighted sound pressure level 
determined on a 24 hours-a-day basis which is within the range of 64-73 dB, 
and the other half have a levt!l which is within the range of 46-58 dB. In 
the former group, the noise exposure was determined by road traffic noise, 
whereas the road traffic noise was only a more or less determining factor 
for noise exposure in the latter group. 
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TABLE l RESULTS OF A DANISH STUDY OF NUISANCE DUE TO ROAD TRAPFIC NOISE 

LA,eq (24) 

Percentage of interviewed persons 46-58 64-73 dB 

who indicated nuisance due to road 

traffic noise. 13% 83% 

This table shows that the percentage of interviewed persons who indicated 
that they were disturbed by traffic noise was 83% in the areas with a high 
noise exposure, whereas the percentage in the areas with moderate noise 
exposure was 13% only. 

A detailed analysis of the situation in two corresponding areas, one in the 
group with a high noise exposure and the other in the group with a moderate 
noise exposure, is shown in the next two tables. 

TABLE 2 COMPARISON OF THE NUISANCE DUE TO ROAD TRAFFIC NOISE FOUND IN A 
DANISH STUDY 

Percentage of interviewed persons 

who indicated nuisance due to road 
traffic noise 

having a high degree of physic well
being. 

who used sedatives 

who consulted a doctor due to physical 
reasons 

TABLE 3 

Percentage of interviewed persons 

having interference problems when using 
the telephone 

Having interference problems when 
reading 

Who did not open windows (often or 
occasionally) due to road traffic 
noise 

LA (24) ,eq 

72 56 dB 

97% 37% 

30% 63% 

43% 23% 

30% 3% 

80% 3% 

70% 10% 

93% 17% 
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This analysis proves that an outdoor A-weighted sound pressure level of 
55dB does give an environment which it is justified to call unsatisfactory 
in a residential area. 

The Danish authorities have taken the consequences of this fact when drawing 
up guidelines for evaluation of community noise. (3) 

TABLE 4 THE TABLE STATES WHEN THE ENVIRONMENT CAN BE CONSIDERED SATISFAC
OR UNSATISFACTORY USING LA eq ON A 24 HOURS-A-DAY-BPSIS AS A 
MEASURE OF THE QUALITY OF Tf:iE ENVIRONMENT, ROAD TRAFFIC NOISE 

Urban area or buildings 

Rural, residential and recreational 
areas 

Suburban residential areas, 
recreational areas in urban and 
3'.;')Urban zones, hospital zones 

City areas with business, 
administration,etc ... 

Industrial areas for trade and lighter 
industry 

Industrial areas for heavy industry 

Satisfactory 
environment 

in case 
LA (24) ,eq 

40 dB 

45 dB 

50 dB 

55 dB 

70 dB 

Unsatisfactory 
environment 

in case 
LA ( 24) ,eq 

50 dB 

55 dB 

60 dB 

65 dB 

80 dB 

Table 4 shows the Danish guidelines with respect to evaluation of road 
traffic noise as a community noise. 

The table defines when the environment can be considered satisfactory and 
when it shall be considered unsatisfactory - the difference between the two 
limiting values being 10 dB. 

The general spirit of guidelines is that the goal for all planning of new 
projects should be to observe the low limits in column 2. Sometimes it may, 
however, be necessary to accept values between the low values C•)lumn 2 - and 
the high values - column 3. 

This should be permitted only if it is economically or technically impossible 
to carry out the project observing the values in column 2. Noise exposure 
above the values column 3 should be accepted for new projects in very rare 
cases, and only if other considerations make it imperative. 

It should be realized that it is difficult to-day to observe these values, 
in any case in rural and suburban residential areas. 
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All possible measures for noise reduction should be applied. (4) 

Priority should of course be given to reducing the noise level of every 
vehicle : this measure should indeed be utilized to the utmost. This is the 
only measure which is of a general nature and which will be to the benefit of 
all citizens. 

Measures such as traffic regulations and town planning are useful and should of 
course also be utilized but the effects of such measures are naturally 
restricted to the area where they are int:-c-d·1ced. 

It should be emphasized that town planning is a very useful measure. Noise 
oriented zoning, use of acoustical barriers and noise oriented layout of the 
various rooms in flats and houses should be used. An exam?le which demons
trates that it is possible to obtain very good results under difficult 
circumstances shall be given. 

A new 6-lane motorway was built outside Copenhagen a few years ago. 
This motorway is expected to be one of the most busy Danish motorways in 
future with at least 50.000 cars during a 24 hours period, 20% of the cars 
are trucks, buses 1 and other heavy vehicles. 

Figure 1 shows a map of a building site along this motorway. 

A 10 M high eashern barrier was built close to the way. The eashern barrier 
and the area behind the barrier are planted with pro~er trees and bushes. 
The houses are 2-stor~y non-detached one-family houses. The equivalent, 
constant, A-weighted sound pressure level is predicted to be below 55 dB at 
a distance of 150 m from the center line of the motorway. 

The houses situated nearest to the motorway have their facades 150 m 
from the motorway. 

Fig. 2 and 3 show that all rooms facing the road are non-sensitive rooms such as 
bathrooms, stairways, and kitchens. The lay-out is justified by the fact 
that the front is facing North. 

The terraces and gardens are facing south, and the houses act as noise 
screens. The screening effect is fairly high since the houses are 
undetached. LA (24) is estimated to be 45 dB on the terraces and in the 
gardens. ,eq 

TlJ.is example demonstrates that it is possible in many cases to fulfil the 
Danish Guidelines when handling new projects. 

The situation in connection with existing projects is of course much more 
difficult. It must be realized that it often will be impJssible to obtain 
a satisfactory environment. It may even be necessary to accept an unsatis
factory environment. This circumstance does not justify that new projects 
are established which have an unsatisfactory environment. 
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Fig. l A building site close to a motorway. 
A 10 m high ear•~ern barrier is placed close to 
the motorway. 
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Intervention of Mr. EGGELMANN 

In my intended role on this stage, namely that of a compiler of regulations 
I can not actually add anything to what Mr. Thiry has said. He has, in fact, 
mentioned to perfection everything relevant to the rule maker. Perhaps I can 
add a tiny little bit on the time-scales for the proposals which Mr. Thiry 
has made on the future regulations linked with EEC type approval. It would 
c~rtainly be very interesting to hear the cristicisms of the other partici
pants. 

The expected attitudes of the rule makers seem to have caused a certain 
emotional flurry among same of the participants in the panel discussion 
originally arranged. Until now I had always, in fact, had the impression 
that in all the EEC negotiations on noise all government representatives 
had clearly said that the general view was that passenger cars were not all 
that noisy and that omnibuses and lorries were the sources of unpleasant 
noise. The next reasonable meaningful steps should therefore be to match 
the noise level of commercial vehicles and omnibuses to that of passenger 
cars. The vehicle manufacturers and experts always comment that the ISO 
method of measurement is ~ppropriate and reasonable - and will be in future 
also, at least for the forseeable future. However, the complicated test on 
passenger cars under discussion here, is, so I understand, not so. I do 
not understand how, if passenger cars are to be the datum for potential noise 
levels and other vehicles are to be adapted to these, that so much effort is 
being expended while the ISO method, which has proved itself over the years, 
is under criticism. Passenger cars are in my view currently treated 
liberally under the ISO measuring method and do not justify at all those 
explanations which always state that we must still carry out an enormous 
amount of research before we can judge them properly. It seems to me that 
this discussion - if anything like today's events should be held again would 
be more appropriate to the next but one of them. For the moment I do not 
know whether it has been stated in any of the Commission study groups that 
something drastic must happen as regards passenger car noise. I would 
therefore be very pleased if in the subsequent discussion the other 
participants would perhaps throw further light on this aspect. I believe 
that it would be useful to clear the air a little. We would then certainly 
achieve sensible further development of existing Council Directives on noise 
within the forseeable future. 

Than}; you. 

Intervention of Mr. LEMAIGRE 

Being the last to speak is very difficult since most things have already been 
said. The Chairman said just now that he would try to include representatives 
of the manufacturers, design offices, administrations etc. in the panel. 
In my case this will be difficult because I am a fugitive from the motor 
industry. I have been President of the Permanent Manufacturers Bureau but I 



nov represent the users. I represent 15 million motorists who belong, I 
believe, to 80-90 organizations in 60 countries. I therefore feel that I 
can to some extent put forward the users'point of view. How can I do this ? 
I can do so by taking up two very fashionable ideas, namely cost and 
e~~ectiveness, by basing mysel~ on Mr. Thiry's report, which I agree with 
except perhaps ~or one very small point. I shall divide this up into para
graphs as ~allows : 

1. Physiological studies 
2. What are you air.ri.ng at ? 
3. What are your absolute limits ? How far can you go ? 
4. Cost e~~ectiveness. 
5 • Parallel measures. 
6. Alternative power sourcos. 
7. Repercussions on all o~ the other problems which we are to study and which 

we will examine .... uring the next three days. 

Physiological studies 

We all agree that the medical aspect of this sector is imprecise. 
~ere is o~ten talk o~ neuro-physiological complaints, which are highly 
variable, and I have just heard for the first time a figure of 43% which 
relates to a group of people Who use sedatives. Y~u know that we are in the 
ageo~tranqu.illizers and sedatives, so that the figure of 43% seems low. 
Medical studies should therefore be carried out in this area ru1d I feel that 
we could be helped by the WHO, not only on the problem of noise but on all 
problems concerning safety in general. For the time being we are adopting 
regulations based on medical opinions concerning the physiological and 
psychological effects of noise which are inaccurate and should be withdrawn. 
A lot of work therefore needs to be done. 

What are you aiming at ? 

Briefly, 45-50 dB(A) inside rooms and 60-62 dB(A) in the frontage walls, as 
opposed to the TO dB(A) applying. 

What is the absolute limit ? 

Mr. Thiry recalled to mind just now that, under ideal test conditions, 60 dB 
(A) should be recorded but he added that in actual fact the current figure 
is 66-70 dB(A) -a difference of 10 dB(A). The limits which one would like 
to see applied are c~ntained in the Wilson Committee's report (50dB(A) in 
towns) and in same Swedish studies (55 dB(A) for 24 hours without interruption). 
I shall not take account of the limits asked for in Switzerland since they 
seem a little too stringent. 

Cost (cost/effectiveness ratio). 

It can be seen from American studies on the dies=l engine that an outlay of 
3-5 cents per hp is needed in order to reduce noise by a few dB(A). For 10 
dB(A) the cost is 4-6 dollars and for 15 dB(A) its is 6-18 dollars. If we 
consider a 300 hp engine this w0uld mean an outlay of 15, 1500 and 4500 
dollars respectively. 
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Parallel measures 

I am convinced that we will be able to do nothinc as regards noise without, 
as Mr. Thiry has said, resorting to parallel techniques, namely better town 
planning etc. We have just heard the figures provided by Mr. Ingerslev and 
have seen that it is possible to achieve an average of 45 dB(A). 

However, experiments like those carried out in Denmark are also in progress 
elsewhere and it would be interesting to know what the relationships are 
between decibel reduction, cost and traffic conditions. 

Other points with which town planners are concerned are the synchronization 
of traffic lights (which would affect not only noise but also consumption 
and pollution) and the replacement of road junctions. In Paris, for example, 
apart from the improvements made to vehicles themselves there is no 
explanation for the reductions in pollution recorded over the last 10 years 
other than the replacement of several road junctions. 

Architects should begin to take account of the problems raised by noise in 
their arrangement of living accommodation and in particular that of the 
bedrooms, since we want things to be quieter at night. 

Another problem to be solved, since it is responsible f'Jr a large proportion 
of the noise generated at night is that of refuse collection. The resultant 
noise is produced not only by the engines of the collection vehicles, but 
also by the refuse compactors and dustbins. 

Finally regulations should be introduced which, for example, prohibit traffic 
at certain hours or in certain areas while providing diversions for heavy 
traffic etc. 

Alternative power sources 

This is where I don't entirely agree with Mr. Thiry. He mentioned electric 
motors and business I can't remember whether he also mentioned the Stirling 
engine. I believe that the turbine could be used in 400 hp vehicles, but I 
do not think that it will be able to be fitted to private motor cars for a 
long time yet. For me electrical power is not an overall solution. It coulc> 
be used in certain sectors such as hig'1-densi ty, city-centre bus routes, 
refuse collection vehicles or certain delivery vehicles, but not for much 
more. 

Repercussions on all of the other problems with which we must deal 

Here are a few examples : 

(a) lead traps. These seem effective but they need to be subjected to a 
noise study. 

(b) cylinder capacity. I think that action in this area will yield 
improvements with regard to noise and the fight against pollution. 

(c) types 
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(d) five-speed gear box:s. Here also satisfactory solutions can be found as 
regards reduced consumption and noise. 

(e) cooling fans which can be disengaged and temperature of cooling system. 

I will conclude by saying that the problem with which we are dealing shares 
several aspects in common with the other problems which will be dealt with 
during the days to come and in particular the problem of energy. It will 
therefore be necessary for us to prove that we are realistic in all of the 
measures which will be adopted in future. 
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GENERAL fllUGUSSION 

INTERVENTION OF MR. FACHBACH 

For more than ten years we have been working on the-problem of engine noise 
reduction and we have some experience in this field. I should like to ask 
Dr. Harting how he arrived at the value of 6 db(A) total vehicle noise 
reduction. 

REPLY BY MR. HARTING 

The figures I mentioned of 4-5 dB - and not 6 dB - are based on studies 
carried out by my own firm and other firms. We know- and, Mr. Fachbach, 
you know too - that the encapsulated engine of AVL gave a noise reduction of 
about 18-19 dB as a "base" engine without the other units already mentioned 
by Mr. Thiery : radiator system, fan system and exhaust. In the meantime, 
this AVL engine has been mounted experimentally on a chassis by MAN and is 
being used to carry out tests. A distinction must be made between what has 
been described by a research body - even with this labor!ltory vem.cle the 
20 dB is no longer being obtained in motion through a better figure was 
attained than the 4-6 dB I mentioned - and what can reasonably be expected 
from a new generation of vehicles which has not yet reached the same stage 
of refinement as in your case. I believe that in many discussions 
prevailing opinion was that it will be years before the work leads to a 
result on which series production can be based. I think that that has 
answered the question. I see that y~u have some slides. Maybe you would 
like to show them. 

INTERVENTION OF MR. FACHBACH 

The fact is that the noise reduction of approximately 15 dB(A) or more 
applies not only to this completely new design of low-noise engine but also 
to convontionally built engines to which a dry encapsulation is later fitted. 
The limiting value you mentioned is not really due to the encapsulation and 
the encapsulation technique but presumably to the fact that the other sources 
of noise are not adequately sealed off. 
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INTERVENTION OF MR. HARTING 

It goes without saying that in all these considerations we can only look at 
other vehicles as a whole. If we assume from the outset that no standard 
solution has yet been found to the fan problem in commercial vehicles and 
that fan noise and exhaust noise are equally important, then in most cases 
it is not sufficient merely to be able to achieve in the laboratory a noise 
level ~eduction of 20 dB for the engine alone. 
For all other noise sources, we must obtain improvements of at least the 
same order of magnitude in order to attain greater value overall than the 
6 dB I mentioned. In this connection, the subject of rolling noise, which 
has already been mentioned several times, must also be taken into 
consideration. For commeTcial vehicles, the rolling noise is about 65-73 dB 
as measured by the ISO method. According to the ISO method these measure
ments are taken with the vehicle empty, not loaded. At the same speed of 
approximately 50 km, the noise level of a loaded vehicle is on average 
higher by some 8-10 dB. Since commercial vehicles, however, are usually 
loaded, the 1 owest level of rolling noise would have to be put at 80-84 dB. 
Does that answer to your question ? 

REPLY BY MR. FACHBACH 

Yes, that docs answer ~Y question. I simply wished to prevent the 
impression from being gained that the limit of the attainable improvements 
are set in this case by the capsule. They are set in fact by the other 
components. It is clear that in the case of encapsulation the demand for 
noise reduction and that for engine cooling must lead to a compromise. 
That is certainly true of the conventional encapsulation method, i.e. a 
capsule through which the full flow of engine cooling air is passed. But 
there is another method of encapsulation, whereby the radiator-fan unit is 
mounted in front of the capsule and the gap between capsule and engine is 
swept only by a relatively small quantity of cooling air which is 
nevertheless sufficient to meet the cooling requirements. 

INTERVENTION OF MR. WEI GRELL 

We heard that the noise from the commercial vehicles is a principal source 
of noise in traffic and that its reduction is very difficult to be achieved. 
I think that it would be very helpful if the EEC draft directive on 
dimensions and weights of commercial vehicles is adopted. In my view this 
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will be the best opportunity for industry to introduce on t-o the market anew 
generation of commercial vehicles. Could we have a date when this 
directive is likely to be adopted ? 

ANSWER OF MR. VERDIANI 

I hope that we will be able to give you an answer on Fridccy-, after the 
Council session of the Transport Ministers. 

INTERVENTION OF KR. CLIFTmi 

Tyres are frequently quoted as a significant source of vehicle noise, 
particularly on commercial vehicles. The measurements made by a number of 
authorities suggest that the tyre industry is likely to be faced with 
extensive re-design of tyres and particularly of tyre trade patterns. It 
is a general tyre industry belief that the apparent contribution of tyres to 
total vehicle noise is exaggerated in relation to the other sources of vehicle 
noise. I think that, to get a perspective on this, it is always interesting 
to listen to the noise test on one of the several quiet vehicles which exist. 
It is surprising to see how quiet these vehicles are when tested on the 
standard conditions and, if you have in mind the sort of noise levels which 
are quoted to be produced by tyres, these figures became quite impossible. 
I think that this situation is partly due to the generally accepted dBA 
noise scale which is used and to its method of interpretation which does not 
reflect accurately the real extent of tyres'noise. I was therefore 
delighted that Mr. Thiery payed very little attention to tyre noise in his 
report and also that in the tacle that he gave of energy values, he 
indicated that the total road noise contribution - which of course is the 
combination of tyres and road interaction noise - was about 5%. This 
rather suggests that this aspect is relatively insignificant. I was also 
pleased to hear Mr. Donald and t4r. De Brabander state very similar conclu
sions about the fact that the method of measurements must give a realistic 
assessment of the subjective annoyance level of noise. In the particular 
case of truck tyres, industry could in fact, from a technical point of view, 
re-design tyres in order to make them quieter, but to develop this tYPe of 
tyre in order to comply with future requirements which are foreseen by same 
authorities would be economically catastrophic to the vehicle users. 
I would therefore ask for an insurance that the tyre industry will not be 
faced with legislative noise level requirements which would dictate a need 
for radical tyre re-design, until the correlation between scientific noise 
measurements and subjective.effects has been established. 
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INTERVENTION OF MR. HARTING 

Your question can be split up into several parts. The standard conditions 
you mentioned are not known to me personally. You speak of possible 
misinterpretations. Sufficient data are available concerning measurements 
performed this year on commercial vehicles, in which the values I mentioned 
were attained with fully loaded vehicles, the measurements being carried out 
not according to the ISO method but with the vehicle on tow, fully laden 
and without engine noise. I think we all agree here that in this field a 
lot of work must still be done before an objective assessment of the problem 
is possible. · 

In my opinion, the matter of tyre noise was not exaggerated; on the contrary, 
it was played down by saying that we must attain the values for tyre noise 
because this is the least of the noises produced by the motor vehicle. 
Thank you very much. 

INTERVENTION OF HR. MOLLER 

I should like to begin by expressing my warmest thanks for being given the 
opportunity to take part in this Symposium as the representative of a 
country which is not a member of European Economic Community. This has 
long been our wish, for, as you no doubt know, most of Switzerland's 
imports from the EEC countries pass over the Alpine roads, and we should 
therefore establish closer contacts with those countries than in the past. 
Thank you once again. 

Since Switzerland has been referred to a number of times during this session, 
there are two or three points I would like to go into briefly. Noise 
abatement in Switzerland is a highly topical subject, as various events have 
probably brought to your notice. Popular action and parliamentary pressure 
have brought matters to the point where the Swiss Government is preparing 
very strict measures to combat noise, particularly in road-vehicle construc
tion. These measures will also be put before the international committees 
on which we are ~~~resented. The noise abatement drive in Switzerland is 
not a new phenomenon - the campaign against road traffic noise has been 
going on for the past 25 years, and I would perhaps go so far as to say that 
Switzerland was one of the first countries to carry out noise measurements 
on motor cars. At one time or another we have tried out every likely method 
of measurement, and we finally opted for the static method in its present 
day form, because it is simple, because it can be applied anywhere, and 
because it is easily reproducible. 

I think therefore, that before going over to a new method the present 
ISO method must be era.licated. Once this has been done, I can happily 
give an undertaking that we, too, will adopt it, although this does not 
mean that we should necessarily accept the limit values as well. I would 
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like to congratulate Mr. Thiry on his very interesting observations, which 
I found convincing and with which I am in broad agreement on practically 
all points. There was only one remark that I found somewhat disappointing, 
namely that we have to come to terms with the fact that the noise level in 
many bedrooms is higher than the experts consider reasonable. This comment 
is in much the same vein as the similarly disappointing remarks by the last 
speaker ~tr. Lemaigre, in which I detected a note of resignation which I do 
not consider justified. He is indeed putting the case for the road users, 
but since these people, too, are affected by noise whenever they are 
sleeping or not actually sitting in their cars, I see no reason for 
resignation. Can it really be the case that, when the last word on motor 
car design has been spoken, we must look forward to a future in which people 
have to live underground, dare not open their windows when sleeping or 
working, and perhaps have to put plugs in their ears and gas-masks on their 
faces before they venture on the streets. Well, yes, perhaps I am exaggera
ting a little, and I hope it will never come to that extent thanks to the 
engineering skill of the motor car manufacturers who have been rather over
cautious in what they have said today. 

Finally, I should like to assure you once more that Switzerland, too, is 
more than willing to adopt international rules wherever possible. The 
requirement is, however, that they should provide not merely greater safety, 
but also better protection for the public from nuisances caused by motor 
traffic such as noise, exhaust fumes and the like. This aspect must be 
given much more attention than in the past, and it can be achieved if full 
use is made in the future of all available technological potential, and if 
progressive international rules and government regulati~ns prov~de the 
necessary spur to the motor manufacturers to push their technology to a yet 
higher level of development. For today this is all I havP. to say. I hope 
to have the opportunity of speaking to you again when we come to discuss the 
question of exhaust fumes. 

REPLY BY MR. VERDIANI 

Mr. Chairman, I should like to thank Mr. MUller for speaking at this session. 
It has given us great pleasure, on this occasion, to be able to comply with 
the wishes so often expressed by Switzerland to be allowed to take part in 
the discussions of our experts on the preparation of Community regulations 
and improvements to them. I can only repeat what Mr. Gundelach said in his 
address this morning : we in the EEC are always willing to enter into 
discussions with other countries so as to find, from the start, ideas on 
approximation that can be applied in the widest possible framework. We hope 
that Mr. MUller's contribution will not be the last, but will be the first 
in a dialogue that will be as constructive as possible between non4member 
countries and the Community. 



INTERVENTION OF MR. WELTER 

1. In the fight against noise the "energy equivalence level" L " has 
proved to be unsuitable for determining noise pollution. eq 
As Mr. J.P. Thiry, whom I would like to congratulate on his presentation, 
quite correctly pointed out, man is able to bear noises at a constant pitch 
and level quite well, e.g., background noise in which the noise of tyres 
running on a rough but very even road surface is barely discernible. 

Nuisances on the other hand are generated by variable noises such as 
information carriers. Predominant among these are the high spots or peaks 
which interrupt one's sleep and constitute prolonged signals under all 
circumstances. Prime examples which one can quote are engines rotating at 
high speeds and fairly aggressive pitches. The strident noise from small 
model aircraft engines, the shattering sound of motorcycle or car competi
tions, the equally irritating sound of roaring motorcars and that of mopeds 
whose exhausts have been tampered with. Finally, we can include the noise 
of changing gears, sq~eaking brakes, squealing tyres, banging doors without 
of course mentioning horns and radio sets. 

2. The design of vehicles is of course at issue : induction and exhaust 
noise, noise radiated by the engine block and transmission, the pitch of 
high rotational speeds, squeaking brakes, whirring starters, in short, all 
noises not deadened by cowlings or shields. 

states are generally considered to be poor designers; and they do play a 
part in design, i.e., by means of their methods of taxing vehicles according 
to engine capacity they force the designers to design their engines to run 
at unreasonably high crankshaft speeds. The States are therefore jointly 
responsible for the noise nuisance inflicted upon those whom they administer. 
Why do the States not promote the production of acoustically acceptable 
vehicles by favourable taxation treatment of pleasanter, quiet, large-capa
city engines operating at low speeds through automatic transmissions ? 

Obviously not everything can be attributed to automobile design; there are 
other factors which contribute decisively to exaggerating noise ! 

3. Roads also came under fire : poor surfaces, potholes, cobblestones, 
rocking or projecting manhole covers are also sources of noise. The narrow 
"channels" formed by roads passing through built-up areas are enclosed by 
rows of building unyielding, smooth and acoustically reflecting fa~ades; 
owing to the lack of green spaces roads actively contribute towards the 
transmission of noise to every corner of an area. 

4. The extent of noise nuisances is primarily due to the lack of user 
education. Such education has been totally neglected in the past and has 
not kept pace with the development of the means of generating noise made 
available to r oad users. 

How can we regain lost ground ? Controlled driving must also include 
control of noise e.g., one should change up as soon as possible without 
overworking the engine; there must be no "full throttle, flat out" driving, 
training for sports involving powered machines on public roads, particularly 
at night, must stop, nor must there be any racing starts, excessively hard 
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braking or taking corners at the limit of adhesion ! 

Despite the acoustic differences between categories of vehicles (lorries, 
buses, trucks, cars, motorcycles, mopeds) the noise du~ to the use of a 
vehicle could serve as a criterion for assessing driver behaviour. Noise 
could act as an indicator of road speed or excessive engine speed or of a 
lack of driver competence. 

A person proving to be incapable of controlling noise does not deserve a 
driving licence. 

5. In order to impose the penalties which are the essential prop of any 
education it should be sufficient for the law enforcement agencies to judge 
excessive noise with their own ears. There is no point in asking policemen 
to operate unfamiliar instruments in order to try to record absolute noise 
values which are rarely measurable. It is better not to give in to 
instruments with which the police could make themselves appear ridiculous. 
It should be sufficient for them to pick out from the "silent mass of good 
road users" those who simply by comparison stand out as noisemongers. 

6. Finally, education in quiet driving should not dispense with the support 
and understanding of the courts which to date have tended too much to 
consider noise, however superfluous and avoidable, to be a "gentleman's 
misdemeanour", and to turn their backs on their faithful servants the police 
and gendarmerie by nobly acquitting offenders for lack of proof. 





COMMENTS OF THE CHAIRMAN MR. JOHNSON 

Very briefly it seems to me that we can deduce from the previous discussions 
some priorities to be respected. Firstly we should know much more that we 
know ebout the actual annoyance that is caused by vehicle noise; t~is means 
more researches on phisiological effects, it means the assessment of this 
effect relationship to definition of criterias. Secondly we must define 
quality objectives, particularly noise quality objectives and I think that 
it can probably be done on a Community level and on the level of the Member 
States. A third conclusion which results from the discussions is that there 
is a general feeling that it is still advisable to take action on that 
source of noise which is represented by the motor vehicle. Where the 
participants to the discussion diverge is which category of motor vehicles 
is the most likely candidate for this action (there is a certain tendency to 
regard heavy vehicles as the most likely a candidate for action). Within 
that choice we have to make a sub-choice : what particular parts of the 
vehicle are the most suitable for particular action (tyres, engine, exhaust 
systems). 

The next main problem and perhaps the more controversial to be solved is the 
measurement method. There is one school which considers ISO method as a 
good one and that on its basis we can achieve a reduction of the noise 
levels. The other school affirms that ISO method is not satisfactory because 
it penalizes certain vehicles and does not represent the pattern of ordinary 
circulation. Some of us finally would suppose that the ISO method might be 
satisfactory for heavy vehicles but that for light vehicles it might be 
appropriate to go further and define an alternative or supplementary method 
of measurement. This question has not been clearly solved as result of 
this question has not been clearly solved as result of this debate but some 
light has been shed today. 

The fourth point is represented by the necessity of controls i~ order to 
ensure that noise standards are fixed and actually applied on the existing 
vehicles. There was a precise proposal in Mr. Thiry's report and I think that 
the Commission will need to consider it. 

Last but not least, we must consider all the other actions which are 
designe~ to achieve the quality objectives but which are not actions on the 
motor vehicle itself. 

Finally, the intervention of Mr. Muller reminds us that we work in an 
international context that Europe is not an island and actions taken here, 
particularly when they concern products specifications, have international 
consequences. 
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FINAL CONCLUSIONS OF MR. THIRY 

The debate which followed the report in session 2 means that certain 
general considerations can now be emphasized and that proposals, as a basis 
for improving current Community regulations, can then be made. 

The present Community rulings, as set out in Directive No 70/157/CEE, are 
Lhe strictest of all regulations currently in effect in Europe and the rest 
of the world. 

This Community action has helped step up existing improvements to the 
environment and to motor vehicle design. There has been a drop in noise 
level of between 6 to 10 dB (A), according to the cat~gory of vehicle 
(passenger and commercial vehicles), over the pa$t few years. 

The effects on vehicle design can be gauged by reactions within the car 
industry : there is an awareness of the problem of noise and manufacturers 
have set up investigation services and research laboratories to study the 
sources of noise, their origines and the means of reducing them. 

It is reasonable to suppose that traffic will go on increasing in heavily 
populated zones and that urban areas will also extend; it may therefore be 
concluded that an increasing number of wayside dwellers will be exposed to 
traffic noise over the coming years. It is thus vital to take all 
necessary steps to restrict and, if possible, reduce the nuisance which 
results. Cne of the measures must be to bring the noise made by each 
vehicle as low as to have a negligeable effect on man - in so far as this 
is technically possible and economically reasonable. Our currently very 
limited knowledge of the physiological effects of noise must therefore be 
stepped up. 

In a word, a correlation muse be established between the noise and the 
discomfort it produces. The Member States should therefore be encouraged 
to carry out joint studies with this in view. Until these specific tasks 
have been accomplished, the only possible course is to regulate permissible 
levels in an attempt to bring the present level of noise made by vehicles on 
the road, whatever the means of propulsion envisaged, as near as possible 
to the ideal target. 

The above considerations deal directly with vehicles, which is the object 
of the Symposium. However, the need for parallel efforts along other lines 
should also be mentioned; for example bringing into play all the resources 
of architecture, town planning, sociology etc., organizing campaigns to 
inform and educate the user and introducing methods of checking vehicles on 
the public highway. 
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We will now give some suggestions for improving Community regulations. 

At the first stage : actions requiring no prior research must be taken, such 
as the reduction of the noise levels of various categories of vehicle stage 
by stage, on the basis of the same principles adopted for methods of 
measurement. 

At the second stage ; changes in the method of measurement must be foreseen 
for passenger vehicles. 

The method laid down in the Directive is based on the result of a single 
measurement, not always corresponding to the actual traffic conditions for 
the various types of passenger vehicle. Present studies suggest that it 
would be fairer to evaluate the degree of noise for this category of vehicle 
by using two types of test : a first test to reveal the maximum sound level 
under extreme urban driving conditions (the current method laid down in the 
Directive could be used if minor modifications were made) and the second to 
assess the degree of nuisance produced by the vehicle in normal urban traffic 
conditions (e.g. a complete run over a typical route). 

The results of these two tests would be weighted so as to provide a better 
idea of the accoustical properties of the vehicle and give values that most 
closely reflect the noise pollution produced during urban driving. 

For commerci~l vehicles -----------------------
The method laid down by the Directive reflects common driving conditions 
fairly well. It can thus be retained if one or two small changes are made. 

Finally, it has been suggested that a new method of monitoring, whereby 
police or supervisors could carry out road checks on all types of vehicle, 
be introduced in addition to the reception method. 

Such a method could be based on a comparison of the noise level recorded 
near the o rifice of the exhaust pipe during the type approval tests 
(reference level) with the level recorded on the road. 
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The practicality of packaging the car occupant, so that in a collision only 

tolerable forces are transmitted to him, has only become generally accepted 

within the last decade. Up to that time the traditional solutions for car 

accidents lvere thought to rest on the modification of road user behaviour 

and improved environmental design. 

The United States Federal Highway Safety Act of 1967 challenged that trad

itional thinking of the 1960s, and was instrumental in introducing the first 

comprehensive occupant crash protection standards. Thus we are examining a 

relatively new subject; the last decade has seen a tremendous surge of 

interest in occupant protection. A great deal has already been achieved, 

but its promise is still enormous. 

Within the nine countries of the European Community, representing a popula

tion of 242 million, there are annually some 58,000 fatalities and 1.6 mill

ion other casualties. Of the fatalities, 28,500 are vehicle occupants, and 

almost one million of the casualties are within vehicles ( 1). Ju:Jt for the 

sake of putting the question of occupant protection into perspective with 

the other subjects being discussed at this symposium, one might suggest that 

if the protection offered by present day restraint technology was available 

to all vehicle occupant fatalities, then within the Oommunity the number of 

lives saved might be approximately 17 ,ooo this year. Because the vehicle 

population replaces itself every ten years or so, the benefits of improved 

crash performance can be obtained relatively quickly, in comparison to 

behavioural and environmental solutions, which may well take a generation 

or more to implement. We are therefore discussing today the possible solu

tions to a major public health problem; an endemic traumatic disease which 

can in large part be controlled through the modification of the collision 

phase, by good packaging of car occupants. 

The parallel with other public health problems is appropriate because acci

dents of al~ types are the fourth leading cause of death within the E.E.c. 
The administrative, legislative, research and development effort which is 

put into the testing of a new drug for example, before it is released for 

general use, can be contrasted with the absence of detailed evaluation and 

testing of many national and international requirements which influence car 

occupant injuries. 
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Perhaps this symposium marks the end of the first generation of vehicle 

safety regulations. Up to now the process of legislation has been a linear 

one. A problem has been identified, a solution proposed, a test procedure 

specified, the necessary legislation enacted, and then the problem is 

supposed to go away. What we are now learning, from the application of 

more scientific principles, is that it is very necessary to estimate the 

consequences of specific legislation beforehand, and monitor its effective

ness afterwards. No-one can hope to produce the exactly optimal solution 

first time. Further, we have now realised the interdependence of one set 

of conditions on another. What may seem to be the ultimate in occupant 

protection for one kind of accident, turns out to have unfortunate effects 

in another impact configuration. 

Legislation for occupant protection started off as a set of isolated design 

rules. Most of the obviously beneficial rules have now been adopted, or 

will be by next year, in E.E.c. Directives. vlhat is required now is a plan 

for the next ten years of legislative action. Nith this symposium there is 

now an opportunity to apply the most recent research findings to existing 

legislation, pin-point areas where further research is needed before legis

lation can be enacted, translate the present set of design rules into more 

scientific performance standards, and carefully monitor new legislation as 

it is introduced, so that optimal performnce in the real lv-orld of accidents 

can be achieved. 

OCCUPANT PROTECTION CRITERIA 

In essence the aim of good occupant protection is to specify "acceptable" 

levels for forces and their time durations. By "acceptable", various mean

ings are implied, such as: 1) Voluntary tole~ance, 

2) Minor injury thresholds, 

3) runor injury only, 

4) Severe but reversible injury, 

or 5) Fatal injury to a percentage of occupants at 

risk. 

The chosen type of tolerance level will depend on the seement of the body 

being considered. In practical terms it is necessary to accept some degree 

of injury. This has been well illustrated by Patrick (2) who ha .. s examined 

the required stopping distances for two given approach speeds, assumin£r an 
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idealised constant deceleration. Table 1 gives stopping distances for 

various tolerance levels at 48k.p.h. (30m.p.h.) and 80k.p.h. (50m.p.h.) 

TABLE 1 - Stopping Distances for Various !asumed Tolerance Levels. 

Tolerance 

Level (gs) 

20g 

40g 

60g 

80g 

Initial Velocity 

k.p.h. m.p.h. 

48 30 

80 50 

48 30 

80 50 

4B 30 

80 50 

48 30 

80 50 

Stopping Distance 

oms inches 

46 18 

127 50 

23 9 
64 25 

15 6 

42 17 

11 5 

32 13 

This table shows that if a 20g level is specified, then a 48k.p.h. impact 

requires a stopping distance of 46 oms. An 8ok.p.h. impact requires 

127 oms, which clearly becomes an impractical proposition, particularly 

because in practice a constant deceleration cannot be achieved, and thus 

the stopping distance would be at least 5o% greater. That would mean that 

a 20g tolerance level for an 80k.p.h. impact would require an actual stopp

ing distance of almost two metres. That ~1ould be impossible if cars are to 

remain anything like their present day size and weight. 

20g is possibly equivalent to the voluntary tolerance level for a distributed 

chest impact. 60g may well be equivalent to the minor injury level for the 

bulk of the population at risk. This value of 60g for a constant decelera

tion gives stopping distances of 15 ems at 48 k.p.h. and 42 ems at 80 k.p.h. 

It would therefore appear possible t<' design realistically for 6ogs, but no1; 

for 20 gs for the chest. 
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At the present stage of vehicle development, it seems appropriate to 

design the major occupant protection systems primarily so that under the 

most severe design conditions they cause serious but reversible injuries 

to the occupants. It t-tould seem appropriate to accept this condition, 

which of course will result in savings in fatalities, even though under 

the more frequent minor impact conditions, the protection systems may \vell 

generate some moderate or minor levels of traUIJR. In essence, only so Imlch 

useful stopping distance is available before bottoming out occurs; that 

distance should be used firstly for protecting against fatal injury in high 

energy situations. 

In developing a rational policy for occupant protection standards therefore 

tTrlo sorts of data are needed. Firstly one requires to know the input cond

~; the frequency and severity of different collision circumstances for 

11hich protection is to be offered. Secondly it is necessary to knm-1 the 

tolerance levels for the population at risk, the appropriate injury criteria, 

in engineerir..g terms, Trthich can be applied to the occupants. 

Before reviewing these ttm requirements it is important to appreciate the 

method of application of occupant protection legislation. This can be 

done either through design rules or by performance standards. 

DESIGN RULES AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS - COMPARISONS t-ITTH OTHE:R COUNTR.IE:S 

Historically vehicle safety regulations began with design rules. These 

rules specified that certain components should have certain strength require

ments or particular geometrical properties. Most of the current safety 

requirements presently in force are essentially design rules, which specify 

for example, the amount of rearward movement of the steering wheel relative 

to the passenger compartment in a standard crash, or the braking strene-th 

of seat 1)elt webbing. 

UnforttUk•tely, such a procedure does not result in optimal era~ performance. 

Design rules might be acceptable if all vehicles had the same mass·, the same 

geometry and the same dynamic stiffness characteristics. 
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In reality hmvever, the narket place requires a range of vehicles from 

500 kern ininicars to 3,000 kgm large oars, to the even higher masses of' 

the commercial vehicle range, with corresponding variations in geometry 

and dyrk~mic stiffness. In consequence the loads applied to an occupant 

can be limited for a given input crash condition by an infinite number 

of' combin.1.tions of' the component parts of' the protection system. The 

same ride-down distance can be achieved with a very stiff' seat belt system, 

operating in a very small passenger compartment, attached to a soft front

ended section which gives a large crush distance. Alternatively, the same 

peak loading of' the occupant O.:"Ln be achieved by putting him in a soft seat 

belt system with load limiting devices, inside a large passenger compart

ment attached to a very rigid front structure. A design rule vthioh stand

ardises the properties of' the seat b.elt isolation, and ignores the reali

ties of' these two situations, obviously results in conditions in the real 

ltor ld tvhioh may be far from optimal. 

Hence ue are now entering a transition period; passing from the design rule 

era tm·Tards performance standards. 

The ultimate in a performance standard is embodied in the proposed American 

FMVSS 208 regulation. This ~quirement specifies the forces, decelerations 

and time histories on a test device, a dUIIIllzy'7 11hich is meant to exhibit all 

the relevant dynamic response characteristics of the human frame under 

crash loading conditions. Such an approach eliminates all reference to 

the vehicle structure as such, and allows the mamfaoturer the choice of 

combination of restraint characteristic, vehicle geometry and vehicle 

stiffness appropriate to his particular product; therefore this allot'ls 

him to meet the safety requirements and at the sa.roo time satisfy the other 

functions of the vehicle most efficiently. 

The consequences of F.MVSS 208 are far reaching. If the test dUDIIIzy' really 

does reflect l:ruma.n response, and if tolerance levels on the dWDJDy can be 

specified for all loading conditions in all three major planes and combin

ations of' loading con:iitions in these planes, then all that future legis

lation has to do is specify the input crash con:iitions under which those 

tolerance levels must not be exceeded. Such a performance standard elimi

nates all reference to specific contacts by the dWDJDy on particular compo

nents of the oar. Therefore, logically all separate legislative specifi

cation of' contacts with the instrument panel, win:iscreen, steeril:tg 11heel, 
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seat belts and seat contacts and their loadings beuomes obsolete. Such a 

performance standard should therefore lead to the removal of all ree,ula.tions 

which specify the various sub-system contacts and loadings. 

Unfortunately, the concept of legislation aldn to FMVSS 208 presupposes a 

test device which can exhibit correct human responses in all directions and 

combinations of directions of loading. Further, FMVSS 208 presupposes a 

knowledge of the correct tolerance levels for the populations at risk for 

those various loading conditions. At this point in time, it seems prem:.'l.ture 

for such a large legislative step to be taken, in the light of the present 

state of knowledge on ~~n tolerances under crash conditions, and dumrnw 

fidelity in reproducing human response; but this is very much a matter for 

debate, as is currently taking place in several places, including the courts 

of the United states. 

One might propose as a suitable strategy for legislation in Europe, an 

interim phase. At present we have already enacted and have in operation, 

a set of design rules. The next generation of regulations should be seen 

as a transition, a change from the present requirements, going towards per

formance standards, but still taking account of specific contacts which 

occupants have with the several sub-systems of the car. In other t-rords, 

existing standards should evolve over the next ten years to take into 

account the most recent advances in biomechanical knowledge, but that knou

ledge must be seen as a prerequisite, and not anticipated uith educated 

guesses. The ultimate result may vlell be a tot<..,l performance stand~ 

along tho lines of FMVSS 203, with the elimination of all requirements for 

sub-system specification. Hol-rever, in Jcy vie1·1 7 it \1Tould be foolhardy for 

us in Europe to attempt to go immediately for a total performance standl~rd 

at this tin:e, with the elimir&tion of all the regulations 11Thich specify the 

various sub-systems. ~"le should see the next ten years as the second gener

ation, evolutionary period, leading to the final phase of a total perfor

mance standa.rd when the state of scientific and. biomechanical knm-1lede;e can 

justify it, by specifying accurately both the input conditions and the 

appropriate, allowable human responses. 

Therefore, if this appro.-'"l.ch is accepted, it is necessary to reviel1T each 

existing regulation to decide how it can best be improved in the light of 

evolving biomechanical knmtlede;e and accident frequency data, with the 

ultimate aim of integrating each requirement into some total perfoi'III.1.nce 
package. 
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Lead Ti_,s - It is perhaps instructive to consider the timi.ng of leGislative 

action. Up to the present, existing rebrulations have, broadly speakine, 

reflected the current levels of design. The present regulations have lw.d 

very early dates applied to them, and in a sense therefore the only infl

uence 11hich the leeislation has had is to reeularise already existing 

desiens. 

If in the future, regulations are to reflect the latest scientific knou

lede;e, it is inevitable that existing desiens ~iill be sho1m to be less 

than optinnl. Therefore neu regulations, if they are to both reflect the 

most up to date knmvledge and at the same time be acceptable to the manu

facturing industry, must allow longer lead times before they become applied 

to ne11 vehicles. Only then is it possible for legislation to reflect neu 

knouledge, and also for the nnnufacturer to avoid being put into a short

term defensive position because of his committme·nt to specific models 

which will run for several years. For this problem the Australian policy 

is of interest (3). There, legislation attempts to reflect the best that 

current scientific knowledge can offer, but allot-rs long lead times so that 

industry can respond constructively. For fundafnental elements of the motor 

vehicle, uhich may involve the specification of the basic collapsinc elements 

of the main structure, such lead times for future legislation may well be 

of the orcl.er of five to ten years. Tliis problem is likely to be even more 

acute in the future, 1-rhen the other constraints on vehicle design, enerGY 

and ma:terio.l conservation considerations, my Hell lead to longer model 

runs and loneer individ~.l vehicle life than at present. 

COST/EF;J.i'ECTIVE AND COST/mN'.illFIT CONSIDERATIONS 

It is fashionable at the present time, to apply these terms to decisions in 

the vehicle safety field. It is important therefore to be clear as to the 

differences betweencos~ffective analyses and cost/benefit equations, ~nd 

their underlying assumptions. 

A cost/effective analysis presupposes a certain tareet; for example a 

reduction in fatalities in frontal impacts of 2~. A cost effective analysis 

then examines the al tern.?.tive solutions lihich are available to achieve th.1..t 

target, o.nd shol'IS how that target can be achieved in the cheapest manner. 

In other l'lord.s, it is an internal comparison procedure, aimed at producing 

an optimum solution, and it does not involve assumptions about the money 

values of life and limb. 
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In contrast, cost/benefit equa.tions balance on the one hand the costs of 

introducing a particul<1.r feature into cars, head restraints for example 

or seat ool·ts for rear seat occupa.nts, with the savings, in money terms, 

of the fatalities and injuries l"thich will -:...o prevented. This second pro

cedure is much more debatable, and the technical and legislative commun

ities present a range of divergent views as to the appropriate use of 

these techniques in safety matters (4). 

There seems little doubt that internal cost/effective comparisons are 

useful, indeed essential, if a rational list of priorities for improved 

occupant protection is to be achieved. tn1at is much more debatable is 

the use of cost/benefit equations to demonstrate that certain improve

ments shou.ld not be introduced because their costs cannot be justified 

in terms of the money values currently assigned to fatal and non-fatal 

injuries. Such a procedure needs agreement as to lvhat those money values 

are, and at present there is great divergence of vie1v-s. O'Niell (5) has 

pointed out the difficulties of implementing a policy based on external 

cost/benefit considerations. It is also interesting that for example a 

retrospective study of the fitting of seat belts to front seats in the 

United Kinu"'<lom in 1967, shol·Ted that their installation was not justified 

in cost/benefit terms ( 6). 

Nevertheless, some nations have made overt decisions not to implement 

certain regulations which are applied elsewhere, strictly on the grounds 

that the e.:::pense does not justify the injury savings in money terms. 

The fittine of rear seat belts is an example. In the future it is likely 

that these decisions will be questioned increasingly, because in other 

areas of public health, expenditures of several orders of magnitude 

gre:1.ter than those values used in traffic safety are thought to be app

ropriate for savings in life and limb, and the general public is now 

becoming more ai"lare of this fact. 

The problem is particulc.rly acute tvhen non-fatal injuries, which do not 

cause loss of function, are being considered. The v-lindscreen question 

is one such area, because as a rule toughened glass merely lacerates the 

face, causing disfiguring injuries but little else, unless the eyes are 

involved. Thus the additional cost of laminated glass which reduces 

the frequency of lacerations, has to be OO.lanced against the value of 

the injuries saved. The equation can go either way depending on the 

assumptions made. 
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A preferable procedure therefore in establishing priorities for occupant 

protecti-on standards, would appear to be to establish targets in the future 

for the 1ru.mbers of fatalities and injuries which might reasonably be prev

ented, and then, using internal cost/effective comparisons, establish the 

cheapest means of achieving those targets. 

INPUT COliDITIO:NS 

As mentioned earlier, fundamental to the development of effective occupant 

protection standards, is a knol'rledge of the freq_uency and severity of 

crash conditions. Only t·Tith this knowledge can one estimate the savine;s 

which can be obtained by offering protection up to certain specified levels 

in certain crash types, ani the potential gains 1·1hich ltould be achieved by 

increasing those levels. This is no simple question, because increasing 

the avail~ble protection level in one situation may well have disbenefits 

in another area. An example of this problem is ·the suggestion that frontal 

impact protection levels should be raised, in that the same injury criteria 

must be met in an 80 k.p.h. barrier collision as are nmv met in a 48 k.p.h. 

one. A consequence of such a proposal lvould be to make the conditions of a 

car-to-ca..r, head-to-side impact more unfavourable for the occupants lvithin 

the strttck car. Only frequency and severity data from field accident invest

igations can logically provide the answers to these conflicts; and a tenta

tive an:"'tlysis of European accident data suggests that an increase to 80 k.p.h. 

for the frontal barrier condition would not be appropriate here, irrespective 

of the No~th American scene (7). 

The t-Thole question of specifying the appropriate types of tests and their 

severities; i·thether to use synunetrical, angled, offset or deforma.ble barriers 

for frontal impacts; pendulums, mobile barriers or standardised cars for 

side imp~cts, and the impact speed levels to be used in each case; all need 

to be based on carefully structured field accident research, ivhere represent

ative sampling is carried out and the conclusions are appropriate for the 

European environment. I t·Till not discuss further these general considerations 

of the difficulties of specifying the appropriate tests, i.e. the impact 

conditions for occnpant protection, because these have been reviei'led by 

Mr. rraylor at this symposium. I should merely like it to be noted that a 

comprehensive, European field accident investigation programme is very 

necessary if these frequency questions are to be ansvrered satisfactorily. 
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NEU DEMANDS TO BID MEn' - TOLERANCE LEVELS AND INJURY CRITF..RIA 

Given the definition of the appropriate conditions to be imposed on tho 

vehicle, the next problem is to define the tolerable levels of the lo~d

ings on the populations at risk, c.nd the specification of injury criteria 

in terms of the response of a test dummy. 

In general the tolerance of the humn body to impact depends on: 

1) The shape and size of the striking structure, 

2) The direction of the applied acceleration, 

3) The magnitude of the applied acceleration, 

4) The duration of the applied acceleration, and 

5) The rate of onset of the applied acceleration. 

Hence to specify injury criteria it may trtell be necessary to define c.ll 

these conditions separately for each situation. 

Also there are certain population considerations. Tolerance to impact data 

come largely from three sources; accident reconstructions, volunteer tests 

and cadaver studies. 

If tho data are at the volunteer level, then mostly the t-wrk uill have been 

performed on young, healthy, male, military volunteers. If the data carne 

from cadaver studies, then they represent a predominantly old and inf'irm 

population. The translation of results from such studies into injury 

criteria for the general car occupant population still represents a con

siderable problem, because little is known about tho variation of tolera.nce 

levels across the population. Car occupants ranur:oe from the hea.lthy you113" 

male to the old infirm female, passengers include tho youl'lo~st of children. 

Certain basic characteristics are relevant to illustrate this problem. 

Eighty three per cent of drivers are nnle, 1C1}'~· of front seat passenc,'Ors 

are female, perhaps 4o% of rear seat occupants are children. Such factors 

severe.ly modify the distribution of tolerance levels for the populations 

at risk in the various seating positions in vehicles. To illustrate the 

importance of this point, one can reasom.bly suc;gest that any given injury 

tolerance level is likely to vary by a factor Of at least tl'l'O for 80j: of 

the population at risk. 
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There are a rru.mber of doC'IllOOnts t-rhich rev:iew in detail the state of knoll

ledge of human tolerance to impacts ( 1 , 8, 9, 1 0) 1 and it would be imp!}

ropria.te to catalogue here all the findings and references. I therefore 

propose merely to comment on the most important questions for each body 

region and type of loadinp;. 

The Head - Head injury is still the most frequent of serious injuries to 

car occupants in Europe ( 11) • Head injuries can be grouped as soft tissue 

damage (to the scalp and face), boney fracture, intracranial haemorrha~ 

and brain injury. For skull fracture and brain injury, a proposed criterion 

is available which may be applicable for flat, short duration contacts in 

the anterior to posterior direction. This is the Head Injury Criterion 

(the H.I.c.) a modification of the Gadd Saverity Index, as measured in the 

Hybrid II d~. In spite of the absence o~ any data, it has also been 

proposed that the H.I.c. can be used in lateral impacts, and this is per

haps not unreasonable in viel'i of the great biological variation of the po!}

ulation at risk around the fixed limit of 1 ,ooo. It is "tororth noting that 

the original Gadd Severity Index involved specifying a limit which >-Ta.s 

thought to be close to the survival level for 5afl, of the people exposed, 

analogous to the rating of a drug dosage as being lethal to 5o% of the 

population (LD50) (12). This concept in itself raises the question of 

the appropriate level of risk to which any given proportion of the po!}

ulation should be exposed. 1-l:ore fundamentally it also appears ,;hat se!}

arate tolerance levels for the brain to linear and rotational accelera

tions are desirable. Ho1-.rever because the nature of injury to the brain 

is not yet thoroughly understood, it is not yet possible to specify an 

appropriate agreed tolerance level for contact loadings. 

Recent tests on volunteers using airbag restraints ( 13) and. accident 

investigation studies (14) suggest that if no specific blow to the head 

occur8, then H.I.C. levels greater than 1000 can be exceeded without head 

injury occurring. Therefore, if no contact occurs, no injury criterion 

needs to be specified. 

Face Contacts with soft tissue injuries or facial bone fractures are 

frequent. No satisfactory tolerance levels or dummy analogues are 

available for simulating the soft tissue condition. For specific contacts 

with glass, an injury scaling procedure has been developed in the l'riplex 
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Lacerotion Index ( 15), but 'llhore is a need for 2. more generalised means of 

asDessinc the rislc of facial da.m:l.~. This is particularly needed because 

a dri1rer restrained with a seat belt, usually h,~.s a face contact \-lith the 

steerine ~-Theel. In Gadd' s original paper he sue;gests that the Severity 

Index can be used for a tolerance level against facial bone fracture, if 

the lo<-~c1inc area approrimtcs to 19 sq. ems. (12). He sugeests that a 

S.I. value of 500 should be specified for such contacts. 

r.~ore recently Schneider and !f2.hum ( 16) recoDIIIJ3nded 890N applied over 

6.54 sq. oms. as an appropriate tolerance level for an impact with the 

zygoma. Current durnrny technoloe;y cannot measure such an impact and a 

specific sub-system test uould be needed. 

The lTeo1-:: appears to be so vulnerable to direct loading that a practical 

policy of applying no load at all seems most realistic. With regard to 

angulation of the neck, accident data suggests thc1.t hyperflaotion is of 

no conseqlJ.enoe as a source of injury. Likel·rise, there does not appear 

to bo any evidence that injuries occur because of hyperextension in lat

eral fle::?..Ure. If a specification is required for that mode, a figure of 

60° has been sucgested (17). For hyperextension posteriorly, the class

ical whip-lash condition, a limit value of 80° appears to be generally 

accepted, although Mertz and Patrick demonstrate that at that amount of 

e~::tennion, the torque and moment across the necl: rise rapidly, so a con

scrvc~tivo :J..pproach may be appropriate (18). As vlith the head the rate of 

loadinc is likely to be important, but further research is necessary. 

The Thor<:>;~, after the head, ranks as the most frequent body region receiv

inG severe injury. The specification of the correct parameter and its 

level for the chest, is probably the most important single biomechanical 

question at the present time because perforce, all occupant protection 

systems, be -~hey seat belts, airbaes, steer:i.ne uheels or instru:ment 

panels, 3-pply lo:.uis to the chest directly. If no head contact .occurs, 

the critic~l body secrnent is the chest. It appears that for most load

ing co~~itions, rib fracture is the primary injury, although in the case 

of airbags, damage to the heart or the great vessels may occur first. 

There is no clear concensu.s as to 'Hhat parameter, measured on a dumrrG", 

most accurately reflects human response; vthe-ther it is total load, load 

per uni-t area, deflection or some index derived from the time/deceleration 

curve taken from a tri-a::dal accelerometer inside the chest of the dunnny. 
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Sixty g for 3 milliseconds for frontal loading has been thought reasonable 

for some· time, but recent cadaver work has raised doubts about such a limit. 

A 60 mm deflection limit is proposed (19) from cadaver work, and much dev

elopment time is being given to producing a dUIIliDY with the appropriate res

ponse. At this time there is no general agreement. 

\'lall and Lolme (20) have pointed to a significant rate of clavicle fracture 

for belt i'iea.rers, and suggest limit values for belt loads at a specified 

belt/torso angle. Also those authors suggest limits for side impacts on 

the rib cage, clavicle and pelvis, together \vith a specialised dUlJ!IIlY for 

measuring those loads. Such a procedure seems appropriate for the future, 

but further validation of the dummy with hum.n response, and testing of 

the limit values is needed, before those proposals are demonstrated to be 

superior to the decelerat ion-o7.'iented viei'l of American legislators. 

The Alxlolll'3n, like the neck, is vulnerable to direct load. Current opinion 

suggests that the only realistic specification is to define where the ab

domen is on a test dummy, and permit no loading at all. Whilst perhaps 

satisfactory for seat belts, as a performance standard such a requirement 

may be inappropriate where very uniform loading takes place, as with air

bags for example. 

The knee/femur/pelvis combination is a segment of the body where specialist 

workers are almost agreed as to the appropriate tolerance level. Here only 

t~m values are suggested and they vary by only a factor or two. Present 

American regulations specify a maximum permissible femur load of 7.65 KN 

(1700 lbs.), whilst work by Lister and Wall (21) suggests that a lower 

limit of 4KN (900 lbs.) would be more appropriate. 

In summary therefore this brief review of human tolerance data shows, for 

the head, chest and femur, the three main body regions which are injured 

most frequently and which require tolerance levels to be specified, that 

at this time there is no clear agreement on any of the values. 

However, a considerable amount of research effort is being concentrated 

on accident reconstruction and cadaver studies at present, and it is reason

able to assume that the chest and the femur tolerance levels will be agreed 

soon. The head is more complex, and although in the United States H.I.C. 

values may itell be used in legislation withl.a "the mrl f'ew ,ears, it is 
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likely that both the level and the contact conditions to which the H.r.c. 
is applied, will require modification as nevr research findings are made. 

It is impossible to divorce any discussion of tolerance levels from the 

test devices which will be used to establish compliance with those levels. 

An ultimate performance standard on the lines of FMV'SS 208 requires a 

dummy, with appropriate human response characteristics, for all the impact 

forces and directions considered to be important. In addition the dummy 

Dn.lst not fail, as the hum.n does, during overload, but Dn.lst renain intact, 

giving repeatable results. Presentday dummies cannot satisfy all the 

requirements of a comprehensive performance standard, although the next 

five years may produce acceptable devices. 

In the interim, and also because of the unrestrained occupant problem 

discussed below, it is appropriate to consider sub-system testing, using 

head-, torso- or knee-forms, and to specify load or deceleration/time 

history requirements for each specific impact. Such an approach would 

allol'l the transition to be na.de from existine design rules towards the 

goal of performance-oriented legislation. 

The restrained and the unrestrained occupant demand different characte~ 

istics of the vehicle, and therefore it is important to establish -tha 

priorities between the two conditons. Fundamental to this problem is t:~e 

question of active and passive restraints, and if active restraints are 

used, what usage rates to expect over the next ten years. vlithin the 

nine member countries there are great differences in national policies on 

seat belt use. 

Following the initiative of Australia and New Zealand, France demonstrated 

great leadership by enacting compulsory seat belt use legislation in rural 

areas in 1973. That requirement is now being e:>..'iiended into urban areas. 

Holland, Belgium and Denmark have now introduced compulsory belt use this 

year, whilst outside the Community, Sweden and Norway have enacted similar 

legislation. Germany is due to introduce compulsory wearing on 1st January 

1976; and to require the fitting of belts to cars retrospective to produc

tion extending back to 1972. 
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It is possible that Britain may within the next tt-m years enact legislation 

for compulsory belt use. If that occurs , then the benefits achieved 

are likely to be especially good in the short term, because that country 

has required the fitting of belts (albeit in front seats only) on models 

from 1965 onwards, and. tlms some 955~ of the ·tota.l car population are 

equipped. It is very doubtful however, that Ireland and Italy will pass 

compulsory belt usage legislation. 

Even with compulsory belt use legislation, data from France, Australia, 

New· Zealand and. Sweden "!-There such laws have been in effect for some time 

and surveys of usage rates conducted, suggest that actual usage rates 

range from 6r:f/v to 9r.:P/o, depending on the environment and the time of day. 

There is a suggestion in the data that belt use drops at night; and it 

is a reasonable hypothesis to estimate that even ~lith a compulsory belt 

use law, the usage rate for people involved in accidents is likely to be 

no higher than So%, with a lower rate for hi&her speed nighttime collisions. 

\iithin the Community therefore, in the transition period of the next ten 

years, two factors are present ,.,hich suggest that belt usage vlill remain 

low enough for the unrestrained occupants still to be of some consequence. 

Requirements for contacts by unrestrained occupants ,.,ith steering assem

blies, l..-indscreens, seat backs and instrument panels still need consider

ation in this interim period. 

A corollary of the above situation is that even in countries 1-1ith compul

sory belt usage, but particularly where a legal sanction is not likely to 

be introduced, there is a compelling need to make seat belt systems as 

acceptable as possible in normal daily use. Fortunately the demands of 

comfort and good ergonomics of normal use do not run counter to good 

crash performance characteristics, but if there are conflicts, then 

acceptability is perhaps more important than the ultimate in protection. 

There are still difficulties however, in developing performance standards 

for acceptability, comfort and convenience of operation. 

The follovring sections of this paper will now review briefly the main 

occupant protection systems which are subject to legislation, with 

particular reference to how their technology may evolve in the future. 
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OCCUPA11T RESTRAINTS 

Community Actions - Seat belts are by far tlw most important factor in 

plannine occupant protection for the future. rf.hey have been used extens

ively for over ten years; their actual performance in the real world has 

been examined thoroughly, and their limitations are well understood (22). 

That cannot be said yet for a~ of the other alternative systems which are 

proposed. In essence, 100% use of seat belts saves 50% of car occupant 

fatalities. I refer of course to the lap/diagonal type, almost universally 

adopted in Europe. 

Most members of the Community have had national regulations on seat belts 

and anchora~s for a number of years, and the E.c.E. recommendations 

attempted to produce some international conformity in its Regulations 14 

on anchorages and 16 on seat belts. 

In the last four years technical knowledge has evolved, with the result 

that the E.c.E. Regulations 14 and 16 have been shmm to be unsatisfactory 

in a number of respects. The E.E.c., taking the E.c.E. recommendations as 

a basis, have developed proposals for Directives on anchorage points and 

seat belts. These have been aereed at the technical l~vel and await adop

tion by the Council. These two draft Directives represent a very signifi

cant contribution to vehicle safety by the Community, because of the great 

importance of occupant restraints in reducing the frequency of traffic 

injury. 

The present limitations on belt performance can be summarised as: 

1) Loss of compartment space due to crush of the vehicle 

structure, 

2) :Bt:olt or hardlvare breakage due to detailed design 

deficiencies, 

3) Overload due to rear loadinG usually from unrestrained 

rear seat occupants, 

4) Excessive forward movement due to slack and le'ss than 

optimum performance from some automatic locking retrac

tor systems. 
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Evolution of Restraint Technology - Bearing in mind the acceptability 

question, it vTOuld seem appropriate that the main effort in evolving 

the exis-ting Directives on belts and anchorage points, should be con

centrated on improving the comfort and acceptance of belts. The obvious 

immedic.te developments 'lre: 

1) An adjustable upper mounting point and/or belt guides on 

the seat back - no one single point can accommodate adequat~ly 

enoueh of the population using the systems, 

2) Lower mounting points moving with the seat, 

3) One-handed operation for the t·1hole process of putting a belt 

on and off. 

These improvements could be brought about through the medium of performance 

standards i·Thich Hould specify acceptable geometrical positions for the 

applied loads on dummies. This does require hovrever, further definition 

of performance for comfort, fit and convenience factors. 

~e~axdine crash performance, there is a need for an appropriate test cond~ 

itio:n -Go be specified. As mentioned earlier there are an infinite numb'3r 

of combin:1.tions of interior geometry, belt elongation and frontal deform

ation, c.nd therefore a porformance standard should be evolved in v-rhich each 

model's crush characteristics are incorporated in the dynamic testing of 

that model's restraint system. ~1rther work is also needed to define the 

severity and type of simulated impact as has been discussed in Session 1 

of this symposium. Undoubtedly the symmetrical barrier test represents 

only a minority of frontal impacts, but likevdse no other single test can 

claim to be markedly more representative. 

A future performance standard should allotv both belts and other alternative 

systems Hhich meet the specified requirements. A reasonable starting point 

vJOuld be to have specified chest, femur and abdomen injury criteria for a 

frontal test of the restraint system in the passenger compartment with its 

seat, on a sled, tuned for the correct pulse of that model in the appro

priately chosen impact. Such a test procedure lvould allow more sophis

ticated belts to develop, particularly pre-loading devices which hold 

special promise for improving belt efficiency. 
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The cost/effectiveness of belts over other systems, if 111ear rates exceed

ing 50% can be achieved is compelling (23). This is a further argument 

for having a very high standard for acceptability and comfort. Three 

point belts for rear seat occupants, although presently considered not 

to be worthwhile by some people, are likely to become more important. 

The obvious inequality of protection with only front seat belts fitted 

is not lost on the average member of the public. Also the effectiveness 

of front seat belts themselves is compromised if the rear seat occupants 

are unrestrained. 

A comparison of different strategies for occupant restraint sys+.ems in 

cost effective terms is discussed at some length in (1, 23, 27). For 

example (27), some predictions for the likely performance of a number 

of options in restraint system development are given. These predictions 

first examine the likely performance reeardless of cost. The factors 

considered are the effectiveness of the various systems in the range of 

different crash configurations and severities which exist in reality, 

the reliability of the systems, and their expected usage rates (if active 

systems); all applied to the appropriate frequency of occupancy for the 

several sitting positions in the car. That analysis produced the folloH

ing ranking order of performance for front seat occupants: 

Passive 3 point belts, 

Mandatory use of active 3 point belts, 

Air bags, 

Active inertial reel 3 point belts with a warning system, 

Active inertial reel 3 point balta with ignition interlock, 

Active inertial reel 3 point belts, 

Active static 3 point belts \·rith pre-loading, 

Active static 3 point b3lts vlith load limiters, 

Active static 3 point belts. 

The same study then went on the consider hotv overall strategies would vary 

if the costs of the systems were balanced against the savings in money 

terms of the trauma. That analysis is shown in Table 2, and illustrates 

how the ranking order of the systems proposed changes when costs are taken 

into account. That analysis is sunmarised below, and shows how the ranking 

order changes greatly: 
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Cost/Benefi·t 

~ 

(14:mdatory use of ac·tive 3 point beltl3 8.3 

(Inertial reel 3 point a.nd lmrn:itlff system 3.4 

(Active 3 point belts 3.0 
Cost 

(Inertial reel 3 point & ignition interlock 2.7 
Effective 

(Active 3 point belts & load limiters 2.3 

(Passive 3 point belts 2.3 

(Inertial reel 3 point belts 2.0 

Not Cost (Airbags 

Effective (Active 3 point belts and preloading o.6 

There are obviously gross assumptions made in conducting such predictive 

analyses, particularly in estimating system costs, usage rates and effect

iveness factors of untried systems. However, it perhaps illustrated the 

importance of at least examining carefully the consequences of the various 

strategies for occupant restraint systems which have been proposed. 

One simple fact illustrates some of the difficulties of such arn.lyses uhen 

they are conducted across national boundaries. The follot-ring table shol-18 

the number of oar occupant fatalities per million cars for five countries, 

for 1971: 

Deaths per Ratio to 
Country 

Million Cars Britain 

France 605 2.3 

Italy 499 1.9 
Hast Germany 677 2.6 

u.s.A. 435 1.7 
Britain 261 
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These r~tios show that the exposure to r1sk of fatal injury for car occup

ants per reeistered car vary by factors up to 2.f} within the Conummity. 

Therefore the data given in Table 1, ivhich is a projection from the U.K. 

situation, Hould be severely modified by these basic differences in expo

sure to risk ~·1hich prevail elsewhere in the Conummity. That study illus

trates the great amounts of uncertainty in such analyses, so that although 

useful in comparative terms, absolute cut-off levels based on Cost/Effective 

Ratios can be misleading. 

Child Restraints - The adult world is at present an area where performance 

standards are difficult to specify, but there are a number of additional 

problems tvhich arise in attempting to define the appropriate parameters 

for child restraint systems. This is an important area because the driving 

public appear to be not only aware of the risks, but willing to take con

siderably more trouble, and spend more on protecting their offspring, than 

they i-Till spend on protecting themselves. 

A number of national standards exist, and actual experience with systems 

which meet those standards suggests that in the real world of accidents 

the protection offered is very good. Hm·rever, because of the particular 

consequences of injuries to children, there is a very understandable 

tendency to try and evolve extremely high performance requirements which 

cannot be justified on present biomechanical knot·lledge. The practical 

consequences of such requirements may well be to discourage manufacturers 

from enterine that market, to reduce the size of the rrarket by requiring 

very expensive child restraint systems, and ultimately therefore reduce 

the overall protection Hhich is offered to the population at risk. That 

is based on the assumption that the fitting of child restraint systems 

would be an optional fitting. This problem perhaps illustrates the diffi

culties presented to the Community in developing legislation which is both 

technically adva~ced but also publicully acceptable. It suggests that there 

are potential dangers in going further than present biomechantcal knotvledGC 

can justify. 

The E.E.c. has adopted the same regulations as ~vere developed in the United 

States on the crash performance of steering wheels and columns. Recent 

research in both Europe (24) and America (25) indicate that the requirements 
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are not in practice producing optimal conditions. With greater use of 

seat belts, steering wheel crash performance needs change, because the 

driver uho is restrained by a belt system, no longer has a chest contact, 

but instead has a head or face impact with the wheel. These two conditions 

are not completely incompatible, and because of the unsatisfactory nature 

of the present regulations, there is a good opportunity of evolving a 

perfoi'Ilk•noe standard more in line with current lmowledge. This wi.ll 

involve an unrestrained impact test, perhaps an improvement on the exist

ing Black Tufy procedure, where the approach angle is variP-d, and also a 

minimum effective contact area is specified. For the restrained config

uration, the liheel end column should be present in the restraint system 

dynamic test, and suitably instrumented so that a maximm permissible f_ace 

loading is specified if such a contact occurs. Obviously more detailed 

development is needed before such a legislative procedure can be enacted. 

DOOR LOCKS AND SI'JlE STRE:NGTH 

t-lith the greater use of restraint systems, the side impact configuration 

1'1ill become a more important accident type in the future. Here again there 

is a need to develop a total performance test for the door, door frame, 

hinges and door locks as a unit. Recent accident studies suggest that to 

specify the latch in isolation, results in door openings still occurring, 

due to failures of other parts in the total door system. 

In addition, Hhen dummy technology and injury studies are sufficiently well 

developed that injury criteria can be specified for lateral loadings, a 

side impact test procedure vlill be necessary. This :ta complex because 

arriving at optimal compatability for the mass distributions of the car 

population is as yet an unsolved p:roblem. North America and Europe shol'l 

significantly different populations at present, but in the future, these 

differences IIl::'l.Y diminish as the small car becomes more attractive to the 

consumer. 

W...A.D RESTRAINTS AND SEATS 

Head restraints are not used yet in sufficient frequency to allow any 

statistical field studies in Europe, but in the United States their per

formance has been evaluated. In America, adjustable restraints are fitted 

almost universally on domestic models of oars. Both accident and survey 
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data shmt that between 73% and 9o% of head restraints are not adjusted 

correctly, nearly all being in the fully-dm:n position. Reductions in 

the frequency of cervical spine injuries were found in the accident 

studies, but on the numbers available tho results were not statistically 

significant. In the case of insurance clc::.ims, significant reductions in 

claims (up to 30%) were detected in comparing cars equipped with head 

restraints ani cars not so equipped. 

:Based on these reports there appears to be a ce.se for non-adjustable hea.d 

restraims. It is worth noting that a rear scat occupant is present in 

soxoo 2r:J/, of impacts, and a. front seat passenger in approximately 5~·· 

Of impacts on cars at least 55% are frontal, t-lhereas only 2f:/v are to the 

rear (22). Therefore, it appears that head restraints in r3ality >·rill oe 

struck more frequently by the faces of rear seat occupants in frontal 

impacts than they will be used to prevent vThiplash in front seat occup

ants when struck from behind. The design of head restraints in the future 

should take this into account. 

For a head restraint to be effective, the seat must withstand the forces 

of collisions. It is also important for the seat to remain in place under 

collision forces applied in a variety of directions. Seat mounting failures 

in fact are ~quent, and they may increase the loads applied to the 

occupants, compromise seat belt geometry ancl allo>:r rear seat occupants 

to apply loads to those in the front seats. J:t"ield studies suggest that 

the existing 20g standard for seats does not prevent seat mounting failures 

in reality even at equivalent barrier speeds belou 15 m.p.h. (6.7 m/s). 

Any future performance standards related to both front and rear seat posi

tions should recognise these points and incorporate them in future test 

procedures. Like other parts of the vehicle interior, the seats constitute 

part of the total occupant restraint package and should bCJ vie-vred in that 

lidlt. 

INS~ PANELS AND THE TI~IOR 

In the long term the use of restraints may t-rell rise to a .high level, 2.nd 

the restraint systems themselves be of such a form that interior contacts 

are essentially eliminated. In the interim transition period :f'rom the 

present hotvever, it seems likeiy that interior contacto vdth instrument 

panels, roof rails, cant rails, A and B pillara and other parts Hill occur. 
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Hhole dummy testing cannot adequately ex.amine such a ranee of situations, 

and therefore it is approprb.te to evolve a c.{l.W.si-pcrfornnnce standard, 

usine ~ head-form impact to specify loading limits. The test conditions 

will ha.ve to be specified :for the different impact directions, based on 

accident data. 

\HNDSCRI!IGNS 

Like almost all other parts of the car, the desirable windscreen characte~ 

istics are influenced by tho use and effectiveness of occupant restraints. 

Hov1ever, in thinking of an integrated system i'or (lecelerating the occupant, 

measured by a performance standard, one should include the -vrindscreen as a 

component part of the total restraint system. La.miruted glctss provides a 

very tolerable head deceleration, and vrith a perforTIJCl...nce standard it 

becomes perfectly reasonable for part of the deceleration of the head to 

occur on th~ glass. The specification of a head injury criterion in the 

side impact mJde, may we 11 result in an energy absorbing side lvind.oH, 

whilst if an airbag restraint is chosen by a manufacturer as his means of 

satisfying the occupant protection starx:lard, then .::t laminated windscreen 

becomes necessary. 

The technical superiority of laminated windscreens appears to be generally 

accepted in viel'l of both extensive laborator>J 1mrlc and field acc;_u.ent 

studies, but cost/benefit equations can produce anst-1ers in favour of one or 

other type of glass, depending on the assumptions Dl.?..de for the costs of 

facial lacerations and the projected levels of seat belt use in the future. 

It is likely that soon special uindscreens ivith a crash performance signif

icantly superior to conventional H.P.R. lamireted glass \vill be used more 

extensively, and therefore from the legislative standpoint the Hindscreens 

situation uill require frequent revie~1, particularly as the t-rindscreen, 

with increasing performance standards, 1vill perforce become a compon~nt 

part of the overall restraint system. 

FIRE, SUBI~IElRSION AliD OTHER SPECIAL SITUATIOlTS 

There are a number of loH frequency occurrences i·rhich cause death ::mel 

injury, such as fire and submersion. From the leGislative point of vievr, 

each situation must be examined on its individual roorits, because, althou.c;h 

such events may occur lvith relatively lou :f'requency (for e.x.ample less tlu:.n 
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0.3~, of oar occupant fatality oases involve fire), it may ~1ell be that 

sienific~nt improvements can be brought about at essentially no cost, 

provided that suffioient lead time is given. On the other hand, it is 

especially important to examine critically the lik~ly effectiveness of 

legislative action in these marginal areas, because, if its effectiveness 

is doubtful, then the cost penalties n:ay be significant for no gains in 

reduced deaths and injuries. Careful research to establish frequencies 

and severities of these events is essential. 

CQr.ID'ERCIAL AND PUBLIC SERVICE VEHICLES 

All of the foregoing has considered the oar occupant. Commercial vehicles 

contribute significantly to the overall accident situation, but the charac

teristics of these vehicles result in accidents ~Jhioh are different in 

many Nays from oar occupant collisions. Therefore, it is not appropriate 

to merely apply the same requirements to commercial vehicles as are speci

fied for oars. Different priorities pertain, and a good knowl~dge of the 

actual accident characteristics and their frequencies is necessary before 

realistic legislation can be introduced. Certain factors are known to be 

of consequence; the under-run of the small car into the rear of a truck 

is established as a frequent condition of car occupant faotalities. The 

provision of anti-burst door locks, which is a relatively cheap require

ment, is another e~~ple where legislation might be initiated, but the 

fundamental need is still to define the actual circumstances before rational 

requirements can be specified. 

There is one major thread running through this review. That is the pressing 

need to obtain a better knowledge of the situations, in frequency and 

severity terms, wh;_ch vehicle safety legislation t-rithin the Community is 

supposed to influence, prior to the enactment of regulations; and then, 

once regulations are in force, their actual effectiveness must be assessed. 

The necessary supportine research programme for achieving those ends is dis

cussed oocently in the report of Harking Group 1 of the E.E. V .c. Report of 

1974 (2(,), The first generation of legislative action idthin the Community 

is nmv over. It seems to this author, that the time has now come for a 

pause in legislative action; and in that pause the energies of the Commis

sion, the member governments, the European car manufacturers and all the 



associated research and development establishmants should be directed at 

actually carrying out the necessary research which the European Experi

mental Vehicle Committee outlined as a prerequisite for the next generation 

of leeislative action. 

l~ost of the obvious design rules have been enacted. But in making the 

transition in the field of occupant protection from the present situation 

to the eoal, ten years at-ray, of a total performance standard system, there 

are a number of fundamental conflicts to be resolved. Only carefully 

structured research will solve these conflicts and allow legislation to 

evolve to optimum levels of protection. Many specific problems will 

require international collaboration in the research field, and in that 

area more programmes along the lines of the c.c.M.C. co-operative projec~s 

are required. 

Present dummy technology and our existing knowledge of injury criteria are 

insufficient to allow performance standards for occupant protection to be 

drafted at present. 

In essence therefore there are two sets of priorities. In the legislative 

area, there is a great need to examine retrospectively existing standards 

and to correct deficiences which are detected, and a need to examine 

prospectively proposed standards to establish their likely effectiveness 

in advance and resolve conflicts with other requirements. Lead times for 

the application of future standards \vill have to be much longer than has 

been the case in the past, if future requirements are to do more than 

merely regularise existine designs. 

The second set of priorities are in the research area. Here there are 

conflicts to be resolved in specifying the appropriate test conditions; 

1·rhat speeds, what types of barriers, compatibility between cars of 

different masses in various crash configurations and between cars and 

pedestricms. The second, and more pressing area of research, is to 

develop iJetter dummy technoloey and specifically to improve our knowledge 

of injury criteria, and hmv these criteria vary throughout the actual 

population at risk. 



l Occupant Restraint Syst• Esti•ated llear Effectiveness in Ad}usted Savings per 
Rate (U.K.) Reliabil fty r&Wci no fatal Perftriii'ICe Rear ca- Hfe in Syst• Cost Benefit: 
Front Rear Factor and serious Factor Seat pounds per car Cost Ratio 

Injuries Front Rer Factor Front Rear Front Rear front Rer 
Front Rear 

I £ £ £ £ 
11 .... 1 J point front, lap ,,.. 25% 7f. 9~ 55% ~ .136 .020 .025 20.0 0.61 6.8 5.4 2.96 0.11 

Naraal 3 point in It seats 25% 5% 9Qt 5~ &)% .136 .029 .034 20.0 0.84 6.8 6.8 2.96 0.12 

I Ncnal 3 point In all • load li1fter ~% 5% 9Qt &)% f51 .149 .032 .038 21.9 0.93 9.5 9.5 2.31 0.01 

! Nor1al 3 :JQint in all • preload! no ~% 5% 97f. f5% 70!Z .158 .o~ .~ 23.2 0.97 36.5 36.5 0.64 0.03 

I Inertial 3 point In It seats 

' 
351. 10% 97% 551. ~ .137 .058 .OED 27.5 1.59 13.5 13.5 2.04 0.12 

!Inertial 3 point • H!t!t • buzzer 70% 00% 97,( 55% &1% .373 .349 .364 55.0 8.95 16.2 14.9 3.39 o.m 
~·I nartfal 3 point • Interlock 00% &J% I 97% 55% 00% .320 .349 .362 47.1 8.90 17.6 14.9 2.69 0.111 

fPanhe 3 point In front, active rear ~ 20% ~ 55% Ill% .517 .116 .137 76.1 3.36 33.8 6.8 2.26 0.50 
I 97,l rear I I 
I i 
Passive 3 point front and rear 98% !l)f. 9t\1 ~ 00% .517 .518 .539 76.1 13.24 33.8 32.4 2.26 0.41 ! 
Alrbags front, .:tctive 3 pt. rear 100% 10% !$ 40% Ill% .llO .058 .073 55.9 1.00 81.0 6.8 0.69 0.27 i 

97f. rear I 
i 

Airbags front and rear 100',( 100% 95% 40% 40% .llO .380 -~ 55.9 9.11 81.0 67.5 0.69 0.12 . 
Mandatory use 3 pt. front and rear ~ 7iJX ~ 55% &1% .381 .416 .431 56.0 10.58 6.8 6.8 S.ll 

I 
1.57 i -·---, 

1 a) b) a) b) a) b) a) b) a) b) a) b) 
I 
I 
! 
i 

Coh.n ~1111ber 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 : 
: 

TABLE 2r. - R1'.S'l'RADT SYSTD ANALYSIS 
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DISCUSSION BY THE PANEL 

Intervention of Mr. FURNESS 

Whilst I accept the scene as having been set by the papers presented and 
agreeing in principle with the suggestions for the future, I would like to 
make some comments. 

These are my personal views and not necessarily those of the UK Government. 

1. We should not lose sight of the fact that the main purpose of the first 
generation of Motor Vehicle Directives under Article 100 of the Treaty of 
Rome is to remove technical barriers to trade. In this context the 
environmental and safety aspects are important but secondary objectives. 
However, the production of a Directive or Regulation which meets the 
objective of removing barriers to trade without taking into account safety 
and environmental parameters is largely a waste of time and expertise. 
The whole subject of the protection of occupants of motor vehicles is 
emotive and systems must ~herefore be produced which afford an acceptable 
degree of protection, whilst at the same time, are comfortable and 
convenient for the user. In my view, the standards adopted must in this 
case be biased towards the safety aspects and not commercial exploitation. 

2. Limited experience with the first generation technical directives in the 
motor vehicle field suggests that any future requirements in relation 
to-safety, given appropriate lead time, should be considered as an 
extension of the minimum enforceable requirements set by the Community's 
system of type approval. I agree that the next generation should be based 
on performance criteria rather than design, if significant advances in 
occupant restraint are to be made. To this end, it is essential that a 
concentrated effort be made to establish such criteria by research into 
human response and tolerance level capabilities in real world accident 
situations. Investigation into, and analysis of real accidents needs to 
be accelerated and used as a stimulant to further scientific research 
using living and cadaver forms. There is a need for urgency in this work 
which is at present conducted in a fragmented way. There is also a need 
for a focal point to co-ordinate and report at an early stage any signi
ficant information which may assist the experts in their deliberations 
concerning occupant restraint systems. Moreover, in this field some 
indication of the findings of research should be given, without necessari
ly awaiting positive scientific proof before further action is taken. 

3. The second stage of the work of the ad hoc group was intended to consider 
alternative and more advanced means of occupant restraint. The question 
arises, should we await full data on human performance characteristics 
before we consider such systems, or do we make the best available 
judgement, bearing in mind inevitable design limitations. My answer is -
we should not wait, but go ahead with the second stage as soon as possible. 
I believe that we have the opportunity now to make significant strides 
forward in a comparably short space of time even though the results may be 
short of ideal. This challenge must be accepted and met in full by all 
who profess to be safety conscious. Later on I will expand my thoughts on 
what the second stage work might cover. 

4. So far I have only made reference to the protection of adult occupants of 
motor cars. There are however, other classes of vehicle such as goods 
vehicles and public service vehicles (buses and coaches) which must also 
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be given careful thought. In the last two years we have touched very 
lightly on this subject at international meetings, but to date very little 
real progress has been made. This is a field in which there are difficul
ties in assessing the requirements and the priorities, but these must be 
overcome - again with a minimum of delay by using good sense and agreeing 
some compromise when necessary. The Public Service Vehicle and especially 
the touring coach, presents a challenge with regard to passenger protection 
and is highlignted by the considerable number of occupants involved, should 
an accident occur. Recent investigations have shown that it is highly 
desirable for the occupants to be retained within the vehicle in such an 
accident situation. Work is proceeding in this area which should lead to 
an acceptable set of parameters on which the experts can build a safety 
requirement. In this case there is the opportunity to produce a standard 
based on performance ~riteria from the outset. 

5. I now turn to a subject which, in my view, should have the highest priority 
- that of providing protection for children carried in motor cars. Work is 
proceeding in this field with the object of producing a Directive or 
Regulation at an early date. Some degree of priority has already been 
given to this work, but the original target dates have not been met due to 
the complexity of the bio-mechanical considerations involved. Whilst it 
would be nice to produce the 'perfect' Directive or Regulation, I am of the 
opinion that we should go ahead and produce a standard which can be imple
mented in the near future even though it might not be ideal. The UK 
expe~ience in this field has already shown that there are acceptable 
restraining devices on the market for the child occupant and I strongly 
advocate the very early production and implementation of a standard to 
regulate their construction and use. We can always adapt such a standard 
to technical progress in the light of operating experience and in the mean
time we would, at the very least, be giving the child occupant the greatest 
possible chance of survival in an accident. We need to dispel any possible 
suggestion that experts are only interested in indisputable fact and 
scientific perfection, and will only act when surrounded by these unassai
lable walls. We must show that both research workers end legislators are 
human with a real interest in s<Uety and well-being, and have a desire 
to get things done quickly. Let us not forget that if we regard the safety 
of an adult occupant as important, then the safety of a child occupant must 
surely be paramount. 

6. With regard to the compulsory wearing of seat belts, and using the assump
tion made by Murray Ma.ckay that compliance may only be in the order of 
70-80% at best, I consider we are under a moral obligation to introduce 
requirements which lead to maximum flexibility, convenience, comfort and 
optimum performance in relation to occupant restraint systems generally. 
Encouragement to the wearer must be given in a way which shows that the 
system offered is reasonable in the mode of use and provides answers to 
problems raised by earlier systems. These requirements for adult 
restraint systems underline the necessity for work on a second stage direc
tive to proceed forthwith. Experience gained by those countries already 
operating a system of compulsory wearing indicates that whilst the present 
generation of safety belts are generally acceptable, they are far from 
satisfactory for a minority. Little is achieved by attempting to educate 
users along the lines that it is desirable to wear a safety belt at all 
times if there is no tangible evidence that active steps are being taken 
to solve the existing problems by improving design and installation. Even 
though these problems may only be affecting a minority group of wearers, 
it is imperative that solutions are found quickly if the risk of occupant 
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restraint systems being discredited is to be avoided. 

7. What do I mean by the second stage directive and what is its purpose ? 
the second stage must continue and improve upon, the work already carried 
out and in addition, look at alternative occupant,restraint systems not 
necessarily using a belt concept. Considerable work has been done and, 
indeed, is still in progress on the development of the airbag concept. 
Many difficulties were encountered during the early days of experimenta
tion. Most of these problems have now been resolved, but there ·is still 
the need for continuing development of these devices if they are ever to 
become a serious competitor to well-engineered safety belts. Whilst they 
are satisfactory for forward impacts, and of doubtful value in side 
impacts or roll over, they are of little help if there is a second impact. 
Nevertheless, airbags may have a role to play in the field of motor cycle 
safety and possibly in accidents involving pedestrians. There are also 
passive restraint systems which make use of chest pads and knee bolsters, 
and of course, a system of straps which follows closely the conventional 
lay-out of the present generation of safety belts. It is imperative that 
all known alternatives to the conventional safety belt are studied, their 
advantages and disadvantages analysed and their full potentialities 
explored if the next stage of our work is to be of any practical use. I 
do not wish to underestimate the very real problems which lie ahead in 
this field but we must accept the need for imrwoi!Bmeat and meet the 
challenge with a determination that will ensure success. Some of you may 
consider that in reaching this stage in the state of the art there will be 
more time available for research, etc. before we need to produce a revised 
standard. I believe that the second stage work must be treated as a matter 
of SOLle urgency. This must not be let up. We should all be striving to 
accelerate the application of the lessons learnt from research into 
accident injuries. The end of the "Technical Barriers to Trade" era is in 
sight, and the way forward should be clearly indicated by sound technical 
development and innovation in the field of occupant restraint. 

8. Unfortunately there have beenregrettabledelays in finalising some of the 
present Directives and it is therefore my opinion that no time should be 
lost in asking the ad hoc group or some similar body to formulate the 
requirements for the next stage, if we are to give manufacturers ample 
lead time and wish to see substantial progress by the mid 1980's. The mid 
1980's sounds reasonably far away, but experience shows that projected 
dates usually get extended. When dealing with matters of safety we should 
look upon the target date as the ultimate date when the proposed standard 
is to become enforceable or published, as the case may be. I submit that 
it should include the time necessary for consultation and the lead time 
required by manufacturers to comply with. To enable a target date to be. met, 
it is of utmost importance that all the manufacturers likely to be 
involved in designing, producing and installing the end product be kept 
fully informed and, where necessary, consulted on specific points as the 
standard evolves - this will help to obviate objections which may be 
raised at a late stage in the development of the directive or regulation 
which necessitate going over the same ground again and again. We should 
not waste our energies on repetition but use the time wisely and our 
expertise to good effect and by doing so achieve our objectives without 
undue delay. 

9. When dealing with the protection of occupants of motor vehicles - large 
and small, we must be able to recognise and respond to some order. 
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I suggest that this order is a list of priorities and it is here that very 
careful thought must be given to all the items on the shopping list and 
an attempt made to get the order right. My order of priority, arrived 
at after very careful consideration is as follows 

i. Standards for restraint systems for child occupants. 
ii. Stage 1 standards for safety belts in Goods Vehicles up to 3 l/2 

tonne gross weight and Public Service Vehicles (buses and coaches) 
with up to 17 seats. 

iii. Stage 2 standards for adult restraint systems. 
i7. Stage 1 standards for safety belts in Goods Vehicles over 3 l/2 

tonne gross weight and Public Service Vehicles with more than 
17 seats. 

10. I appreciate that some will disagree with the above order of priority 
but I support my choice by pointing out that at the present time there 
is no International Standard applicable to restraint systems for child 
occupants, an omission which I have already indicated should be of the 
utmost concern to us • The smaller type of goods vehicle and public 
service vehicle has been put in second place because these vehicles are 
primarily used domestically and are often not required to comply with 
international regulations. Furthermore, these vehicles are probably 
more easily adapted to accept the existing car type of safety belt than 
the larger vehicles. Stage 2 standards for adult occupant restraint 
systems is in third place, but my intention would be to continue this 
work concurrently with items (i) and (ii). With regard to the heavier 
goods vehicles and the larger public service vehicles and especially 
touring coaches, the problems to be overcome may take some time to 
resolve. For instance, the driver compartment layout and method of 
construction of the current design of many goods vehicles present 
difficulties in satisfying the requirements for anchorage strength and 
location. 

11. In conclusion, I would like to remind you that every life saved and 
injury reduced is a commendation to those who strive to achieve a satis
factory standard of protection for the occupants of motor vehicles. To 
continue to earn such a commendation we must recognise the need for 
soundly based Directives or Regulations to be produced and made effective 
in the shortest possible time. This requires a lot of good will and 
understanding, a willingness to agree to sensible compromise and a sense 
of urgency. We must however, take care, because over...atandardisation 
can lead to stagnation. 

Intervention by Mr. CHAPOUX 

The protection of vehicle occupants has until now been resolved piecemeal, 
depending on the technical knowledge available to governments and engineers. 
It has been above all the concern of automative technicians and the nature 
as well as the aims of the international regulations published in various 
countries proves this. 
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When imposing design regulations on vehicles, governments have ceded to the 
most pressing things first and in the case of the majority of regulations on 
occupant protection, their action has had a beneficial effect. 

For example : it is not remarkable that in making the fitting of anchorages 
compulsory, not always in places which are suitable as yet, either for 
maximum retention or comfort, that in fitting to an achorage belts which are 
not always easy to adjust or to open, that in encouraging occupants in spite 
of these universally known faults, to wear these belts or even as in France, 
making it compulsory to wear them, this package of measures has resulted in 
a spectacular reduction of the consequences and the seriousness of accidents, 
notably those which are basically head-on collisions, which are the most 
common. 

Certainly, the "anchorage" regulation led in a good nwnber of cases to the 
provision of an abundance of structural reinforcements, the specification in 
Regulation 16 for judging the quality of the restraint in motion is arbitrary 
and bears no relation to the available space in the vehicle, the environment 
of the occupants, test seats, etc. are non-existant or unmodified, and yet 
the result is the proof of the effectiveness of these incoherent measures. 

Do the authorities have the right to wait for better knowledge of the problem? 
My reply is : No, because every day people are killed or injured on the roads 
and a sufficient number of them can be saved to justify the cost of the 
measures taken, even if the necessary expenditure is sometimes high. 

It must be said that governments have often been obliged to follow the advice 
of specialised laboratories which attach great importance to the reproduci
bility of tests whose results are crucial to the acceptance or refusal of a 
road vehicle. It is a serious responsibility, because certain tests cannot 
be made until a very advanced stage of the prototype where the point of no 
return cannot be passed without disastrous economic consequences for the 
manufacturer. This quest for reproducibility involves a simplification of 
the real process and to conventional rather than realistic work, the connexion 
between the two, if any, being neither always clear nor even properly under
stood. For example, the dummy currently used for seat-belt tests is very 
simple since it became apparent that a highly sophisticated d~ vas fragile, 
that is, had a very high utilisation cost and its complexity vas an obstacle 
to easy reproducibility in terms of the required criteria whether for 
judging the retention (absence of breakage) or whether for its effectiveness 
(displacement of hips and thorax between two given values). 

Examples of "conventionalism" could be cited in each regulation. They are the 
result of compromises often reached after long discussions first among 
technical experts, then among government authorities since finally it is the 
latter who decide what the regulation should be. To want to avoid 
conventionality in testing would not be realistic, but should ve continue in 
the direction in which we are heading, or on the contrary, steer a nev course 
owing to the fact that the regulations relating to the safety of car occupants 
taken together, if I may say so, lead to more expensive vehicles than those 
from which they have developed and do not ensure optimum protection in 
rzlation to their extra cost. 

Can we state definitely that a vehicle which complies with safety regulations 
for frontal, lateral or rear impact will provide better protection for its 
occupants in real accidents ? It is not certain. It is even to be feared 
that this could lead to more "agressive" cars vis a vis each other, notably 
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in lateral impact. The desire to retain certain of the dimensions of the 
passenger compartment measured after testing, which has no great significance, 
encourages the designer to strengthen the front of the vehihicle. Moreover, 
testing of residual dimensions after lateral impact is made by using a movable 
barrier whose effect on the sides of a vehicle (notably the doors) does not 
correspond to that of a vehicle reinforced at the front. 

From one stage of reinforcement to the next, vehicles are becoming heavier, more 
expensive, heavier on fuel and unsafe for the occupants as a result of the 
acceleration forces resulting from the reinforcement. 

What proposals can be made to achieve in the shortest possible time more 
satisfactory safety doctrine, effectiveness and justifiable cost ? 

The studies made in different countries on the science of accidents and on 
human biomechanics should be the base for any future action on safety. It is 
more satisfying to take a direct interest in the occupants, rather than trying 
to persuade oneself that one is concerned with them in setting limits in 
vehicle design by imposing dimensional or rigidity criteria. The USA opened 
this avenue with Standard 208 which has been the subject of much controversy 
until now. Perhaps this was because the objective was too ambitious or 
because it did not meet with general agreement, as the Standard would lead to 
the installation of a special safety system for each vehicle. As far as I am 
concerned, I would only keep the principle of evaluating the protection 
afforded with the chosen criteria leading possibly to different systems accor
ding to the design or interior fittings of vehicles. 

In Europe the ESVC (European Safety Vehicle Committee) has worked out certain 
recommendations to government departments, based mainly on the results of 
multi-disciplinary accident enquiries and on currently available biochemical 
data. 

Certainly there are still some problems with the test dummies, but there 
always will be, for no dummy however sophisticated could reproduce the 
reactions of individuals facing in the fraction of a second preceding impact, 
an unvoidable accident. Surely every individual is different 
and even when so-called "special" dummies are used, the reactions differ 
greatly from one text to another. 

Reproducibility must take precedence over the desire to reproduce reality. 
And instead of trying to make dummies more complex so as to resemble human 
beings more closely, it would be preferable to simplify them by adapting them 
to specific tests (frontal impact, side impact, etc.) 

The dummies occupying various seats in the vehicle would be equipped to 
permit measurement of the protection criteria which Mr. McKay spoke of : Head, 
thorax, femur, neck, facial laceration and, for sub-abdominal seat belts, 
abdominal organs. 

The limits, at an early phase, would have to take account of the uncertainties 
in measuring and in knowledge, even if it means improving them later. 

The test procedure would have to be chosen from among those selected by the 
ESVC. 

The French Government has proposed an action programme which can be applied 
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to car construction as from 1980, provided that no great length of time is 
wasted in futile discussion and that the other governments want to go as far 
as possible in finding the best kind of protection for car occupants. At the 
present stage, some improvements are possible at an economically acceptable 
cost. It is utopian to want to try and save some vehicle occupants when one 
knows that in other respects protection criteria, whatever one tries to do 
to cars, cannot be respected because of the circumstances of the mo~t serious 
accidents. 

On the other hand, it "pays" better to concentrate on the most representative 
accidents in reality and to try and minimise their consequences. 

Having taken account of the foregoing, France considers that the ad hoc study 
group on passenger restraints in the Commission of European Communities should 
be r evi ved in order to : 

1. undertake as of now a study of new prov~s~ons which could be applicable to 
private cars in the 1980s, taking as a basis the report of the ESVC 5th 
Conference on experimental safety cars; 

2. to include in these provisions and to study as a priority a frontal impact 
test, a lateral impact test and possibly a rear impact test as well as an 
overturning test; 

3. to study with the same priority as collision tests the special requirements 
which could be imposed on the means of restraint; 

4. to study the ways of a plying these measures and notably the withdrawal or 
modification of certain current tests. 

In order to orient this work on a concrete basis the French government has 
proposed the following procedures : (See Appendix Impact Testing). 

When the problem of protecting occupants is solved or even in p~allel with 
the work of the special working party, the problems of pedestrian protection 
must be examined and the limits of this protection defined - impact speed 
most usual circumstances and the criteria to be imposed in relation to the 
desired protection. 

The problem of cyclists and motorcylists is more difficult. Information 
needs to be gathered on the conditions of impact of a two-wheeler on the 
vehicle depending on the type of two-wheeler, to specify the movements of 
driver or passenger and notably the points struck by the head and the relati
ve movements of head and trunk, in order to improve the protection given by 
safety heJ!llet s. 

But as of now there is every reason to make vehicles less "aggressive" by 
applying as rapidly as possible the Geneva regulation on vehicle exterior 
fittings. 

And finally, this survey would not be complete without studying means of 
making heavy vehicles Less dangerous for private cars. 14e have to try 
and go further than anti-devices but it has still to be proven that more 
sophisticated devices could be of some use in absorbing the energy of 
private cars by decreasing deceleration values to make them compatible 
with human tolerance levels. 
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There is important work to be done, all the more reason to start quickly with 
the will to arrive soon at provisions which would guarantee better protection 
for the people involved in road traffic accidents - imperfect protection to 
be sure, but perfection is not of this world. 

APPENDIX 

IMPACT TESTING 

I. PERFORMANCES FOR IMPACT TESTING 

1. The observance of biomechanical tolerance lirni ts. 
2. The exclusion of spontaneous door opening on impact. 
3. The possibility, after impact, of opening at least one door without 

resorting to tools. 
4. The possibility, after impact, of removing the dummies intact. 
5 • The absence of fire or permanent fuel leakage. 

II. FRONTAL IMPACT 

Test method 

There is a provision for asymetrical impact which is more representative 
of actual condition in an accident than pure frontal impact. Impact 
against a barrier at 60° to the vehicle axis has been retained. 

Test speed : 50 km/h 

Test conditions : Vehicle in working order, with two 50th centile-man 
dummies in the front seats, with the seat belts in normal position and 
conditions so that they act on the dummies. 

Required performances 
3, 4 and 5. 

III. LATERAL IMPACT 

Test method 

as specified in paragraph I, indented lines 1, 2, 

The test vehicle is struck on the side by the front of an identical 
vehicle, moving at a relative speed making an angle of 75° (value to be 
specified) with the axis of the first vehicle. At the moment of collision 
the longitudinal median plane of the striking vehicle must pass through 
point H relativE. to the driver's position of the struck vehicle. 

Test speed : the relative speed of the two vehicles should be decided by 
the end of 1976. 

Test conditions : vehicle is running order with two 50th centile-man 
dummies each seated in front facing seats on the impact side, the seat 
belts being in the normal position and conditions so that they act on the 
dummies. 

Required performances 
4 and 5. 

as specified in paragraph I, indented lines 1,2,3, 
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IV. OVERTURNING 

At least one complete roll at 50 km/h with two 50th centile~an dummies 
placed as for frontal impact must be carried out according to an 
operating procedure which has to be precisely specified. 
The performances required are specified in paragraph I, indented lines 
2,3,4 and 5 with, in addition, no partial ejection of the dummies and 
no roof collapse. 

V. REAR IMPACT 

Empty vehicle, stationary is struck in the rear by a barrier of 1100 kg 
moving at 35 km/h. Required performances are specified in paragraph I, 
indentad lines 2, 3, 4 and 5. 

Intervention by Mr. SEIFFERT 

1. Introduction 

Although the safety regulations are now enforced since approximately ten 
years the term "occupant protection" is still not defined. Occupant 
protection means the reduction and/or prevention of injuries during the 
accidents. The amount of protection might be measured by criteria on 
the dummy during accident simulation tests. 

2. The Unrestrained and Restrained Occupant 

Current regulations are dealing mostly with the unrestrained occupant. 
They can be summarized with the following regulations ECE Regulation 
12 and EG 74/297; ECE R 21 and EG 74/60. 
With the mandatory seat belt use, this group will decline because the 
seat belt usage will increase up to 80 percent. 
Beginning with January 1, 1976 the following countries will have 
mandatory seat belt usage. 

Country Date of introduction 

Australia January 1, 1972 

New Zealand June 1, 1972 

USSR January 1, 1974 

France January 1, 1975 outside cities 

January 1, 1976 general 

Sweden January 1, 1975 

Spain August 1, 1975 

Austria August 1, 1975 indirect throt.gh 
insurance. 
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Countr~ Date of introduction 

Belgium June 1, 1975 

Luxembourg June 1, 1975 

Netherlands June 1, 1975 

Swiss January 1, 1976 

Federal Republic of Germany January 1, 1976 

.1<"::.'011 the standpoint of occupant protection in Europe the seat belts today 
have to fulfil the ECE R 16 "Seat belts for adults". This test was 
developed, when the seat belts had been accessories in the cars. Because 
in most countries we l!ave seat belt installation requirements, more and 
more cars have factory installed belts. These belts are very often 
designed directly to the cars used. It is therefore time to reanalyse the 
total system of occupant protection based on experience received so far. 

3. The necessity to restrain the vehicle occupant 

It is a proven fact, that the impact speed of the unrestrained occupant at 
higher speed frontal collisions is nearly as high as the velocity change 
of the vehicle. 

Through this fact, the occupant does not take part on the vehicle defor
mation and has only the deformation of the vehicle interior, dash board, 
steering wheel etc., available. With a restraint system the occupant 
takes part much earlier in the crash event and therefore consequently he 
will participate on the vehicle deformation and deceleration. The main 
protection through the restraint system like seat belts is given in 
frontal impacts and rollover. For the other impact directions like side, 
rear collision other vehicle components have also a significant influence 
for the occupant ~rotection. In side collisions the side interior of the 
car and the door lockingmechanism, in rear end collisions the seat back 
and the head-rest are part of the restraint system. 

4. Future requirements to testing the level of occupant protection 

It is necessary to establish performance criteria for the total system of 
vehicle-occupant -restraint. The design criteria for example which are 
incorporated in the EG Directive 74/60 are not sufficient in res~ect of 
occupant protection. On the other hand the amount of specific 
requirements will be very costly in respect to change in the vehicle 
interior. 

Although I agree with the rapporteur,Dr. MacKay, that at this time it is 
too early to establish injury criteria measured on the dummy we think tpat 
for the time until this requirement can be establishedan interim 
requirement should be used. As pointed out in our paper which is added 
to the material by CCMC to this symposium we recommend a sled test at 
50 km/h where the sled pulse is different to the ECE-pulse and where the 
following criteria with a US Part 572 dummy should be used. 

Head : if there is an impact, the 80 g limit with the EG 74/60 head 
impact requirements should be the upper limit. 

Chest : 60 g, for certification 70 g. 
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Femur : 765 kp, for certification 850 kp. 

The lower part of the seat belt should not move above the iliac crest. 
The difference in requirements for tests done by the vehicle manufacturer 
and by an outside laboratory will eliminate the problems which exist in 
the United States where the question of reproducibility between different 
dummies is not taken into account. 

In respect to the question whether active or passive belts or other 
alternative systems should be used we have the following opinion. If the 
protection level between the various systems is equal then if the belts 
are used it is not aquestion of safety, it is a question of comfort. 

For the reason of comfort, the consumer should have the choice to select the system 
he wanted. The ranking of the system which has been chosen by Mr. MacKay in 
respect to the effectiveness of restraint system the passive 3-point belt is 
better than mandatory use of the active 3-point belts cannot be suggested by 
us. It is a well-known experience, that the passive 3-point belts are 
technically much more complicated than the seat belt developed today. The 
usage rate will therefore vary specifically if the car is several years old also 
drop down, so that the same usage level like through an enforcement of appr. 
80% might be reached. From the table at page 22 I think the wording must be 
benefit/cost and not cost/benefit. It is then clear that the mandatory use 
of active 3-point belts gives the highest benefit/cost ratio. We support 
this statement and understand that alternative systems which are fulfilling 
the performance criteria might be used. 

The ECE R 12 to-day is not sufficient enough to cover all requirements 
for a steering assembly design. In respect of the restraint vehicle 
occupant the kinematic of the head is quite different. This means that 
for the development the head contact has to be taken into consideration. 
The further development also for the unrestrained driver for the reason 
of surface-pressure reduction seems possible. 

We agree with the rapporteur, that although some improvements have been 
made in the past we will have no possibility to establish in a short 
period performance criteria for the total system in hinges, door, lock, 
door frame , etc. 

As for the point above all subjects need further in-depth investigation 
before final conclusions are reached. 

The event of fire has a low priority because of the low frequency. The 
frontal barrier crash used today and a collision with 35-38 km/h of a 
rigid moving barrier, as specified in ECE R 34 for a rear end collision 
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test could be used, if the accident analysis shows a need for such a 
test. 

From the tests, which have been done and from the accident statistics it 
has been shown that it is of high importance, that the doors stay closed 
during a rollover accident. A dynamic or static simulation test, which 
simulates this situation might be developed for the future. 

5. Conclusion 

The proposed seat belt test could be adopted in a short time after the 
European community has laid down the specific requirements which do not 
leave room for different interpretation and has uniform effective dates, 
so that we will leave not nine different requirements instead of one • 
The two requirements above should be fulfilled for all future standards 
including a sufficient lead time. 

Thank you. 

Intervention by Prof. PATRICK 

Automotive safety during a collision is simply a matter of reducing the 
relative velocity of an occupant with respect to the interior of the vehicle 
to zero without injuring him. Of course, reduction in velocity means a 
change in velocity which infers an acceleration. Acceleration from Newton's 
Laws can be considered in terms of a "force". However, for most automotive 
safety problems, "acceleration" is usually the term used. 

Let us consider an automobile in a forward fJrce collision with a barrier. 
In a car of the size that is very commonly used in Europe, we might have a 
60 em crush at 50 km/h, a 40 em distance inside, and a 10 em crush of the 
interior by the occupant. If we consider the barrier collision without a 
restraint the occupant generally hits the interior at about the original 
velocity and the front-end crush and the interior space has done him no good 
whatsoever. If we are to take advantage of the available crush distance to 
stop or decelerate the occupant without exceeding the tolerance limit, we 
must, somehow make use of this available stopping distance, and obviously a 
restraint system is the best way. One way would be to bolt the occupant to 
the seat so that as soon as the collision occurs and the vehicle starts to 
decelerate, the occupant will also decelerate. But we cannot do that, 
obviously. Unfortunately, even the best restraint systems lose much of the 
available stopping distance. However, if we can use even half of the 
available stopping distaqce, we can protect the occupant against a substan
tial impact severity. 

In order to protect the occupant from the highest collision velocity 
possible, we must apply as great a force as possible without injury. Some 
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of the variables are 

l. Relative velocity 

2. Impact site 

3. Area of contact 

4. Mass of impactor 

5. Geometry of impactor 

6. Surface hardness 

7- Surface roughness 

8. Direction of impact 

9· Impact duration 

Fortunately, there are many fundamental rules of safety that apply simulta
neously to several of the variables. For example, load distribution affects 
area, impactor geometry, surface hardness and direction of impact. Fo~ many 
of them we can tell intuitively the type of protection required. 

The number of types and complexity of injuries complicate the protection of 
automobile occupants. The general types of injury listed in the usual order 
of increasing severity are : 

l. Contusion 

2. Abrasions 

3. Lacerations 

4. Bone .fracture 

5. Inte,..nal organ damage 

6. Brain damage 

Contusion, probably, we are willing to accept. Abrasions can be eliminated 
by use of smoother surfaces. Elimination of sharp edges will eliminate 
lacerations. Bone fracture can be minimized by distributing the force and 
keeping it within tolerable limits. Internal organ damage is controlled by 
distributing the force and applying it to the strong skeletal structure. 
Control of brain injury is achieved by distributing the force to eliminate 
skull fracture and controlling acceleration. 

Much has been said about the lack of a sui table dlliiiiiiY. Also much bas been 
said about the requirements of a dummy to reproduce exactly the human. 
But when we say that a dummy must reproduce human reactions, we have to 
realize that there is no such things as a human reaction. In a collision 
population there are ~ human reactions. So which one are we going to 
choose ? Are we going to choose the relaxed or the tense or the upright 
seated occupant which most of us seldom are ? Just what are we going to 
choose ? I think that to try to make a dlliiiiiiY reproduce the ~amics of a 
human is unrealistic. The human body is too complex. 

How can we get the best results ? B,y going to a restraint system, and 
obviously the oelt system is the one that is currently available on ~ost 
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all cars. In my opinion, not to make use of it is almost criminal. If we 
are going to insist on automotive safety, then we should insist on the use 
of the safety belts that are presently available. If we can come up with 
a better system in the future, then let us phase it in when that system is 
available and proven. In the meantime, we must save as many lives and 
injuries as possible with the systems that are available. And how do we do 
that ? At Wayne we had a recent program with Volvo in which we investigated 
accidents and measured the severity of the collision by measuring the 
vehicle deformation accurately and actually crashing vehicles so that we 
knew what that deformation meant in terms of severity. The injuries were 
investigated very accurately and then we could tell from the injuries and 
the severity what the conditions of accidents were. I reproduced these in 
the laboratory so that we could measure the reactions on a dummy. If we do 
it this way, I do not think it is so important that the dummy be realistic 
as far as a human is concerned. 

We know that for a particular condition the response of the dummy corresponds 
tc a given lnJury. It does not have the same response that we would see in 
this system if we had a human in that car, but the measurement corresponds to 
known injury. So that, perhaps, this dummy problem has been overemphasized. 

Figure 1 is a graph of injury severity in terms of the Abbreviated Injury 
Scale (AIS) as a function of Barrier Equivalent Velocity taken from our 
accident investigation program with Volvo to show the variation from indivi
dual to individual. The thing I want to point out is the AIS-3 which is the 
severity level that I think is the maximum we can accept. Note that even at 
10 mph we have some AIS-3 injuries, and they occur across the velocity range 
up to almost 60 mph. So when we are talking about tolerance we have to 
realize that tolerance varies from individual to individual. 

Figure 2 shows the difference in tolerance to rib fracture for males and 
females in the Volvo study just co~pleted. Note that the female is much 
more prone to rib fracture than the male for the same severity of collision. 
We have to decide whether to design for the male or female, or make some 
provisions for changing the system so that it protects both. 

What we have to decide is that, for a giJen collision severity, the average 
individual would be protected. The one that is the weakest in the population 
will probably have a severe injury. The one that is the strongest will 
probably have no injuries whatsoever. 

Figure 3 illustrates the range of tolerance for safety belted occupants in 
fcrward force collisions. For example, if you look at AIS-3 at the bottom 
and then go up to the 50% injury, we flnd the intersection at about 45 mph, 
and certainly if we can protect the average occupant in forward force 
collisions at 45 mph, this would represent a very substantial number of the 
injured vehicle occupant population. 

Out study shows that, for the dummy we used, rib fractures started at about 
2,000 lb. belt load. In addition to the belt loads, I think we have to make 
use of the knee for decelerating the occupant. We can put a very substantial 
load into the knee to decelerate the occupant. Also, it will ·improve the 
system by minimizing the sumarining or the abdominal injuries from the belt. 
So it is very important to inc~ude knee loads, either with or without the lap 
belt. 
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Certainly we need the upper torso portion with some knee load assistance 
where the lap belt has been removed. I am not sure whether it is necessary 
to require a lap belt in addition to a knee bar. I think we have to find 
out from actual performance whether that is the case. We have to reduce the 
relative motion of body parts. For example, the head moving with respect to 
the body under the deceleration conditions. I think that with adequate 
design, if we know that a harness is going to be used, this can be incorpo
rated. We have to improve side impact protection : this requires the 
optimizing of the relationship between a rigid side and a side that does 
allow a controlled deceleration or crush. 

Another very important point that can be worked on is to utilize the full 
available distance regardless of the velocity. We can design a visco 
elastic like system so that in a 10 mph accident, the occupant will travel 
the full distance of the interior of the vehicle, and at 30 mph he will also 
travel the full distance, but no further. This will then protect those who 
are weaker at the lower velocity levels and still give us maximum protection 
at the higher velocity levels. We have to obtain a better crush distance 
utilization; we have to use more of that front-end crush, if it is a front
end impact. We can do this by preloading the belts. 

Finally, another area that can be investigated in the future is the anchor 
locations, and choose the anchor locations so that we have the optimum 
restraints system. 

Thank you. 
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Intervention by Mr. Y. GEORGES 

The proposals made by the EEVC at the London Safety Conference in 1974 were 
oriented towards the performance of synthesic tests allowing global evalua
tion assessment of the protection offered to car occupants. 

These proposals were supported by Mr. Sharp for the United Kingdom and by 
Mr. Osselet for France. 

The French position has not changed since. M. Gauvin has written in April 
1975 : "France agrees with the main lines of these proposals about crash 
tests and restraint systems; the resulting regulation could be applied to 
the new cars manufactured in the early 1980's". 

In our opinion, this could only be applied to new types of cars that will be 
homologated after the date of application of new regulations. 

Scientific specialists show concern for the current level of knowledge 
regarding protection criteria, and it is quite understandable. Of cuurse, 
it is difficult to precisely define the safeguard limits in case of complex 
collisions. But the valuable knowledge gathered along the many years of 
research in biomechanics and in accidentology should not be underestimated. 
Accident surveys have shown that current regulations based on subsystems 
and design criteria cannot ensure a real protection for occupants. It seems 
quite unauspicious to try and improve standards established on such 
debatable bases. They were made, in fact, at a time when no accident survey 
or statistics existed, for non belted occupants, or for lap belt wearers, 
and yet, lap belts were forbidden in the front seats. These rules were made 
at the time when no efficient judging criteria for occupants protection were 
known. 

Now the only test simulating a collision of a oorrmlete car is the 90° 
collision against a fixed and rigid barrier. This test is not only 
performed without occupants, but carried out within an unrepresentative 
configuration of road reality. Any expert will now say that an asymetric 
frontal shock is the most typical case met in real front collisions. 

Moreover, in the 90° test crashes against a barrier, belt efficiency 
evaluation would rather be pessimistic in opposition to what is observed in 
real road accidents. 

This is because the dynamic conditions met during a collision test for a 
given speed do not correlate with what really happens on roads. This has 
been exposed and published earlier this year by Renault. 

After having performed many tests at different configurations, we think that 
frontal collision on 60° angle fixed and rigid barrier is the dynamic 
condition (body distorsion and deceleration) most represc~ative of what is 
experienced in real road accidents. 

In this test a judgment will be made according to the protection criteria 
defined in the second CCMC memorandum, measured on anthropomorphic dummies. 

For roll over accidents which require particular care against ejection and 
frontal collision, the change from sub-systems rules to global assessment 
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based on synthesis tests seems now advisable and feasible in the near 
future (five years at least should elapse between decision and enforcement). 

Right from now, an intermediate step consisting of a catapult test with the 
car inside environment such as proposed by CCMC- could be undertaken. 

About other road safety problems, la~eral collision, compatibility between 
vehicles of different masses and pedestrians protection, current studies to 
define precisely future actions must be carried out. 

These will be presented as they come, as well as the new protection 
criteria which will also arise with the progress of biomechanical research. 
But an adequate industrial dead line is imperative between decision and 
application. 

In conclusion, we would like to state again our certitude that the global 
approach for occupants'protection, started right now and based on to-day's 
knowledge, is the only efficient way to assess real protection offered by 
ears to road users. 

Comments from Mr. BARKHOF 

It is very important that vehicle occupants should be well protected if the 
number of victims of road accidents is to be reduced. Although they should 
not think about them every day each driver and passenger must realise that 
the measures taken in order to make vehicles safer from the inside are in 
their own interests. They should therefore be prepared in principle to 
react positively to such measures. Prerequi~ites for this are that they 
must appear reasonable are little or no trouble and these must be an acceptable 
compromise between the anticipated effect and the price to be paid for it. 
In short the motorist himself must to a certain extent appreciate the 
usefulness of certain measures and this requires a realistic approach to 
the whole problem. I feel that this approach follows the lines along which, 
in Mr. MacKay's opinion, legislation aimed at making vehicles safe for their 
occupants would have to develop. 

The gradual approach towards the development of - to use the English 
expresion - "performance standards" which always keep abreast of the state 
of the art, unhurriedly but step by step, appeals to the consumer. This 
process offers him a useful guarantee that at any moment there will be a 
reasonable balance between the safety gained and the price to be paid in 
monetary terms, since in the final analysis any measure which the motor 
manufacturers have to introduce is reflected in the price of their products 
and the consumer wishes to be able to continue driving and buying cars which 
he can afford. 

It is clear that in fut·1re more time will elapse between the moment when 
agreement is reached on any regulations and their actual implementation. We 
feel that this must be accepted and a selection approach should take priori
ty over the quick introduction of measures which are not certain to have a 
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beneficial effect and which might later have to be withdrawn. 

In addition their credibility in the eyes of the motorist would definitely 
not ue enhanced (e.g., the mudflap affair in the Netherlands). In order to 
be able to introduce - to use the term again - "perfo;nnance standards", far 
more data will have to be available in future on the forces and decelerations 
which the various parts of the human body can withstand and on the various 
types of collision which actually occur. One of the things required here -
as mentioned by Mr. MacKay - is a comprehensive record of accidents on a 
European scale. 

Full integration of accident recording systems will possibly not get off the 
ground but if the records and analyses are to yield internationally viable 
data the same standards must be laid down throughout the EEC. An example 
which can be quoted here is the different criteria used for Belgian and Dutch 
accident statistics, in that in Belgium the term traffic fatality is only 
used if the victim of an accident dies either on the spot or on the way to 
the hospital, whereas in the Netherlands victims who die in hospital thirty 
days after an accident are also counted among accident fatalities. 
Consequently a few years ago, for example, the English publication•~e 
Economist"gave a completely false impression of road safety in these two 
countries. If they are to be protected in the event of an accident vehicle 
occupants must be held in place so that in one form or another a (safety) 
belt system will always be needed. The total effect on road safety is likely 
to depend completely upon the frequency with which the belts are worn, so 
that it is very important that belts are accepted by the public. T..is means 
that great stress must be laid on their comfort and ease of handling • It is 
also important that the belts should be worn reasonably tightly about the 
body or else their credibility will be undermined. 

Examination of the results of a survey carried out by the ANWB early this 
year into the comfort, ease of handling and range of adjustment of belts 
fitted as standard to new vehicles has shown that there are many improvements 
which still must be made in order to increase both their safety and their 
acceptance by the public. Sixty five different types of car fitted with 
three-point relts and sixteen fitted with lap belts were examined. 

In at least 25% of the vehicles examined the belts proved to be quite 
difficult to adjust or their adjustment required a certain skill on the part 
of the motorist. 15% of the belts were fairly difficult to fasten and 
another 15% were difficult to hang up or stow after being unbuckled. Ease 
of handling and use could be improved in about 50% of cars. It emerged that 
the diagonal belt in vehicles fitted with three-point belts often does not 
lie correctly across tall (95 percenti~e) persons. In 40% of these vehicles 
the diagonal belt barely fitted and in at least 20% it did not fit at all. 
In eight types of car (12%) the diagonal belt did not lie across the shoulder 
even of persons of medium (50 percentile) stature. The failure of the 
diagonal belt to fit 95-percentile human guinea pigs often proved to be 
accompanied by slipping off the shoulder, in this case 20%. In the case of 
the three-point belts the lap restraint often left something to be desired. 

This applied to 5, 50 and 95-percentile persons in about 30% of the vehicle 
types in each case. In the case of lap belts the lap restraint almost never 
gave rise to cristicism. The survey has shown that improvements should in 
fact be made to existing belt systems reas~nably soon , whereas in the rather 
longer term it must be possible to eliminate practical shortcomings entirely. 
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It can be expected that automatic seat belts incorpo~ating emergency locking 
and one-hand operation will have a rosy future. Points to which initial 
attention can be paid in order to make improvements are as follows 

(i) the provision of all cars with several attachment points for the 
diagonal belt so that this belt always lies across the shoulder in the 
optimum position, regardless of seating position and tallness; 

(ii) the attachment points for the lap belt should be on the seat frame so 
that there is always optimum lap restraint; 

(iii) the buckle straps should have greater length adjustment so that lap 
restraint is also improved; 

(iv) attention should be paid to the position of the centre pill5r in small 
four-door cars since these are frequently located so far forward that 
the diagonal belt does not fit. In this connection I should also like 
to point out the desirability of not introducing a general ban on lap 
belts - partly because it must be taken into account that several years 
will elapse before all vehicles on the road have been replaced. 

Finally I would like to endorse the need for every car in every country 
always to be fitted with the optimum seat belt system for that car and for 
other belts not to be fitted in various other countries. This also means 
that belts must always be fitted at the factory and not by the importer or 
dealer, thereby ruling out faulty installation. 

Intervention of Mr. GOGLER 

The first generation of safety regulations in many, and I believe too many 
cases have met with failure. This applies,as you will know, especially to 
construction regulations which contain many details without incorporating a 
real overall concept. I refer here only to passive safety. This failure 
has taught us all, legislators, manufacturers and scientists, much of a 
practical and theoretical nature. Often I have shocked manufacturers, 
engineers and law-making technocrats with the results of sometimes very 
defective safety designs which have produced a large number of stereotyped 
and sometimes almost planned injuries and analyses of these injuries and 
perhaps I have also managed to motivate some of these people. Therefore, I 
come here as an outsider, as a surgeon acting on behind of those victims of 
accidents that are nreordained by design and legislation. 

Although it is true that we are about to receive the second generation of 
safety regulations and are witnessing the changeover from construction 
regulations to performance regulations, this does not mean that the construc
tion regulations of yesterday can simply be s-Tept under the carpet. We must 
continue to live with them, im~rove them, adopt them, cut down on their 
number. Nor does it mean that we can go to the other extreme and establish 
performance regulations in vacuo without defining particular components in 
terms of passenger deceleration and injury prevention characteristics. 
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Of course automobile technology will change, but in the foreseeable future 
current designs of supporting structures, steering assemblies, safety glass, 
impact-absorbing interior fittings and restraint systems will remain valid 
with respect to passive safety. But although the way in which yesterday's 
construction regulationn were conceived made it possil:lle to lose oneself in 
a mass of details such as the radii of curvature of individual control knobs, 
without ECE regulations on structural distortion being produced, one can now 
(perhaps) say - thank God - that performance regulations are based on an 
overall conception set out systematically in a safety catalogue. As long 
ago as 1968 I put forward some ideas on 

l. load-bearing structure and passenger compartment design 
2. vehicle interior, steering assembly, glass, surfaces and seats 
3. restraint systems, including head restraints and specific safety equipment 

for children which must form an integral part of this concept. 

While analysis of actual accidents, which are of course to be accompanied by 
many necessary experiments, are to serve as a basis for and check on 
performance regulations, unambiguous classifications are indispensible both 
here and with respect to the testing regulations to be applied. For accident 
analysis we need manufacturer's specifications for each type of vehicle 
original dimensions and vehicle damage index specifications and also 
comparative measurements from standard crash tests on vehicles involved in 
accidents in which i.11.pact has caused distortion, with particular reference to 
the equivalent experimental speed of collision which would serve as an 
objective and standardized input condition. 

Yesterday we heard a phrase from the Bible, "Knock and it shall be opened 
unto ye". Well, I have knocked often enough. And if we are not eventually 
to see performance regulations founder in the way that construction regula-
tions have done, partnership is now indispensiole and must replace timorous 
mystery-mongering. Without specific experimental data on typical accidents 
we cannot classify vehicles involved in accidents exactly and any comparison 
becomes difficult. 

I should now like to use the example of the steering assembly to explain the 
process of changing over to performance regulations via design aids. Because 
ECE Regulation Nr 12 doea not take into account the distributi.::>n of force;per 
unit area, it does not exclude horizontal penetration of the steering column 
into the passenger compartment and does not mention vertical and lateral 
displacement because no effort has been made to imitate real accident 
kinematics in the test regulations , the latitude of ECE R~gulation nr 12 is 
so broad that even the most dangerous steering systems are allowed by it. 

In such a system suffers impact the values measured remain within the limit 
under ECE-12 permitted of about 1 300 kg and the injury caused by this skewer 
like object is just disregarded in the figures. In other words, pinpointed 
forces such as occur for example when a spoke breaks and when contact is made 
with a boss having a small area can cause injuries without necessarily 
overstepping the prescribed limits_ The high central position of the steering 
wheel makes it come into contact not with the thorax but the ab·~omen, and 
particularly liver and spleen so that values measured for the chest cannot be 
applied. 

The rearing up of a steering column with impact absorber causes it to hit the 
face, that is : both the soft and the bony parts of the face, whereas it hits 
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possible impact with the thorax or head. 

2. Impact-absorbing consistency of the steering wheel plane before, during 
and after impact with the thorax or head. 

3. Prevention of upthrust, lateral displacement or rotation of the steering 
column. 

4. Covering of the part of the steering column inside the vehicle with 
impact-absorbing material. 

For the valuation of accidents in which structural distortion has taken place 
it is essential that the manufacturer provide information on how far the part 
of the steering column bearing the steering wheel extends in front of the 
scuttle and on the nature and position of any special safety design features 
of the steering assembly. 

I have only used steering assembly as an example to demonstrate that 
performance regulations are always connected with working design 
characteristics and the results of anal~zing actual accidents. We must and 
are already able to begin to do this now, at least as far as the most obvious 
first experimental steps are concerned; Mr. Seiffert, Mr. Patrick and 
Mr. Georges have already said something about this. And as we begin we must 
realize that we cannot attain perfection immediately. 

Thank you very much. 

Intervention by Prof. Antonio DAL MONTE 

It may perhaps cause same surprise that sport medicine can throw light on 
the problem of the protection of motor vehicle occupants. 

Most people think that the sport doctor is simply the doctor who sits at the 
edge of the games field ready to intervene if an accident occurs. But sport 
medicine is more than this : institutes of sport medicine are attended by 
appreciable numbers of scholars studying the biomechanics and physiology of 
maximum human performance, and it is precisely in the study of maximum human 
performance that problems relating to the human body's resistance to stress 
are covered. 
Obviously, sport medicine is a branch of study which embraces problems, such 
as the protection of the occupants of rac1ng cars and the resistance of the 
human body to impacts, which may be the same as those that occur in any 
traffic accident. 

In the car industry the human body's resistance has been studied with the 
aid of dummies, corpsep and animals; but none of these lends itself really 
satisfactorily to the simulation of the human body's behaviour under impact. 
In particular, when corpses have been used it was expected that their 
behaviour would be very similar to what is observed in the case of living 
victims. Unfortunately, these expectations were not fulfilled, mainlyat 
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the neck when there is no impact absorber. In neither case are thorax 
measurements applicable. No values have been obtained for rotation. The 
part of the steering column inside the passenger compartment comes into 
contact with the knee, that is, the kneecap and the knee joint and it is 
not sufficient to determine the force of impact from figures obtained for 
the thigh. 

Performance regulations for the above4mentioned phenomena should specify the 
following : 

1. No thorax injury. The maximum parameter of 60 g does not exclude 
substantial injuries. Differences in people should also be taken into 
account. You have heard enough about this but we know too little about 
the differences between man and woman, child and adult, old and young. 

2. No abdominal injury. There is n,) maximum for this. 

3. No injury to soft and bony parts of the face. There are a few parameters 
for this but they have not been tested with sufficient reproducibility 
on dummies. 

4. There are no maxima for injuries caused by rotation. 

5. As I said before, injuries caused by penetration of an unpadded steering 
column into the passenger compartment affects not so much thethigh as, 
more particularly, the knee-joint area for which there is no r~r~eter. 

Finally, performance regulations must also take into account passengers 
without seat belts and differences in the kinematics of seat belt wearers 
without falling into the event of thinking that the problem is solved by the 
compulsory wearing of seat belts. If a pessimistic overall view is taken of 
the situation it might be said that performance regulations cannot work. 
Today,after fifteen years of discussion during which time researchers manu
facturers and advertisers as well as national and international licensing 
authorities hl:!re talked design safety, licensing authorities are in fact putting it 
into effect, although only fairly well, so that it is rather fragmentary and 
insufficiently researchen. Essential scientific and statistical basis for 
the type of design safety and performance regulations desired are still 
lacking • However I do not subscribe to this attitude of resignation and 
believe that performance regulations based on previously acquired knowledge 
and in particular FMVSS 208, however fragmentary and questionable such 
knowledge may be as regards individual parameters,are better than the 
construction regulations used hitherto. They are better than no performance 
regulations at all if one is not afraid to use, instead of still non-existent 
parameters, working design arrangements, whose injury prevention characteris
tics are known and, for purposes of large scale experiments, do not need to 
be based on data which are still of an experimental and statistical nature. One 
must also be prepared to improve the analysis of actual accidents by means of 
open partnership and exchanges of data between surgeons and vehicle manufac
turers and from this analysis to determine the consequences as far as design 
and legislation are concerned. 

Without claiming that they are perfect, the following working design 
char~ateristics for the steering assembly, in addition to the 60 g parameter 
for the thorax, could be defined as follows : 

1. Use of the whole area of the steering wheel plane by adapting it 
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would seem because of the unfavoural:le conditions of ossification and 
preservation of the corpses, which usually came from severely diseased, 
wasted and elderly subjects and were therefore subsTantially more fragile 
than healthy subjects in crash conditions. 

When volunteers are used, the test obviously cannot be carried to the limits 
at which serious lesions might be caused. 

Moreover, in Italy, since the use of human subjects (even volunteers) in 
experiments which cpuld in any way damage the integrity of the human body is 
prohibited by law, the only possible source of information lies in the 
analyois of actual events; these obviously include some casualties in the 
various sports which are particularly suitable for study, especi~ .. ly as they 
concern healthy subject3 whose anthropometric and constitutional data may be 
regarded as statistically fairly homogeneous and representative of the 
motorized population, i.e. mainly young subjects, rarely exceeding 30 years 
of age, in good physical condition and a sound state of muscular efficiency. 
Even so, and I wish to stress this point, the response of the human body to 
damaging events and impacts of entirely similar intensity has proved to be 
extremely variable. 

I will cite some examples to illustrate this point. In offshore speedboat 
racing, the pilots - of which there are usually three for each boat - steer 
side by side, in which position the stresses caused by wave movement (mainly 
strong vertical oscillations) cause identical accelerations for all three 
subjects. Furthemore, the pilots are housed in cabins equipped with 
protective upholstery which is the same for each man. 

And yet, in offshore competitions, there have been cases in which one of the 
pilots has suffered bilateral femoral fracture (in other compet~tions there 
have been breakages of the acetabulum) while the co-pilots, who are, as 
already stated, subjected to the same acceleration, have suffered no injury. 

Still in the world of open-sea motorboating, there have been cases where 
seated subjects have suffered wedge-shaped fractures of the spinal column, in 
the thoracicsection between the eigth and twelfth vertebrae, whereas, signi
ficantly, the impacts which proved so traumatizing for some passengers caused 
no damage at all to the fellow passengers seated nearby. Incidentally, the 
impacts caused by wave movement and the subsequent accelerations suffered by 
the hulls of these craft caused no structural deformation or damage to the 
boats, only injuries to the passengers. 

A similar phenomenon to that which occurs in open-sea motorboating was 
observed with the first type of ejector seats with built-in parachutes 
(Martin Baker type) for fighter pilots. At the time of ejection, triggered 
by an explosive charge, a high proportion of these aircraft pilots suffered 
fractures of the upper part of the spinal column and particularly between 
the eigth and twelfth thoracic vertebrae : fractures occured in 45% of para·· 
chuted subjects. But, in 55% of the subjects, who were attached to the same 
type of ejector and therefore subjected to the same acceleration, no lnJury 
occurred. This is another illustration of the different responses of the 
human body to accelerations. 

As a matter of interest, it should explain that the reason for the 
fracturing of the spinal column was the excessive elasticity of the flat 
surface of the seat which consisted of a small rubber lifeboat folded up 
to be used as a cushion for the pilots to sit on. At the time of ejection, 
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the seat was propelled at high speed by an explosive charge and had already 
gained a certain velocity before reaching the pilot's buttocks, through 
which the energy acquired by the seat was applied to the rest of the body. 
It was sufficient to remove the rubber dinghy from that position and to have 
the pilot sit directly on the seat in order to overcome the problem of 
fracturing of the spinal column. 

Another example which may be more relevant to the problem of impacts on motor 
vehicles is that of circuit speedboat racing in which the pilots steer in a 
prone position and therefore have the thoracic cage resting on a suitable 
cushion. In this position, the accelerations and impacts occur in a 
front-to-back direction, as in frontal car crashes. In cases where this 
steering technique has been used, some pilots have suffered fractures of the 
ribs whereas others have incurred no damage although competing in the events 
where accidents have occured, with identical hulls subjected to absolutely 
similar impacts and with exactly the same conditions of water movement for 
all pilots. 

Still in the world of sport, many events hav been observed and reported in 
which the responses of bodily structures to similar impacts and accelerations 
affected the complete organism in entirely different ways. 

The factors which modify a person's resistance to input forces are age, sex, 
race, bod~: composition, genetic constitution; another point is that in the 
case of subjects who practise the same sport for many years and are 
constantly subjected to impacts of a similar nature and intensivity the 
passage of years brings changes both in the scale of the lesions caused and 
in the elements of the locomotor apparatus which are injured : for instance, 
fractures are more frequent at an advanced age, whereas sprains and 
dislocations are more frequent, for the same impact, in young subjects, who 
may indeed remain quite unharmed by impacts which prove highly injurious for 
0lder subjects. 

Another perplexing factor in the assessment of results obtained in the study 
of the human body's resistance to impact is that of the numerous methods used 
and the various units of measurements. 
Typical of the present state of divergence of opinion, not to say confusion, 
is the investigator's approach to a measurement of the behaviour of the 
thoracic cage under impact. The unit of measurement used in the past was 
deceleration, nowadays the methods based on bending on the rib cage is 
becoming more widespread. 
Both methods have their advantages and disadvantages, but it must be borne 
in mind that bending is strongly influenced by age. 

During the lif'e span of a human being the composition of the thoracic cage 
changes from being mainly cartilaginous with a high elastic content to 
gradual oss:fication of the ribs and transformation of the costal element 
from an elastic to a rigid state, which is why an impact in a baby could 
cause very serious lesions to the internal organs and major vessels, with 
severe bending of the thoracic cage but no rib lnJuries whereas elderly 
subjects would immediately suffer numerous rib fractures without correspon
ding lesions in the internal organs. 

Still with reference to the thoracic cage it must be remembered that as 
regards the resistance of human structures, the response may vary according 
to the surface against which the impact occurs. Obviously, these diffei'ent 
types of behaviour must be used to guide and influence the design of 
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devices to restrain the human body inside motor vehicles. 

At this point we might conclude that in our understanding of the human body's 
resistance to impact we are completely in the dark, and that the experimental 
results and knowledge acquired to date have therefore been disappointing in 
their practical application. 

In fact this is not true : biomecbanical studies have undoubtedly made an 
important contribution to our understanding of the behaviour of the human 
machine under impact. But, as is often the case in science, there has been 
a sharp rise in the number of phenomena studied and a tend~ncy for measuring 
techniques to become differentiated and personalized. 

Consequently, instead of producing a simple equation with a final result, 
the process of investigation has so far provided us with an almost infinite 
variety of results which often conflict with each other. If an equation 
has been obtained today, it is an equation in which the unknown factors, i.e. 
the x's, are more numerous than the known factors. It is now time to be 
realistic and logical and to start on the opposite process - a process in 
which we begin to cut away the deadwood, i.e. the superfluous methods, and 
endeavour to arrive at a unified assessment of the human machine. 

This critical reappraisal is absolutely essential because if we wanted to 
determine experimentally all the possible responses of the human body to 
the various impacts and then correlate these responses with all the various 
tests proposed for inspecting motor vehicles, both for their structure and 
for passenger protection, and also verify the data obtained statistically, 
then in all probability the entire output of mass-produced vehicles would 
not be sufficient, it sacrificed in crash test conditions, to provide us 
with absolutely certain answers. 

On the other hand, it seems to have been overlooked that some outstanding 
results have been obtained in the sports world by using some simple safety 
devices that were proposed and immediately brought into force by sports 
regulations. Sports legislation bodies have not waited to obtain precise 
answers from biochemical investigations, nor could they do so because of the 
uncertainties which have always existed and still exist in the sector; they 
have si~ply applied anything that was relevant on the basis of straight 
forward good sense. I would like to refer to some results which have been 
obtained in motor racing, in which it has been possible to apply and enforce 
a restriction on the mobility of the human body inside the vehicle. 

In production car racing, which involves factory-built cars both in the 
United States and Europe, the only standards which have been laid down by law 
are the adoption of particularly efficient safety belts and a supplementary 
tubular framework to strengthen the driver's cab. 

Even a cursory and incomplete investigation reveals that, in relation to the 
gravity of the impacts, the number of lesions is such as to prove that a 
significant advance has been achieved in driver protection with very simple 
devices. 

In production car racing there have been frontal crashes, crashes against the 
guard rail, lateral impacts, collisions, etc. But spectacular damage to 
vehicles, with severe structural deformation, has been accompanied by driver 
injuries much less serious than would have been expected and infinitely less 
serious than would have occurred,underequal intensity of impact, if the 
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same models had had no tubular reinforcement and the occupants had been either 
not attached or improperly attached with belts. 

There is another fact which should be pointed out, namely that in sports such 
as speedboat racing or motor-cycling where it is not possible to apply the 
same system of driver protection, that is to attach the driver to the vehicle, 
the degree of safety in accidents in recent years has not improved but has 
remained virtually the same. 

However, perfection in systems for restraining the human body, i.e. by belts, 
has today reached a level which may be regarded as optimum, as demonstrated 
- still in the sports sphere - in delayed-drop parachute competitions. The 
deceleration caused by the opening of the parachute is extremely sharp, but 
the system of restraint by belts is so well designed that not even the 
slightest injuries are caused. 

In conclusion, it is impossible not to agree with the MacKay report when it 
states that the time is not yet ripe for laying down final regulations and 
that the problem must be tackled through transitional protective regulation 
pending a better understanding of biomechanics. We have probably reached a 
point where we must adopt solutions dictated by good sense and a few undis
puted figures rather than by very inadequate controversial information 
obtained from biochemical studies. Perhaps the reason is that too much is 
being asked of biomechanics, and in particular the solution to an impossible 
problem : that of being able to find precise answers to a problem whose 
components consist of a number of variables, none being more variable or more 
inconstant than the behaviour of th~ human machine itself. 
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GENERAL DISCUSSION 

CO ~'!1o'!iiliTS MADE BY MR. HOFFER BERTH 

I want to compliment Dr. Mackay on his paper. He has really gone direct to 
the heart of the various issues that he raises - that is not an easy task. 
It is here, however, at the crux of the issues, that I would like to address 
a few brief comments. I hope that my comments will be taken as they are 
intended - to be constructed to the cause of international understanding of 
harmonisation of standards. I believe that the best way to overcome 
disagreement is to state it clearly and hope that a mutual understanding 
will follow. 

Dr. Mack~ states that it would be foolhardy for us in Europe to attempt to 
go immediately for a total performance standard at this time with the 
elimination of all regulations which specify the various sub-systems. 
I agree with that proposition. What I do not agree with is that we must 
wait until we can do the job totally before we start to do the job at all. 
We have in our now obsolete programme plan from the United States, and on 
numerous occasions since that time, endorsed the policy that, ultimately, 
system performance standards would prevail, but in the interim the 
combination would exist. We recognise that the Part 5/72 dummy does not 
reflect the ultimate in crash victim simulation, and that the injury 
criteria applied to that dummy in crash situations is less than perfect. 
However, we are inclined to use the dummy in system performance requirements 
and standards when we believe that society will benefit from that P~tion and 
retain such low standards as we consider necessary in serving the public 
interest in view of the less and optimal characteristics of the system 
performance standards. 

Dr. ~ackay states that existing regulations reflect current levels of design 
and, as a consequence, have ~arlier effective dates applied to them. He 
further states that further regulations must allow longer lead times if they 
are to reflect the most up-to-date knowledge. Lead times need to be 
determined on the basis of the cost of accelerating the introduction of a 
technological change relative to the social cost of taking a longer time. 
There is, after all, some urgency with the task at hand. It has already 
been suggested by several of the comments Dr. r~ck~ presents, a version of 
the cost-benefit analysis as opposed to cost-effectiveness analysis 
primarily on the grounds of the debatability of the benefit assessements. 
He states that cost-effective analyses are preferable for establishing 
priorities for accurate protection activities and I agree completely. 
However, such a concept is of little help when one considers the absolute 
value of a given safety measure relative to other considerations such as 
energy conservation, pollution control and, of course, ultimately 
expenditures by the consuming public. Cost-effectiveness can tell us what 
to work on next, but it cannot tell us when to stop, and that is one of the 
essential regulatory decision making elements. 

I would like to endorse Dr. Mackay's comments on the need to conduct 
somprehensive field accident programmes, both in the USA and Europe. 
However, I think it is appropriate to go beyond Dr. Mac~'s comments to 
indicate that the concept of what is required in a field accident in 
investigation is very much in need of up-dating, with the possible exception 
of some recent work done by Dr. Tarriere and others in France, Dr. Seiffert 
and Prof. Fiala in Germany and in some parts of our programme in the USA. 
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It is essential and mostly absent from field accident investigations to date, 
our objective relevant measures of crash severity. The deformation of a 
given vehicle without consideration of other factors is not adequate. 

What is an adequate description of crash severity appears to vary from 
different restraint systems and different crash situations. In side impacts 
the velocity changed or the closing velocity given the masses of the sliding 
vehicles, ma.y be adequate. In frontal collisions it is suggested 
theoretically, with some experimental verification, that for unrestrained 
occupants and unbel ted occupants, velocity change is also adequate. For lap 
and shoulder bel ted occupants, velocity change affected the stopping 
distance with the implied limitation on maximum allowable acceleration as 
defined in m;y paper entitled : "'lb.e study of structural and restraint 
requirements for automobile crash survival". In pre-impact braking, a 
consideration of the sensitivity of belt restraint system effectiveness to 
pre-tensioning, :ma.y suffice. With air cushions, velocity change and 
effective stopping distance would appear to be adequate. In any event the 
continuation of what generally has passed as field accident investigation 
will not suffice in the fUture. I refer you to my paper at the recent 
BBTSA Conference on field accident investigation for fUrther information and 
invite any questions beyond that. 

Dr. ~ properly and correctly states that tolerance of impact data come 
largely from three sources : 

- accident reconstructions ; 
-volunteer tests, and 
- other studies. 

Further elaboration is worthwhile. The usefulness of accident reconstruction 
as a possible source of hyman tolerance data, further reinforces my previous 
comments on the need to accurately determine objective and relevant measures 
of crash severity in field accident investigations. Unless one has measured 
the relevant parameters for a given crash situation for the restraint system 
in use in the crash, one cannot hope to learn anything about human tolerances. 
Dr. Mac1cq states, volunteer tests do, for the most part, involve young, 
healthy, male, milita.ry volunteers. However, it is interesting to note that 
within this population, acceleration levels in excess of those currently 
specified, with the thorax and passive restraint requirements in Standard 208, 
are exceedingly crucial restraint systems, whereas levels far below that 
cannot be achieved vi th the present d~ belt systems. The results of cadavre 
tests conducted both within the USA and Europe, much of which was reported 
in a recent Stapp meeting, are subject to analyses that show relatively good 
correlations which suggest when a lap and shoulder belt system is in use, 
human tolerance varies primarily as a function of the age of the crash 
victim and the tension in the upper torso restraint. With a 3,000 lb total 
force load of the upper torso belt corresponding approximately to accident 
injury severity level 3 for a 40 year old subject, these results are 
prelimina.ry, but they also sbow reasonable correlation with the voluntary 
tolerance limits exhibited by the young, healthy, male, military vo-lunteers 
used in the live experimental projects. 

With regard to better restraint systems, Dr. MackCiiY states that considering 
the acceptability question, it would seem appropriate that main efforts 
should be connected with improving comfort and convenience and acceptance of 
the belts, with the obvious immediate developments including : an adjustable 
upper mounting point; a rear mounting point moving with the seat ; one hSnded 
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operation of the entire system. I leave it to ~ colleagues in the 
automobile industry to comment on the feasibility and the cost-benefit 
aspects of these proposals. 

Dr. Mao~ further suggests that a feature performance standard should 
allow both belts and other alternative systems which meet specified 
requirements. Based on the preponderance of current bio~eohanioal data, it 
appears likely that at some point in the future the criteria will differ for 
different restraint systems, at least until sufficient data are gathered to 
allow a more fundamental specification of injury criteria, if possible. 

With regard to Dr. ?~o~'s discussion of the comparison of different 
strategies for occupant restraint systems, I do not propose to debate the 
many points raised in that paper. It suffices to s~ that I agree with 
Dr. Mao~'s comment that there are obviously gross assumptions made in 
conducting this predictive analysis and that I do not agree with many of his 
assumptions. It appeared to me that the analysis of benefits and cost 
conducted by the NHTSA has been discounted and, needless to s~, I consider 
that not to be appropriate, at least from the point of view of regulations 
in the USA. 

In summary, Dr. Mack~ concludes that present dummy technology and our 
existing knowledge of injury criteria is insufficient to allow performance 
standards for active protection to be drafted at present. I would not 
disagree with his comment that a total performance standard m~ be 10 years, 
or even more, aw~. I disagree heartily that the initial steps cannot be 
taken in the very near future. 

Thank you very much. 
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Question by MI. Muller 

Swit z~rla.nd has made it compulsory to wear safety belts as from 
1 January 1976. 

The question is 

1. vrhether it is necessary or desirable also to make it compulsory to equip 
vehicles with head restraints; 

2. whether it is reasonable, despite the obligation to wear a seat belt, to 
require windscreens to be made of laminated glass ? 

Question by Mr. !.fatthes 

In the section on commercial vehicles and public transport, Dr. l.Je.-.!c:;y said 
that accidents in which a small car under-runs the rear of a lorry had been 
found to be a frequent cause of car occupant fatalities. 

Is there data available on the frequency of this type of accident ? 

Question ~J r~. Teesdale 

Would Dr. Mack~ like to comment on the French proposal for the creation of 
a family of dummies having specialized tasks which are simple and give 
reproducible results, etc., rather than continuing endeavours to establish a 
single universal dummy that would necessarily be very complex and unsuitable 
for extreme dimensions (very large men or very small women) ? 
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Questions by Mr. LEFRANC 

1. On page 34 of Mr. Mackay's paper there is a table on the cost-benefit 
ratio. 

On what bases is this table calculated (cost of equipment, socio-economic 
costs of the victims) ? 

2. On page 43-44 Dr. Mackay speaks of a pause; should it not also be used for 
the wider dissemination of existing means : seat belts as compulsory 
equipment in light goods vehicles on the lines of recent proposals ~ the 
French authorities to the Commission. 

). Progress towards a method of improving road safety based on performance 
standards or overall tests is bound to take at least several years. 

Are we to understand that during this period nothing will be done to 
diminish the severity of side impacts ? 

Reply by Mr. CHAPOUX 

There is perhaps some further information to be obtained before g1v1ng a 
reply to this question. We have to know how people die on side impact; 
whether it is ~brain concussion or penetrating injury. The measures to be 
taken are different in each case. Even if measures are taken to avoid 
serious penetrating injuries today, it car~ot be ruled out that the problem 
will merely be shifted and subsequently people will die from brain concussion. 
We 'consider this an extremely difficult problem to solve and pending more 
precise data we have made various proposals. The results of experiments 
based on these proposals, that is regulations or draft directives such as 
the Interior Fittings Directive, help to solve these problems since all 
components coming into contact with the head (if death is caused by brain 
concussion) must have good energy-absorbing qualities. 

Consequently we must not try to solve all the problems too hastily as there 
is then a risk of coming to a dead end and, having taken a step forward, 
being forced to move back again. I believe a decision should be taken 
rapidly on the proposals for the side impact test that we have put forward. This 
does not mean that we should do just anything so as to be able to say that we 
have done something. It must, of course, be useful. We do not yet have any 
proof that what we can do will be effective. 
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Mr. MACKAY'S answer 

I think my difficulty now is that besides the questions which there are, the 
members of the panel also ask me a number of questions. Perhaps , 
therefore, if you would agree, I would like to say what I have concluded so 
far, in general terms, from the discussion and then go on to some specific 
points which might be useful. 

It seems to me that there are four general conclusions so far. The first is 
an obvious and a simple one which relates to the tremendous importance of 
the use of seat belts, and it should be very clear that, at the technical 
level, it is impossible to provide any good protection in the future without 
supporting legislation on the compulsory use of seat belts. 

Secondly, it seems to me that most people are in agreement that the next 
important priority is to produce a limited performance standard for 
specifying the seat belt, and technically t~is is quite possible now. The 
existing draft directive is most adequate and could in the very short term, 
therefore, be improved by putting it in the form of some performance 
standard. 

Decisions will have to be made on the type of dWIIJDY' that is to be used• The present 
proposed TNO d~ is inadequate but should one go for the American dummies 
called the 5/72 d~ for example, or some other, perhaps simpler or more 
repeatable d~ ? 

Decisions will also be needed on the type of test, whether one could go 
directly to a total test in the car, and if it is a test in the car, what 
sort of test ? Is it a barrier test at 30° for example, or should one stay 
with a sled test but use a pulse for the sled test which is representati,~ 
of some sort of barrier test maybe an angled one or possibly a symmetrical 
one ? The test will also specify chest, femur and abdominal injury criteria 
and it seems to me, as a general agreement, that this could be done ver,y. 
quickly. This will require the ad hoc group on restraint systems to look at 
the problem again and produce a new directive. 

Beyond those two obvious first priorities, it seems to me you then get into 
the medium term where there are a whole number of problems and there is no 
clear view as to their priority, these are the problems of lateral impacts, 
collisions between cars of different masses, the question of light goods 
vehicles, be included in the restraint system specification, child restraints, 
the underrun problem. In the medium term too there is in the biomechanical 
area the problem of dummies. In relation to Mr. Teesdale'squeation, it does 
seem to me that d~ development has to go in two different directions. 
So for pure research purposes one needs a sophisticated d~ which you can 
use to evaluate response to different sorts of loading patterns. But for 
type-approval purposes, one probably needs a very much simpler device, 
perhaps two different devices : one for the frontal situation and another for 
the lateral situation. This seems to me an important area where research is 
needed, particularly for side impacts, to produce an acceptable device. 

Coming back to a more general point which a number of people have made, I did 
not intend to say that there should be a pause in legislative action for ten 
years, while scientists deliberate on the perfect answer. All I was 
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suggesting in putting forward a time period of ten years, was that it seems 
to me the knowledge that one needs for a total performance standard is going 
to take us ten years. 

But in the interim, as I have already said, there are very high priori ties 
where a limited performance standard, first of all for the frontal 
situation with seat belt can be developed, the lateral impact case, etc. 
I certainly did not mean to imply that there should be a moratorium on 
regulations. All I mean is that the regulations as they develop in the 
medium term must recognize that they are based on inadequate knowledge and 
should, therefore; be able to be adjusted as new information becomes 
available. 

Ml-. Lefranc enquires about the details of the cost-benefit analysis. I would 
refer him to my original studies 1md he could read the full paper, because 
it is a long and quite complicated procedure. 

With regard to the frequency of underrun accidents which one person enquired 
about, there is data available on car occupant fatalities which shows the 
UK situation. Something around 1,5% of oar occupant fatalities occur in the 
oar versus the rear of some form of heavy vehicle. '!his perhaps varies 
considerably within the CoDUDuni ty and it is based on small scale sample 
studies so it is not necessarily a very firm figure. 

Ill'. MUller states the fact that in Switzerland seat belts are required and 
as a consequence asks if head restraints are necessary. This is not 
connected in any w~ and one should consider the case for head restraints, 
I think, in terms of the whole field of priorities involved; the head 
restraints do not, in fact, rank: very highly. I think the panels have 
indicated this, that they are not one of the major immediate demands that we 
should meet, that is not to s~ that we should discount them but there are 
perhaps higher priorities. 

He also, and I remember other people too, asked about laminated glass in the 
situation where seat belts are worn and Dr. Seiffert commented that in his 
laboratory experience with his vehicles, the dummies did not contact the 
windscreen at all. He must have well-behaved dummies who have no slack in 
their belts, but in the real world people perhaps show a greater range of 
the w~ in which they wear belts. Al tough undoubtedly the importance of the 
windscreen is diminished with high uses of seat belts, it does not seem to 
disappear entirely and one of the longer term effects is that prior to 
performance, standards are required, perhaps in future, for oars which mq 
have different compartment shapes, the windscreen mq- well be involved and, 
therefore a head contact is still a consequence. 

The other point which Dr. Seiffert was making, concerned the unrestrained 
occupant and he suggested an 80% use of belts was, in fact, a very good, 
high level of performance. I would certainly agree with that, but this does 
mean, for example, that 2r:J1, of the front seat occupants are going to be 
unrestrained, and when we are considering the priorities in the medium term 
for such items as head restraints, side impact protection eto., you m~ well 
find that the unrestrained occupant is perhaps still of more importance than 
the rear impact conditions, and again one should perhaps not discount the 
unrestrained occupant completely. 
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I have a general comment which comes out of what the biomechanic specialists 
among the members of the panel were saying. I make the point which has been 
made by several people that the population at risk varies tremendously. 
I have a note that s~ that age and sex make all the difference, and it is 
a fundamental difficulty to try and evaluate what proportion of the 
population at risk are going to be protected by a particular performance 
standard, and this is no easy problem to answer and again in the medium term, 
it requires looking at. 

I think, Mr. Chairman, in the interests of time, that is perhaps allishould 
SSJ"t although undoubtedly I have missed some points. If you are happy with 
that, I would limit my comments there. 

Question of Mr. BEKE 

In the conclusions of the paper on page 27 it is written that the laminated 
windscreen is generally accepted as technically superior to other 
conventional windscreens (proven in extensive laboratory work anCI fleld 
accident studies). It has also been found that it reauces the frequency of 
laceration which can be balanced off against its higher cost. If the 
windscreen situation is regularly reviewed to allow an up-dating of 
performance standards and regulations as a result of new types being 
developed, knowing also that some European manufacturers have been using 
laminated windscreens for a long time and others decided to move towards the 
general use of laminated windscreens shortly, we wonder why no official 
decision has been taken in the Common Market to generalize the use of 
laminated windscreen on new vehicles. 

Answer of Mr. SCHLOSSER 

The answer is quite simple. The Commission has elaborated a proposal which 
has gone to Parliament and the Economic and Social Committee, and which is 
now before the Council for decision. When the Council will decide isunknown 
but this is all I can say on the present situation. 
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Question of Mr. BRENKEN 

The rapporteur, Mr. Macka;y, has formulated some very important recommendation 
concerning future action in the legislative field. First of all : pause in 
legislative action; next goal : total performance standards within ten years; 
in the meantime : critical review of standards, research on test conditions, 
biochemical data and dummies. BPICA supports these conclusions. What is 
the opinion of the Commission and of the Governments of the Member States ? 

Answer of Mr. SCHLOSSER 

It is not possible for me, as you will understand, to give you the op1n1on 
of the Member States. As far as the Commission is concerned, you will 
realise that we could not in the midst of a symposium already draw very 
definitive conclusions as to what the outcome of the discussions and 
deliberations are. We have the tendency to listen with interest, critical 
interest, to any proposal, to any suggestion being made, but theexploitation 
of the results of the symposium will certainly take some time and certainly 
not be made during this week. 

Question by Mr. MARTINO 

I have heard consumer representatives s~ several times this morning that 
the level of existi~ knowledge is adequate for the preparation of 
preliminar,y proposals regarding vehicle strength performance to provide 
better protection for occupants. There has even been mention of integrated 
tests. This is all very well and is very interesting but as a representative 
of consumers, that is to s~ users of vehicles, I would like to know how the 
manufacturers group, and in particular the CCMC of which we have heard so 
much and which claims that its task is to approach the countries and in 
particular the Commission to obtain a better scientific basis to the 
regulation~, intends to make the result~ available to those who prepare 
these regulations. I stress the words "make available" all the results of 
the research, even those which wight not be quite in line with certain 
existing design , rather than carefully prepared summaries which are perhaps 
very interesting but do not give those responsible for issuing regulations a 
knowledge of all the objective data. 
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Reply by Mr. SCHLOl!."'SSER and conclusions 

I would reply briefly that in the course of our cooperation with the CCMO 
and other groups supplying data, we have not had the impression that they 
refuse to let us have the data we want. I should also like to point out 
that in the internal Community procedures consumers are represented at all 
levels of the preparator,y work on our directives and it seems to me that 
here Mr. Martino is asking a theoretical question. 

Ladies and gentlemen, I think that we have now reached the end of oursession. 
I should like ~self to express a few comments that· have emerged from our 
discussions this morning. 

I believe that there is a general tendency to move towards the performance 
standard that would make it possible to assess the effectiveness of the 
methods used on the basis of criteria regarding the tolerance of the hyman 
body and by means of standard impact tests. Obviously the time has not yet 
come for the preparation of performance standards in Europe, partly because 
scientific and biomechanical knowledge is not yet at a stage where experts 
can be expected to agree on human tolerance criteria and partly because the 
status of accident analyses and statistical analyses is not yet adequate for 
the definition of a standardized impact test method to verify that tolerance 
limits are observed by a given protection system. It is obvious that if a 
performance standard system is adopted test methods will beoome all the more 
important, expecially harmonized test methods in those countries which are 
expected to apply these performance standards. 

I believe that the next ten years must be considered as a transitional 
period during which existing design standards must be evaluated. '!here is 
first of all leeway to be made up in some fields; further directives still 
have to be adopted to complete the first generation and at the same time 
improvements could also be made to existing standards (we heard suggestions 
on these lines this morning). I do not rule out ~he possibility of making 
an attempt at this stage, where condi tiona are ripe, to move towards 
performance standards in specific cases instead of design rules. Community 
action should first be concentrated on reducing the number of serious or 
fatal accidents suffered by vehicle occupants. A suitable method of 
establishing an order of priority for the measures to be undertaken would be 
to use cost-effectiveness comparisons to seek the most economic technical 
means of attaining this aim. A preliminar,y condition for this must be the 
adoption and implementation as soon as possible of the two proposals for 
directives on safety belts and anchorage points for, as Dr. Mao~ has just 
said, no one has challenged the usefulness of safety belts. '!he next stage 
should be to improve the comfort and above all acceptability of safety belts 
for although the figure of 80% m~ appear high, it nevertheless leaves 20% 
who for reasons that are not yet known do not wish to wear or do not wear 
their safety belts. 

In this context, an increase in acceptability is obviously an aspect that 
cannot be ignored. The work should be based as far as possible on suitable 
criteria enabling these improvements to be carried out, by the specification 
of geometrical positions for the loads transmitted to the user in the event 
of accident. This would already be a preliminar,y step in the directi9n of 
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performance standards. Later moves towards the performance stanci.ard could 
take the form of requirements that could be satisfied both by safety belts 
and by more advanced restraint systems that would in~rease the effectiveness 
of occupant protection. 

However, despite these improvements and the obligation to wear safety belts 
in most of our Member States, as we have heard several times, the percentage 
use of belts will remain sufficiently low for a transitional period for 
unprotected occupants to have a substantial influence on accident statistics. 
For this reason, it will be essential to improve the requirementsin existing 
directives concerning the parts of the vehicle with which unprotected 
occupants m~ come into contact in the event of accident. For example, the 
steering wheel, on which Professor Goegler expressed his doubts so eloquently 
just now, windscreens and interior fittings in general. Obviously, as the 
improvements I have just mentioned as subjects for action are introducedinto 
existing regulations during the transitional period, it will become necessary 
to have suitable impact tests, criteria for injury and human tolerance and 
dummies representing the human response. I do not think it necessary for me 
to go into further detail on the problems concerning the "dummy phenomenon" 
which was extensively discussed this morning. A combined research and 
development effort by the persons concerned is undoubtedly essential at 
Community level to throw light on various subjects so that regulations can 
be drafted in the next five, six or seven years. 

It is first necessary to carr,y out collision tests, in particular w1th 
frontal impact which statistics show to be the most frequent, so as to 
permit verification on the test bench of the performance of restraint 
systems mounted in certain type of vehicle, using the curve of its 
actual deceleration in such an accident. At the same time it is necessary 
to define injury and tolerance criteria, in particular for the four parts of 
the human body mentioned this morning (the head, thorax, abdomen and femur), 
and a test dummy representative of human reactions to the various accident 
stresses and capable of supplying reproducible results at reasonable cost. 

In so far as future regulations will reflect the most recent scientific data, 
the present design of vehicles will probably prove to be far from optimum. 

Consequently, provision must be made for sufficiently long lead timesbetween 
the publication of these regulations and their implementation to allow 
industry to find design solutions suited to their traditional production 
range and above all to allow industry to adapt to new constraints regarded 
as absolutely essential b,y the public authorities. These are the first 
conclusions that I have derived from your discussions. I must s~ that this 
has been of benefit to me personally and gives us much food for thought in 
the weeks to come. 

I should like to thank Dr. Mac~ for his excellent preparatory work and for 
the fascinating discussion he stimulated both amongst the members of the 
panel and amongst the audience. I also wish to thank the members of the 
panel who took the trouble to study this paper carefully and give us the 
benefit of their views on the subject. 
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CONCLUSIONS OF SESSION 3 

by 

Dr. G.M. Mackay 

The contributions from the members of the panel following mw report, lead 
to a most useful discussion, from which the following points can be 
extracted, on which there appeared to be a reasonable concensus of opinion t 

1. It is vital for the successful protection of oar occupants that the 
highest possible use of seat belts is achieved. This requires those 
member countries of the EEC which do not have laws for the compulsory 
use of belts, to make every effort to introduce such laws as soon as 
possible. It is impossible at the technical level to provide 
simultaneously adequate safety design for both the restrained and the 
unrestrained occupants. The use of seat belts is paramount. 

2. It is desirable in the long term that any regulations controlling 
occupant protection should be written in the form of performance 
standards. The standards should be specified in terms of acceptable 
injury tolerance levels measured in realistic standard tests. We should 
thus change from specifYing design rules for separate components of the 
oar (the seat belt, the steering assembly and the windscreen) and aim 
towards "comprehensive performance standards" in which injury criteria 
for given input test conditions are examined on dummies or similar test 
devices. 

3. At the present time in Europe it is premature to attempt to establish 
comprehensive performance standards for occupant protection. Scientific 
and biomechanical knowledge is at the moment inadequate for the 
establishment of generally applicable injury criteria and the means 
used to measure them. Also the state of accident analysis does not yet 
allow a good definition of the appropriate types of crash tests which 
should be used, and the impact speeds of those tests. 

4. The na:rt ten years should be considered as a transition period during 
which current standards should evolve towards performance standards 
when possible as new knowledge is acquired from accident research and 
from biomeohanioal experiments. 

5. Initially Community action should concentrate on reducing the number of 
fatal and serious vehicle occupant casualties. Cost effective 
comparisons should be used in establishing the order of priori ties for 
the several measures to be taken, so that the most economic technical 
solutions are produced to achieve the target reductions in deaths and 
injuries. However, the limitations of strict cost benefit analyses of 
deaths and injuries should be kept in mind, because of the inherent 
inadequacy of cost benefit techniques in this field. This should be 
remembered particularly when child casualties are considered. 

6. In the short term the first priority in legislation should be that a 
draft directive on seat belts is adopted and implemented as soon as 
possible. Thereafter the directive should be improved in the light of 
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new data which are becoming available, at the same time, one should aim 
at making seat belts more confortable and acceptable in everyday use. 

7. Next, progress should be made quickly towards a performance standard 
for the restraint system, tested as part of the total car structure. 
This will allow the development of more advanced restraint systems and 
more efficient optimisation of the seat belt, the vehicle geometry and 
the vehicle front structure. 

8. In spite of anticipated high usage rates of seat belts and better crash 
performance of the systems, in the transition period, unrestrained 
occupants will still be present frequently enough to be of some 
consequence in establishing the priori ties of occupant protection. 
It follows that existing directives which specify the steering assembly, 
the windscreen and the interior fittings for example, should, whilst 
evolving towards a comprehensive performance standard, still recognise 
the problem of the unrestrained occupant. 

9. Whilst the improvements mentioned above are introduced into existing 
regulations over the transition period, it is necessary to agree on the 
appropriate conditions for crash teats, the criteria for injury and the 
test devices to be used. A concerted effort in research and development 
at Community level is needed to specify 1 

a) The nature and severity of the crash tests to be used, and in the case 
of sled tests the shape of the deceleration pulse most appropriate to 
the real accident situation, for each type of oarJ 

b) The nature of the injury criteria, and the appropriate tolerance 
levels for the head, the thorax, the abdomen and the femur; 

o) The development of suitable test devices - dummies which reflect 
adequately the required human response to collision forces in the 
directions of loading considered to be important, and at the same 
time provide reasonably reproduoable performance. 

10. Future regulations should reflect the most up-to-date scientific 
knowledge. In consequence, it is inevitable that existing vehicle design 
will be shown to be less than optimal. Therefore lead times for the 
introduction of new requirements must be sufficient for industry to 
adjust to the necessary consequences. This problem Dl8\V' well become more 
acute because of energy and material conservation considerations 
discussed in the other sessions of this Symposium. 

11. The research and development effort mentioned above should go hand in 
hand with discussions and exchanges of information on as wide an 
international scale as possible. In particular it is important to 
explore the problems which are common to and those which separate the 
United States and the European Community. EEisting trends suggest that 
in ten years time, the differences between accident characteristics and 
vehicle design on the two continents may well diminish greatly. 

12. Finally, the great importance of monitoring the effeoti veness of 
Directives was emphasized. It is essential that sufficient research is 
conducted to establish the actual performance of such Directives in the 
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real world, and that prooedures should exist so that deficiencies which are 
detected can be corrected. 
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REPORT OF hlr. IUTSCiiKE 

PREVENTION OF ACCIDENTS BY MEANS OF SUITABLE VEHICLE DESIGN 

Prof. Dr.-Ing. M. Mitschke 

Institut tUr Fahrzeugtechnik 

Technisohe Universitat Braunschweig, Federal Republic of Germany 

From 9 to 12 December 1975 the Commission of the European Communities is 

holding a "European Symposium on 'li'ends in Regulations concerning Motot' 

Vehicle Design" in Brussels. "Session 4" is concerned with the subject 

given in the heading, in other words with active safety, t~,;~.kes, handling, 

tyres, field of vision, eto. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

To begin with the complexity of the subject must be pointed out. 

It is the Commission's "task to draw up common legal provisions for the 

countries of the European Economic Community. Amongst other things these 

should serve to eliminate barriers to trade. The article of trade in 

question here is the motor vehicle. 

The subject of this paper is active safety. Its task is to reduce the 

number of accidents. 

A connection must now be sought between reducing the number of accidents 

and improving the "article of trade", i.e., the motor vehicle. If, as is 

often the case, improving the car is equated with reducing the number of 

technical defects then such a connection barely exists: according to the 

statistius only 2-3% of all accidents are due to technical defects. Rather, 

the chief cause of accidents is the driver or traffic conditions, followed 

by road conditions and the weather. 

This surely already demonstrates very clearly that it is not worth promul

gating laws on motor vehicles with tho aim of reducing the number of tech

nical defects even further since, even if these measures were to be fully 

effective, the number of accidents would hardly decrease. 

We should, rather, try to reduce the main causes, that is, train man, the 

driver ( the pedestrian and cyclist, too), and improve the roads, road 

mnagement, regulate traffic conditions and mitigate the influence of the 

weather on traffic. How~ver, this is not the duty of the motor-vehicle 
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engineer or at least not his alone - teachers, psychologists, road builders 

and traffic engineers should all be involved. On the basis of statistical 

data, the work of the 110tor-vehicle-engineer in the field of active safety 

111Bt concentrate on adapting the motor-vehicle to the •n, the traffic am 

the weather in auch a way as to reduce the :nwiber of accidents. Similarl7 

it is the dut7 of lawakers to draw up regulations which do justice to this 

adaptation of the car to -.n, the traffic aDd the weather. To restate the 

•tter, the •in object of a regulation cannot be to reduce the nwaber of 

technical defects. 

Hence in what follows the question to be answered is: 

What regulations for 110tor vehicles have been, or have yet to be, 

drawn up in order to help reduce the DWiber of accidents? 

Figure 1 shows the factors influencing active •fet71 Da18l7 the vehicle, 

driver am environment (road, traffic, weather). In addition, as in 

Reference ["if, active safety has been divided into four groups - driving 

sa:f'et7, perceptional aa:f'et71 safe conditions and operating eaf'et7. 

EBVIROll- l 
lim' I 

Figure 1: Factors influencing active eaf'ety; ita coJD,PCnenta 
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Driving safety means the road behaviour of the •tor vehicle, pa.riioularly, 

in this case, its adaptation to the driver and traffic. The effect of ~ 

measures to ensure safe conditions should be to •intain a properl7 qaalitied 

driver in a suitable p~ioal and psychological condition. Percep'tioD&l 

safety includes seeing aDd being seen aDd, where acoustic signals are con

cerned, hearing and being heard. Operating aatet7 requires devices wldoh 

are easy to reach and use as well as operating and warning signals to illl

ioate the mlfunctioning of an important ele•nt of the vehicle. 

Having mde these general introductor.r re~arka, we now co• to the iDII.ivi

dual points which the Collllllisaion of the European Coa.mities has apeoiall)

requested 8hould be e:ramined aDd which are therefore of interest to it. 

II. SALIENT FEATURES OF EXISTING PROVISIOBS ABD DlAJ'l' PROVISIOBS Ill 'l'BI 

)EMBim STATES OF THE CODJBITY 

At the outset of the EEC's labours an EEC Type-Approval Certificate vas 

instituted (Directive 70/156/EF£). It •7 be aa~ that all the poims 

included in it are part of the national laws. Under the Certificate ..,.tea 

specific component groups of 8.lJ1' motor vehicle .wt be tested. Of tile 12 

items liste4 there the following are important in coDneotion with active 

safety: 

5. Axles 

6. Suspension ( tyres, springing parts of the suapension) 

7. Steerin.s 

8. .!!!!:!s!.!. ( ~ sub-sections) 

9. Bodywork (field of vision, re&l'-view llirrora, controls) 

1 o. Lighting and light signalling devices 

11. Connections between drawing vehicles aDd trailers or Hai-trailera 

12. Miscellaneous (audible warning devices) 

Of these groups the ones underlined have been published in the Official 

Journal of the European Co..mi.ties {see Referenoe 4). 

The rules on brakes (Directives 71/320, 74/132 and 75/524t-£) which are 

the most erlensi ve body of law so far, consist of provisioDa govemiDg 

conatruction and operation. 
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The aim is to achieve safety in the use, and reliability in the effect of 

brakes by means of extensive provisions governing construction. Terms such 

as "resistance to ageing and corrosion" are used. The most important char

acteristic of a braking system is partial redundancy. Taking the example 

of a dual-circuit brake s,ystem this means that when one circuit fails, a 

fraction of the vehicle's normal deceleration can still be achieved. 

Provisions governing operation (which are just as extensive as those on 

construction) are either identified as such or appear in the form of test 

requirements. As regards safety during braking, these provisions boil down 

to the following order of priorities, 

1) direotioaa.l stability when running straight; 

2) short stopping distance; 

3) steerability whilst braking. 

The first of these requires accentuating; it relates to a characteristic of 

a motor vehicle which is a decisive factor in driver/vehicle interaction and 

can therefore help to reduce the accident figures. 

Another important point in the rules on braking systems arises in the section 

dealing with road trains and articulated lorries. It is characteristic of 

the EEC rules that th~y take to cognizance of road trains. It is based on 

the assumption that any type-approved trailer behind any type-approved draw

ing vehicle must produce adequate retardation of the whole outfit. In order 

to achieve this, a specified retardation is assigned to the drawing and drawn 

vehicles. This is done through the medium of the pressure at the bn.ke line 

coupling in a dual-circuit braking system. This dictates the distribution 

of braking force between the draldng vehicle and trailer. The differential 

retardation, that is, the longitudinal force (on the coupling) between the 

two vehicles is therefore limited. 

The mch shorter directive on steering equipment (70/311/EEC) also includes 

provisions governing construction and operation. Minimum user comfort is 

quantified by limiting the operating force required. 

The driver is not apprised of failure of power-assisted steering; it takes 

him by surprise and is indicated by higher steering forces, although an 

upper limit for them is specified. The directive on audible warning devices 

( 70/388/EEC) requires endurance tests as well as checks on effectiveness and. 

operation. 

For rear=yiew mirrors, the Directive (71/127/EEC) essentially prescribes the 
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field of vision of importance to the driver. 

To summarize, the following points from EC Directives enacted so far should 

be noted: 

Perceptional safety is the matter at stake only in connection with audible 

warning devices and rear-view mirrors, safety in respect of conditions, 

only through the laying-down of maximum forces required for the steering 

and braking systems, and safety in driving (as defined, i.e., that the 

vehicle is not to be regarded in isolation) only in connection with the 

braking system. On the basis of what was said in section 1 this is all 

ver.y correct. On the other hand, the lack of indication of failure of a 

power-assistance system (i.e. the driver receives no advance warning of the 

sudden increase in operating force) seems less than sensible. So does the 

requirement for an endurance test. 

It is possible to generalize the rules governing the braking systems of road 

trains and articulated lorries: there should be a requirement that discreet 

vehicles which can be coupled to form road trains but are separately type

approved should be matched. (A fresh e:xample is provided by the handling 

of the car and trailer caravan combination common on the roads nowadays.) 

III. THE SITUATION IN THE EEC COMPARED WITH 'l'HH: MAJOR NON-MEMBER COUNTRIES 

These non-member countries can be divided into (a) European countries and 

(b) the USA, Canada and Australia. 

The European countries work together in the UN Economic Commis•ion for 

Europe (ECE). In addition to the EEC countries, ECE members include the 

countries of Northern Europe, Spain and the Eastern Bloc. As a general 

rule the EEC and the ECE handle similar topics and come to similar conc

lusions. Consequently, this section should be devoted chiefly to the US 

standards (MVSS) and the Australian provisions (ADR). 

In both the USA and Australia the required stopping distances (to MVSS 105 

and ADR 31) are shorter than in the EEC. The only rules regarding direct

ional stability are that the vehicle must keep ~ithin a lane of speeified 

width during braking and the wheels must not lock. It is obvious that the 

USA sets great store by testing brake components. A typical e:ra.mple is the 

testing of brake hoses ( MVSS 1 06) for resistance to stretch and bursting 

strength, tensile and fatigue strength, the effect of absorption, temperature 

and much more besides. 

One could also include the testing of brake linings to SAE J 661a which is 
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-.ndatory in so• States of the USA bllt it would be wrong to do so as this 

pri.uoily eoncerns spare parts, the subsequent eJDbodiment of a vehicle com

ponent. 'l'his test is intended to ensure that worn linings are replaced by 

new and suitable ones which •et miniBllll requireJIBnts. 

In the USA the rules couoerning steering equipment are chiefly concerned 

with aspects of passive safety. In Australia (Draft Regulation 113 or 114), 

where they drive on the lett, only right-hand drive vehioles are allowed by 

law, 11hioh oan be asoribed to active aafety. 

There are several US st&lldards concerning ~ ( MVSS 109, 11 o, 117 and 119) • 

For emmple tests are carried out to assess resistance to side forces and 

to see whether a tp-e bursts under radial loa4. In addition to a high-speed 

test t~s ha'98 to Ulliergo an end11l"&DDe test luting several hours (up to 

24). 'l'h.is is not included in the test require•nts being prepared by the 

BEe and the ECE. In the USA safety criteria (IIVSS 117) are also laid down 

for retreads. 

The USA also has '"17 detailed rules (JIVSS 108) concerning lights. We shall 

diacuss the differeuoes between these provisions and those of the EOE in the 

panel diBOUBsion. 

Lib the EEC provisions, JIVSS 111 concerning :re&l'-view mirrors gives a 

precise clesoription of the field of vision to the rear. The field of vision 

towards the front, which is even 110re important as far as aa.fety is col'lCerned, 

is dealt with in the US ata.ndards (JIVSS 104 and 103) which prescribe the 

field of vision to be kept clear by the windscreen wi:eers and (in winter) the 

windsoreen clefrosti¥ szs!em. 

Unlike the EEC provisions ~ 101 lays down requirements col'lCerning the 

controls. They DUst be easy to locate and hanlle at all times so as to dis

tract safet,-belted driverB as little as possible from their other tasks. 

On the other hand, sta.Dia.rd control positions are not required, though they 

would appear to be a good idea and facilitate drivers' adaptation to another 

'98hicle (first and second oars, private and co~ oars). A small step ::l.n 

this direction has been made by introducing a staDlard gear shift lay-out 

(JIVSS 102}. 

In this section mention should also be DB.de of the experi•ntal safety 

vehicles (ESV). In addition to the above-mentioned rules provisions have 

also been introduced concerning the handling of motor vehicles, e.g. driving 

in a circle, turning into the circle, self-centring of the steering equiP

ment, sensitivity to irregularities in the surface, roll limit. 
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Conclusion 

The US provisions have been regarded as the most important for the purpose 

of making a comparison with EEC provisions. The US standards are more 

numerous than the EEC Directives, extending to tyres, the field of vision 

through the wimscreen, lights and controls. 

As little is being done in the USA regarding driving safety, IIIELl11' provisions 

have been laid down concerning the approval of motor velliole components. 

Although not embodied in stamards, so• good thinking has been done in the 

USA about the hamling of motor vehicles and the testing of the major spare 

parts. 

IV. WHAT THE COMHJNITY IS :OOING: INFLUENCE ON TRAFFIC SAFETY 

If what the Community is doing has had a good influence the nu.mber of accid

ents should have dropped in absolute or at least relative terms. It would 

have had either no influence at all or a bad influence if total accidents 

had not fallen or had even risen. It is impossible to establish such a 

correlation at the moment firstly because the directives adopted so far have 

not been in operation long enough and are too few, secomly becauP"' ~he 

meagre accident statistics at our disposal do not explain the causes of 

accidents satisfactorily. 

Accordingly, all that we can do at the moment is attempt to find out whether 

or not the causes shown to be important by the information available have 

been ta.okled in the directives. 

It is clear from various sets of accident statistics that the causes of acci

dents are in order of decreasing importance: 

(a) drivers, (b) weather and road conditions, (c) technical defects in vehicles 

Although the figures differ from one set of statistics to another the driver 

is named as the cause in well over 5o% of all oases. Soma offences, such as 

'being drunk in charge of a vehicle, have nothing to do with inadequate active 

vehicle safety. However, it is the possible cause of other driving offences 

such as coming off the road. 

In Table 1 Vallin [2] gives examples of where there is a oormeoticn between 

the driver, the vehicle am the rules am regulations ani cases where there 

is no such oolUlection. In only 37.8% of the 486 serious accidents analysed 

were the brakes applied beforeha.Di, which means that it is only in BUoh oases 

that an effective law concerning brakes, possibly supple•nted by provisions 

concerning automatic anti-locking devices, can bring down the -ber of 



accidents. There is an EEC law on braking. The only wa:y to ameliorate 

"skidding, brakes not applied" is improved vehicle handling or for the 

vehicle to be better adopted to the driver in this area. There is no EEC 

law on the subject. In 34.4% of oases of "no skidding, brakes not applied" 

it is probable that the vehicle is not at fault, but rather the driver has 

been inattentive • 
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Table 1 Analysis of 486 serious accidents indicating how they might have 

been avoided. 

Analysis of 63,084 reports on accidents involving serious injuries in the 

records of the German HUK insurance a•sooiation ['J] shows that vehicle 

defects played a role in only 2.9% of all oases. Although this category 

does not appear important it has been broken down in Table 2 to establish 

a link with the EEO provisions. 
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Cause Number Main consequence EEC provision 

Tyres 670 Coming off the road no 

Load 348 Various no 

Brakes 271 Collision yes 

Lights draft 

Headlights 61 Passive accident 

Rear lights 117 Passive accident 

Indicator lights 44 Branching off, turning 

Braking lights 14 

Steering 44 Coming off the road yes 

Coupling 19 no 

Misted or frosted 
windscreen 63 Coming off the road no 

Windscreen wipers 8 no 

Other causes 92 

Table 2 In a total of 63,084 accidents involving serious injuries these 

were the causes attributable to technical defects in the vehicle. 

It can be seen from this that only a few of the causes are eovered by direc

tives. But even when there are provisions, concerning steering equipment 

for example, they are not capable of reducing the rmmber of oases of "coming 

off the road", and some of the "brakes" oases are attributable to worn brak

ing devices. Changes in vehicle design or improved rules and regulations 

concerning the type approval of vehicles would do nothing to change the 

situation. Improved maintenance is the answer. 

Apart from accident statistics, information on the major technical defects 

in vehicles can be obtained from court reports and assessments. The folio

ing defects are often reported: 

Tyree (worn smooth; under inflation; mixing of tyres (summer/winter, 

radial-ply/cross-ply), exce~ding the maximum safe speed) 

Weight (overloading, exceeding the permissible towed lOC:l.d). 

Trailer coupling (not closed, not secured). 

Braking devices (worn linings; chafed, bent or swollen hoses; leaky brake 

pipes; lade~unladen sensor valve on the trailer out of 

adjustment; 

corroded and leaky brake cylinder). 
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Lights (headlights) dirty or out of adjustment; bulb wrongly fitted. 

Basically, most of these are DBintenanoe and operating defects and in DBD;Y 

cases more than one is present at the same time. 

Let us e:m.mine the co1111equences of mirlng tyres in greater detail. Tyre 

characteristics play a mojor role in determining how a vehiale behaves. If 

the front tyres are of a different type from the rear tyres- having co~ 

equently a great differenoe in side force/drift behaviour- the vehicle's 

cornering characteristics might be adversely affected. Conaequently, it 

should be conoluded that rules concerning tyres mat be e:m.mi:ned from the 

angle of the vehicle as a whole and not in iaolat1on. 

Conclusion 

As it is not (yet) possible to asseathe intluenoe that the work of the 

CoDIIIIlni ty has had on traffic safety, thought baa been given, on the basis 

of accident statistics and reports ani assessments, to whether there is a 

relationship between the causes of accidents am EEO legislation. 

The causes are DBinly the result of human failings, either on the part of 

the driver (while driving) or of the driver or ow:ner of the vehicle in the 

form of inadequate maintenance. Little it &rll' account has been taken in 

the erlsting EEC rules (except those on braking device~ tor the uaed for 

vehicles to be adapted to drivers. 

V. CURRENT RESEARCH AID IEVELOPJENTS II' TECHRISIJES 

The conclusion drawn from the hieraro~ of accident causes given in the 

previ01111 section is that it is not enough to improve the vehicle& it, the 

driver and the traffic and weather conditions mat be simltauaously 

considered. 

Consequently, research work is being carried out all over the world into the 

driver/vehicle control loop depi~ted in Figure 2. 

The vehicle and the driver are each represented by a bl•k• From the vehicle 

information impinges on the driver, e.g., visual il'lforE:tion (vehicle does 

not go where the driver intends it to) or lateral accelerations or forces 

are transmitted to the arms via the steering wheel. There is also erleli'Dal 

information: the route of the road, vehicles and pedestrians on the road. 

The driver influences the vehicle via the steering wheel, accelerator am 

brake pedal. 
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DISTURBANCES .. - VEHICLE 

I 
STEERDJG WHEEL SPEED 

DEFLECTION ACCELERATION 

RETARDATION 

L 
DRIVER 

Figure 2: Driver-vehicle control lo•J 

---

IRli'ORIIA'l'IOll 

ROAD 

aEOJII!1ftlY 

ROAD VEHICLE 

Disturba.Does such as cross wims, road irregu.J.azlitie-.. or irregu.l.aritiea in 

the vehicle itself can also affect the vehicle. This total s.ystea- called 

a control loop - 1111st be harmonized so that - in simple tel"IIIB - as little 

as possible can go wreng. 

In order to do this, the two blocks- vehicle am dri.ver- met be si.Jmlated 

on the computer; this can only be dona if the7 can be e2;PN&aed in •the .... 

atical terms. 

Firstly, an atteapt is made to establiSh the c~teriatics of Jan ao that 

the vehicle can later be attuned to him. However, si.Dce it is not 78t po

ible to record hUDBn qualities, onl7 the road behaviour of the vehicle .urt; 

be investigated. Current R&D work therefore has the following ai.a& 
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a) to emow the vehicle with great accuracy of control in all driving cond

itions combined with the greatest possible ease of operation; 

b) to make the vehicle as resistant as possible to disturbances. 

In order to achieve these aims, vehicle behaviour in various combinations 

of driving conditions and disturbances is investigated. 

Examples of this are: 

Driving conditions: straight-running, cornering, driving at a constant 

speed, acceleration or braking; 

Disturbances: !X!r!ll!o~E!!. cross wind, road irregularities, reduced 

coefficient of adhesion on wet or icy roads; 

internal: breakdown or malfunction of individual ---- ... 
vehicle components or systems (brake failure, non

uniformity of tyres, play in steering). 

Current R&D work in this field is concentrated on the following three sectors: 

1. Development of mathematical models which can describe vehicle behaviour 

in all the driving conditions and with all the disturbances mentioned 

above. 

2. Development of uniform testing methods to measure important characteris

tic quantities and fUnctions of the vehicle under road (or track) test 

conditions. 

3. Research into human control behaviour when driving the vehicle with a 

view to adapting vehicle dynamics to human characteristics and abilities. 

The present status of R&D work in these three sectors is describe 1l. briefly 

below. 

1& Mathematical vehicle models are required primarily for basic research 

into the effect of vehicle design on road behaviour. They also provide 

the basis for developing the testing methods referred to in 2. and rep.. 

resent an important element in the driving simulators increasingly used 

in recent years. 

The models of straight running now available can describe sufficiently 

accurately the effect of steering commands (control) and cross wind 

(disturbance) on even road surfaces and at a constant speed. 
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Mathematic models of extreme driving conditions exist, e.g. combined 

steering and braking (braking when cornering), but they are not yet 

sufficiently developed. There are also no mathematical models for a 

theoretical investigation into the 

!.!!!.21 of road-surface irregularities on vehicle behaviour; and the 

reedback effect of road-surface irregularities, via the dynamic wheel 

load and stress on the road, on the state of the latter. 

Effect and feedback effect depend primarily upon the dimensions, weights 

and speeds in the EE:C type-approval certificate. 

Research into dynamic tyre behaviour and corresponding road stress, in 

particular, is needed to complete the theory, with the effect of chang

ing circumferential, lateral and vertical forces investigated in both 

cases. 

2. The present development status of uniform testing methods for vehicle 

dynamics is fully up to the level of theoretical knowledge. 

Uniform testing methods are currently being prepared on an international 

level for driving conditions, the theory of waich has been adequately 

researched. These include the vehicle tests now being developed by the 

ISO (turning test, transient respo1111e test). 

I~ is much more difficult to develop other important test methods for 

critical driving situations, such as braking when cornering, since the 

requisite theoretical basis is not comple~e. 

3. M:J.n and vehicle form a closed control loop which is subject to external 

disturbances. The control loop works well if the driver and vehicle are 

attuned. Before they ea.n be matched, generally applicable information 

about the control behaviour of a car dri:nr is required. This can only 

be acquired by means of relatively lengthy measurements during teat 

drives or on the driving simulator. However, the theoretical basis 

necessary for the interpretation of the results is not yet complete. 
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Work in this field is now in progress at various establishments. 

Tbe probability of failure has received closer attention since apace flight 

began. It can also be applied to the active safety of vehicles, becoming 

a atud.y of the probability of accidents. It should be re•mbered that in 

the driver/vehicle control loop shown in Figure 2 the driver is the main 

cause of accidents, i.e., he frequently fails. 

This can be seen in a comparison: if an important component, say, in a 

rocket for the Moon mission, failed as frequently, the flight would not 

take place or an additional unit would be fitted, for safety reasons, to 

take over if the original unit failed. This produces a so-called redUl'J!ant 

ayatea. 

These prilloiples can be applied to road safety. A redundant system, i.Dri

alled in parallel with the unreliable driver, can do the work if the human 

"fails" or prevent an accident occurring. The total system - again in 

block-diagram form - can be seen in Figure 3. 

Such a system exists: the automatic anti-looking device. If the driver 

presses too hard on his brake pedal the wheels stop turair~g (i.e., they 

lock) and the vehicle slides, with impeded control. 

I Driver I 
I 

I Redundant system I 
I I 

I Vehicle I 

Figure 3 Driver/vehicle/redundant system control loop. 

An additional system would prevent the effects of the driver's mistake. 

In a vehicle fitted with an automatic anti-looking device the wheels do not 

look, however hard the driver presses the brake pedal. 
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In conclusion, it can be said that R&D to enhance active safety needed in 

the fields of the driver/vehicle control loop, the description of vehicle 

behaviour, the development of test methods and accident probability is far 

from complete. 

6. New legislative requirements 

That accidents caused solely by technical defects in the vehicle are rela

ti vely rare compared to the total number runs like a red thread, especial

ly through the last few sections. Most accidents are due to driver errore 

Any fUture legislative requirements must take this fact into account. 

Consequently, any important new legislation m.ust not relate to the vehicle 

alone but to the vehicle in combination with its driver. 

A good example to begin with concems the vehicle deceleration rates and 

wheel-looking sequences laid down in the EO Directive on braking systems, 

in conditions of reduced coefficients of adhesion. When the brakes are 

operated, directional stability is required at the expense of a shorter 

stopping distance, and this in tum at the expense of steerabil icy • These 

priorities take into account the driver's poor control oharacteristiose 

Similar action should also be taken in other fields. It is proposed that 

requirements relating to vehicle behaviour should be set. They should 

concern selected, clearly defined driving conditions and should be appli

cable both to discreet vehicles and combinations of vehicles (road trains, 

articulated lorries and passenger oars with caravans). 

In addition, requirements should be set with regard to changes in the 

behaviout' of a vehicle during its lifetime. This would be intended to 

prevent balance of vehicle behaviour from being upset when the tyres are 

changed, e.g., through ill-chosen or ·arranged tyres. The same applies to 

the effect on braking behaviour of the replacement of' worn brake linings. 

other examples could certainly be found. Attention must be drawn to the 

fact that test requirements should take into account driving not only on 

dry roads but also on wet and icy roads, that the driver should be given 

prior warning of any failures, and that the installation of redundant 

systems is the best means whereby the driver can be eliminated as the 

principal cause of' accidents. 

Directives on lights and the field of vision (in the widest sense of' the 

term) should be issued in order to increase perceptional safety. 
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7 • Means of meeting the requirements 

Some of the requirements set out in section 6 are new, e.g. 

Adaptation of the vehicle to the driver; 

Definition and examination of the road behaviour of the vehicle; 

Driver redundancy. 

Any they could be filled by action in the folloWing sequence : 

Definition and conceptual design stage; 

Research work; and, concurrently : 

Compilation o~ more accurate accident statistics; 

Formulation of rules on vehicle testing; 

Drawing-up of Directives~ 

a. Summa;z and conclusions 

An attempt is made in this paper to suggest legal provisions relating to 

active safety of vehicles which can reduce the number of accidents. Active 

safety was first broken down into driving s~ety, perceptional s~ety, 

sate conditions and operating safety; it was pointed out that most acci

dents are caused by the driver; technical faults in the vehicle are the 

least common cause. It would therefore be pointless to improve active safe

ty as meaning mainly +.he reduction o~ technical faults. A more effective 

solution would be to adapt the vehicle to (Fallible) man, and to tr~ic 

and weather conditions. 

If the rules in force in the EC, ECE and USA are compared with this requi

rement, it is found that they often deal with technical details. This is 

wrong. A change of ideas is required here. The control loop (driver -

vehicle - environment) must be viewed as a whole, and should this not yet 

be possible because research findings are still lacking, the vehicle should 

at least be viewed as a unit. 

The EO Directive on braking devices can be regarded as a good start in this 

connection. As regards driving s~ety, it is proposed that requirements 

relating to road behaviour should also be set. 

The rules should not be applicable only to brand new vehicles; checks are 

also important, and it must be remembered that in certain circumstances 

the driving characteristics of a vehicle m8iY be adversely ~f'ected on re

placement of important components. 
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As far as perceptional safety is concemed, directives on lights and field 

of vision, in the widest sense, are to be adopted soon. Requirements for 

increasing the safety of in-vehicle conditions and operating safety are 

few. 

Better accident statistics are required before the effect on the enbance

ment of road safety of the EO's work can be gauged. 
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DISCUSSION BY THE PANEL 

Intervention by Mr Pocci 

First I shall say a few words about the historical background, then I shall 
make sane canments on the main paper and I shall finish with scae ideas c:m 
active safety so as to give the wide~t possible picture of the probleas 
concerning active or primary safety. 

I shall start by commenting on what has been said about the Directive on 
braking, which I always regard as "Geneva Regulation 1311 as I am one o£ 
those who took an active part in the drafting of this document over several 
years. It is necessary to find a compromise among the various braking 
requirements : the brake must be efficient when cold, be capable o£ working 
efficiently when hot, must not act too suddenly in emergencies, etc. 

The difficulty was not so much to prepare design specifications as to de£ine 
perfonnances in such a way as to prevent the construction of poor brakes. 

As for the driver, I share the rapporteur's views. He must be in£oraed. For 
example, most dri~ers do not realize that after a few miles on the motorvay 
in damp conditions the first touch on the brakes has no e£fect. I£ you 
drive on cotmtry roads with drum brakes, once again the first touch on the 
brake is ineffective because o£ the dust that accumulates in the d~ The 
more powerful the brake, the more difficult it is to obtain good braking
good braking being braking that acts at the right moment. 

Another exemple : a good driver with a driving licence buys a very well 
made car. When he finds himself in a situation where emergency braking is 
needed - £or the first time - because o£ a tree, a motorcyclist or scae 
other obstacle, what does he do ? He stands on the brake and starts to skid 
out of control left and right. To prevent this, we need sanething that is 
just starting to be done in some cotmtries - instruction in gradual braking. 
The driver is put on a track with obstacles that are not dangerous, such as 
cardboard or rubber boxes, and learns how to brake in emergencies, both c:m 
a dry road and on an icy or wet road. Thus the first time he has to carry 
out a di££icul t manoeuvre he will do it safely and not under panic 
conditions. 

This is one o£ the aspects of familiarizing the driver with his vehicle. I 
disagree with the rapporteur's statement, as the end o£ his paper. that the 
specifications are rather too concerned with technical details. I believe 
that i£ safety is to be improved there must be a lot of details. For exaaple, 
my experience of flying during the War showed me that all aircraft accidents 
were caused by a mass o£ small things that did not work. An aircraft never 
crashed because a structural part gave way, an engine never failed because 
o£ a connecting rod. The accidents were caused by malfunctioning o£ an itea 
of equipment, an accessory. The same applies to motor vehicles. 

I remember in the past, £or I also played a small part in the historical 
scene, that at the FISITA Congress in Paris in 1958 I read a paper defending 
equipment and accessories and I showed that real progress consisted in 
improving all these little details. 

Now for the historical background. We are in Brussels. All this technical 
vehicle legislation at international level started here in the early '£i£ties. 
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It started in a rather odd way. I£ someone bought a headlight and then 
decided to fit it with a vehicle, everyone would think he was mad. But 
there were madmen who start~ with headlights and £ram there progressed to 
complete vehicles. All these procedural questions concerning international 
standards started with the study on the European dipped lights which are now 
fitted to our cars. Later they were extended to other things, to hrakes and 
other equipment. Consequently Brussels has played a historical part in 
automobile history, as far regulations are concerned. 

There are many regulations concerning active safety, i.e. those safety 
aspects that aim to prevent accidents. For example, there are a number o£ 
regUlations on headlights which are being, will be or have been incorporated 
to a greater or lesser extent in the directives : the European asymmetrical 
beam headlight, the sealed-beam headlamp, i.e. without a bulb, the American
designed sealed reflector and headlamp having the European asymmetrical 
beam with cut-of£, headlights with halogen bulbs, or with iodine bulbs, 
which have also been constructed as sealedbeam headlights. There is now the 
European beam : it is a good beam that satisfies everyone and, all things 
considered, will probably delay the advent of polarized light as research 
at the Road Research Laboratory over several years has shown that, even i£ 
the difficulties and disadvantages o£ polarized light can be overcome, it 
still has to be proved that it is really better than a good conventional 
headlight with the same physiological visibility distances. 

Still in the historical context, but turning to Geneva, there are regulations 
concerning all light-signalling devices, there are regulations on anti-theft 
devices, all designed to prevent unauthorized use of the vehicle, i.e. 
impulse theft or joyriding, a potential source of danger; there are 
regulations on the audible warning devices which are useful in some cases 
and regulations on the layout of pedals. All these details together make 
for safety. 

For driver visibility in clear weather, there is the problem o£ windscreen 
visibility angles, and in difficult atmospheric conditions windscreen wiper, 
washer, de-icing and demisting systems. 

Still on the subject o£ active safety, there are draft regulations on the 
compatibility o£ tractors and trailers which the rapporteur has already 
mentioned. There is a draft on the mechanical strenght o£ coupling; you 
probably know that many accidents are caused by the uncoupling o£ trailers. 
And I could go on. But let us stick to the most important matters. 

Although I am an official and considered as a tyrannical Chairman o£ WP 29; 
I am a friend of the motor vehicle. And I shall say something that is 
perhaps rather shocking, or at least unorthodox. The progress of the motor 
vehicl~ owes much to motor sport; the true competition was the pre-war 
version on open roads. At that time research was needed to obtain cars with 
good roadholding that forgave driver errors. 

In my own country, Italy, during the war we had fairly reliable vehicles as 
all the manufacturers had committed themselves to competition. This resulted 
in good braking and good road-holding. 

What is there today that militates against active safety? The general speed 
limits which will one day lead to the construction o£ vehicles whose safety 
characteristics will no longer be commensurate with the vehicle's performances, 
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but only with the legal permitted performances, i.e. the speed limits. There 
are also people called tra££ic engineers who are cluttering the roads with 
tra££ic si~ns. At a given moment, instead o£ knowing where your steering 
whe~l and controls are, you have to look simultaneously at ten signs and 
other tra££ic signals. I£ one comes across a road where there are not yet 
any signs because it has just been resurfaced, £or example, one is more 
relaxed at the wheel. 

Lighting : Mr Boschetti will speak about this, but I should just like to 
say something about lights : the problem o£ lights that are visible night 
and day, brake lights. They must be visible £rom a£ar against the sun and 
yet must not dazzle at close quarters - they therefore have two con£licting 
tasks. Research in progress (and to be undertaken ih the ruture) is already 
indicating solutions based on an intelligent combination o£ photometric 
distribution o£ the light and the mounting o£ the lamps - based for example 
on the effect of the brightness of these lights under the quantity o£ light 
and luminous flux reflected by them, etc. In the ESV programme, for example, 
the Italian administration, which is responsible for brake lights, has 
already certain achievements which will be presented by Mr Taylor when the 
ESVC resumes its studies based on a brake light system in which the 
intensity and number of light sources change as a £unction of deceleration 
and the distance £rom the obstacle. All this work on lighting also started 
in Brussels and we should not forget the GTB (Brussels working Party) whose 
representatives are here today, and the work of the International Commission 
on Illumination. Another subject on which much work was done to reach 
agreement was the colour o£ lights. For shipping, aircraft and railways, 
the colour o£ lights is something sacred, not to be questioned. In the 
motor vehicle, however, any colour could be used £or any signal. The work 
we did over many years successrully solved these problems despite the ill 
will o£ some, thanks to the good will of others. The results formed the 
basis for the 1968 Vienna Convention. 

There remains the question o£ the utilization and inspection criteria for 
vehicles. r do not want to encroach an Mr Cornelis' field, but I should 
like to stress that inspection must ensu~e that the initial safety conditions 
are maintained. There is something else as well : design safety from the 
repair angle : this has nothing to do with type approval, with the standards 
we are drafting, but it ic; an a~oect that must not be neglected. Suppose 
that to repair a brake it is necessary to leave the car in a garage £or 
ten days, pay ten hours of labour at current prices and replace parts that 
are difficult to obtain. The driver will then pre£er to leave his brakes in 
poor condition. And windscreen wipers? There is the recommendation in the 
1949 Geneva Convention that an electric windscreen wiper should be equipped 
with an auxiliary manual control. This has disappeared, but i£ you are on 
a journey and your windscreen wiper £ails, and i£ to have it repaired you 
have to spend days and days at a garage, you will decide to carry on without 
it and sooner or later an accident will occur. For example, to change a vane 
in a water pump, a small part costing 10 Belgian francs, the whole pump has 
to be dismantled and the assembly replaced, which costs B£rs 2 ooo. The .user 
will carry on with his .raul ty equipment. Why? Because the car has become 
such a habit in our everyday life that it is difficult to do without it. 

Amongst the regulations in force, at least in the Geneva organization, there 
is one on tyres. It is fairly strict, based on American standards, and 
should increase the chances o£ having good quality equipment. 
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Probably the outcome will be spoiled by the speed limits as it will be 
di££icult to £ind on cars equipped with tyres suitable for more than 130 or 
140 Jc.p.h. There is also the problem o£ roadholding on wet roads, which has 
becaae acute because o£ the width o£ the tyres. Wide tyres have excellent 
roadholding characteristics on dry roads but then are very poor on wet 
roads, to say nothing o£ icy or snawcovered roads. It is realized that a 
device such as studs could save lives, but at present efforts are being 
.ade to prohibit them as they damage road surfaces. so you see the car has 
ene.i.es not Clllly in the Ministries o£ Finance, but also in other bodies 
vbich are supposed to be concemed with safety. 

Roadholding : a car is cmsidered good when it can take a bend without rolling. 
A car should be able to say to the driver : "Look out, you are in a 
dangerous situation"• I can tell you o£ my personal experience. I have 
o£ten used American jeeps and I have never gone o££ the road, but I have 
gone o££ the road in racing cars, although they are considered good cars 
with good roadholding. 

In cCIIlClusian, I shall say that all aspects o£ the vehicle must be considered 
and not merely thosewhich appear to be technically very advanced. 

Intervention by Mr Boschetti 

PR<IILEMS RELATING TO LIGHTING, VISIBILITY, SIGNALLING AND CCfiTROLS 

I shall begin by agreeing with both Mr Mitschke and Mr Pocci and will speak 
as a JDaDufacturer. 

In the fields o£ lighting, visibility, signalling and controls, it is the 
.anu£acturers' concem to continuously improve motor vehicles. However, when 
it caaes to improving active sa£etythroughlighting, visibility, signalling 
and the use o£ controls, the driver becomes involved. 

Mr Pocci has just told us that we will continue to make improvements tmder 
the benevolent supervisim o£ the authorities responsible £or regulations 
- very o£ten with closely worked out and justified details. 

I ant there£ore o£ the same mind as Pro£. MITSCHI:E, who revealed this 
essential role. 

I would also like to say a word on active safety in general before talking 
about lighting. Technical progress serves to-improve both safety and the 
services rendered by the motor car, these being the basic object o£ motor 
transport. 

Whether the problem to be solved has to do with lighting, visibility, road 
holding, braking or speed, the driver must at all times be able to perceive 
the tra££ic, the road and the trajectory o£ neighbouring vehicles while 
mastering the behaviour o£ his own car as regards acceleration, direction 
and signalling. 
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I£ the driver, in any driving configuration, takes advantage of the 
technical advances achieved in design in order to increase his safety margin, 
there will be a real progress in the field of safety. 

I£, an the contrary, the whole o£ technical progress is exclusively directed 
towards comfort or improving performance, progress in safety shall no longer 
exist. It may even be negative. 

It would be o£ very little use to improve urban and highway lighting, 
signalling under foggy condi tiona, braking on icy road surfaces and general 
road characteristics i£ constant risk driving should bring drivers close 
to the danger limits in the same way. 

With a view to increasing this margin, we must continue to improve vehicles, 
but these must no longer be driven to their maximum limits and to the limits 
o£ the tra££ic, as in the past. 

In vehicle use, this constitutes a fundamental threshold, which must be 
crossed by drivers in any driving situation, at their usual speeds and not 
only, as one always tends to think, at the maximum statutory speeds. 

en these grounds, we believe that after the very substantial reduction in 
the number o£ people killed or injured achieved as a result o£ stringent 
regulations our greatest chance of making further progress in active safety 
lies in £air-play driving and "under-utilization" o£ vehicle performance. 

The second point more particularly concerns lighting and signalling. 

Formerly, some cars were inadequately lit. N~adays the problem is reversed 
and aggravated by the greater number o£ vehicles. 

You all - not, o£ course, the manufacturers, but all o£ the other persons 
concerned - should be informed that lighting in excess on roads and in 
towns creates no only confusion, but also unpleasant dazzle, which is 
particularly dangerous in rainy weather. 

As regards construction, the design engineers £ace an increasing number of 
problems in dec;ignin'! front and rear ends which at least blend harmoniously 
with each other and which provide a £air compromise between £actors such as: 

Dimensions and number o£ lamps, dimensions and statutory location o£ 
bumpers and registration plates with the dimensions necessary £or proper 
lighting o£ the latter cross-section to be provided at the front £or the 
cooling air intake, low opening requirement £or rear boot, and space to 
be provided £or nationality plates. en some models, and in particular 
those which meet the specifications most scrupulously, there is twice as 
much space £or the nationality plates. 

<nee again, a threshold has been crossed as a result o£ regulations. 

In the future, it is our wish that not a single additional lamp be proposed 
without attempts !>eing made to remove another. 

The problem must be dealt with as a whole and in this, the car manufacturers 
who are responsible £or designing the whole car would like to have a bigger 
say in the technical meetings held between the Authorities and the Industry. 
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This point was clearly stressed by the CCMC in their second Memorandum to 
the Community. 

The third point will be a request. 

We request the Community to issue Directive 2024 on lighting as quickly as 
possible. 

The above-mentioned Directive should make the lighting and signalling of 
devices fitted to cars more homogeneous throughout Europe. 

It should also make it possible to avoid creating models which differ from 
country to country through the use of equipment, wiring looms or holes in 
bodywork. 

The impossibility of taking advantage of standardized design and of a 
reduction in cost due to larger scale mass production for a given item of 
equipment constitutes a great waste for the Community and for the users in 
every nation. 

We need this Directive and the application decision for each country so as 
to know how to make our cars. 

We know that the only reasonable way is to accept the Directive just as it 
is, in view of the status of the procedure, if one does not want its 
adoption to be postponed further. 

However, we shall always regret that the manufacturers' request that some 
problems be Put aside (perhaps 5 % of the overall requirements) was not 
retained. 

The following problems might have been incorporated in the Directive in one 
year's time after a more thorough technical examination : 

Dipped beam setting, the relatively close tolerances for which apply to 
beam cut of£, which itself is very imprecise and very difficult to 
define. 

Rear fog lamps, whose definition, utilization and efficiency still 
require a large amount of research work. 

'!here are still too many questions connected with fog density, day or 
night use and the method of actuating these lamps. 

It cannot even be clearly decided on a technical basis whether they 
should be prohibited as dangerous or made compulsory as a result of 
their contribution to safety! 

A lamp, which is to be ineffective by day in thick fog can well be 
dazzling at night in a light fog. 

The problem of the lateral visibility of lamps or side marker lamps, 
which requires more thorough examination. 

As £ar as we know, not all Countries are ready to make all these 
specifications compulsory owing to their national viewpoint on the cost-
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efficiency ratio of questionable devices. 

It would therefore be theoretically possible not to install such equipment 
on vehicles intended for some countries, but it removes most of the appeal 
of the Directive. 

Models which are intended to be EEC approved and henceforth to be 
standardized as much as possible, shall be equipped according to the 

'tomprehensi ve" solution specified in the Directive. 

There will then be either non-standard models or "comprehensive" models, 
which are needlessly costly for these Countries. 

Regarding this matter, our position is quite clear; a distinction must be 
made between the short and the long term. 

In the short term, we must know of future regulationsseveral years ahead, 
i.e., as early as 1976 for 1980, and we hope that these quick-application 
regulationswill not be questionable comprehensive solutions. 

In the medi urn and long term, we are ready to develop research and 
discussions in order to improve the knowledge which will guide the 
Authorities in preparing supplements to Directives. 

I shall no go an to talk about medium and long term research 
wi~l say a few words about that. 

Mr Sallinger 

In the medium and long term, there is still much to be done on equipment of 
this type. Let us mention some examples : 

Reference will probably be made again to headlamp colour standardization, 
to the quality of the cut of£ between main and dipped beams, to the 
colour of front flasher lamps. 

In dense modern traffic, roads busy with long queues of vehicles, and 
overcrowded cities, may throw the use of conventional lights (headlamps, 
marker lamps, low beams) in doubt. 

One must be very cautious before contemplating new lights (running lights, 
third beam, etc.) with prolonged testing and technical discussion 
between Authorities, car and equipment manufacturers. 

In view of the late hour I shall no discuss visibility, rear-view 
mirrors or the cleaning of windscreens since that would lengthen the 
meeting. 

As concerns visibility from the driver's seat, one must not forget to 
give firstpriorityto forward visibility. To this end, visibility angles 
toward the rear should not be too ambitious. 

The interior rear-view mirror should not mask too wide an area of the 
windshield. 

Furthermore, the radius of curvature of mirrors must also be reasonable. 

Too small a radius distorts the distances and the differences between 
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the radii o£ inner and outer mirrors con£use some drivers. 

In modern tra££ic, particularly on multilane roads, where speed 
di££erentials are lower than be£ore, correct judgement of the distance 
£rom vehicles approaching from the rear may be even more important than 
the width o£ the £ield o£ vision. 

I would like to point out that same thick-£ramed spectacles create ~ 
blind spot larqer than that o£ the windshields pillars, which are 
criticized so much : 

I was in£ormed recently that the solution was to move the head more 
o£ten when glasses are worn. This solution, which is essential £or many 
drivers, is also an e££icient way o£ increasing the £ield o£ vision o£ 
mirrors. 

cancermngthecleaning o£ headlamps by means o£ wiper blades or through 
a spray, I think that a regulation would be regrettable £or the present 
time since it might hinder technical progress. 

For that kind o£ problem, public in£ormation and advertising should be 
enough to support progress £or the time being. 

Re£erence should also be made to the problem o£ controls. 

All manufacturers are currently making substantial e££orts with a view 
to grouping dashboard controls closer to the steering-wheel so that they 
can be reached easily with the most restraining o£ belts. 

As £or me, I object to any regulation in this £ield £or the present 
time, since this is a period o£ evolution and creativity. 

Any attempt to impose regulations would halt progress without £ail. 

In order to give satis£action to same users, who change their cars very 
o£ten, particularly in the case o£ rented cars, it is only to be wished 
that examinations currently being conducted by the ISO will continue 
without undue haste so as to prepare £or the e££icient distribution o£ 
the various £unctions on either side o£ the steering wheel. 

The controls also include automatic systems and aids to driving,namely: 

• Ice detection device 
• Distance radar 
• Speed regulators 
• Overspeed warning systems. 

All driving aids contribute to sa£ety inso£ar as they improve driver 
in£ormatian or lessen £atigue or irritation. 

Qle must be more cautious as concerns £eed-back or automatic systems 
a££ecting vehicle development. 

The fundamental responsability £or driving rests with the driver and 
this must remain so. He is the only person, as already mentioned, who 
controls the car's equilibrium within the tra££ic at any given moment. 
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Cars are not guided by rails, and have nothing to do with railways. 
Nor are the_ aircra£t, which automatic systems can guide atly provided 
they fly alone without neighbours nor obstacles. 

The driver bears the responsability. He is master o£ his steering, 
which has not yet been automated. He must also be in control o£ his 
accelerator at all times, at the usual tra££ic speeds. 

There has also been some talk o£ speed regulation through design, and 
of automatic regulation. 

Attention must be drawn to the £act that adjustment and manufacturing 
tolerances would lead to cars being set at various constants thOUBh 
differing speeds. 

On the other hand, one may well question the desirability o£ introducing, 
at maximum speeds, automatic feed-back systems that would partly relieve 
the driver £rom his responsi~ility at the very moment when he should be 
still more watchfUl and take this responsibility entirely upat himself. 

The service rendered by the motor car derives £rom flexibility and 
variation. Safety derives £rom a moving,cantinuous balance and an 
infinite sequence o£ such balances. 

As £or me, I am sure that the simplistic theory of uniform driving 
speed must be rejected. 

Indeed, speed for its own sake has become "out of fashion". 'Drls must 
also become true of wide speed variations. However, autaaatic or 
statutory speed uniformity should not be retained when looking £or the 
balance which leads to sa£ety since, owing to its excessiveness, it is 
outside the car/driver/tra£fic relationship. 

Controls and automatic systems are designed to facilitate man's task by 
helping him, physically or intellectually, to set his speed more easily. 

They must not encroach upon his decision-making powers, which could 
cause a dangerous transfer o£ responsabilities. 

0 
0 0 

I have attempted to point out the difficulties raised by apparently simple 
questions. 

We are confident that the Community will £ind out a fair compromise between 
freedom and constraint, simplicity and confusion, progress in sa£ety and at 
least maintaining the service rendered. 
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I would like to auote two sentences in the letter of invitation to this 
symposium on motor vehicles 

1. Further requlations will no doubt be needed (especially in the field of 
safety). 

~. The symposium will provirle b~~es for a programme of new vehicle 
requlations. 

Since no inherent value can be assiqned to the term "regulation", we must 
first of all ask : "What use can further regulations be to us?" 

The field of accident prevention, which is receiving special attention in 
this seminar seems extremely unapproachable from this angle. 

The problems will perhaps emerge most clearly if we compare the factors 
involved in regulations. Roughly speaking we can quote four types of 
situation which reoulations can deal with. 

1. Situations whereby agreements can be reached, e.g., on dimensions, weight 
classifications. 

2. Characteristics whereby quite clearly : "more" should be equa~cu with 
"better" or "less" should also be equated with "better". 

E.g., in the first instance the lower limit to the horsepower per tonne 
ratio of commercial vehicles or, secondly the maximum permissible braking 
distance. 

3. Characteristics whereby there is, to some extent, a natural optimum 
between "large" and "small" or between "much" and "little". 

E.g., range of dipped beam. 

4. Qualities representing a compromise between several individual 
characteristics for which there can consequently be no indisputable 
optimum. The individual characteristics must be arranged according to 
priority. 

E.g., distribution of braking forces. 

In general it can be said that the degree of difficulty in quantifying the 
phenomena under discussion (and the drawing-up of regulations requires the 
use of quantities) increases sharply in this sequence and it becomes 
increasingly more difficult to achieve a-cO:rrect solution by means of 
technical experience or political negotiations. 

In some of the details of existing EEC regulations and in particular the 
complex section or Type 4 we have already outstripped our knowledge and 
are on the way to doing so further. Let me quote the directive on braking 
systems as an example This has already received a certain amount of praise 
from Mr Mitschke. 
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The requirements,contained in the EEC directive, are that no wheel m~ 
lock during the braking-distance test takes us inadvertently from the simple 
problem of "less" i.e., a shorter (braking distance) is "better", into the 
extremely complex problem of maintaining the direction of travel. The 
following aspects of this can be criticised : 

First of all, the outcome of the test is by no means the shortest braking 
distance of the vehicle. Secondly, this test is not exactly reproducible 
since a certain locking limit margin must always be maintained. Thirdly, 
the test reflects practical conditions only poorly or else not at all. 

The abovementioned orders of priorities, which we consider to be correct, 
namely : "directional stability - short braking distance - steerabili ty" 
is indeed dealt with superficially in the EEC directive but it is then 
unfortunately again submerged. Naturally the requirement that the front 
wheels of passenger cars lock before the rear vheels makes it appear as 
if the first priority is directional stability. At the same time, however, 
the requirement concerning adhesion utilization in cases where the engine 
braking torque acts on the rear axle promotes vehicle instability. If you 
pardon me for being so blunt the ban on locking durina the test and the 
adhesion utilization consequent to this are nothing more than an 
insufficiently thought out requirement for a certain degree of steerabilitv 
whereby no account is taken of what degree of directional stability is 
needed in order to actually achieve safety in respect of steerability. We 
are of the opinion that a correction is possible and we are prepared to 
help to compile an i~proved version. 

A further example is provided by the regulations planned by the EEC on 
voluntarily installed anti-locking systems. 

No anti-locking sys~m is yet on the market which would meet the necessary 
requirements as regards efficiency and reliability, at least i.n passenger 
cars.Nevertheless, stringent regulations are alreadv being drawn up, which 
clearly run-countertotechnical progress. Hi~her deceleration performance 
is required in the regulations planned than for a normal brake, without its 
being borne in mind that the adhesion coefficient reserve nef:'ded for the 
most important objective is thereby reduceJ. 

In developing an anti-locking system, depending on the svstem installed, 
priority is given to stability in the case of singl~-axle regulation and 
to the maintenance of steerability - on bends also - in the case of all
wheel regulation. In the case at issue the dilemma raised bv the inability 
of' the overall system performance to be quantified again emerges. It will 
be a good idea to first of all hand over the matching of such new systems 
to the old-hands in the vehicle development departments of the industry 
without hemming them in with regulations before they have got on with the 
job. 

I would like to go on to the regulations on vehicle handlina which have 
been discussed and recommended. 

A demand wac; also made here that its adaptation to human capabilities be 
better regulated by means of regulations. It is true that adaptation is 
necessary. 

Nowadays this is taken care of by subjective assessment by experienced test 
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enqineers durinq extensive, v~ri~ test runs. They themselve~ operate the 
control circuit and at the same time assess its quality. 

In contrast to the plethora of variants and the detailed assessment of the 
individual variants dealt with here ve barely cover 5~ by analytical 
measuring methods. We do not know here with what validity ve should include 
such recorded data in the overall compromise which constites handling quality. 

We know very little about man as a controller who sets his vehicle's 
trajectory. We only know that he possesses a highly changeable and adaptable 
- and even an over intrusive - set of control characteristics. We know 
absolutelynothingabout man's control behaviour in dangerous situations 
where he is confronted with a potentially fatal accident. Here also adapting 
things to man would seem to be the most necessary course. We do not have a 
single statistical figure to hand on how much steering takes place durinq 
accident sequences and how much steering and braking, for example, are 
superiaposed. 

Attempting to describe the control beha~our of man in exceptional situations 
seems to me to be very much an unphill task. On the other hand the third 
component in the control circuit, namely the control variable, has obviously 
been neglected. Although ve are not directly concemed with this today this 
part o£ the overall complex should not pass without mention. (Control 
variable= here all conditions applying to the situation). 

Nowadays ve possess relatively extensive knowledge of the information density 
which can be offered to the controller i.e., driver, £or conscious processing 
and coordination. In all toomany cases however, this is always simply 
ignored in the controlling of traffic £lows and in the measures aimed at 
driver guidance. This offers vide scope £or traffic planners and 
psychologists to adapt the situation to the driver. 

In conclusion I would like to summarize as follows : 

1. I£ in £uture sensible de~elopment is to take place it might be useful 
to adopt the following motto : 

as £ew regulations as possible, 

as many regulations as necessary. 

2. Regulations should not outstrip the state o£ the art, so that technical 
development is not deflected in the wrong direction. 

3. There should only be regulations an effects and not on design so that 
the state o£ the art is not frozen and development is not hindered. 

4. Even where there are no regulations the industry should be trusted more 
to try to do what is reasonable, just as it has done £or the eight 
decades since the birth o£ the motor car. 

5. I would ask for understanding £or the development engineer who has lost 
valuable new development capacity because he must already thread his 
way through a maze o£ regulations and attendant administrative procedures. 
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Intervention by Mr Salinger 

A recent study, done by my company, showed that the youngest age group of 
drivers, i.e. those below 25 years of age, were involved 6 times as often 
in single vehicle accidents than the average Volvo driver. The age group 
distribution of Volvo drivers is the same as the national SWedish. Since 
single vehicle accidents account for a 37% of all Volvo accidents, the 
young driverinvolvement in this type of accident poses a real problem. 

Whatever parameters we may use to set priorities obviously it pays off to 
save the young. Better driver education, learner~plates and such are 
obvious solutions which I will not deal with today. 

Since we know that young people proportionally drive more at night, I 
intend to speak of the matter of lighting. 

Firstly, I will discuss the dipped headlight or the low beam. Prof. Rumer 
at the University of Upsala has compared the detection distances in a 
meeting situation between different head-lamp systems. He has shown that 
the distances are vastly supe~ior to those offered by European headlights. 

His experiments were done with a headlights according to SAE 7 579 a. The 
newest type, according to SAE 7 579 b. is superior both in low beam and 
high beam intensity. Personally, I prefer the American headlight to the 
European. I know that others do not agree with me in this respect. 

Consequently, I merely propose that the matter of headlight systems is to 
be included in the future studies in the Community. 

secondly, I will sp~ak at some lenght of another matter. 

During the early sixties the idea came up to use running lights, i.e. lights 
which are automatically switched on when the vehicle is started. Major 
experiments, above all in the UK, the USA and Finland showed that a 
considerable reduction in traffic accidents could be achieved by using 
running lights. The experience gained by the Greyhound Bus Company often 
is quoted in this connection. Since November 1972 dipped headlights are 
required when drivina during the winter period in Finland. 

In sweden, we were impressed by the research results with respect to 
accident reduction through running lights. However, in our minds there 
remained a few problems to be solved. In our experience dipped headlights 
would not be idPal as running lights. They would be well suited for this 
purpose in daytime. In nighttime, however, in illuminated streets, dipped 
headliqhts cause glare, above all when the road surface is wet. 

It should also be mentioned that average headliaht bulb life only is 200 
hours. The now common iodine bulbs are also quite expensive. Consequently, 
we did not expect our customers to welcome a running light of this type. 

One solution, used by SAAB, is a dipped headlight with reduced voltage. This 
increases bulb life considerably without decreasing light intensity 
appreciably. A compromise~ found where in daylight the light is still 
clearly visible whilst glare is reduced in nighttime urban driving. 
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The Volvo Running Light is a separate one. When the ignition is switched on 
the running light comes on automatically. we use a bulb with two filaments. 
The running liqht uses a 20 W filament. Whenthe liqht switch is set at the 
rP.~~inq po~it~on a ~ ~ filamPnt ;~ qPlected. Toqether with the headlights, 
onlv the parking light filament is used. 

Tn the absence of regulation for running lights we have decided to keep the 
mayimum intensity of the runninq light below what has been prescribed for 
dipp~d headlights. 

Sinre leqislation on liqhtinq equipm~nt in most countries only recognises 
soecified lighting sources, we have had some difficulties to introduce the 
Runninq Light outside of sweden. Now the authorities in Denmark and the UK 
have accepted it too. 

We have observed that the introduction of running lights has made the 
general use of daytime Lights more common in Swerlen. We feel that this will 
contribute to improve road safety. 

I propose that the matter of running lights is studied within the Common 
Market. I beliPve that a general introduction of running light would yield 
aPpreciable accident reductions. 

I woulrl like to pay a sincere tribute to the rapporteur- Professor Mitschke 
and to the other members of the panel for their work; however, I feel that 
they did not cover the proposed subject of their study fully. 

The problem of how to improve active vehicle safety was in fact only 
considered from the point of view of product design. It is clear that in 
order to promote accident prevention as well as possible by means of more 
appropriate desiqn specifications, the latter must take into account what 
happe~s to the vehicle on the road. The question is, how to find the best 
desig~ of the product in order to maintain its level of active safety 
throughout its life. 

Tht life of a car is not comparable to that of a refrigerator, for example. 
Among the products that we use it is the one that is subJected to the most 
riqorous conditions and which is most maltreated. Unfortunately, it is 
also the most lethal product we use. 

It is therefore essential to maintain the active safety level over a long 
period. I cannot agree with Professor Mitschke when he refers to official 
statistics in order to demonstrate that technical improvements have a 
minimal effect on accidents. 

We all know, indeed, what should be thought of official statistics as far as 
the so-called causes of accidents as treated therein are concerned. They are 
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valueless and should be forgotten. 

I should like to remind you briefly of investigations carried out in this 
sphere by multidisciplinary teams in the United States on behalf of the 
Department of Transoortation, in France, in Denmark and also by Doctor 
Mackay of the Ur.iversity of Birmingham which show that a far higher 
percentage of accidents are due to technical reasons. Moreover, certain 
reports stress the fact that the hypothetical nature of this type of 
investigation necessarily leads to excessively low estimates of these 
percentages. 

Also, although I would certainly agree that the road user is indubitably 
the most at fault as far as accidents are concerned, it would be highly 
erroneous to minimize the hlame which can be apportioned to the vehicle. 

How, therefore, does vehicle performance change, as far as safety is 
concerned, over a period of time ? For several years detailed information 
has been provided on this subject by organizationsresponsible for vehicle. 
road worthiness testing, namely in "Weak Points Of Cars" (sweden), which is 
of course, a very explicit title, and the "Technical Inspection Authority" 
(TUV) Auto Report (West Germany). 

Now that such testing organizationshave been formed into an International 
Committee for several years, it is clear that collaboration between this 
international Committee (CITA) and the manufacturers is bound to be 
beneficial as far as accident prevention is concerned. The quantity and 
quality of the information that can be provided are bound to effect the 
product favourably in the sphere of reliability and particularly where 
maintaining the level of active safety is at stake. Moreover, the 
designing of vehicles so that they can more easily be repaired following 
collision, many of which are inevitable and becoming more and more numerous, 
presents an important potential sphere of research which such information 
would help to direct more suitably.It is a question of restoring the vehicle 
perfectly to its former safety level in a way that is economicallv 
acceptable. 

Vehicle designers should pay more attention to the need to facilitate the 
monitoring of the equipment affecting safety. The condition of much of this 
equipment cannot be determined properly except by dismantling it, which is 
always expensive, or by using apparatus that is not always available. In 
fact, certain tests are not able to be carried out even by the routine 
roadworthiness testing authorities. Ideally, this information should even 
be directly available to the user by means of diagnostic svstems jncorporated 
in the vehicle. 

Here we come to one of the most important factors involved in motor vehicle 
construction, namely, corrosion. 

Let us first of all stress the fact that with motor vehicles, corrosion 
occurs all over the world and is LOt limited to the countries in which de
icing products are used in winter. Damaqe is caused even more rapidly in 
certain tropical areas (e.g. the Ivory Coast, a countrv associated with the 
European Community) than in northern countries. 

Corrosion reduces the life of vehicle~, makes them depreciate more quickly 
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and also, unfortunately, affects their safety. The damage it causes can 
affect the dvnamic stability of vehicle control components where they are 
attached to the body and also that of other ~quipment affecting safety and 
can substantially reduce the overall integrity of the vehicle and make the 
consPquences of accidents more serious. They can also break the seal 
between the passenger compartment and corrosive effluents such as carbon 
monoxide etc. 

The undesirable effect~ of corrosion are made even more dangerous by the 
fact that they normally manifest themselves in a most insidious way. This 
i~ particularly true as reqards channel section in integral body shells, 
where the corrosion process can start from the i~side. 

1T"l"orturat"'1Y .'\ l~r'!e number of deFects discovered in roadworthiness testing 
stations are those due to corrosion and which reduce safety. Documents 
showing specific cases of this have been published by the "Svensk 
RilprBvninq" (swedish Vehicle Inspection Authority) and the "Bavarian 
Technical Inspec-tion Authority " (TUv Bayern). 

Also, a report prepared in October 1 969 by an OECD road transport research 
qroup contained a r.omprehensive analysis of the problem of "corrosion of 
motor vehicles and the effects of chemical sol vents". 

T will refrain from spPaking further on the phenomenon of corrosion as such 
and will return to purely practical matters. 

The extent of damage caused by corrosion detected in testinq stations 
presents very great problems. In practice it is normal for defects to be 
discovere~ when it is no longer economic to repair them, particularly with 
respect to the first routine test (aFter four years in Belgium). As it is 
not possible simply to abandon the vehicle, it is repaired for better or 
for worse, but oft~n without its original safety qualities being restored. 
This is all the more regrettable by virtue of the fact that it is just those 
users who are least favoured economically i.e., those who are not able to 
change their car every year or every two years who are victims of this 
situation. 

For a long time now this problem has been worrying vehicle testing 
organizations. Many of them have tried to develop a "code of practice for 
the assessment of corrosion and for the repairs methods used". The Union 
of Belgian Vehicle Testing Authorities (Le Groupement belge des Organismes 
de Contr8le Automobile) recently produced a similar document by arrangement 
with the Belgian Ministry of Transport. 

This code should enable inspectors to evaluate more objectively and more 
uniformly the degree of damage caused by corrosion. It also contains precise 
requirements as regards elimination of the defects found in orde1 that the 
vehicles• original characteristics, particularly as far as safety is 
concerned, be restored to it as far as possible. 

In this sphere, progress has still to be made as far as design is concerned, 
in order to prevent corrosion, particularly in those parts where it can 
adversely affect safety. Vehicle designers should cater for the cheap 
replacement of those parts which are still subject to corrosion. 
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We have noted with qreat satisfaction the very lively interest with which 
this code of practice has been received by th~ organizatioLs involved. A 
number of manufacturers have also asked us for copies. 

It is not possible to analyse the conception of this "corroo;ion" code and 
the philosophy behind this symposium. However, we would be very 
interested to hear the opinions of manufacturPrs, and particularly of those 
who are on the Committee of Common Market Motor Vehicle ManttfacturPrs, on 
this document, and, above all, their remarks and suggestions, which are 
likely to be of great value and relevance. For this purpose we are leavinq 
a copy of this document with the Secretariat for the benefit of the 
Committee of Common Market Motor Vehicle Manufacturers. 

Intervention by Mr Moore 

My remarks will be quite brief dealing mostly with the tyre. If we consider 
tyres, it is true that already tb.ey have reached a level which I would 
consider as close to optimum in performance This has been throuqh intense 
competition among the world's great manufacturers over the years. And the 
result is, performance which differs little from manufacturer to 
manufacturer. It can be seen that in this climate it is less important to 
prescribe strict F.EC regulations, relating to performance and tP~ting than 
perhaps in the USA. Although tyres should still be clearly classifield and 
identified by the manufacturers relatinq to the limits of their operation 
performance such as load and speed. Now to illu~trate for example no 
other factors are significantly more variable as regard~ the road traction 
of vehicl~ in motion. Changes in surface texture, road surface, nroduce 
about twice the range of friction coeffi.df!rlt as temperature variation, 
(that is variation from winter to ~ummer) liqht brakino locked whePl 
skidding, etc. 

The range of frictional coefficient due to temperature variation in turn 
is about twice that due to variation in rubber properties. If we now t~Y.e 

rubber properties the choice available is limited bv the conflicting 
requirement of maximum wet grip and minimum abrasion losses which are 
necessary for long life and if w~ add to this the effect of the composition 
of rubber properties in the tyre, which are restricted bv the now widely 
accepted radial carcase construction, the overall result is a v~ry ~~~11 
variation in tyre performance from one tyre manufacturer to the next. 

From the point of view of reglllation we might set uo a goal, the 
equalisation of stopping distances ,mder wet and dry candi~ion~. Thi~ i~ 
not the case at present. We can go a long way towards doino this by 
changing the surface texture, but thi. s i c; CH..ttside t:he c;cope of the velticle, 
so given the tyre as it is, clo~e to optimum performance, and given the 
fact that chanqes, however sliaht, will have a small effect, we can do verv 
little to improve the friction coefficient and hence the s~fety aspects of 
tyres. 
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A brief vord about anti-locking devices in regard to safety and perhaps 
future legislation (these have already been referred to by Prof. Mitschke 
and others). It has been correctly stated that this is one area vhere 
vehicle performance can compensate to a large degree for driver error in 
braking, and noticeably in regard to slippery surface conditions. These 
nevicP.s, anti-locking devices, have now reached the stage vhere a 
computer requlatesbrake pressure and intensity and cyclic frequency in such 
a manner as to match exactly the friction performance o£ the road. It is 
therefore true to say that vhere as driver's error or misjudgement may be 
the primary cause of ac~inents, the v~~icl~ r~n compensate by sophisticated 
design features. We cannot exactly separate the individual influences of 
driver, road characteristics and vehicle defects, although ve agree that 
generally driver error is the main culprit. 

As mentioned bv the speaker,Prof. Mitschke, vehicles require regular 
inspectionfbr the detection of defects and then maintenance and repair to 
minimize their influence in accidents. They also require, in addition, 
individual care and attention by their ovners. This care varies significantly 
from country to country, depending on the temperament and the nationality 
of the owners. In countries vhere little attention is ~aid to ordinary care 
of road vehicles, it is suspected that the contribution to accidents from 
vehicle defects vill be higher than the small percentage mentioned by the 
speaker. 

Our final vord relates to basic differences between active and passive 
safety in vehicles : active safety is primarly devoted to accident avoidance 
and pas~ive safety to minimizing the effects of accidents once they occur. 
Tt is generally agreed that considerably more can be done in terms of 
vehicle desiqn to achieve passive rather than active safety : for example, 
cars can be designed for high speed survivability for frontal impact, even 
though at the expense of high injuries at lower speed impact etc. For the 
case of accident avoidance, however, with which this session is concerned, 
the driver error will remain the primary cause of accidents, but we 
emphasize that we can minimize such possibilities of error by improved 
sophisticated devices. 

Thank you very much ! 

Intervention by Mr Nelson 

In general we must indeed agree with Professor Mitschke when he says that 
it is desirable that driver and vehicle should be regarded as being a 
composite system in, so to speak,a hostile environment. It sounds wonderful 
to Danish ears when Professor Mitschke holds out the prospect that, speaking 
purely scientifically and always considering the motor vehicle as a unit, it 
will gradually be possible to lay down the specifications for the various 
vehicle handling characteristics such as braking, braking whilst cornering 
and manoeuvring violently. On the other hand there is a subject that has 
always been difficult to grasp and Mr Pecci touched on it : I mean that a 
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very clear insight into how a motor vehicle should be built in purely 
practical terms in order to be endowed with good handling characteristics 
used alwaystobe acquired in the past through the development of advanced 
cars, of Italian origin for example, which were used for racing. M~anwhile 
we hope that the research which Professor ~chke holds in prospect will 
continue and that, as a result, we shall in future also be able to obtain 
cars providing better handling characteristics, irrespective of price. 

I should now like to turn to some more general remarks on active safety 
which I also feel merits a certain interest. I shall begin with what is 
known as "comfort ... By this is meant that the driver does not become 
fatigued and thereby loses the necessary alertness while driving. Here I 
am naturally thinking first of all of those drivers who use a vehicle 
almost daily - not just purely professional drivers such as lorry drivers 
and taxi drivers - but also, for example, commercial travellers driving 
from one place to another and who preferably ought not to become 
unnecessarily fatigued in the process; in that connection I could well 
imagine for example seeking measures aimed at reducing high interior noise 
levels and vibrations. We all know those resonance nodes which occur at 
the speeds normally chosen- even in modern motor vehicles- vhen it becomes 
more tiring than necessary just to sit and drive the vehicle. With special 
reference to professional drivers, and I am thinking here of lorry and 
coach drivers, it could well be desirable that there be a requirement that 
their seats should always be specially insulated against noise and vibration. 
Still on driver comfort : it would be conceivable for there to be specific 
regulations on reasonable ventilation and reasonable heating in the driving 
cabin - or alternatively for reasonable cooli~g in the warmer countries -
always with a view to combatting unnecessary fatigue. Another example is the 
virtually compulsory introduction of automatic transmissions. I am well 
aware that these are already in extensive use in practice and, for example, 
in the case of taxi drivers, it is undoubtedly a great relief for them if 
they are always provided with a taxi equipped with an automatic transmission. 
Finally as a purely general problem affecting the above-mentioned handlinq 
characteristics I should like to mention here that it would certainly be 
desirable to be able to produce a motor vehicle which is built in ~uch a 
way that correcting manoeuvres do not have to be taken constantly with the 
steering wheel where there is a side wind, a cambered carriageway or an 
uneven surfar.e - not during extreme manoeuvring but simplv durinq ordinarv 
straightforward driving. 

I must agree with Mr Pocci on effective v1s1on, He said that many ~mall 
detailed provisions gradually produce a unit, meaning that, in addition to 
passive safety, active safety is receiving attention. This is indeed already 
well in progress within Mr Pocci's Working Party. Work on forward vision i~ 
nearly complete ; proposals for regulations are beina prepared on 
windscreen wipers and washers - and on the removal of mist and ice from all 
windscreens. We would like this to apply likewise to side and rearward 
vision. In that connection I could mention that the manufacturers note with 
pleasure that fewer of those smart coupe models and other smart models have 
been produced where clearly not the slightest consideration is given to the 
fact that anything straight behind or at an angle behind ca.n rt:"ally be seen 
best only by turning the head and not merely by being lulled into a false 
sense of security by what is seen in the dri•.rinrr mirroros. uril"' -m tl-)e 
subiect of rearward vision, I would like to say that it can be desirable to 
have special backlight wiping or heating and ventilating arrangements, or 
perhaps into the bargain backlight wipers and washers in the case of certain 
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estate car models, for example. 

I mentioned ea~lier Mr Pocci's views on the manv de~ails that constitue, in 
aqgregate, a useful whole for a car as regards safety, and I aqree that 
that al~o applies to lamps, reflectors, liqht-signalling devices and horns. 
we are indeed well on the wav and T can in fact mention that there is an 
improved proposal reqarding reflec~ors in progress in Geneva which 
incorporates the "IA" or "TITA" reflectors which are appreciablv better 
than their predecessors and, as has haopened hitherto here in Brussels, we 
assume that, as loon as the proposal ispresented in its final form, the 
Commission will a~opt it. This has certainly been the case with all the 
other lighting regulations from Geneva, so T really harbour no anxiety 
~hat we are graduallv building up a well stocked arsenal of liqhting 
regulations and again I agree with Mr Pocci that such an arsenal of lightinq 
regulations or directives, as they are called here, will together with the 
driver constitute a unit, because it simply enables him to ~ee and, as 
Professor Mitschke emplasizes, to be seen and it must be ideal to have a 
body of lightinq and reflector regulations which is gradually approaching 
the objective. Under supplementing regulations or directives we now have 
yellow sidelights on the way. we have the British proposal for large 
striped reflecting panels which serve as special markings across the rear 
of long and wide vehicles. We can count on havinq rear foglamps, included 
in vehicle construction specifications from Geneva and also revolving 
flashers, but this really applies to emergency service vehicles. It mav 
be said that the development to follow is that motor vehicles can be seen 
as units, whose manoeuvres can be observed and which can be used by drivers. 

I do not wish to go closer into the subject of handling characteristics as 
it has just been said that driving along in a side wind should not be too 
tiring and, as regards antilockbraking systems, I weary of hearing from 
Mr Van Winsen that there are long-term prospects for mass-produced, 
antilockbraking systems on private cars wr.ere reliability is satisfactory. 

Therefore I should like, even though Mr Cornelis has already touched upon 
it, to turn to the question of maintenance and mention the problem of 
recommendations which also includes the motor vehicle instructions called 
for by Professor Mitschke. Firstly it must be said that the manufacturers 
have an important task as regards issuing really effective owners' 
handbooks and also workshop handbooks where, for example,as stated by 
Professor Mitschke, it is pointed out that it is highly undesirable to 
mix radial tyres and crossply tyres incorrectly when tyres are replaced. 
The manufacturers can also show support for the consumer in another way 
by, for example, making his product serviceable and maintainable so that it 
is relatively simple to carry out not only the most minor check, which the 
ordinary owner can carry out, but also the inspections which workshops must 
perform at 10,000, 20,000 and 30,000 km. By this I mean that it serves 
active safety extraordinarily well if the manufacturer tries in advance 
to make the vehicle easily maintainable. It has been seen that the 
Commission has paid hardly any attention to maintenance, with the 
exception of the one subject which falls within the purview of the transport 
directorate, i.e., routine inspectien, which is being worked upon now. r 
should like to say that it would be desirable for the Commission to take 
an interest in themany recommendations which the UN (Geneva) has managed to 
agree upon with trouble and difficulty over the years which apply to such 
things as the braking requirements for secondhand solo road vehicles or 
road-trains, whether such are 100% new, secondhand or mixed. Geneva has 
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also nublished recommendation on, inter alei, tvre retreads. These are 
rPnarded as bein9 a kind of wearcoating~ or composite tyre cover. 
Furthermore, I can state that Geneva, long ago prepared a 
proposal for a regulat-ion on road-trains "compatibility", i.e., matching 
the powered vehicle to the trailer or semi-trailer towPd. Unfortunately 
this proposal has been shelved. 

so I shall now once more turn my attention to the manufacturer and say 
that it is certainly the experience of all people in the vehicle 
inspectorate and surveillancP service who are concerned with maintenance 
problems that the manufacturers could make a really larqe contribution to 
the on-the-road active safety vehicles if they would tighten up their 
production and conformity control at the outset and if, moreover, they 
would inform their importPrs and dealers that a more intensive pre-delivery 
check would be nesirablf". As a special item wi thi.n this check I should like 
to mention that if an anti-corrosion treatment is carried out as a part of 
the preparatory check, there is a risY of a situation arising in which the 
motor vehicle being delivered ha~ its brake linings filled with anti
corrosion chemical, because there has been insufficient time to cover these 
brakes and also other parts of the vehicle with the necessary plastic bags 
or other articles. It is a very dangerous thing to deliver new motor 
vehicles which have been prepared for service in accordance with all the 
normal rules but where they have clearly been prepared so thoroughly that 
the effectiveness of other handling properties has been reduced appreciably 
and are mo~t unlikely to be detected by the ordinary ~ser. -

Having expressed several hopes T should like to say in conclusion that I 
would not wish to go into the priori ties to be assigneci to these hopes since 
we have an~ua1 meetin~~ bot~ hPrP in th~ r.om~isqi~ a~d ~t the UN (r.eneva) 
wher~ we di~cuss our programmes, whether new topics ought to be included, 
whethPr other.;ought to be amended and whether the order of Priority ought 
to be altered, et~. 
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GENERAL DISCUSSION 

Intervention by Mr. CESTARO 

We would like to stress the importance of the windscreen as regards both the 
active and passive aspects of passenger safety. As far as field of vision 
is concerned, there can be no doubt as to the superiority of the laminated 
windscreen since, in the event of an impact sufficiently serious to cause 
starring, the windscreen does not shatter into small fragments, does not 
become opaque, continues to provide very good visibility and sometimes the 
driver does not even need to stop, thus retaining full freedom of manoeuvre. 
Furthermore, the laminated windscreen is the only wind3creen currently capa
ble of reducing significantly the probable risks of injury in the event of 
an accident. Laminated glass, as distinct from the other type, absorbs a 
proportion of the impact energy. This proportion is considerable and 
adequate. In Italy the moral obligation to guarantee the safety of the indi
vidual in the event of an accident is acknowledged by the highway code, which 
makes laminated windscreens compulsory. The proposal for an EEC Directive 
on the adoption of the laminated windscreen was approved by the European 
Parliament on 4 June 1973 and by the Economic and Social Committe on 26 July 
1973. 

It is regrettable that the adoption of this proposed Directive has been 
delayed, since this exposes the occupants of motor vehicles to greater risks. 
We would be interested to hear the opinion of the members of the panel on 
this point. 

Answer by Mr. VERDIANI 

All I can say is that, in the absence of agreement among the Member States 
on the solution to be ~dopted, the proposal for a Directive is still before 
the Council awaiting a decision. 

Intervention by Mr. HALLEl~ 

Why is it that, in his introductory speech, the Rapporteur passed over in 
silence the numerous recent statistics showing that poor vehicle maintenance 
is a direct, or aggravating, factor not in 2-3% but in 17-25% of accidents ? 
Why did he not take account of the"time" parameter, in other words, why are 
steps not taken to ensure that the original integrated vehicle/driver control 
system is updated by the introduction of EEC provisions for vehicles in 
service ? 
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Answer by Mr. MITSCHKE 

The theme, after all, of this symposium is "future regulations". In other 
words, we cannot take as a basis the situation prevailing at the moment in a 
number of countries, but must instead create a framework for the future. 

If we accept European Community prPdictions that an entire body of legisla
tion will soon be available and if perhaps the additional point is made that 
the system of monitoring called for during the panel discussions will subject 
motor vehicles to closer scrutiny, then I am certain that the percentages 
involved will be very low (2-3% or 4-5%) and most emphatically not of the 
order of 17-25%. 

Answer by Mr. CORNELIS 

In reply to Professor Mitschke, I would just like to say that my remarks were 
based on totally different figures from those put forward by Professor 
Mitschke. 

Accordingly, I agree with Mr. Halleux. 

As far as the second part of the question is concerned, International 
Committee recommendations have already been made regarding vehicles in service. 
Thus, in my view, the first step has been taken. 

Intervention by Mr. JACOBSON 

We have heard a great deal about corrosi~n. How do the panelists define it 
and when does it begin to have a significant weakening effect on the vehicle 
structure and the braking system ? w~ have carried out extensive and nume
rous tests and survey investigations on thousands of vehicles in daily use 
and find that it does not occur in under 3-4 years. In most cases only after 
about 6-8 years. 
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Answer by Mr. CORNELIS 

Statistics compiled by West German test centres clearly show the escalation 
in damage caused by corrosion. On the basis of the available figures it can 
be seen that, specifically in the case of vehicles less than two years· old, 
corrosion has the lowest rating of all the 24 component assemblies of motor 
vehicles. According to the West German figures, corrosion occupies 11th 
position in the case of vehicles in the 2-4 year old category and 9th position 
in the case of vehicles in the 4-6 year old category. I must stress at this 
point that this represents the average position, i.e. , in the case of 
certain models corrosion is ~ong the most frequent defects. I would add 
that not only do the findings of the Belgian inspection centres tie up with 
those of the West German centres, but in fact they are even more pessimistic. 

Intervention by Mr. WIEGNER 

Mr. Van Winsen has already referred to the lack of adequate statistical data 
on driver reaction in critical situations. It is possible to obtain such 
information whith the help of drive recorders or "pre-crash recorders". 
Does the Commission envisage the possibility of conducting and/or financing 
on a European level, a large-scale experiment with drive recorders {involving 
several thousand vehicles) ? 

Answer by Mr. VAN WINSEN 

We are of course aware that the CCMC (Association of Motor Vehicle Manufac
turers in the European Community) has came up with proposals on these 
so-called pre-crash recorders, i.e., it has drawn up a list of specifications 
on everything which would need to be installed in order to obtain information 
on events during the 30 seconds immediately preceding the accident. 

This question, and I believe it is justified, will now be referred to the 
Commission. Should the Commission envisage conducting and financing a large
scale experiment, then the whole venture will start costing money. For my 
part, in fact, I would now like to pass on this question to the gentlemen 
representing the Commission at this round of talks. 
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Answer by Mr. DOUSSET 

I would like to say that to my knowledge the Commission has no plans in this 
connection at present. As you know, a seminar on accident statistics is 
being held and it cannot be ruled out that this meeting will produce certain 
guidelines and information which the Commission will need to take into 
consideration. In the course of several remarks, starting with those made by 
the Rapporteur, I was struck by the problem of statistics and the overriding 
need to devise a better system of data and statistical analyses. This, I 
believe,will provide an effective basis for decisive progress. 

Intervention by Mr. GERRYN 

I note that the urgent problem of tyres which cause so many deaths on West 
German roads has not been the subject of adequate discussion by the panel. 
What is the Commission's attitude to this ? Is there an implied desire to 
maintain the status quo or, on the other hand, are steps currently being 
taken to draw up PrOposals without informing the circles concerned ? 

Answer by Mr. VERDIANI 

Very briefly I can say that the problem of tyres is one of our priorities 
and I believe it will remain so even after the sym}'osium assuming, that is, 
that it has not taken on an even greater note of urgency. 

Intervention by Mr. OPPENHEIMER 

Prof. Mitschke has described the advantages of automatic anti-locking 
braking systems : but the latest EEC Directive of braking (75/524) 
effectively prohibits such systems. 

Could the Commission please indicate when this situation will be remedied, 
so that manufacturers may feel encouraged to adopt such advanced safety 
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systems ? (especially for trucks and trailers) ? 

Answer by Mr. VERDIANI 

In my view, Directive 75/524 does not prohibit such devices, but merely 
stipulates that anti-locking devices must comply with the specifications 
laid down. Nowhere is it stated that these devices must not be installed. 
(Such a statement, moreover, would be unforgivable in a Directive.) I do 
not think that Mr. Pocci will contradict me when I say that, as far as the 
Geneva Regulations are concerned, it is quite a different matter. At all 
events, studies are currently being carried out. 

Intervention by Mr. KLAMMER 

One of your basic statements to the effect that only relatively minor 
causes o£ accidents can be attributed to technical defects is surely only 
valid if currently accepted requirements are rigourosly imposed in respect 
of all important vehicle components and specifications ? 

If this is the case, then the competent Community authorities would be in 
a position to make a significant short-term contribution only if you took 
action as soon as possible to introduce, in harmonized form, the relevant 
proposed Directives. 

Answer by Mr • MITSCHKE 

My figure of 3% which has obviously animated the discussion somewhat, was 
based on the assumption that a minimal body of legislation and system of 
monitoring already existed. Provided this were the case, the figure which 
I quoted would probably be a fair reflection of these defects. 
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.Answer by Mr. OOUSSET 

I cannot subscribe to the views expressed in the seccnd part of Mr. Klammer's 
comments. Above all else, the Community must accomplish the objective which 
it set itself, i.e., to finalize the EEC type-approval procedure. 
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Comments from the Ch~irman 

I believe that our meetinq is drawing to a close. We were naturally not 
here to make discoveries in the fields o£ interest to us, since we have 
already done a lot o£ work on them. I was struck by the number o£ times 
oeople have said they have almost achieved perfection and t~at they could 
not really see what more they could do. On the other hand it seems to me 
that some very useful, very important points have been made and Professor 
Mitschke has just summarized these. Perhaps I could simply stress some 
points which have struck me. Firstly I was struck by the £act that everybody 
has underscored the notion o£ vehicle driver interaction, perhaps because 
it has hitherto been put forward too unilaterally i.e., with too much 
emphasis on equipment and technicalities and perhaps too little on man 
himself. Man is the unknown quantity, as someone just said. The search for 
technical oer£ection must, o£ course, continue but with man in mind. 

It struck me that we have been exceeding the bounds o£ perfectionism where, as 
pointed out, there has in some cases been a superabundance o£ requirements, 
which could lead to confusion. We ought, perhaps, to make things simpler, 
more practical and efficient. 

Anothe~ point stressed was that vehicles should be considered not only at 
the time o£ their production, but also throughout their life, so that they 
must be more easily checked and more econanical to repair. This is not so 
much a matter o£ technical perfection but o£ better matching o£ vehicles 
to their actual, existing, human conditions o£ use. We feel that we must 
pay more attention to safety aspects than in the past, and have already 
made a start an this, in particular on the roadworthiness testing o£ 
vehicles, on driving licences and on other measures affecting driver 
behaviour. These are the lines along which we are thinking. 

Something else which struck me forcibly and which I greatly believe in 
is that genuinely serious statistics enabling the true causes o£ accidents 
to be analysed and classified are currently unavailable. I don't know 
wh~ther some of you will attend tomorrow's session, but I personally attach 
a great deal o£ importance to what could be said then, since I believe that 
improved data and tools £or statistical analysis will be-highly desirable 
and useful as regards safety and vehicle design. As you have seen, some o£ 
the matters raised just now will be included among those data and tools £or 
statistical analysis. These are the impressions which I personally have 
gained and which I o££er to the organizers o£ this symposium. 
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Closing statement by Mr. MITSCHKE 

Several decades ago a number of countries began to draw up provisions 
governing the operation and construction of individual vehicle components. 
Vehicles development and, certainly, these provisions themselves h~ve brought 
about a reduction in the number of technical defects, particularly in 
individual states which carried out technical inspections. 

Over the past two decades as the number of motor vehicles and consequently 
the number of accidents increased, it has become clear that we cannot 
continue in this manner. Up to now, we have concentrated only on passive 
safety, i.e., no change has been brought about in the number of accidents 
- only in their effects. 

The object of the fourth Session is to determine how the number of accidents 
can be reduced (the title even mentions the word "avoid", i.e., reduce to 
zero) by applying measures to vehicles. 

This Symposium has concentrated mainly on future legal provlslons. Opinion 
is divided as to what is meant by future or long term. It is nevertheless 
a fact that during the meeting and in other discussions it was pointed out 
that the :eatures initially to be dealt with are those listed in the EEC 
type approval certificate : tyres, lighting, forward vision. Although 
windscreens are also mentioned, it was requested that the discussion be 
postponed until the effects of the increased use of seatbelts are known. 

When the items which have been listed in the EEC type approval certificates 
since 1970 have been dealt with I am certain, and statistics confirm this, 
that the number of accidents which can then be attributed to technical 
defects will be very small. I calculated a figure of 2.3%. It would 
therefore be incorrect to concentrate on technical defects in motor 
vehicles. It would be far more important to concentrate on the main causes 
of accidents : the driver's traffic conditions, the weather and the roads. 
Motor vehicle designers must adapt their products to human imperfections, 
traffic and the weather. 

Consequently, it is the task of the legislators to prepare rules which 
bring about this necessary adaptation of vehicles. 

For this purpose, it is necessary to know how man, i.e. the driver or - in 
terms of control technique - the control element, functions. The accumula
tion of this knowledge will take some time. 

Consider therefore first of all the motor vehicle in its entirety. With 
reference to the EEC Directive on braking, I have shown that it would have 
been more correct not to have given first priority to long braking distances 
but rather to the maintenance of directional stability during braking, which 
is a necessary prerequisite for the overall stability of driver and vehicle. 

This still leave us with handling characteristics i.e. first of all the 
definition of handling characteristics and then the drawing-up of test 
specifications (ISO). This applies not only to solo vehicles but also to 
vehicle combinations. The next item in the overall consideration consists 
of motor vehicle plus driver? 
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During my speech at this session, I also mentioned the concept of redundan
cy, i.e., the possibility of making uncertain systems certain by means of 
parallel linking. The uncertain component is the driver; a unit linked in 
parallel with him in the case of braking could be the ALS (Anti-locking 
system). Perhaps there also other possibilities. 

During the panel discussion it was pointed out that these considerations 
should apply not only during the design place i.e., while the vehicle is 
still within the factors, but also during its operation. 

Since we are also dealing here with human imperfections, motor vehicles must 
be easy to test and to inspect. 

To reduce the number of accidents 

1. Continue working on the EEC type approval certificate i.e, on 

(a) Tyres; 
(b) Lighting; 
(c) Forward vision; 

2. View the motor vehicle as a unit as regards : 

(a) Handling characteristics of solo vehicles and vehicle combinations; 
(b) Drawing up test specifications; 

3. View motor vehicle and driver as a unit; 

4. This applies not only to the formulation of the concept but also to 
operation 

5. Statistics 

(a) Number; 
(b) Control. 
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REPORT of Mr. SIBENALER 

INTRODUCTION 

This report has been written at the request of the EEC's Directorate-General 

for the Internal Market. The scope of the subject matter covered by the 

heading "Pollutant Emissions from Motor-Vehicles" is of course vast, and 

the aim of this s,ymposium is to look ahead to future motor-vehicle design 

and Community requirements. It is therefore necessary to make a choice 

i.e. to limit oneself to the essentials as viewed by the participants in 

the meetings to be held in Brussels in December 1975. The memorandum appended 

is the result of this choice : it only deals with motor vehicles which are 

driven by internal combustion engines (MV/ICE) using liquid fuels. Of all 

sources of motive power these pollute the most, but is is nonethe~ess certain 

that they will continue to be the most popular type for a very long time yet 

{certainly for ten years and perhaps fifteen, or even longer). 

The subjects covered are presented in the form of technical reports in the 

annexes listed below : 

Annex Al : List of abbreviations used in the report (the reader is asked 

to study these carefully before passing on to the subsequent 

annexes) 

Annex A2 : Ft::udations of a future policy on emission standards for motor 

vehicles driven by IC engines 

Annex A3 : Fundanental and associated parameters for internal combustion 

e~s and their effects on pollutant enissions 

Annex A4 : CmTent situation with regard to testing techniques in the EEC -

~ctions imposed by standards - Discussion 

Annex A5 Situation with regard to the principal test techniques other than 

those set out in EEC Directives 

Annex A6 : Particular Lead emissions 

Annex A1 Tasks of the motor-vehicle engineer - development and research 

Annex AS Planning of restrictions imposed by standards for motor vehicles 

driven by internal combustion engines. 

The page numbers contain first of all the number of the annex, followed by 

the number of the page within the annex. 
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Owing to the limited amount of time and space available it has not been 

possible to list the large number of recent papers and memoranda consulted. 

~ apologies to their ~thors. I would also like to thank ever,yone who has 

assisted me in my task. 

* 
* * 



SI 

CI 

co 

cvs 

CVS-C 

CVS-CH 

FAR 

MFA 

MFP 

(FAR) s 

EPA 

Evp 

EG 

PNA 

HC 

HC-Evp 

HC-EG 

AFJ.I 

ICE 

ICE/CI 

ICE/SI 

ICE/4st 

ICE/2st 
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KEY TO ABBREVlATIONS USED IN THE REPORT 

spark ignition 

compression ignition 

carbon monoxide 

constant volume sampling 

constant volume sampling-cold 

constant volume sampling-cold and hot 

fuel/air ratio d = De/Da 

mass flow of air 

mass flow of petrol 

fuel/air ratio (stochiometric) 

environmental protection agency 

evaporation 

exhaust gas 

polynuclear aromatics 

hydrocarbons 

evaporation hydrocarbons 

hydrocarbons in exhaust gases 

coefficient of excess air 1/r 

air/fuel mixtures 

internal combustion engine 

Annex A1 
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compression-ignition internal combustion engine 

spark-ignition internal combustion engine 

4-stroke internal combustion engine 

2-stroke internal combustion engine 



NOX 

r 

sox 

MV 

MV/ICE 

1-IV/ICE/CI 

MV/ICE/SI 
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nitrogen oxides 

richness of fuel/air mixture 

sulphur oxides 

motor vehicle 

r 

Annex A1 
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FAR/(FAR)s 

motor vehicle driven by an internal combustion engine 

motor vehicle driven by a compression-ignition internal 
combustion engine 

motor vehicle driven by a spark-ignition internal 
combustion engine 

In addition use is sometimes made of characteristic symbols for 

atoms and molecules. 
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FOUNDAT l ONS FOR A FU'fURE POLICY 

ON EMISSION STANDARDS FOR MV /ICE 

Annex AZ 
page A2f01 

1. GENERAL DATA - D]FFJCUL'J'JES IN _}?EFINING RESPONSABJLJ_:I~~ 

AND RF.QUJR:E:MENTS VIS-A-VIS THE VARIOUS SOURCES OF' POLLUTION 

1.1. The route followed by pollutants from their source to man 

and his environment runs directly counter to the various stages of the 

roJl-back technique which, alone, can provide the basis for a stringent 

policy of restriction via standards. 

man and 
his 
environ
ment 

local atmos~here 

physico-chemical diluti<n, 
'-----!breakdown' ree;eneration Ire-----------,. 

or degraqation . general social anc r---------, ,------
' air quality standards : J economic poJ icy 
l ____________ l I 

t ~ : I ;;;:s;u: group~ 
i _r __ _t_.f._l 
I d . 1 r·-·-·>faata-processlng 1 

--- _ _j I L -- _j_ -----' 
• I I r:· - - ,.- - - - -, 
• 1definition of 
1 reduction factors! . lli'L---r--r r ··-··-·-·-·_J TM~/I?E I J IT. r---- _____ .J I l. 

: -~~;];~ \\\\~ 
earth 

---------

fl 
1

s_:· 

1

_!. 5Niul source MV /ICE ~ _ ..,-I 

:~- I :: ~~ sour~es of 1 pollu~.on j 
E E C C • • , 

,.--- I I I I 
I I I • • • • L.. _ . ..!.. . _ . .L. L. r• • _. t_ ·-- ~ _t. _. :L . _r_ . J 

I 1 I t t t t inventory. o~ ~urrent 
' / responsab1.l1.t1.es 
~---------~v~---------J 
future prospects for 
restriction via standards 

route followed by pollutant flow chart 

flow chart for roll-back technique 

-·-.·-·-·- plot of current responsabilities 
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1.2. In its practical application the roll-back technigue makes 

use of a number of parameters which have been t~e subject of frequent 

discussion, if not argument. These are: 

- inventory of current responsabilities of the sources, including the 

natural environment (these responsabilities depend, by and large, 

on geographical and temporal factors); 

- physico-chemical changes in the pollutants following their discharge 

into the atmosphere; 

- effects on man and his environment, taking into account the pollutant 

content of the local air; 

air quality standards and the various health-hazard levels; 

- interference of a non-technical nature at the data-processing centre; 

- reduction factors to be imposed in respect of the verious sources, 

taking into account not only the varying degrees of responsability 

of the latter but also the technological and economic difficulties 

which the application of restrictions via standards would create 

for each source; 

- these factors, moreover, have to be increased as a function of date 

of origin, so as to offset 

(a) delays in the implementation of new techniques and 

(b) the growth in the number and volume of a type of source. 

1.3. Very special attention must be paid to all the above-mentioned 

parameters in any discussions on air quality standards and the 

repercussions which these would have on the restrictions to be imposed 

on sources of pollution. 
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2. AIR QUALITY S'l'ANDARDS 

2.1. National air quality standards- USA 

I 
I 

primary 
j poJlutant standards 
i (health) 
l 

co max. 8 hours (*) 10 mg/m 3 

max. 1 ho 1Jr (*) 40 mg/m 3 

-
HC max. 3 hours (*) (6 - 9 a.m.) 160 ug/m3 

N02 annual mean 100 ug/m3 

I, 
Solid aerosols 

! - annual geometrical mean 75 ug/m3 
t 

24 hours (*) 260 ug/m3 
; - max. : 
i 

' : 
I l 

160 ug/m3 I Photochemical oxidants max. 1 hour (*) l 
i l 

80 ug/rn3 so2 annual mean I 
max. 24 hours (*) ! 365 ug/m 3 

max. 3 hours (*) ---

Pb mean: 3 months or over 2 ,..ug/m3 

r--

( *) not to be exceeded more than once a year 

~--- A 

I 
1 
! 

I 
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secondary 
standards 
(welfare) 

10 mg/m 3 

40 mg/m3 

160 ug/m 3 

100 ug/m3 

60 ug/m3 

150 ug/m3 

160 ug/m3 

60 ug/m 3 

260 ug/m 3 

1300 ug/m 3 

2.2. ~~.is no such thing as an air guality standard peculiar 

to the Europ~an Communities or to Europe in general. 
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2.3. National air~ality standards 

Country 'Pollutont 
1 

Maximum 1 Duration i concentration ! or 
1 sampling 
! mg/m 3 1 ppm 

% of 
time 
within 
limits 

! ' N02 I o,L~7 0,25 : 1 hr 99% 

.:_-1-~~ 40 : 1 hr 

1

_99%-1_y_e_ai+-----t 

N02 1
1
: 0,20 l 0,1 24 hrs . 50% 

I 
' 1/8 hrs 

! 0,56! 0,3 30min 94%-8hrs! 

135 1 40 24 hrs I 50fo I 1;8 hrs 
2?5 , 80 jO min I 94%-8hrs 

France 

Italy 

max • 

HC 

00 23 20 8 hrs I 5C!J~ ]_1/8 hrs 

"-----t-------~7----· _ _:~~--~-min ! 94%~8hrs --

N02 1 0,5 30 min i j1ong-term West 
Germany 

2 

; 

1

1 ' exposure 

1 30 94%-24hre not more i 
I 

' ! 
than 
3/24 hrs r US~;-- NO~ -:--·-0-,-0-8;-l--0·-,-0··-4-5~: -2-

1
-+_h_r_s--t--1-0-0%-----t--n-o_t_t-.o---4 

I O, OB5 O, 01t5 20 min be 

I 
exceeded 

co ' 1 0, 9 i 

k~=-+--c·-0- ~-~---1-:-· 7---t--2-4_h_r_s-+------tf-------l 

I 
I 
J 20 3 hrs 

____j_ _ _____.,, __ __....,J __ .:....__ ___ ___. 
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2.4. Recommendations of the World Healt~~ganiz~ti~ __ (WHO) 

Pollutant Limits 

I so2 60 )Ug/m3 (annual mean)/98% at 200 ,ug/~3 

40 ,.ug/m3 (annual mean) /98% at 120 ,.ug/m 3 

I 
particles 

co 

!oxidants (03) 

10 mg/m3 8 hrs max - 40 mg/m3 hr max 

60 ,ug/m3 8 hrs max - 1 20 ,,ug/m3 hr max 
~------------_. ______________________________________________ ..... ~ 

2.5. Note : These somewhat conflicting opinions are an 

intellectual irritant, since there is no fundamental physical 

difference between Americans, on the one hand, and Euroneans or 

Japanese, on the other. 

3. PROGRAMME OF ACTION ON THE ENVIRONMENT BY THE EUROPEAN 

COMMUNITIES - PROJECTS AIMED AT REDUCING ATR POLLUTION -

IRT BULLETIN 185/1973 

The aim of these projects is to create a common basis for evaluating 

- to establish an objective basis for evaluating health risks, 

- to lay down common health standards, 

- to draw the appropriate conclusions and act accordingly. 

NB In other words, the Commission of the European Communities is 

strictly complying with the requirements of the roll-back 

technique (a difficult and long-term task). 
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FUNDAMEN'l'AL, INTERRELATED PAHAMETERS FOR INTERNAL Cm•1BUST ION 

ENGINES AND THEIR EFFEC'I'S ON POLLUTANT EMISSIONS 
-------------------

1. POLLUTANT EMISSIONS FROM ICE/SI 

1 .1. Complex path of fluid flows through an ICE/SI referred 

to the mean mole of clear petrol 

- iv 
.Lxk kEvn 

commercial 
petrol 

CnHm clear netrol 
(mean mole) 

4 ' 
I I~C-Evp 

' 
[ x"'k k EG 

I 
[X eke .-a~d-.d~i,;;.tl;;..' v_e;.;s;_.;;an~_9. i m puri t i EJs r - - --- t 

~~~-------~---r----------~--------~1 I storage I 
.,.. ----~ of Jl 

A(0
2

+3,76N
2

) 

[x k 
a a 

imnurities 

induction 
a1.r 

r--..,.-· 
I 
I 
I 
I 
A 
I [x k 
I c c 
. recycling 

- ~ - - - - - -1 HC-Evp 
'----.r 

--+--~J-----~--·~ : 
,---------, I 

exhaust I 
s~·st.em 1-1;_ ___ -IJ 

cas at equin~ent I residual 

~~~~~~end of "-~:----,r---'1 
stroke I 

' 1----

I L~02+3,7~2) 
! +[x'k a a 

secondary air I of crank-
: case gases I 
L __ --- --~-- -- _____ J 

[x k recycling of exhaust gases g g 

always ki : prodtic t deterr.1ined (examples: 
CO, H

2
o, o

2
, c6H6 , ••• ) 

- 4<--- if necessary xi : moles of ki per reean mole of petrol 

A=(n+m/4)/r r=FAR/(FAR)s: richnes~ of air/fuel 
mixture 

FAH:HFP/MFA: proportjon D: mass fJow ' e: for petro. 
~ a: for air 

dS : fuel/air ratio (stochiomctric) 
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1. 2. Fundamen tall-l:..~.!.!:..~l:at~ramete:rs that have a significant 

effect on emission Jrom spark-ignition internal combustion engines 

1.2.1. 

- Commercial petrol - composition of clear petrol 

- paraffinic HC - normal 
- iso-paraffins 

- olefinic HC 
- aromatic HC 

- additives to clear petrol 

- TEL and (or) TML 
- ethylene dichloride and (or) dibromide 
- detergent-dispersants (DD) 
- etc ••• 

- impurities in clear petrol containing additives 

- ouluhurouE substances 
- gums. etc ••• 

- physico-chemical characteristics of clear petrol 

- volatility 
- density 
- C/H ratio 
- anti-detonation properties 
-viscosity, etc ••• 

- PhysicaJ. preparation of the AFM and its even distribution among the 

cylindres 

- vaporization and homogenization 
or vaporization and stratifica
tion of the induction charge 

- opt~mum metering 

- quantitative and qualitative 
even distribution among the 
cylinders 

in all operationg modes 

- stable economical and power 
o~erating conditions 

- acceleration and pick-up 

- deceleration 

cold start-up and warming-up 

---------~---------------------------------J 

by means of 

( - conventional carburations with a carburettor 
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- continuous petrol injection with mechanicA.l metering operation 
and control 

- cyclic petrol injection with control and operation by electronic 
COI'If\U te!' 

- etc ••• 

while avoiding HC emissions by evapo!'ation as far as rossible 

-Recycling of crank-case and exhaust gases (the latter of necessity) 

- Introduction of oil particles into the air/fuel mixture 

1.2.2. 

- Comnlex process of initiation of combustion and prol:)agation of flame 

front 

- combustion rate combining speed and area of flame front 

- optimum ignition advRnce and its variation as a function of speed 

and load : 

- ignition system involving a battery and a high-voltage spark 
- inductive ignition with electronic triggering of spark 
- capacitive-discharge electronic ignition 

- combustion chamber shape 

- general shane 
- swirl 
- comcression ratio 
- quenching areas 
- total cylinder capacity and number of cylinders 
- S/V ..-a_tio 
- loc~tion of the s~ark ~lue 

- Im~roper combustion 

- detonation 
- running-on 
- cyclic diR?ersion 
- pre-ienition 
- rnisfiring 

- Induction system 

- feometry of air and netrol supply pipes 
valve dimensions, lift, ti~ing, overlap on opening 
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- Lubricating oil 

- composition 
- viscosjty 
- addit:.ves 
- degradation and (;Ontamination 

- Condition of engine (deposits and degree of wear) 

Length and geometry of the ~irinr, 

- Position, volume and design of the silencer 

- If a-p~l ic able 

- heat insulation 
- lead trat_) (Pb) 
- recycling of exhaust g~ses (EG) 

Annex A5 
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- thermal or catalytic oxidation of the CO Rnd HC 
- catalytic reduction of NOX 
- catalytic oxidation and reduction of the EG 

1.2.4. 

- Type of transmission and its kinematic and dynamic characte-istics 

- Distance covered 

- Shape and weight 

- Maintenance 

- Driving habits 

1.3. Qualitative effects of the parameters on emissions from 

vehicles driven by spark-ignition internal combuRtion engines 
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1. 3. 2. 
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Those listed above, to which the following must be added 

- unburnt HC 

- total HC 
- p~raffinic HC (slightly reactive) 
- olefinic HC and Evp exhaust-gas (highly reactive) 
- aromatic HC (highly reactive) 
- polynuclear aromatics (PNA, some of which are carcinogenic) 

- products due to incomplete oxidation of EC 

- aldehydes (total-formaldehydes - aromatic aldehydes) 
- ketones, phenols 

- particulate emissions 

- total particulate 
- com~ounds of Pb, Ba, Ca, Z, P, etc ••• 

- sulphur oxides 

- sox 
- and, in some cases, sulphates 

1.3.3. When in the atmosphere in the presence of o3 , and under solar 

irradiation and special climatic conditions, some of these substances 

(reactive HC, NOX and others) sometimes give rise to photo-chemical fog 

(smog,J. 

1.3.4. The generally accepted order of priorities as reeards 

emissions from MV/ICE/SI in urban traffic, is as follows: 

Priority CO, HC-total, HC-Evp 

Priority 2 NOX, Pb ~articles 

Priority 3 reactive and carcinogenic HC 

SOX and total-particles 
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2. POI,V;TAN'l' EMlSSIONS FHOH COHT'RESSION-IGNITJON ENGINES ------------------------------
2.1. Path of fluid flow referred to mean mole of fuel 

theo~eticjl a:t-=:riU,es.Ex k JE~'k 
_____ _$.$ ____________ ,..as at exhaust 

recyclin~ of exhauRt gases t 0 
· 

~ outlet 

[-- --, r-----
'cornnres- L-.-~ .• - __ ,L_.- .. ~--·-·~ turbinel 
fRor 1 · r,j I ' .; , I 
---r-J L-~---

Cnllro 
gasoi1 _ !ldditives + c.=_ impu]i ties 

r, 

.Ex k ca ca. 
crank-case gas 

~--- always 
A = )... (n+m/4) 

__ --'4 __ if necessary 
~ = 1/r air ratio 

r = E' AR / ( 1'' AR) s and FAR l-IFP/MFA 
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2.2. ~~ificant fundamental interrelated ~~rameters 

2. 2.1. 

- Gas recyclin3 ("t)ossibly of crank-case Rnd exhaust gases) 

- ~ven mass distribution of air among the cylinders 

- Pressure and temperature of induction air 

- Supercharging 

2.2.2. 

- Composition 

- HC families and molecular weight 
additivefl to clear 5asoil (ignition improvers, detergent
disp~rsants, anti-smoke additives, etc ••• ) 

- imourities in gasoil (composed mainly of S) 

- Physico-chemical characteristics 

- volatility 
- chemical reactivity 
- density 
- vincosity 
- carbon residues and ash 

2.2.j. 

- Cot'lbustion chnmber 

- shape (direct injection, precombustion chamber or hybrid) 
- swirl 
- compression ratio 

- Ontimum pre-injection and its ~ossible variation as a function of 

s~eed and load 

- Injection system 

location in chamber 
- direction and shape of jet 
- penetration of jet 
- dynamic phenomena between pump and injector 
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- electro-mar,nt>tically controlled and electr-onic:ally 

2.2.4. 

metered injection 
- injection pressure 
- degree of atomization 
- control of injpction rate 

Length and geometry of ~i~lng 

- Position, volume anti de~ign of silencer 

- Pre-dilution of exhaust gases in exhaust syeten 

- Possible recycling of exhaust gases 

- Reduction of NOX (difficult) 

2.2.5. 

Type of transmission and kinematic and dynamic characteristics 

- Distance covered 

- Maintenance, particuJ_arly of the injection system 

- Driving habits 

2.3. Qualitative effects of the parameters on emission::; from 

vehicles _driven by com.l!!:_essi.!,)n-ignition -~_np;ines 

NCX 

2.3.2. 

Those listed above, to which the following mu~t be added: 
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- unburnt HC (~s for ICE/SI except for the HC-Evp) 
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- products of incomplete oxidation of HC (as for TCE/SI) 

- bad odours 

- s~oke - blue-white 
- t;rey-black 

-emissions of particles of Ba, Ca, Z, P, etc ••• 

- sox 

As in the case of IGE/SI, in the at:nosphere, under solar 

irradiation and special climatic conditions, some of these substances 

sometimes give rise to photo-chemical fog. 

2.3.4. As regards the HV/IGE/CI, the generally accepted order of 

priorities is as follows: 

Priority grey-black smoke 

Priority 2 NOX 

Priority 3 bad odours 

co HC HAP 

Priority 5 SOX and particulate emissions other than smoke 
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CURRI!;NT Sn'UATION WJ'I'H REGARD 'J'O 'J'J<;STlNG TECHNlQUF~S IN 'I'HE F.I!:C -

Rl<~S'J'R IC'T'.ION.S IHPOSJm BY STANDARDS DJSGUSSTON 

EEC JHRECTJVE 70/220 AND CO AND IIC EJ-DSSJONS I<'ROM MOTOR 

VEHICU;S DRIVEN BY SPARK-JGNITJON ENGINES 
.;.;;;;=..;;.;;;::=...;;;..~~~.;;..;.----· . 

1 • 1 • 70/220/EEC - Tests types I - II - III 

1.1.1. 

4 cycles for type I : 4052 m in 780 sec. 

I ei 
T. . <=Pil l 

e. pollutant emi10sion (i) in g/test 
]. 

T. volume content of (i) 
]. 

v volur1e of gas emitted per test 

pi specific mass of (i) 

/lll.t/1/1 lto analy~er 

ICE bae~ rs-;s 
SI ~ ~:ter 

1 .r--1 ~ scavenge 
~;----->1..__J ;: L..J pump l heat exchanger . 

km/h 60 ----~- ~ j 60 km/h 

40 --- f1_2_ ~ - 2~ : ~-=:-r._-~~-= 40 
20 ' . 2 r ~lJL ___ 2. 

----:·-:'" --- ~ '" type J: -v r ,- -~- ---- r-, EE~/70/220- s- 1 
~1.-!...-~-~· - - r ..o 

jO 1UO 1)0 1200 

195 
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T' measured in % volume 

1 .1. 3. .!_e~t_tzy~ .!1.! .i,v~r_!.fz_i!!_g_t.h,e_eff.!.C ie!!.cz. ~f_c!.a!!_k=.c!.s!:.. s_a~ 

r.eczcli!!.gl 

mode induct 
km/h 

ion-depression 
mm Hg 

idling 

50.:!:,2 

e' 

e'' 

e"' 

cu' 

cu" 

-
) or the value 
km/h on a level 

( 1+00+8 
at 50 
rond i n third gear 

) or 0.625 (250+8 
times 
value 

the previous 

3.84.T'. V '/x' 

3o84.T11 oV"/x" 

3. 84. T"'. V ·• '/x''' 

c'/x' 

c"/x" 

cu"' c"'/x"' 
p = 0.25 e' + 0.25 e" 

I time gear ratio 
I 

- x' 

highest x" 
allowing 
smooth 
running 

x''' 

+ 0.50 e"' 

c 0.25 cu' + 0.25 cu" + 0.50 cu"' 

p weighted emission per unit of time 

~olume 
~it/EG 

v• 
V" 

V"' 

c weighted consumption by mass per unit of time 

NB: Variation for tlEe test III 

I 

consum:t: HC 16 
-tion tppm/1 0 

c' T' 

c" T" 

c"' T"' 

check for depression in the crankcase in these three modeso 



1. 2. EEC/70/220 - Type 

1. 2.1. !e!!_t_tzP.! .f Pr 

LCO 

LHC 

321 

apProval - Restrictions -

reference weight in kg 

CO limit in g/test max. 

HC limit in g/test max. 
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Applications 

E! 750 750-858 850-1020 1020-1250 1250-1470 1470-1700 1700-1930 

.!f.Q 80 87 94 1 07 1 22 1 35 149 

I,HC 6.8 7.1 7.4 BoO 8.6 9.2 9.7 

NB : if the test result (g/test) is recorded for each V 

- 1 test only where VCO L 0.7.LCO and VHC L o.B.LHC 

- 2 tests where: 

0.7.LCO L vco1 t o.85.LCO and VHC1 ' 0.85 LHC or when 

vco1 ' o.85.LCO and o.7.LHC L vac1 ' 0.85 LHC 

but where vco1 +VC02L 1 • 70. LCO 

voc2 L teo 

VHC1+VHC2L 1.70.LHC 

VHC2 L LHC 

- 3 tests in other cases provided that 

vco L 1.1.LCO or VHC L 1 • 1 • LHC 

1. 2. 2. !e~t_tzP~l! the vehicle complies if Teo t 4.5% 

!e~t_tzP~lil the vehicle complies if P t 0.15.c/100 

1. 3. EEC/70/220 - Verifying conformity of production models 

1. }.1. 

-Limits: those for type approval multiplied by 1.20 in the case of 

LCOs and by 1.30 in respect of the LHCs 

NB where the vehicle selected from the production batch does not 

conform to the rules laid down ln the note to 1.2.1. above (still 

taking account of these new limits), the arithmeti~l mean in respect 
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of the VCO and the VHC shall be calculated from the 3 ty~)e I tests 

for this vehicle as follows: 

x
0 

= (V1+V2+Vj)/3 

The manufacturer still has the possibility of takin~ a sample of 

(n-1) MV from the same batch; in this case each one undergoes a 

single type I test; the following calculation is then made in 

respect of each pollutant (CO and HG): 

25. = r-n-1Xi+XO 
~ x

1 
emission from MV (i) of the batch 

n (n-1) 

The production batch is said to conform if 25. + k.S ~ L 

S standard deviation of sample n 

k statistical factor, decreasing function of n 

L maximum limit for conformity of production models 

!e~t_tzy~s_I_a~d_Il as for type-approval 

EEC DL-qECTIVE 70/220 AND TESTS AF'l'ER A GERTAIN DISTANCE HAS 

BEEN COVERED 

There arc no !)lans for such tests. I believe tha_t this is a short

coming of the Directive. 

~:§.C D[.RECTIVE 70/220 AND NCX EHISSIONS 

3.2. Present oosition 

3.2.1. Generally speaking, it is thought that NOX should only be 

measured in an "urban"-type test; the type sequence and technique 

used in 70/220 can be applied satisfactorily; the EEC plans to amend 

EEC Directive 70/220 in order to take account of the NOX. 
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The proposals put by the GRPA to WP-29 (Geneva) are 

summarized beJow: 

- vehicle type-approval 

18 

16 

14 

12 

10 

1oJU 22JU 

Equivalent 

26v0 inertia kg 

Remarks: - these limits should be translated into figures via ranges 

of ref~rence weights as for CO and the HCs using identical 

approval regulations. 

- some countries have requested that there either be a 

temporary raising of these limits or that there should be 

limits which are specific to certain types of MV/ICE/SI. 

- checking the conformi~y of production models 

the approval limits multiplied by a coefficient k could be 1.2 

some countries, however, think this figure is too low. 
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4. EEC DIRECTIVE 70/220 AND POLLUTANT EMISSIONS OTHER THAN 

CO, HC AND NOX 

4.1. Reference to Annex A3, page A3/09 section 2.3.4. - Order 

of Priority shows that Pb particulate emission follows immediately 

after the emission of CO, HC-total and HC-Evp; and so it is 

questionable whether EEC Directive 70/220 is properly suited to the 

measurement of this very special type of emission, i.e. whether one 

can simply and rapidly determine the mass ratio of the emitted lead 

to the consumed lead during the 70/220/Type I sequence; this problem 

has to be discussed if a way is to be found of reducing lead 

particulate emission, other than by reducing the lead content of 

petrol. 

The experience of a number of laboratories shows that, 

during a 70/220/Type I journey by motor vehicles in the reference 

weight ranges which are the most representative of all European 

vehicles on the road, the ratio (without a lead trap) of Pb emitted 

to Pb consumed does not exceed 20% with petrols containing o.6g -

Pb/lit. Under these circumstances, a 1360 cm3 vehicle weighing 

985 kg and consuming 355 g of petrol per test (approximately 500 cm3/ 

test) where the volume of gas emiLted is 4000 lit/test, the amount of 

lead emitted does not exceed: 

o.6x0.5x0.2 = o.o6 gr/test or 600jUg/test or 600/4 = 150)Ug/m3• 

If it is accepted that a Pb trap can reduce this content by approximately 

7~ (which does not seem unusual) the amount of lead emitted drops to 

600x0.25 = 150)Ug/test. or these 150)Ug/test, more than 90% (i.e., 

135pg) are retained and peptized in the condensed combustion water 

and therefore before they reach the bag; this represents concentrations 

of approximately 75 ppm by weight in the condensate. 

On this basis it should be possible, if more attention is 

paid to the washing of the gases with the combustion water, to extend 

the technique laid down in 70/220/Type I (without altering the time 

factor). 
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4.2. It may be possible to extend techniques 70/220/types I, Il 

and III to at least some of the other pollutants referred to in Annex 

A3, page A3/o4 ; to the best of my knowledge this avenue has not yet 

been explored. 

EEC DIRECTIVE 70/220 AND POLLUTANT EMISSIONS FROJ.t MOTOR 

VEHICLES DRIVEN BY COJ.IPRESSION-IGNITION ENGINES 

5.1. MV/ICE/CI are part of the same urban traffic as those motor 

vehicles covered by the 70/220 technique and one might ask why these 

vehicles are not subject to the same approval. On the one hand such 

vehicles still represent only a small minority of all urban traffic 

(in the case of Brussels traffic, for example, the figure is 1.5%); 

on the other hand EEC Directive 70/220 only verifies CO and HC 

emissions and it is not therefore necessary to subject vehicles driven 

by compression-ignition engines to it; the question might come up 

again of the Directive is extended to include NOX, as will be seen 

from the results given below: 

Vehicle A _B __ 

engine SI CI 

cylinder capacity (cm3) 2 565 2 164 

reference weight (kg) 1 390 1 510 A and B same 
vehicle 

equivalent inertia (kg) 1 360 1 590 

tran'5mission manual manual 

consumption (g/test) 533 385 

NOX-70/220 : type 1 16.6 19.87 

NOX : GRPA limits 14.1 14.5 

6. EEC DIRECTIVE 70/220 AND MISCELLANEOUS OBSERVATIONS 

The technique set out in EEC/70/220 (like any other method 

of measurement) is not perfect and prompts discussions on the following 

topics for example: 
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- representativeness of the type-I urban cycle 
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- the washing-out of a number of pollutants by the condensed combHstion 

water before they reach the bag (which in the r~pporleurs opinion is 

not always a bad thing) 

- the bag material and the amount of dead volume between the bag and 

the vehicle 

- calculation of the corrected volume 

- general accuracy of the measurements including their re~roducibility 

- the difficulty in adapting the method to certain pollutants 

- adjusting the dynamometer brake to the road resistance curve 

the principle itself and the procedure for repeating the tests in the 

light of the discrepancy between the value(s) obtained and the 

requirements of standards in connection with both approval and 

verifying the conformity of production models 

- etc ••• 

Generally speaking, however, and in the opinion of those 

using the 70/220 technique, this method is very valid and is simple, 

rapid and relatively economical to implement; moreover, it can always 

be perfected and there are working parties devoted to this. In this 

connection, mention should be made of a study entitled "Comparison of 

British and European Emission Laboratories/Department of the 

Environment/Vehicle Engineering Division" in ,,hich English, German, 

French, Dutch and Belgian laboratories have taken part; the aim of 

the study wasto collaberate each separate institution by using the 

same vehicle. 
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EEC technique 70/220/Types I and IJ/ MV/ICE/SI I Automatic transmission 
EI 1130 kg 

~-------:- . -
laborAtory : date of ! CO g/test !I HC g/test NOX g/test 

one per tests i requirement requirement requirement 
country ! 70/220 170/220 70/220 

1 107 8.0 

1

12 (put for-

i 9-10/4/741 49.~ ~;~:::: A 

B 

Idling 
co% 

4.5 max. 

2.18 

2.65 122-24/4/74 • 57.; I ::~: I 11.33 

! 25-30/l~/74: 5Lt.8 l 6.23 l 10.70 I 1.91 

D I 1- 3/5/74 52.6 5.24 ; 12.02 I' 1.59 

c 

E J 6- 8/5/74 45.6 5.11 10.47 1.46 

r-~'=A - _1_9_-2_1_/_5_/r-74-r----5-6-.2-----~--4_._5_9----~-1-0-.6-9-----+--2-.4-2--~ 

averar,e 

maximum 

minimum 

100. 

1 co. 
/2!_ 

/standa!"d value 

52.8 

57.8 

Lt5.6 

12.2 

11.57b 

11.4% 

5.02 

6.23 

4.28 

1.95 

19-5 % 
24.4 % 

11.23 

12.16 

10.47 

1.69 

7·5 % 
14.1 % 

2.04 

2.65 

1.46 

1 .19 

29.2 % 
26.4 % 

~----------·----·-------~-----------~-----------~--·------_.------~ 

7. EEC DIRECTIVE 72/306 CONCERNING EXHAUST EMISSIONS FROM 

~WTOR VEHICLES Q_RJVEN BY ,:;(Ji.JI'":<ES.3ION-IGNJTTON ENGINES 
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7.1.1. 

k o.bsorption 

2, 

1, 

1, 

o, 

100 200 

- OQ ungine bench or on vehicle 

~ 
.q- 0 
\() 0 
0 "" .q- .q-

300 400 
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- measurements under steady-state conditions and full throttle at 

G speeds evenly divided between the maximum power speed nn~ the 

highest of the two following speeds : 0.45 x maximum power speed 

or 1000 rev/min 

- ICE/CI/4st G ( zVc )n/120 

(zVc)n/60 ICE/CI/2st -- G 

(z.Vc) 

n 

HSU 

cylinder capacity in litres 

in rev/min 

Hartridee smoke unit 

- for supercharged compression-ignition engines the values for G 

remain unchanged and for each speed adopted the exhaust smoke 

intensity is measured with supercharging and also without super

charging if it can be disengaged in operation 

- restrictions imposed by standards : at each speed the exhaust smoke 

intensity measured at each point G must lie below the curve shown 

above. 
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7.1.2. 
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- on engine bench or on vehicle (in neutral) 

- the lowest of the following values is calculated and adopted: 

X'L = (SL/SM).XM or X£ = XM + 0.5 

XM exhaust smoke measured during free acceleration 

SM value .of the coefficient of absorption nearest to the curve 

for restrictions imposed by standards measured during the 

steady-state test 

SL : value of the coefficient of absorption of the curve for G:GM 

- for a supercharged engine with switch-in supercharging, the test 

is carried out with or without supercharging; the highest of the 

XL values is adopted 

- restrictions imposed by standards 

- for a naturally-aspirated engine or one with a switch-in super-

charger, there is no restriction; the value for XL is merely 

noted 

for turbocharged engine 

Conformity of production models 

The first step is always a test under free acceleration 

conditions, where the restriction imposed by standards is : 

(XM) production model ' (XL) type approved + 0.5 

7.2.2. ~ere the above restriction is not met, a steady-state test 

is carried out and in this case the restriction is the same as for 

type-approval. 

Technique EEC/72/306 and observations 

As in the case of technique 70/220, thi~ technique has been 

discussed and sometimes challenged for similar reasons, namely: 
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- technological details 

- accuracy of measurements and reproducibility 
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- no strict application of the check to production models 

- absence of restrictions imposed by standards after a certain 

distance has been travelled 

- questioning the concept behind the calculation for XL and its 

comparison with XM for production models 

- etc ••• 

What is contested most of all is the test under free 

acceleration conditions; it is criticised for its lack of correlation 

with the full-load curve test and this has led to considerable pressure 

to abolish it altogether: 

The rapporteur agrees that there is no correlation between tte 2 tests; 

he said over and over again that no such correlation could exist and 

that too much time and money has been wasted in order to confirrr. or 

deny such a correlation. What is more, if such a correlation were 

to exist one of the 2 tests would be superfluous and it would be the 

longest and the most costly which would have to go, i.e., the full

load curve test. 

It shoul6 be borne in mind, however, that the aim of a screening test 

such as the test under free accele~ation conditions, is the control 

of production models, i.e., verifying the practical equivalence (within 

certain tolerances) between production engines and the "model". If, 

in production control, such a screening test yields results which are 

markedly different from those obtained using the same test for type

approval purposes, the production batch will automaticalJy be suspect, 

and not only as regards exhaust emissions. It must be clearly 

demonstrated, as with any other screening test, th8t this free 

acceleration test is sufficiently senHitive and Meaningful to be able 

to detect any lack of conformity. 

- It is quite clear that it must be possible to detect features which 

do not conform other than by means of a free acceleration test and 

to do this by viewing other criteria '"hic h hf!v~ noth i.ng to do with the 

measurement of exhaust smoke. Such a test ~ust however be si~ple, 

quick and cheap. 
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SI'lUATION WITH REGARD 'ID THE PRINCIPAL TEST TECHNIQUES 

OTHER 'IRAN THOSE SET OUT IN EEC DIRECTIVES 

1. Teat techniques and restrictions imposed by standards in the USA 

1.1. Gaseous emission from light vehicles weighing less than 6 000 pounds (lbs 

1.1.1. Constant volume sampling (cvs) 

to anal~ers 

p-I evacu;, ti on 

- and ••taring 

P : positive displacement pump 

A-B-C inflatable bags for parts A-B-C of the type sequence 

MFA mass flow of air 

FEG mass flow of exhaust gas 

FAR mass flow of sample 

F •(MFA + FEG)- FAR 

M mass of pollutant emitte4 by the MV while filling a bag 

Ms mass of pollutant collected in the bag at the same time 

Vol : corrected volume of gas in a bag 

T : volume of pollutant in a bag 

~ specific mass of the pollutant 

it can be shown that : M ,.. Ms. (l+F/FAR) 

where Ms= Vol.T.~ 
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1.1.2. Qons!a.nt_v,2l:WO.! = .QH_~.Elins .!e.,qu,!n,ge 

C 1 Cold - 1 at cycle - bag A then bag B 

H a Hot - 2nd cycle - only the first 505 seconds - bag C 

A5/02 

60 

50 

40 

30 

20 

10 

.Q 

ir 
~ 

·r-1 

rcj ., ., 
p. 
Cll ., 
r-t 
0 

•r-1 

i 
> 

1.1.3. Qal~l~tion ,2f_the_c.2_r£e£t,!d_e~i.!sio~ 1e0 in-~m!l,!)_of £ ~oll~t!P! 
!n_a,gc,2r,2;~c.! :!!i!h_the_cys=C!! ,ie£h!li£LU.! 

- Calculation of (e) for one pollutant and one motor vehicle 

e = Mc/7·5 where Me = 0.43.MA + ~ + 0.57.M0 
- calculation of e

0 
for one pollutant and 3 vehicles 

e
0 

1 mean arithmetical emission value for 2 vehicles 

e
0 

= (e1 + e2)/2 in g/mile at 4 000 miles 

f 0 endurance correction factor 

f _ e at 50000 miles for a third vehicle 
0 e at 5000 miles for a third vehicle 

- current interim Federal standards 

~ 

75/76 

1977 

!Q!. 

3.1 

2.0 

in g/mile max. 
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-the 1977 standards have, however, been called into question and it is 

very difficult to predict what the standards will be after 1976. For 

information purposes, the following recommendations might be noteda 

- EPA recommendation to Con~ess 

~ !!Q Q.Q !2! in g/mile max. 

78/79 1.5 15.0 2.0 

80/81 0.9 9.0 2.0 

1982 0.41 3.4 2.0 

- recommendation from the President to Conf!i!:ess 

3.1 Present status quo 

~~ The President has the right to veto any Congress dicision. 

- situation in California 

77/76 0.9 9.0 2.0 

1977 0.41 ~.o 1.5 

The Californian standards after 1977 will most likely depend on Congress decisions 

and the freedom of action granted to this State under the laws. 

-Remarks 

- MV/ICE/CI, the overall weight of which is less than 6000 lbs normally undergo 

the same tests and are subject to the same restrictions, however, since some 

heavy hydrocarbons are likely to deposit out in the bags, a special sampling 

circuit diverts a constant fraction of the diluted exhaust gases to a hot-

flame ionization detector (HF!D). The hydrocarbon content is therefore inte

grated as a function of time and, in this way, the average content corresponding 

to this particular flow (which is always constant) can be calculated. 

- MV/ICE/SI weighing less than 6000 lbs and light utility vehicles are subject 

to less stringent restrictions; thus, for 1977 : HC-2, C0-20, NOX-3.1 g/mile 

max. 

1.1.5. The requirements regarding the conformity of production examples are the 

same as those for the "type"; the tolerance covers the percentage of vehicles 

which are authorimed to exceed these constraints. 

1.2. Smoke emissions from MV/ICE/CI weighing less than 6Uuv ..1.u~:~. 

As far as the rapporteur is aware no checks are made on these emissions; the 

EPA believes that, with the present number of such vehicles on the road, this 

check is not necessary. 
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1. 3.1. 

1.3.2. 
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Gaseous emissions from MV/ICE/SI weighing more than 6000 lbs 

.2-mo.!!_e_czc!e_a,i_!t.!~-s~e!,d,! 

No. Mode Induction Time Statistical speed 
depression weighting 
in Hg Sec. ai rpm 

1 idle 70 0.232 normal idle speed 

2 load 16 23 0.077 2000 

3 load 10 44 0.147 2000 

4 load 16 23 0.077 2000 

5 load 19 17 0.057 2000 

6 load 16 23 0.077 2000 

1 load 3 34 0.113 2000 

8 load 16 23 o.on 2000 

9 accelerated 43 0.143 2000 
idle 

Qa!c~l!:t;!._on _2f_a_P.2l!u!C~:Bt_~i§.s.!.o!l 

e = (l:
9
e.a. )/(~ 

9
w. tia.) emission at hour 0 

0 ~ ~ ~ ~ in g/hp h 
e = e c m +K 

em= (ec + el25)/2 

K = eiooo - ei25 

-a-•- - -- - - - -· - :-
1ooo • 1 

1 
• " I : ]{I 

e' 

e. emission during mode ( i) , in gr 
~ 

ai statistical weighing of mode (i) 

W. :power during mode (i), in hp 
~ 

t. : duration of mode (i), in h 
~ 

e125 as for e
0 

but at hour 125 

! t I 1 I 
I , • 'I I I I I ,· 

c ----,-.--.----125 I 
1 I I I 

•J 
e• 1000 and e• 125 recorded at 1000 and 125 hours 

on the most probable line of 
1 I I I I 1 1 1 h 

I I I I 1 i 1 

125 10UO 

e versus time at 125 h intervals 

during the degradation test 

- Federal restrictions on engines in 1974 and aftezw...ra.rds 

e00 ~ 40 g/hp h eCH + eNOX -< 16 g/hp h 
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- restrictions on the "type"; the tolerance relates to the percentage of vehicles 

which are authorized to exceed these limits. 

- 75/76 

- 1977 

e00 ~ 30 g/hp h 

e00 <25 g/hp h 

~C + eNOX ~ 10 g/hp h 

~C + eNOX ~ 5 g/hp h 

1.4. Gaseous emissions from J!ill/ICE/CI weighing more than 6000 lbs 

A---------~5:6 ~8 
:....-------'4: ~ _ _19.,nli 

,---~----~3~ _____ 11! 
2l 121 

r------ 0 ---· I I n 

- technique similar to that described in 1.3.1. above 

- figures 1 - 13 are the numbers of the modes in order of succession 

- ~ 1 rated engine speed 

- ~ intermediate speed- either max. torque speed 

or 0.6 ~ 

- the statistical weights are as follows: 

~ = a7 = a13 = 0.3/3 all other ai • 0.8/10 

1.5. Smoke emission from W/ICE/CI \veighing more than 6000 lbs 



1.5.1. .§t~S£d_t!,s,! !,eg;)l.!,ng,e_= 3 times the above standard cycle 

% of rated speed 

8 
6 

4 

0 

---, 
~j.._lload ~1 

_ __- I 1 

75 
the Ellloke is continuously measured with an opacimeter; a selectJ.on is made ofc 

- 3 x 15 measurements during the "acceleration mode" 

- 3 x 5 measurements during the "lugging mode" 

(a) denotes the mean of the first 45 measurements, (b) the mean of the 

remaining 15, and (c) the mean of the highest of the 3 times 3 values from each 

cycle. 

1.5.2. C_!lg_u.!,a,!ig_n_o,! ~g,k,! .!DliS!,ig,n_ 

ac,b
0

,o
0 

corrected values of a, b, c I ac =am+ Ka I with am .. (a0 + a125)/2 

a 

a• ------------- ~-
1000 • • I ! i l{a 

• I I i , I I 
a 1 -- -;-- t- r- r. -~·--j-;...--

125 I I , I j ; I 

125 1000 h 

1974 and thereafter ac ~ 20 

c = c + Ko c m 

possible in 1982 and thereafter ac~ 5 

1.6. Evaporation emissions from MV/ICE/SF 

the indices correspond to the 

hourly accumulation 

% of opacimeter 

o 
0 
~ 10 of opaoimeter 

. The former test sequence in 3 phases remains unchanged, as does the restriction 

imposed by standards which corresponds to the weighted mean of the 3 phases& 

HC - Evp"" 2 gftest. 
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2. SIIJ.UATION AS REGARDS TESTING 'lECHBIQUES AND 'DIE RES'miCTIOBS IIIPOSBD 

BY STANDARDS IN SWEDEN 

2.1. Gaseous emissions from KV/ICE/SF of more than 30 h.p. and veie;biM 

less than 2500 kg 

.!212 EEC teohnique/70/220, but the restri:Jtlons of staDla:rd cycle I ares 

HC - 2.2 CO - 45.0 NOX - none g/tm max. 

1976 and afterwards USA teohnique/CVfVC of 1370 sec aul the restrictions : 

HC - 2.1 CO - 24.2 BOX - 1.9 g/km max. 

2.2. Smoke emission from MV/ICE/CI 

EEC teohnique/72/306 - Fmax is recorded on the fUll-load curve 

- MV designed to carry less than 30 passengers or another equivalent: 

2.5 Bosch or 30 HSU max. 

- MV designed to carry more than 30 passengers or the equivalent: 

3.3 Bosch or 45 HSU max. 

3. SI'.ruA'ffON AS REGARDS 'IESTIIfG TECBII(,J)ES 111 JAPA11 AID RES'lme'l'IOIS :IJIPmD 

BY STANDARDS 

3.1. Gaseous emissions from MV/ICE/'01 

lO~ode down-town cycle 

(hot e~ne and 1 a,rcle 

USA/CVS 

ll~ode 811burban cycle 

( cold engine and 4 a,rcles) 

----~~~~-T~-r~~~~~5o 
40 40~-~~~~-+~~~~~~ 

30 30~~-+~~~-

20 20 
10 10~~-~-+~~4 

20 40 60 1UC• 120 140 
0 

seconda seconds 
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MV technique restrictions - max. 

MV/ICE/4t 10 modes co 2. 7 gfm HC O. 39 g/m NOX 1.6 g/kln 
petrol or LPG -
10 persons max, 11 modes 85 g/test 

idem, but 2t 10 modes 2. 7 g/kln 

11 modes 85 gftest 

MV/ICE/4t, 
17 g/J.cm .11 persons and 10 modes 

more or lorries 
of 2500 kg max. 

130 g/test when laden 11 modes 

idem, but 2t 10 modes 17 g/kln 

11 modes 130 gftest 

- Schedule a 1 April 1975 for new models 

1 December 1975 for existing models 

1 April 1975 for 2-stroke models 

-
9.5 g/test 11 gftest 

0.39 g/kln 0.5 g/kln 

0.5 gftest 4 gftest 

2.7 g/kln 2. 3 g/kln 

17 g/test 20 gftest 

15 g/kln 0.5 g/kln 

70 gftest 4 g/test 

-It is estimated that, in comparison with 1973, the reductions in emissions 

are of the order of: C0-89%, HC-91%, NOX-45 %. 

- Although the US a.nd Japanese techniques are not comparable, it is generally 

considered that the restrictions regarding CO and HC are equally severe, 

while the Japanese standard is more tolerant with regard to NOX. 

4• GASEOUS EMISSIONS FRCR LIGHT MV/ICE/SI IN AUSmALIA 

- Collection of gases: 

- Standard sequence& 

- Restrictions imposed by standards: 

cvs 
CVS/C/1972 

HC-2.1 g/kln, C0-24.2 g/kln, NOX-1.9 g/kln 
for model approval. 
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I PARTICULATE EmSSIONS OF I 
• LEAD COMPOUNDS . 

Annex A6 
page A6/0l 

1. LEAD ( Pb) CONTENT OF PETROLS USED IN THE EEC AND ELSEWHERE 

Country Current situation - remarks Maximum Date 
conc(:}~)tion 

EEC Draft Directive - progress very 0.4 ~ J llmllU'Y 1976 slow, if not blocked altogether ~0.4 super January 1978 

1------- -~---------------
0.:1.:. ~r~i~y- ----------Belgium Preparatory stage - situation to 0.55 1 December 1975 

be reviewed on 1 January 1976 in 
the light of the EEC Directive 

France Legal - no new reduction envisaged 0.55 1 January 1975 
United- Legal - proposed new reduction 0.55 1 January 1975 
Kingdom due to take effect on 1 January 

1976 deferred 
Netherlands Industrial specification 0.64 
West 

Germany Legal 0.4 1 January 1972 
0.15 1 J a.nua.ry 1976 

Italy CUNA speacification - the law 0.635 
(1973) provides for a tax reduc-
tion on petrols containing less 
than 0.4 g/1 

Ireland 
Denmark Industrial specification 0.4 
Luxembourg 

USA Lead-free petrol - legal 0.013 1 January 1974 
Leaded petrol - gradual reduction 
of lead content now suspended 

Austria Legal 0.4 1 January 1972 
Finland Industrial specification 0.7 
Greece Legal 0.84 • April 1966 
Norway Legal 0.4 1 April 1974 
Spain Campsa specification 0.72 
Sweden Legal - proposed gradual reduc- 0.7 

tion to 0.4 and subsequently 0.15 
temporarily suspended 

Switzerland Legal 0.4 1 January 1975 
Japan Leaded ~etrol - legal 0.31 • July 1971 

Unleaded petrol - legal • February 197 5 
USSR Unleaded petrol in large towns 

and cities 
Canada Legal 0.77 1 January 1976 

no future plans 
East Legal 0.4 Currently 
Germany Legal 0.34 1 January 1980 
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2. C<IIPARATIVB S'IUDY OF I'BVELOFIIERTS IN WEST GERMANY AND BELGIUM 

JJelgi.ua is a big exporter of petrol, a substantial part of which finds its 

wa:y to West Germaz:Jy. 

1967 1974 1~'/5 

99 

+----1 4o 
44 

1-----t-----_..:::-~r+---+----!-----f--,'-....--t----+--~-t 4·2 
40 

·6S 
36 
34 

-+------1· 32 

30 

0,5 -, I I 
t-·-----i-----it-----ilt---r-, --\,~ L- -..:. --_==--r- o, 4 

1967 1968 1969 I 1970 j 1971 j 1g'f2-1 1~7 3 j 1~74 I 1975 J197~ . o,) 

'!he above grades clearly show a continuous increase in the lead content of 

premium-grade petrol in Belgium since January 1972 and a very Sllbstantial 

rednction in the aromatic hydrocarbon content since July 1972. The effects 

of pumping the aromatics f'ram. Belgium to West Germa:ny may go some way towa.rdr 

explaining these developaents. 

3. EFFECTS OF mAD COB'.l'D'l' ON mE COMPOSITION OF PE1ROLS, POLIDTANT 

DIISSIOBS .AliD Olf FUEL ECOlDIY 
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3.1. These are questions whioh the rapporteur dealt with in 1972 in a report 

drawn up at the request of the Commission of the European Communities 

(Directorate-General for Industrial, Technological and Soientifio Affairs) 

and the trends revealed at the time have now been confirmed. Moreover, it should 

be borne in mind that a reduction in the lead content of petrol upsets the 

balance of pollutant emissions as well as affecting one of the means available 

to the engineer for meeting the teohnologioal requirements. 

3.2. Increase in the quantity of orude oil requiring processing after reduction 

of the lead oontent and in the light of motor-vehicle ootane requirements 

(For the records of. sixth session of the symposium). 

3.3. Reoent studies on the possible replacement, by purely organic products, of 

lead additives as anti-knook additives have met with no suooess. 

3.4. In another oonneotion, the oonclusions of a CONCAWE report entitled "Effects 

of gasoline aromatic content on polynuclear aromatic exhaust emissions" (Sep

tember 1974) oould usefully be quoted: 

- "an increase of 34-44% in the aromatics present in petrol results in 

a mere % increase in polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons (PNA)"; 

-"vehicles which have been adjusted in order to ensure thet!f'feotive 

control of HC emissions discharge lower PNA concentrations"; 

- "the increase in aromatic hydrocarbons needed to satisfy European legislative 

requirements is manifestly lower than the 30% figure oi ted in the test programme 

and consequently will have little effeot on PNA emissions"; 

- "sinoe motor vehicles are responsible only for a very small fraction of 

PNA emissions, any increase in aromatic hydrocarbons in petrol will have no 

more than a negligible effeot on PNA levels in the atmosphere". 

5. DEVELOPMENT OF lEAD 'mAPS 

5.1. It should be pointed out that the EEC draft Directive on the lead content in 

petrol stipulates that the requirements be reviewed at regular intervals, parti

cularly in order to monitor the development of lead traps. In 1972 the test findings 

were supplied by the lead additive producers, but sinoe then independent laboratories 
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and other bodies have carried out test programmes and published their conclusions. 

While it is a well-known fact that the manufacturers are busily tackling the 

problem, their findings have not been made public. Among other studies on the 

subject, the following are of some significance: 

- "Lee possibili t's de limitation de plomb par les v~ioules automobiles" 

(The possibilitiesof'Hmiting lead emissions from mot·or vehicles) (Roth/Revue 

de l'IFP, 'Maroh..,April 1974). 

This report is based on tests carried out at the UTAC in France: 

- vehiole performance, noise level and exhaust gas pollution remain 

practically unaffected when the existing silencer(s) is (are) replaced 

by lead traps for a total distance of 31 000 km (over this distance 

a slight rise occurs in the exhaust back-pressure); 

- the trap reduces the quantity of lead emitted by about 65% (at 31 000 km 

the quantity is still 6o%). 

- "Assessment of a lead trap for motor vehicles" (Environment Division, Transport 

and Road Research Laboratory - TRRL - 662/1974). This programme covers 20 

motor vehicles either on the road or on a dynamometer chassis and also a 

number of engines on the test bench. The study is supplemented by research 

on the lead-trapping process and the development of an appliance to take 

direct measurements of the lead concentration emitted: 

- on the whole, emissions from motor vehicles fitted with a lead trap and 

propelled by a :f'u.el containing 0. 52 g/1 of lead are equivalent to the 

emissions which would be produced by the use of a :f'u.el containing 0.3 g/1 

in conjunction with conventional exhaust systems; 

-operation may be affected by variations in temperature, gas velocity 

and effective trap length; 

- the device would appear to have a life of more than 38 000 km; 

-the device is most effective when used in urban traffic conditions; 
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- lead-trapping has not had any appreciable effect on power autput, gaseous 

emissinns, noise levels and exhaust back-pressure; 

-when conditions change radically, the accumulated lead may subsequently be 

dispelled into the atmosphere (this "purging" continues until the creation 

of a new balance). 

- "Exhaust gas filter systems, their lievelop:nent and efficacy" Octel Ltd, Ja

nuary 1975). 

This report describes and corroborates a number of studies and conclusions arising 

out of earlier programmes. Furthermore, recent research would appear to indicate 

that the effects of purging, together with white smoke under high-speed and 

heavy-load condi tiona following an urban build-up, can be attributed to the 

high temperatures associated with these operating modes. It has also been 

demonstrated that the addition of phosphorus compounds to the aluminium oxide 

coating on the steel wool has the effect of considerably reducing the purge. 

The report also looks at the question of how much the consumer would have to 

pay and pioks up some of the points already elaborated in the previous study 

(TRRL/662/1975). Assuming a service life of 64 000 km, the percentage increase 

per vehicle would be between 1% and 2.3. 

5.2. A fundamental objection often raised in connection with the use of lead 

traps concerns the ultimate destination of the lead compounds which have accu

mulated during the life of these devices. This perfectly legitimate cause for 

concern has been taken into consideration and the main conclusions of the TRRL 

report are as follows: 

"There would not appear to be any future in promoting the reclamation of lead 

traps. Existing processes for the recovery of waste metals are the best method 

to apply after normal wear. Simple disposal is unacceptable". 

5.3. More is now known than was the case in 1972 on the granulometry of lead 

particulate emissions and the complete results of a series of test programmes 

are set out in a very interesting report to the Fuel Committee of the European 

Coordinating Council for the Promotion of Motor Oil and Fuel Testing (CEC/EFTC). 
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5·4· Although the fifth session is not concerned with noise pollution 

problems, it should be pointed out that the "Octel" review mentioned 

above concludes that lead-trap exhausts are at least as efficient as 

existing conventional exhaust systems. 

Noise pollution recorded in accordance with BS-3425/1966 

Cylinder Transmission Noise level (dB-A) 
capac~ty 
in em Standard exhaust Lead-trap exhaust 

1200 manual 85 82 

1600 manual 84 83 

1600 automatic 78 78 

2000 automatic 79 77 
1300 manual 82 80 

950 manual 78 77 
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~ total lead emitted in relation to ~ emission 
lead consumed --- reduction due to lead trap 

T,ype of Test Vehicle 

lead trap sequence MMED - mean mass equivalent diameter (}1) total 

> 5 4 2.5 1.5 0.9 0.4 o.n < 0,17 
aerosol 
a:t "in MMEI 

Ethyl A.V. 
F'l'P - 1970 Plymouth 1/ ~ L/;; t;;{ ~ l/;; ~ % ~ Trap 

7 0 5 4 3 7 0 5 

II II Ford 1/ I~ I~ ;?;; ~ ~ % % I~ 3 5 3 3 1 7 0 6 

II II Chavrolet v lh I% X I% % /,; ;;: t;Y:, 8 0 1 0 8 9 
.Sthyle trap + 1/ lA 1% X X % h ·x 0 agglomerate 

II Toyota 
7 5 1 4 7 2 4 2 

II EEC/70/220 Fiat '/ ~ ~ IX [/;;' % X /( X sequence 0 5 0 9 3 5 4 0 

Ethyl FTP- 1970 US cars / 1% IX ~ 1% X /(, h ~ T.A.V. 3 9 7 2 1 1 7 5 

Octel F'fP - 1972 UK -cars y/ 17 ;Y 7 ~ ~ % % !~ (average 1 5 tests) j,j 9 6 t 3 

Octal EE0/70/220 UK- cars 7 ~ 17 7 17 I~ 1% ~ ·~ sequence ( averan 1 10 tests) ' 7 5·.J 

:~- 9 1 - 9 ..; 1 '0 

Dupont AMA 4riving Chevrolet ~ ~ 0, 0177 
.. 

cycle 98 5 64 ~-

~5 u~ U,Q150 ~S:=-Chevrolet 

Chevrolet ~ ~ o,~ 70 
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TASKS OF THE MOTOR-VEHICLE 

ENGINEER - DEVELOPMENT 

AND RESEARCH 

1. THE ENGINEER AND THE ICE/SI 

Annex 7 
page A7/0l 

1.1. The current tasks of development, research and production engineers in 

the motor industr.y is basically to optimize all of the parameters for the 

complex system "AFM-engine-exhaust-vehicle", which in the absence of any 

combustion faults (detonation, pre-ignition, running-on, misfiring, etc ••• ) 

must meet very stringent requirements with regard to : 

- performance, 

- operating flexibility, 

- fuel economy, 

- user safety, 

- noise pollution, 

- gaseous and particle pollution, 

- service life, 

purchase price, running and maintenance costs. 

The pursuit of these aims has become enormously complex, not only because 

the requirements are stringent and interrelated, but also because the number 

of parameters is extraordinarily high and interference is frequent (Annex A3/ 

02 is significant in this respect, although the parameters concerned only 

relate to the AFM, the engine and the exhaust). There must be no illusion 

that this optimization is simple, quick or economical, and in addition a 

solution which is not wholly satisfactory is automatically challenged each 

time that a requirement or parameter comes under pressure. 

rhings being what they are the engineer is forced to treat the parameters 

or groups of parameters separately and to determine the influence of each 

one on all of the effects covered by all of the requirements. This w~ of 

tackling the problems raised is not without risk since it takes no acco~~t 

of interference. Therefore, experimenters acting in good faith sometimes 

reach apparently incoherent conclusions and furthermore "a sum of 
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individual truths" does not necessarily yield an "overall truth". 

1.2. The vehicle engineer and broad principles 

The engineer instinctively mist~1~ts those broad principles which his d~

to-day experience too often contradicts, e.g. : 

A fuel-oaving policy necessarily implies a reduction in pollutant emissions 

and vice verna 

In general the engineer does not share this view, since regardless of the 

effect of fuel economy on requirements not concerning air pollution, he 

can quote examples which negate this assertion. Of these NOX emissions 

are among the best kno\':n and although the assertion generally holds good 

for CO it does not necessarily apply to HC or their composition (species 

and content). Raising the compression ratio is still the best w~ of 

reducing a fuel consumption, hence the need for petrol having a high lead 

or aromatic-hydrocarbon content. The President of the United States is 

fully aware of this situation and his recent recommendation to Congress 

is probably based on this fact. 

- The best Way of reducing a particular tYpe of pollution is to eliminate 

its source 

I do not think that many engineers in the world are able to subscribe to 

this view and to its incorporation into current practice. They cannot 

willingly accept the application of regulations to the "cause" parameters 

in order to attain the objectiveR set (requirements) • The engineer is 

forced to accept the restrictions imposed by standards (governing) ef

fects but he does so more willingly if they are scientifically justified 

and if he has a choice as to method. It should also be noted that,within 

the scope of this principle, the best method of eliminating emissions of 

hydrocarbons is to no longer use them as fuels or else to prohibit the 

use of internal combustion engines as a source of motive power. 
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1.3. State of the art as regards the ~ptimization of the sub-system 

''air-fuel mixture - spark-ignition engine" 

1 .. 3.1. The rapporteur definitely prefers this system to that of "fuel

engine", since although the quantitative and qualitative physical prepara

tion of the fuel-air mixture and its even distribution among the cylinders 

depend on the engine, the kinetics of the chemical reactions taking place 

after the ignition process and throughout combustion are basically character
ized by the component "fuel-richness". Both of the parameters in this com-

ponent are inextricably linked in this respect and are independent of the 

engine. In addition, the system "Fuel/air mixture-spark-ignition engine" 

has been separated from the exhaust system since it is felt desirable that 

the maxi~ effort should be applied to all of the events taking place 

before the exhaust valve or port opens. 

1.3.2. !h! E~~!e!: ~a!r:f~e! ~!t~!"_i~C£I"EO!:a!_e~ !_h! E&!:~!e!:s_f£r_ 

~O~£s!t!o~ £f_f~e! ~~ !:i~~e~s_of !F~ 

1.3.2.1. The situation with regard to petrol has changed very ~it~le since 

1972,except perhaps for the refining potential to be geared to the demand 

for aromatic hydrocarbons. The conclusions drawn from some recent studies 

should, however. be noted : 

- the production of petrol having a very low sulphur content for the pur

pose of eliminating or at least reducing secondar,y emissions of sul

phates and sulphuric acid from motor vehicles fitted with catalytic 

converters {see below) is not economically viable (SAE/750092). 

- a motor vehicle tested according to the 1974 constant volume sampling

cold and hot teohnique using a 10% hydrogen (H2) fuel and richness 

ratios between 0.55 and 0.65 yielded the following results (SAE/740187) : 

results 75-76 limits EPA recommendation 
12§0 12§2 

BC g/mile o.B 1.5 0.9 0.41 

CO g/mile 3.4 15.0 9.0 3.4 
NOX g/mile 0.4 2.0 2.0 2.0 

It is, however, pointed out that the future of this technique largely 

depends upon the development of on-board hydrogen generators. 
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1.3.2.2. The other sub-parameters for the air-fuel mixture are its physical 

preparation and its even distribution from qualitative and quantitative 

points of view. They also include the air-petrol ratio. The trend~ al

ready emerging in 1972 have been confirmed. The great advance~ made in the 

development of carburettors should also be noted (such as the sm~ll-diameter 

single-choke carburettor having a me~hanically operated throttle, coupled 

with a twin-choke carburettor of th~ same diameter the opening of which is 

controlled by the depression at the venture in the first carburettor·) to

gether with the improved vaporization and homogenization of the air-fuel 

mixture by means of mixing and heating, particularly under low-speed and 

light-load conditions. 

It nevertheless remains true that fuel-injection systems(t;:~-clic or con-l;i

nuous fluid/mechanical or electromagnetic/electronic injection or a combi

nation of these systems) are the best solution as regards 

- preparation of tho air-fuel mixture ; 

precise metering of the air-petrol ratio in all vehicle operating modes 

as a function of cylinder filling and engine temperature 

even qualitative and quantitative distribution among all of the cylinders. 

Unfortunately, fuel injection is still extremely expensive. 

l.j.3. The optimization of the overall air-fuel mixture - spark-ignition 

engine system has Of COUrse been the GUbjcct Of recent reF-C~Ch c~lrl is 

still being studied). This research has often been aimed at the technological 

application of the theoretical know-how acquired before 1972 (sub-parameter~ 

mentioned in Annex A3/02). It will, however, be useful to mention the fol

lowing : 

(a) progress made on electronic control of the ignition advance and th~reby 

better control of cylinder fillinz, air-fuel mixture ricr~ec~ and en

gine temperature. It would seem that in this connection progress ic 

expected shortly. 

(b) The studies carried out in order better to understand the thermo

chemical-kinetic combustion proce£ses resulting in the travel of a 

flame front from a point ignition source. 

(c) Determination of the effect of the system parameters on improp~r com

bustion due to detonation, particularly at high r.peeds (t~~e of sparking 

plug and location in combustion chamber, cooling, str~cture and design 

of manifolds, thicknesc of cylinder liners at end nearest cylinder head, 

pl;cy- between piston and cylinder at piston ring, ignition advance,etc.) 
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{d) The research into the reasons for the freezing at medium temperatures 

of nitrogen oxides produced at high temperatures, which has, for in

otance, highlighted the effect of the location of the sparking plug in 

relation to the exhaust valve and also the role plccy-ed by heat transfer. 

Similarly the degree of ionization of the flame seems to exert a bene

ficial influence on reaction speed 2.NO -~ N2 + o2 • It i~ also possible 

to increace the degree of ionization by passing on intense electric cur

rent through the fluid slightly before and during combustion. 

1.3.3. However, owing to the practical limits to the anti-knock proper

ties of petrol, which ld.ll apply for a few years yet, the turbocharging of 

spark-ignition engines seems to have no future, at least as far as the re

duction of pollutant emissions is concerned. 

1.4. The work on the treatment of exhaust gases following the power stroke, 

which could fail to satisfy a given requirement is still being directed to

vrards the use of oxidation converters (afterburning or catalytic), the ca

talytic reduction of nitrogen oxides and, in the case of the latter, perhaps 

the recycling of the exhaust gases through the induction system. Uy 1975 
a large proportion of American products were already using catalytic con

verters, but some manufacturers still feel that the use of afterburners is 

possible. In each case the problem of the resistance to chemical/thermal/ 

mechanical shocks, and thus also of the reliability, of the special alloys 

required has not been completely solved. A number of papers were presented 

at the "Automotive Engineering Congress" held in Detroit, USA in !i'ebruary

March 1974 • One can provisionally conclude from the studies under w~ 

that high Ni-content austenic steels behave well, but they are expensive 

certain ferrite alloys can be used, but no type of wall coating (Cr-Al, Ni

Cr, ceramics, etc •• ) has proved suitable. On the other hand the shape of 

the converter chamber sometimes makes a significant contribution to long 

life. 

It is also well-known that afterburners are subject to overheating when 

they receive excess unburned hydrocarbons or carbon monoxide as a result 

of misfiring, prolonged uce of the choke, faulty carburation, blocking of 

the induction filter etc ••• 
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A lot of work ic therefore being devoted to the development of alarm and 

r;<lfety ~yctemo protect vehicle:::, and more particularly their passengers, 

fro~ exces~ive temperaturec, e.g., the development and tecting of probes 

v1hich consta.ntly analyse the richness of the exhaust gases. Such probes 

transmit signals to the electronic comp~'tcr which controls the fuel injec

tion, thereby adju~ting the air-pet~.mi:~ure metered into the induction 

system. Nevertheless, the reliability of such systemn would have to be 

checked closely during type approval and. co11formi ty tests. The Japanese 

authorities have in effect made provision for u~ch a check (1974). 
0·.rctall it is as follows : 

- experimental check on the alarm system (legal requirements) ; 

- measurement of temperature at a large number of points in the system 

during four types of tests, namely 

1. idling after a cold start, 

2. high speed (100 krn/h) under ~teady-state conditions, direct gear, 

3. tt\'o-mode cycle at 50:. of the speed which the vehicle can attain on 

gradient::; of ) and 8~~' 

4. dm~n-tovm cycle Hith heaV'J traffic density. 

Tho relatively recent detection at the exhaust outlet of motor vehicles fit

ted with catalytic conve~ter0 of nulphuric acid and sulphate emissions is 

receiv-ing a certain arr.ount of attention, particularly since it was the out

come of research by the EPA. In Europe it would therefore be wise to take 

account of this in any planning of restrictions imposed by standards on CO 

and IIC. 

1.5. !illti-pollution devices for motor vehicles driven by spark-ignition 

engines and their cost 

8 

6 

4 
2 

increase in total cost 

In view of current trends the diagram 

oppoGite is generally accepted, i.e., 

1. Optimization A is purely that of the 
"air-fue:!. mixture - opark-ignition 
engine" syctem. 

2. Optimization B concerns the most 
sophisticated air-fuel mixture -
engine - eYJlaust system according 
to the current state of the art. 
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3. The uncertainty as regards future 
motor-vehicle design is represented 
by the hatched area. 

In A one can alno reasonably assume a reduction in CO and HC emissions of 

20-30~ as compared with the eituation at the end of 1975, but the NOX emis

sions t·rill remain static. Vehicles driven by spark-ignition engines of this 

type could be available in 1980. 

2.. THE ENGINEER AND MOTOR VEHICLES POWERED .BY. COMPRESSION

IGNITION ENGINES 

2.1. The engineer involved t-lith this type of vehicle is scarcely in a better 

eituation than his colleague working in the spark-ignition field. Develop

ment and research projects in this field are also numerous. They mainly con

cern the engine and, to a lesser extent, fuels and exhaust systems. 

2. 2. It \-rill be ueeful as far as the parameter "fuel" is concerned to note 

the weighted conclusions arising from a number of recent studies. These are: 

1. It is difficult to quantify in either direction the effect of the 

physico-chemical characteristics of fuels on emissions. The cetane 

number (eN), however, seems still to be the most significant both 

for smoke and gases. For years this number has been falling dan

gerously. The aromatic hydrocarbon requirements of petrol for 

spark-ignition engines explains this trend which, to a certain 

extent, can be slo111ed down by the use of ignition improvers, pro

vided that their secondary effectE. on emissions are controlled. 

2. Although a reduction in the sulphur content of gas oils is contem

plated the contribution of motor vehicles to the total emissions of 

this pollutant does not seem ver,y great and so it justifies neither 

the price which will have to be paid nor the energy to be expended. 

3. It is interesting to note that tests have been carried out on motor 

vehicles whereby up to 4~ LPG was mixed with the diesel fuel before 

injection. Smoke (EEC/72/306) was reduced significantly, but this 

did not apply to the gases. The total (HC+NOX) could in no case 

satisfy the 1977 Californian standard, but the studies are conti

nuing, since optimum results have not yet been achieved. 
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4. It is now quite certain that progress will not be made via the 

parameter "fuel" alone. 

2.3. The parameter "engine" is much more f>ignificant and it is justly re

ceiving close attention. Apart from the continuous research into combus

tion chamber shape, injection systems, and ignition and combustion proces

ses which can be controlled to varying degrees, the following developments 

are worthy of mention : 

- It is now quite certain that the essential need to reduce fuel consump

tion (which has now become quite urgent) has boosted the popularity of 

direct-injection compreGsion-ignition engines. Engines of this type 

yielding optimum power and efficiency, emit total HC+NOX of about 

8 grjhp/h (13-mode method). B,y slightly retarding the injection timing 

this figure can easily be brought below the five grjhp/h specified in the 

1977 Californian standard, but the loss in power and efficiency ic about 

6~. It is, however, felt that this sacrifice is largely compensated b,y : 

1. No increase in smoke emissions. 

2. Considerably reduced peak pressures and thermal stresses and hence 

an increase in specific power, reduced noise pollution and an in

crease in service life. 

3. If required a spark-ignition engine fitted to a heav.y motor vehicle 

could be converted into a direct-injection diesel without ~ basic 

modification. 

The turbocharging of high-speed automotive diesel engines is under con

stant development, i.e. : 

SUpercharged, direct-injection diesel engines with efficient inter

cooling which perform we 11 as regards gaseous emi sa ions and there. is n:> 

marked increase in smoke. An increase in cooling of this type de

creases NOX emissions and fuel consumption and helps to keep peak 

pressures in check as the supercharging ratio increases. Any loss 

in power due to the "cleaning-up) of such engine~::? is also less pro

nounced if there is a high degree of intercooling. 
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- Mathematical models which simulate the thermodynamic or thermo-chemical

kinetic processes taking place during combustion, mainly in direct

injection engines, are also in vogue. The aim is to determine the effects 

of quite a large number of parameters (stroke bore/ratio, valve timing, 

mass flows at the compressor and turbi~e, pre-injection, rate and dura

tion of injection, coolant water temperature, air-ratio, exhaust back 

pressure, etc ••• ) on peak and average pressures and temperatures, on 

rates of pressure rise during uncontrolled combustion, and engine power. 

Despite their scientific appeal, the value of the information derived 

from these theoretical developments has so far been rather disappojntin~. 

2.4. On the other hand, progress has been made on odour. The determina

tion of TIA (Total Intensity Aroma) or 11odour demerit" has for a long time 

been purely subjective (odour jury) and so has not enabled the products 

responsible for the odour of emissions from compression-ignition engines 

to be identified qualitatively and therefore to be avoided. It would now 

appear possible to do so (see SAE/750216) and, in particular, to measure 

the foDowing contents of an emission : 

- LCA/f-g/1 for the entire "oily-kerosene"group 

- LCOf.g/1 for the entire "smoky-burnt" group. 

Generally speaking LCO is 10 times greater than LCA and since the products 

concerned are the most disagreeable, this is used as the specific reference 

for diesel odou~. B,y comparing the physico-chemical measurement of LCO 

with the subjective TIA the following law has been formulated 

(TIA subjective) = 1 + logLCO. 

If this correlation is confirmed this new identification and measuring 

technique will be of great use to research \'rorkem. 

2.5. There has been no significant development in the treatment of gases 

and smoke between the end of the power stroke and their ejection from the 

exhaust tailpipe. Research workers have apparently directed their efforts 

towards optimizing the "engine" parameters and it must be acknowledged that 

this is the best course. 
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III.?r!AINTEUANCE OF VEHICLES AND ENGINES 

These mat-Len. are mentioned for the record - not that they are t"lithout 

interest - but they relate more to vehicle uoe than to vehicle design, 

which is the subject of this sympoaium. 
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PLliNNING OF RESTRICTIONS IMPOSED BY 
3TANDARDS ON MOTOR VEHICLES DRIVEN 

BY INTEIDlAL COMBUSTION ENGlliES 

1. TiiTRODUCTORY REl/.ARKS 

Annex A8 
page A8/0l 

The chief of the objectives assigned to the rapporteur is worded as follows 

"proposals for a rational choice with a view to introducing Community rules 

and data in support of that choice" ; in practice it results in a personal 

commitment. From this point of view, the rapporteur's sole aim in the fol

lowing is not to persuade but to provide information and material for debate. 

2. PLANNDJG RELATING TO LIGHT Mil /ICE/SI 

'2 .1. It is understandable that priority has been accorded to these Mil, since 

they account for the great majority of vehicles in towns and it is in the 

latter- or in certain areas of large cities - that pollution (be it gaseous 

or- particles) is at its '"Orst ; thus in the city where this Symposium is 

being held petrol-engined cars account for 83~ of all vehicles and 98-5% 
of all cars. 

2.2. The bases of an unchallengeable forward policy on emission standards 

are given in the diagram on page A2/0l. The nerve centre of the model is 

"da~a processing'', whose chief role is to supply the rates of reduction 

to be imposed on emission sources and thereby to permit the prepara-

tion of a programme of restrictions via standards; this assumes a degree of 

practica! certainty of the information forwarded to the centre, this re

quirement is not met at present in any country or community. The EEC, as 

already mentioned, is at present assembling the components of such a model 

but no date has been set for the start of its operation. 

2.3. Since aqy such tool is lacking and forward planning is generally 

desired, it is essential to gather information from all quarters without 

delCI\f, to assess how rigorous and important it is, and then to make a de

cision ; aside from health-related information (still fairly fragmentary 

in the case of certain pollutants) which affects the severity of standards, 
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those responsible for planning should not forget that it must 

(a) avoid improvisation or a;ything provisional - otherwise it iu better 

to dispense with planning oompletely; 

(b) provide for a series of stages, liberally spaced, to give manufacturers 

the time need~d for technological development and to enable them to 

amortize their investments ; the latter portion of each stage could be 

made equal to the fleet-replacement time, i.e., (3 to 4) + (8 to 9) = 
(11 to 13) years ; 

(c) have rega.rd to the facts of technology an they nm·r exi~t, as they are 

humanly foreseeable and also of demands other than those relating to 

air pollution ; 

(d) provide a stimulus through its objectivity by spreading responsibility 

for executing the plan in all directions, and not only in that of the 

motor industry. 

2.4. Ver.y often in Europe when a justification is being given (so~etimes 

post ~) for a programme, or a new one ic being formulated, reference is 

made to the air pollution situation in large cities in 1969, the year before 

pul:lication of Directive 70/220/EEC which embodir'l. the first restrictions 

via standards. Since 1970 fell at the beginning of a decade it has seemed 

logical to make the programme-period 1969-80. At the present time, in the 

EEC, practical implementation of the two stages of restriction fl970-J974) 
arising from Directive should - acco~in~ to some people - resutt in emisoions 
·oeing reduoed by 6o% in the case of CQ and 40 % in the case of hydrocar-. 
bona (HC) compared with the 1969 situation, this is hard to believe, 

but the rapporteur is prepared to accept it. Hhat remains to be done, 

if the overall reduction .:;enerally contemplated for 1930 (i.e., 90 % 
relative to the 1969 level) is to reduce residual emissions, post second 

stage, by 75% in the case of CO and 83~· in the case of HC. Under these 

circumstances, if the 1980 deadline is to be met, it is a matter of urgen

cy that these ne\'l and ver.y stringent restrictions should be published before 

mid-1976 at the latest, making 1 January 1980 their operative date. In ob

jective terms, such a programme is well outside the bounds of the reasonably 

possible. Furthermore, this argument takes no account of the fact that re

duction in the maximum permitted levels will not necessarily re8ult in a 

proportional reduction in emissions by a given fleet or that the number of 

notor vehicles in that fleet goes up and down in the course of time. 
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2.5. ~tnother fairly common way of thinking in Europe ic that of implicitly 

trusting the manufacturerc to improve the emission performance of motor ve

hicle~ ~nd adopting restrictions vjn ~tandards ex po·t facto to progress in 

engineering ; many persons connected with public health and a section of 

public opinion in Europe are convinced that the progress of European stan

dards results from :::uch a philosophy ; seen in this wey, restri.c:tions are to

tally uscleoo. 

2.G. Division of responsibilities ~vithin a programme 

2.6.1. Basic formula 

E Totnl emizsion of a pollutant at the critical time of dey in a given 

period (year) in the city or the critical area of a large city while 

dmm.-to\'m tr:rl'fic conditions pre•mil (e.g., the standard sequence given 

in Directive 70/220/EEC or some other sequence ; the remainder of the 

arguncnt set out below will sho~-: that the choice of standard cycle is 

of seconda..-y importance) ; 

e Err.is~ion at the same point in time, and for the same dur-:J.tion, in the 

city or part of the large city by 100 light MV/ICE/SI of the "type" 

representative of the local fleet and assumed each to perform the 

standard £equGnce 

z Number of vehicles in movement at the critical time in the city or the 

critical area of a large city ; 

k A factor for manufacturing tolerance and deterioration due to mileage 

for the fleet as it is at the time, relative to the same fleet if con

sisting of the "type" ; there is no reason to believe that k varies 

t..ri th time. 

- at preoent : 

- at the end of the Programme Stage 
(in x yearc) 

- desired E :::: Y. E 
X 0 

and therefore 
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- the previous relationship ca.ll be t<;ri tten in the form sho\m 
oppodte 

T = lOO(e _ _/e - 1) 
e x· o 

T = lOO(z /z - 1) 
Z X 0 

}< + 100 "" Te + 100 
100 100 

T + lCO z 
100 

To(= lOO(EjE
0 

- 1) lOo(o(- 1) 

Hhere 

Te is the percentage reduction to be required (Te < 0) or tolerable in

crease (Te)O) of the mass of pollutant emitted by 100 light type 

MV/ICEl~I, each performing the standard sequence at the same time. 

Tz is the percentage reduction required (Tz< 0) or tolerable grovrth 

(Tz>o) of the local fleet in movement in the city or the critical area 

at the critical time of day. 

~~varies with (E /E) which (for ~ant of anything bette~) io assumed to be 
~ X 0 

equal to (E.
8
/E

0
) where E s i::. the health-risk level most common!:- ass1.uned 

(e.g., in the case of CO : 4~g/m3 on average over 30 minutes) and t
0 

is the level of the pollutant at the critical point in time in the city 

or the critical zone ill the moct seriously affected large city in a 

country or the Community (t is expressed in the same system as E ). 
0 s 

if E s < fa ---7 TJ. < 0 reduction required 

T_/= lOO(E /E -1) [ 
~ s 0 ~-f E > E: ~ To() 0 tolerable increase. 

~ 0 

T~ is therefore the required percentage reduction or tolerable increane 

(i.e., tolerable an regards air quality) of the pollutant in ~~e~tion 

tl) be achieved within the x years of the Programme Stage. ~:i th the ex

tension of monitoring networks in Europe it should be possible within a 

fairly short time to fix the minimum algebraic value of 'bl,.,:1t least l'lith 

regard to "priority"pollutants. 

2.6.3. A coherent emission programme for a particular pollutant, results 

partly from the solution of this equation, which contains three unknowns 

if two are fixed the value of the third flows automatically from them ; 
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there are therefore two degrees of freedom. From this it can be concluded 

that responsibilities are shared. Cleaning-up the city of the critical 

zone is not the concern solely of the manufacturers (through T ) but also e 
of t~e realinm of public-health circles (~), central and local governments 

or agencies (T ) and the users and their sense of civic duty (also through 
z 

T ). ':'he chart below could therefore be termed "the shared-responsibilities 
z 
~: 

-10 

-20 

-40 

-50 

-60 
T 5'" 
0( 

+50 +60 Te '/o 

2.7. The relationship between TG and the rate of reduction in the restric

tions (TC) relative to the standards by Directive 70/220/EEC (unamended) 

The present fleet of light ~N/ICE/SI consists chiefly of vehicles type

approved between 1969 and mid-1975, hence the choice of the 1970 standards 

as the starting point. 

2.7.1. Assuming (as many people in Europe seem to assume) that a reQuction 

in restriction levels automatically brings about the same change in the 

quantity of pollutant emitted by the control batch of 100 MV of the stan

dard type in the period of the standard sequence, the definition of Te 

(from To( and Tz) automatically entails the levels varying in the same 

proportion : (the levels of 1970-T %). e 

The rapporteur does not believe that TC - T but rather TC : f(T ) and c e 
that the relationship between these two rates takes the form of a curve of 

the shape shown in the graph below, to the rapporteur's knowledge the con

cavity of the ourve lies in the direction of negative TO values and the 
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curvature is more prono11noed fer CO than for hydrocarbons. Without going 

into detail, the rapporteur would point cut that these curves were plotted 

from the following data 1 

- restrictions via standards (in this case those of 1970); 

- the results of as many as possible type-approval tests on motor vehicles 

put on the market since 1969 up to the date of publication of the new 

standards, plus 12 months; 

- fleet distribution frequency by equivalent inertia weight. 

TC%--~--~----~~ 

-80 1----i---+-----T-~'-'-f----t 

-40 -60 -80 T ~ e 

The study can be further refined by taking into account, for example, the 

age of the vehicles which make up the fleet and the frequency by make and 

by type. To provide a numerical illustration of the line of reasoning follo

wed, the curves opposite are regarded as being those for the national fleet 

which gave the greatest curvature. 

2.8. Outline study of a programme for restrictions iJ!Eos~d by standards 

on CO emissions by light MV /ICJE/SI 

2.8.1. !S!U!P!i~n! 

(1) The worst c:i.ty in Europe for this emission is known, as is its criti

cal t: (in the case of Cologne, for example, the critical E: is 
0 0 

59 mg/m3 on average for 30 minutes - see EG/Enqulte)Untersuchung der 

Umweltbellstingung und Umweltsch8digung duroh den Strassenverkehr in 

Stadtgebieten/Lirm und Abgase/VDI Kommission Reinhaltung der Luft/ 

Dttsseldorf - 1974/In Auftrag des Bundesministers f'tlr Verkehr,ireilstud.ie 

II.l.l./page 51). 
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(2) In the a'bsence of any EEC air quality standard, a concentration of 

45 mg/m3 on average for 30 minutes is assumed to constitute a health 

hazard. 

(3) Type-approval tests conducted between 1969 and mid-1975 and the 1970 

standards constraints are used as the basis for plottini! the curve of 

TO = t(T ) in paragraph 2.7.2. above. e 

(4) The publication of further standards is planned for the first half 

of 1976, their operative date being 1 July 1979; they will remain in 

force at least until 1 July 1986. 

(5) Technological developments now in hand, together with demands other 

than anti-pollution requirements, would appear to rule out the use of 

catalytic converters and the recycling of exhaust gases and give grounds 

for hoping that optimization of the AFM-ICE I SI-MV system will bring 

about a reduction of some 30 % in GO emissions by light MIT IICE/SI in 

the most oommon ranges of reference weights, and that this will occur 

before 1 July 1979• 

2.8.2. ~!e!:fll!n!ns !h! 1!~~8!ID!. !l!m!.n,is_ 

- T • -30 ~ (see assumption 5); e 

-TO • -42 fo relative to 1970 standards contraints (see graph 2.7.2.); 

- £ IE determines T • 100 (e IE -1); r o s o 

tsl Eo 1.00 0.95 o.90 o.85 o.ao ~ 0.75 

T..Z 0 -5 -10 -15 -20 w -25 -30 -35 

••• 

••• 

- From ~ for the city or the critical area and from Te' each agency infers 

T from the graph in 2.6.2.; thus, in the case of Cologne, T = -30 %, 
z e 

ToC. • 100(45159-1) • 100(0.76-1) • -24 ~and the chart of shared respon-

sabilities gives T • +9 %; this means that, under the programmela.rranz 
gements the city of Cologne cannot allow traffic density in its critical 

zone to increase by more than 9 % in the ne:rt 10 years. 

2e8e3e !lJ.! ~,!u.!,t_!n_g }?.!'£~~!. fo! QO_e!!i.!!s!O!! f~m_l!~t_M!/!,~_§I_ 

- Fresh standards : (1974) - (42-20)1(100-20) 

0 

1974 standards - 27.5 % 
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- date of publication of the amendment in the Official Journal of the 

European Communities : 1 June 1976; 

- operative date : 1 July 1979; 

- period of validity 1 at least until 1 July 1986; 

- N.B. 1 an Annex to the amendment should tell local authorities how to 

determine the Tz values corresponding to the critical &
0 

for their 

city or city area. 

Obviously, a different line of argument can be put forward, e.g. : 

- TU:: is imposed by E (air quality) and the critical E (example: -24,;); s 0 

- Traffic density is an extraneous variable which the local authority cannot 

cause to var,y in either direction : Tz = Ol from this it is deduced (see 

the nomogram of shared responsibilities) that Te = -24 % and can be 

nothing else; 

- by reference to the graph in paragraph 2.7.2., Te = -24 % results in 

TO •- 34 %; 

- hence, the new constraints relating to 00 : (those for 1974 - 17 •5 %) • 

2.9. Outline study of forward pl~Wting of restrictions imposed by stan

dards on HO from ligl1t MV /ICJE/SI) 

The scheme is the same as in paragraph 2.8.; it could be quantified fairly 

easily as soon as the critical ~ 0 for HO is known and an air quality stan

dard in respect of HO is also available. 

2 .10. NOX emissions by light MV /ICJE/SI 

In this case the problem is more difficult but it still goes without S83"ing 

that the OEO should amend Directive 70/220/~0 as soon as possible by 

embodying the GRPA' s proposal in it. It should be borne in mind, however, 

that the proposed constraints are designed chiefly to prevent any increase 

in NOX emissions by motor oars which are also obliged to comply with more 

stringent requirements relating to 00 and hydrocarbons. It is fa:r from 

certain that this aim will be achieved by means of a directive amended 
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in respect of JOX and providing for constraints which will remain unchanged 

until 1986• Similarly, To(this time constitutes a current reserve with 

Te = 0 at the time; these rates determine a point X on the responsibilities 

chart and thus a margin of manoeuvre in terms of tra.ff'ic density T z ( e::x:am

ple 1 T,(.=-20 ~ T = 0 ~ and T --20 ,;,); if' within 10 years the traf'f'ic 
e z 

is unchanged, .X moves along the iso-Tz line, thus reducing the gap between 

the present JOX concentration and the concentration that constitutes a. 

health hazard; it will therefore be highly beneficial to keep a. close eye 

on variations in T
8 

cluring type-approval tests. Jfote also, in connection 

with these intangible constraints relating to NOX, that local authorities 

are able to restore the separation in question by taking steps to reduce 

the critical traf'f'ic density ( ~ -7i>-~ ) • 

2.11. Parl;ioulate lead-compounds emissions from ligl1t MV /ICE/SI 

Investigations in progress both on the eff'eat of these compounds on man 

and his enviromaent have not yet resulted in full agreement between the 

people concerned with air-quality criteria. The rapporteur, like many, 

believes that the promulgation of a. directive limiting the lead content 

of petrol is not advisable at present; each country has laid down marlmum 

valuea, or intends to do so, in order to safeguard "national" patrols 

against abnormal increases. Furthermore, when a health-hazard level for 

airborne lead is fixed, and when monitoring networks determine the status 

of air pollution due to lead from mobile souroes, the establishment of 

stallda:rds limiting emissions can comply with the scheme set out in the 

foregoirur,. Meanwhile it will be very helpful to continue, and if necessary 

support, the development of lead traps, with speoial attention directed 

to the purge eff'eot, their bulk and the development of a simple, fast and 

cheap method of testing for type approval purposes and checking the con

formity of production examples. 

2.12. With regard to other emissions for which light MV/ICE/SI are respon

sible, investigations and research are not yet sufficiently advanced 

(with the possible exception of Hc-EVP)for consideration to be given at 

present to a method of testing and to restruotion via standards. 
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3. :&'>mulation of a programme in respect of ligl1t lfi/I~tCI 

As alre~ pointed out, 98e5 %of oars in Brussels are of the spark-ignition 

variety, leaving 1.5 % diesel-engined; these figures probably vary between 

one EEC countr.;y and another, but they do not warrant submitting these motor 

vehicles to the requirements of future standards on NOX under Directive 

70/220/EEO (CO and gaseous hydrocarbons are no problem) • Nevertheless, if 

it is decided to include them, it is reasonable to grant them some tolerance 

relative to the limits proposed by the GRPA sinoe this proposal has no other 

aim than to contain any increase in NOX that might result from the increased 

stringency of standards relating to CO and HOJ an increase of 20 % on the 

proposed limits seems acceptable. 

As regards smoke emissions, Directive 72/306/EEC applies; the question of 

tightening up the standards obviously arises. Official notification of 

the Directive actually took plaoe as long ago as 2 August 1972 and the 

Member states were to comply within eighteen months, i.e., 2 February 1974; 
those are still fairly recent dates, indeed too recent for anything at all 

to be contemplated for 1976 or even 1977• In the rapporteur's opinion the 

free acceleration test should in no event be abolished before another simple, 

fast and economical test for checking the oonfomity of production samples 

has been developed. 

4• Fonmlation of a programme in respect of heayY MV /IaE/SI 

Vehicles of this kind account for 5 - 8 % of national fleets in Europe; the 

situation is considerably different in the USA. Equipment in laboratories 

and test centres in Europe is generally not capable of simulating the equi

valent inertias in question, and no standard urban traffic sequence ha.s 

been of'fioial.ly proposed; the problem is theret·ore not yet ripe for a 

directive with a standard operating cycle, and even less for legal restric

tions. 

Nevertheless, technical facilities are available in Europe to run tests 

under ste~-state conditions and the rapporteur sees no reason for not 

profiting from US experience. Furthemore, the rapporteur does not yet 

tully understand why nine - and thirteen - mode cycles should co-exist, 
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the one for ICE/SI and the other for IC.I!l/CI. Although there is no problem 

with a test using either of those methode, the same does not apply to 

emission standards; 1976 might be the year for an EEO-supported study di

reoted towards the selection of a method and the formulation of a preli

minar,y dra:f't set of standards. It does not appear ph.y'sioally possible for 

a deoision to be taken before 1978. 

5• Formulation of a programme in respeot of heavy MV /ICE/OI 

- Smoke emission 

- Gaseous emissions 

see paragraph 3 above. 

a study to be tackled on the programme for heavy 

MV/ICE/SI. 
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DISCUSSION BY THE PANEL 

Intervention of Mr. BOURDEAU 

I shall try to be fairly brief and tell you in a few words about the research 
carried out by the European Communities on the protection of the environment 
and of health. The Commission is responsible on behalf of the Commu~ity for 
implementing several programmes in this field which cover physical, chemical 
and radioactive pollutants. 

This research is carried out in two different ways, i.e., by means of 
contracts with research organizations in the Member States or by the 
Community's Joint Research Centre and in particular the ISPRA establishment 
in northern Italy. 

We are more particular as regards the research into the various pollutants, 
using the roll-back technique which Professor Sibenaler has just mentioned 
i.e., we are tracing the logical path from the determination of sources of 
pollution, measurements in the environment and the various recipients, the 
problems of transfer and the physico-chemical conversion of pollutants in 
the environment to, finally, the effects on man and the environment in 
order to arrive at the chapter on anti-pollution technology which 
Mr. Sibenaler has just talked about, at least in connection with motor 
vehicles fitted with petrol or diesel engines. Since 1974 the research 
programme on chemical and physical pollutants (but not radioactive pollutants 
which are covered by a separate programme) has enabled some research to get 
under way which has in any case certain connections with motor vehicle 
emissions. I would like to go through these very quickly and then ask 
Mr. Garibaldi to provide some details on one of the projects which is perhaps 
of special interest to you. 

This research is clearly concerned with carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides, 
hydrocarbons and noise. Very briefly on hydrocarbons : we have a project on 
the development of a system for the multidetection of micro-organic 
pollutants including hydrocarbons in the air, water and various other 
matrices. We are also carrying out some studies on hydrocarbon variants, 
and in particular polynuclear aromatics, which can be found in urban areas 
in order to find out to what extent their sources can be determined. 

Finally, we are also conducting a certain number of tests on the long-term 
effects, and more particularly the mutagenic and calcinogenic effects of 
various polynuclear aromatics. I shall not say much about carbon monoxide 
and nitrogen oxides : only that the emphasis has been placed on the 
interactions between these various pollutants and in particular between lead, 
carbon monoxide and ni~rogen oxides. 

The research into noise has taken the form of epidemiological surveys on the 
longterm reaction of a population exposed to noise from airports or urban 
traffic. 

Finally, on lead in particular there are two main avenues of research : one 
on toxicity as such and the other on its transfer within the environment and 
the determination of the levels due to (a) motor vehicles and (b) foodstuffs, 
and industrial sources found in the average human body in the Community. 
On toxicity we have a number of laboratory and clinical tests on the effects 
of the chronic inhalation of lead on pulmonary tissue, its effects on the 
central nervous system, and also epidemiological surveys which are attempting 
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to throw some light on the 1 ink between the exposure of children and mental 
backwardness and peripheral neuritis. Tests have also been carried out in 
order to determine the teratological effects, if any, of lead - naturally on 
laboratory animals and finally the precise role of lead in cardiovascular 
diseases, renal function, gastrointestinal symptoms, virus infections and 
certain other pulmonary functions. 

Placental lead transfer is also under investigation both in laboratory 
animals and human beings in order to see to what extent foetuses suffer from 
exposure of the mother to lead. The intestinal absorption mechanism is also 
under study, as is the effect of various dietary components on lead 
absorption. 

I shall now come back more specifically to the or~g~ns of the lead found in 
human blood and in the various compartments containing lead in the human body, 
Here we are carrying out a series of studies and tests with the aim of deter
mining (a) the transfer of lead in organic form in the atmosphere and its 
conversion and (b) the transfer of lead emitted in the form of particles from 
industrial sources and from motor vehicles. A specific project being carried 
out jointly by our Joint Research Centre at Ispra and by SNAM progetti, of 
which Mr. Garibaldi is the representative today, consists of a full-scale 
experiment which after two or three years should enable the real contribution 
of lead emitted by motor vehicles to the total lead content of the blood and 
of the human body in general to be exactly determined via the study of the 
variations in the stable isotope ratio of the lead found in man, the environ
ment and fuels. Here, Mr. Chairman, if you will permit me, I would like to 
hand over to Mr. Garibaldi, who will be able to provide further explanations 
on this project. 

Intervention of Mr. GARIBALDI 

The research project which I am about to describe in the very short space of 
time allotted me is an example of the kind of projects which the Commission 
of the European Communities has put in hand in support of the Directives it 
is proposing. 

Lead is formed from four natural isotopes having atomic weights of 204, 206, 
207 and 208 whose relE~.tive abundance depends on the age and nature of the 
mineral deposit. 

Slide 1 shows some examples of the isotopic compositions of samples from 
different countries expressed as the ratio between the 206 Pb and the 207 Pb 
isotopes. A determination of the isotopic composition is therefore capable 
of identifying a particular species of lead, even when it has undergone the 
most diverse chemical transformations. This study is based on the use over a 
wide area in Italy of gasolines containing lead which is isotopically 
different from the natural lead present in the ground or the lead imported 
for other purposes than being added to gasoline. The study hopes, on strictly 
scientific bases, to define the motor vehicles contribution to the pollution 
of the entire environment and,in particular, of the humaD body according to 
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the following points (Slide 2) : 

1. A determination of the contribution of motor vehicle traffic to the lead 
content of the aim in cities and industrial areas. 

2. The identifications of the critical pathw~s through which lead from the 
motor vehicle is transferred to man. 

3. An assessment of the amount of lead contributed by the motor vehicle to 
the total amount of lead absorbed by man (including infants) via the 
processes of inhalations and ingestion. 

4. A calculation of the distribution of the lead of motor vehicle origin in 
the various environmental sectors. 

In order to attain these objectives the largest manufacturer of lead alkyls 
in Italy (Societa SIAC) has, since April last, been working exclusively 
with Australian lead from the Broken Hill mining area which has a constant 
isotopic composition and is distinguishable from lead mined anywhere else. 

Through commercial agreements with the other companies distributing lead 
alkyls it has been possible to cordon off completely two large areas of 
Italy (Piedmont and Sardinia) in which gasoline containing the Australian 
lead was and is used exclusively. 

Suitably programmed periodic samplings of the following types of samples were 
carried out 

- total and fractionated atmospheric particle matter; 
- soil; 
- vegetation; 
- surface water and drinking water; 
- atmospheric precipitations; 
-blood (a total of about 20,000 samples) 

The determination of the variation of isotopic composition plotted against 
the measurements of the total lead concentration should enable the planned 
objectives to be attained. 

The study can be subdivided into the following four periods (Slide 3) : 

Phase 0 : Identification of the character of the environment before the 
Australian lead is brought into use. 

July 1975 to September 1975. 

Phase 1 ·: Transitional period during which there is a gradual phasing-out of 
the lead used previously and a corresponding phasing-up of the 
Australian lead. 

October 1975 to December 1975. 

Phase 2 Australian lead used exclusively. 
January 1976 to July 1977. 

Phase 3 The old type of lead returned to use. 
July 1977 to December 1977. 
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The results of/Phase 0 are now available and show the clear distinction 
between the isotopic composition of the Australian lead now being distributed 
and the isotopic compositions of the various types of environmental samples 
examined before the Australian lead was brought into use (Slide 4). 

The final results of the study are planned for the end of 1977, but valuable 
information will be available by the end of 1976. 

One of the more important problems dealt with in Professor Sibenaler's 
interesting paper is the emission of lead particles by gasoline motor 
vehicles •. 
We all know the importance of the problem of the lead content of gasolines, a 
problem which directly affects the motor vehicle, oil, health and energy 
sectors and which, just because it is so complex has not yet found a final 
solution despite the many stuuies carried out and the proposals put forward • 

We should like to emphasize certain points : 

1. Lead traps 

The problem of reducing the lead content of motor fuels can be viewed from 
two aspects 

- Elimination or reduction of the lead in order to prevent or slow down the 
poisoning of the catalyst which reduces the CO and HC emissions 

- Elimination or reduction of emissions of lead since this element can, in 
certain circumstances, cause injury to the human body. 

In the first case, the only solution for the moment appears to be the elimina
tion of lead alkyls from gasolines, even though recent studies carried out by 
Du Pont seem to have identified a range of catalysts insensitive to lead. 

In the second case, the emissions could in fact be reduced downstream from 
the combustion chamber. 

Two varieties of lead pollution are distinguishable : 

(a) environmental pollution caused by the whole of the lead emitted in every 
chemical form and associated with particles of every size; the emitted 
lead finding its way into the environment, soil, water, plants, etc., can 
enter the alimentary chain and can therefore be absorbed with food and 
drink via the process of ingestion; 

(b) atmospheric pollution caused by the lead compounds associated with fine 
particles of sub-micron sizes which can remain in suspension in the 
atmosphere for a long while; the lead is inhaled with the breath and 
absorbed by the body directly. 

The s econd aspect assumes a particular importance in large cities where the 
intense traffic gives rise to high lead contents in the finally divided 
atmospheric dust. 

In order to eliminate, or at least reduce, the amount of lead emitted in the 
exhaust gases without, on the other hand, lessening the lead contents of the 
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gasolines, the main firms manufacturing lead alkyls have tackled the 
designing and construction of prototypes of particular eliminating systems 
to be mounted directly on the motor vehicle in place of the customary standard 
exhaust silencer. There are currently in existence two kinds of trap : the 
cyclone trap (Ethyl and DuPont) and the filter trap (Octel). 

From the results now available of trials carried out by some laborac;ories it 
is possible to draw certain conclusions, even though there exist some 
substantial differences between the two kinds of trap 

- the traps are efficient in urban traffic conditions (say, in the 
conditions of the European cycle); 

- In rural or motorway traffic conditions the efficiency declines appreciably 
and, in particular circumstances, the lead emissions can be of the same 
order of magnitude as the emissions from a motor vehicle having a standard 
silencing system. 

Any introduction of the new traps, even to a limited extent in new models, 
would not therefore completely solve the problem of the general pollution 
of the environment by lead, but would have as its immediate effect a 
reduction of the current levels of lead in city air, and that reduction would 
gradually become more appreciable as the years go by and tr.e motor vehicles in 
use today are replaced. 

2. Effects of a reduction of lead content on the emissions of pollutants 

As the speaker has shown with exhaustive d.ata from the comparison between 
Belgium and the Federal Republic of Germany, reducing the lead content of 
gasolines would at present mean increasing their aromatic content. 

We know from the few studies carried out all over the world, that an increase 
in aromatic content (even though some differences of interpretation exist) 
causes an increase in PNA emissions. 

Do you not think that a problem of such importance needs to be investigated 
more thoroughly ? 

First of all we need to know, I would say as accurately as possible, how much 
the European motor vehicle contributes to the total PNA burden in the air of 
Europe's cities, in order to assess the dangerousness of any increase in the 
PNA originating from motor vehicles. 

3. Possibilities of replacing lead alkyls 

Whilst at additive level (up to 1%), as the speaker has pointed out, 
hundreds of other compounds have been studied but none of them has produced 
satisfactory results, at competent level (10-20% in the gasolines) there 
exist organic compounds with high octane numbers suitable for replacing the 
octane contribution of lead in part or in full. 

Examples of these are certain ethers, already widely tested in practical use, 
which have produced satisfactory results without calling for the vehicles 
now in circulation to be modified in any way. The lowest alcohols, methanol 
and ethanol, offer interesting prnspects and an alternative source, but 
necessitate modifications to present day vehicles and refining techniques. 
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ISOTOPIC RATIO 2o6/207 OF LEAD SAMPLES 

FROM DIFFERENT MINING DEPOSITS 

Missouri 

Samo 

Cerro de Pasco 

Sardinia 

Broken Hill 

1.28 

1.21 

1.21 

1.20 

1.18 

1.18 

1.17 

1.16 

1.16 

1.04 

0.93 

1) Determination or the contribution or automotive traffic to atmospheric 
lead pollution in selected urban and rural areas. 

2) Identification or critical transfer pathways of automotive lead to man. 

3) Evaluation or the contribution of automotive lead to absorption in man 
(including children) through inhalation and ingestion 

4) Estimation of the distribution of automotive lead into the various 
compartments of the ecosystem. 

TIMING OF EXPERIMENT 

- Phase 0, background definition 
- Phase l, transitional period 
- Phase 2, special lead use 
- Phase 3, initial isotopic conditions 

restauration 

July 1974 - September 1975 
October 1975 - December 1975 
January 1976 - July 1977 

July 1977 - December 1977 

PRELIMINARY RESULTS (PHASE 0) 

2o6/207 RATIO 

Australian Lead 
Gasoline until 30.4.75 
Total airborne particulate 
Soil 
Vegetation 
Blood 

Mean 
Value 

1.0399 
1.1831 
1.1769 
1.1720 
1.1700 
1.1693 

Standard 
Deviation 

0.00088 
0.0154 
0.0149 
0.0045 
0.0100 
0.0136 
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In conclusion, may I summarize my remarks as follows 

1. To prevent intolerable economic burdens or wasted expenditure, it appears 
to be absolutely necessary that the future standards for the limitation of 
emissions shall be drawn up by a process as rigorous as possible. 

2. The application of the process presents many difficulties. The motor 
vehicle industry represented in the CCMM is demonstrating that it is able 
and willing to help in solving some of these difficulties and is ready to 
cooperate with Community legislative bodies in order to solve the others. 

Intervention of Mr. KLAMMER 

In the time available to me, I would like to deal with what appears to me to 
be the most important point in the work of the rapporteur, this being his 
attempt while adhering to quite a strict interpretation of the aims of the 
symposium, to show ways of formulating requirements leading to a better 
environment, for which he gave deadlines and values and made the laudable 
attempt - which, by the way, is the first attempt in this field of which I 
am aware - to evaluate to that effect the research work financed by the 
Commission and called "Enquete (Survey) 1974" and to ascertain, using the 
city of Cologne as an example, how great the need for a reduction is. 

I myself have studied this reduction from another angle, i.e., existing 
technology. It is interesting that I came to the same results as the 
rapporteur , albeit from quite a different starting point. In terms of 
carbon monoxide, this would mean that, technologically and economically, 
reductions of 25-30% are possible without using catalysts, merely by improYing 
mixture preparation. Such solutions even have the advantage of also saving 
energy since they reduce fuel consumption. 

The deadlines mentioned by Professor Sibenaler also seem to me to be complete
ly justifiable. In this connection, it should be mentioned that, in the 
Federal Republic of Germany, there is an environmental protection programme 
which came into b~ing around 1970 and is, a concrete expression of the 
political aims. In the programme, this is conveyed by the effort to reduce 
the release of undesirable components of exhaust gases from motor vehicles, 
with effect from year of manufacture 1980, by 90% to a residual 10% as 
compared with motor vehicles manufactured in 1969. This aim coincides with 
that of other countries, for example Sweden, Switzerland and the USA. Where 
the Federal Republic of Germany is concerned, it is important to point out 
that the Federal Government have taken pains to leave no doubt in the minds 
of representatives, including representatives abroad, that they intend to 
pursue this aim only within the framework of uniform, harmonized EEC regula
tions and have no intention of drawing up national regulations of this type 
on their own. 

Following this study by Professor Sibenaler, we must now ask : what form will 
further measures, what form will the further improvement of existing 
Community directives take ? If the final aim is to be a 10% reduction of 
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pollutant emissions from 1980 onwards, then the time remaining only allows 
this change to be made :n one fell swoop. This change would have to be 
announced in the first half of 1976 and be applied from 1980. With the 
technology known to us today, however, this aim could only be achieved by the 
industry with catalysts, after-burners, etc. i.e., technical solutions that 
I pers0nnally find extremely unattractive. 

If, however, solutions more attractive to the engineer are taken into 
consideration, as Professor Sibenaler said, the improvement of mixture 
preparation for instance, then an attempt would have to be made to achieve 
the aim in at least two stages. This would mean that the first stage would 
be announced also in the first half of 1976 and applied from 1980 on, while 
a solution for the second stage would be found subsequently. Such a 
procedure would have certain advantages, since, to my knowledge, intensive 
work is being carried out on the improvement of catalysts and similar devices. 

All these questions will certainly be dealt with by the Commission and also 
the Member States in the first half of the year. We will by no means have 
cause to complain of lack of work or subjects for discussion in this period, 
since we will have to hurry if the deadline of 1 July 1976 is not to be 
missed. 

Mr. Chairman, in view of the time available, I believe I have said all that is 
necessary on what appears to me to be the most important point and I should 
like to thank all those present for their attention. Thank you very much. 

Intervention of Mr. Allan AITKEN 

Director of Product Development, Ford Motor Co. Ltd, of the United Kingdom 

Air quality standards in the EEC 

I would like firstly to say how much I appreciated the excellent paper 
presented by the Rappo ~eur, Prof. Sibenaler. Many of the most important 
features of this difficult and controversial subject have been excellently 
illustrated. 

I speak to you as a representative of one of the largest automobile manufac
turer in Europe. We manufacture all forms of automotive transportation-cars, 
trucks farm tractors and buses - and also we are,I believe the second largest 
diesel engine manufacturer in the world. Thus we are concerned that this 
problem should be seen in its true perspective. 

Prof. Sibenaler's paper pointed out the need to determine Air Quality 
standards. I believe that this is paramount to the search for a solution. 
The figures given in the table N° 2.3 for those Member States are not truly 
comparable since they are for different purposes, but they do indicate that 
some consideration has been given to this essential question. The proposals 
of the World Health organisation are of interest; they are applicable for 
pollution from all sources but principally for industrial rather than automo
tive. 
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I am informed by the W.H.O. that their figures are intended as those for a 
long term target, possibly over 25-30 years. They are closed to those of the 
United States, which are already under review as being too severe. Indeed 
there are reports that they are exceeded by natural phenomena in some parts 
of the United States. Clearly it will be easier to come closer to them in 
those urban areas where there is relatively little heavy industry or chemical/ 
oil plants; conversely those areas of Europe such as Rotterdam of t~e Ruhr 
will be much more difficult. The real question of interest to this symposium 
if the relation of pollution from Automobiles to that from other sources. 
The only real indicator of this balance in Europe which I know of is that 
conducted in the West German city of Cologne by the Ministry for Works, Health 
and Social Affairs of the Landes Government of North-Rhine Westphalia, 
through the years 1969 to 1972. 

This Cologne survey covering industrial areas, residential streets, autobahn 
and farmland showed that the automobile was far from being the most important 
source of the total pollution. Industrial pollution is far more important. 
Indeed 81% of the nitrogen oxide - NOx - came from industry, 10% from 
automobiles and the remainder from homes. For sulphurous oxides, 82% came 
from industry, 17% from homes and only l/2% from automobiles. However, on 
carbon monoxide the automobile produced 49% of the total. Even then the 
highest concentration due to any source was less than 1.30 milli-gram per 
cubic metre. I note Prof. Sibenaler regards 45 mg/m3 as the danger level. 
It is reasonable to suppose that Cologne is a fairly typical Euro~ean city 
with possibly greater than average industrial complex. 

This makes the need for an Air Quality Survey and Standard of overwhelming 
importance. Thus, before the European Community embarks on any further 
reductions in the emissions from automobiles, the Cologne survey should be 
repeated right across the Community-and possibly the whole of Europe at 
several thousand points - including industrial areas, shopping streets, 
residential areas, farms and the seashore, to determine the effect of the two 
EEC Directives already in operation, that is 70/220 and 74/290. 

This should be completed within 2 years and cover each season at least once. 
The work could be undertaken by university undergraduates throughout the 
Community with suitable standard equipment provided from central EEC funds. 

This could then establish : 

- The location of the problem areas in the EEC 
- The level of the pollution in these areas 
- The source of these pollutants SLIDE 

- Any seasonal effects 

In addition, it might be appropriate to point out that the average vehicle 
life in the Community is 11,3 years. A study of the emission levels in 
European cities after part of this lifetime, beginning Oct. 1975, could 
determine the effect of the increasing number of emission controlled vehicles. 
This study should take 2 to 3 years. After this time meaningful recommen
dations could be made. How much better this would be than the "Guess and 
throw bricks" of the present thinking which continues to specify reductions 
without determination of the effect of previous regulations or often without 
the full knowledge of the technology to make this effective. 
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In his paper Prof. Sibenaler stated "rates of pollution are inevitably 
increasing" - this may well be true for industrial pollution, but the 
opposite belief is true for automobiles. My colleague, Signor Pallone, has 
some data from Paris on this point. 

In addition, the size of cars, and consequently the absolute volume of 
exhaust gas from them is falling. Proof of this is the following : 

New registrations for Small Cars 

1973 
11.5% 

BRITAIN 

1974 
15.0% 

MEMO 

Sept.YTD 

1975 
15.8% 

- September 1975 - 17.2% 

- 37% increase 1973-1975 

19D 
9.8% 

GERMANY 

1974 
11.8% 

MEMO 

Sept.YTD 

1975 
12.6% 

- September 1975 - 14.2% 

- 29% increase 1973-1975 

SLIDE 

These are percentages of the total new car registration in each country. A 
small car is one of less than 1000 cc engine capacity approx. 

Small cars consume less fuel than large cars. Additionally, more often than 
not the small engines burn the fuel more efficiently. 

Exhaust gas production is proportional to fuel burnt; less fuel used and more 
efficiently burnt, must mean less pollution. 

This is why the Establishment of correct levels of control for nitrogen oxides 
(NOx) is so important. The Community has to date spoken of containment - that 
is ensuring that levels of NOx remain at today's levels. To reduce NOx 
emission from automobiles by legislative action is to increase fuel consumption 
and the carbon monoxide and to some extent the hydrocarbons emissions. In the 
USA this has been partly overcome with the use of noble metal catalysts. 

To use catalysts similar to those used in the USA on European vehicles would 
mean increases in the customer price of vehicles of the order of 10% for sm~ll 
cars of say 1200 cc or less. Also, they require the use of very expensive 
zero-lead fuel, which of itself uses more energy to produce in the refinery. 
I expect Panel 6 to comment on this. 

Before closing, I would address a few remarks to the diesel engine question. 
To some people the diesel engine seems the perfect answer. This is not the 
case. They too have problems. They are heavier engine-for-engine and the 
nitrogen oxides content of the exhaust gas is higher. The majority of 
present day diesel-engined cars are used as taxis or for business purposes. 
In order to be acceptable to more car owners the diesel engine needs conside
rably further refinement. In addition there is the question of fuel 
availability. 
I am informed that the situation there would be difficult, because of problems 
in the oil refineries. I hope Panel 6 will discuss this. 
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To sum up, I believe we should : 

- Establish the extent of the pollution problem across Europe. 
- Determine the proportion due to the automobile and to Industry 
- Establish a plan for the reduction of the industrial problem 

SLIDE 

- Establish a plan for the reduction of the automobile problem 

These actions should bear in mind economic facts therefore they must be truly 
cost effective. 

I would like to thank the members of the Commision and the 
Directors of Directorate-General XI-Internal Market for inviting me to 
speak at this Symposium. Thank you. 

Intervention of Mr. Derouane 

I would like first of all thank Professor Sibenaler for his treatment of the 
problem of pollutant emissions from motor vehicles. It is clear that as 
regards public health, a reduction of such emissions is desirable. The 
rapporteur mentioned, in particular, responsibility scales : in o~Jer to 
effectively reduce pollution, it would be necessary to be able to apply the 
model presented and one of the important factors in being able to do so in 
a scientific manner would be to know the levels of the health risks i.e., 
the levels which the air we breathe must not exceed. This is an immission 
problem but assessment of these levels raises several problems. Cause and 
effect relationships must be traced, the cause being the pollutant concentra
tion multiplied by exposure time i.e., the dose received by human beings and 
the effect of the modification of certain parameters e.g., physiological or 
pathological. The problem is thus two-fold; there is a technical problem at 
the analytical level i.e., for the analyst who must determine pollutant 
concentrations, and there is the medical problem for the doctor who must be 
able to evaluate effects. 

Since several studies have been carried out, for example at places of work in 
the case of certain pollutants such as carbon monoxide, the problem is 
fairly simple, particularly since CO is reputed to cause little reaction. 
Studies of this pollutant should however take into account certain habits 
such as tobacco smoking etc. The problem is compounded when one wishes to 
lay down such health risk levels for nitrogen oxides since what is known as 
"NOx" is a mixture of several compounds and in particular NO and NO 

2 
and 

since in vehicle exhaust gases NO is preponderant and N0
2 

only accounts for a 
few per cent. However, of the two, the latter is the more dangerous to man. 

It must however be borne in mind that NO can be converted into N~2 , particu
larly under the influence of sunlight or other pollutants alreaay present 
in the air such as aldehydes or ozone. Therefore although NO itself is much 
~ess dang:rous that N02 it can under c:rtain.circumstances give rise to an 
1ncrease 1n the N02 content of the amb1ent a1r. The extent of such co~ver
sion depends on temperature, sunlight; etc. Another major problem is that 
of hydrocarbons. These are very numerous and range from highly volatile 
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compounds having a small number of carbon atoms to very heavy compounds such 
as the polycyclics, coronaries etc. This wide range far from simplifies the 
problems of the chemist who must determine atmospheric concentrations, and 
it can be said that each hydrocarbon is almost a species unto itself. If 
all of the medical problems are added to this chemical problem you will see 
that the laying down of what are known as the criteria i.e, the dose-effect 
relationships, is a very complicated problem. 

Account must also be taken of certain facts if from a public health point of 
view it is felt desirable to reduce lead emissions. It is also to be feared 
that this could increase polynuclear aromatic contents as a result of modifi
cations to fuels. 

You will see from all this that the contribution of the studies and in 
particular those sponsored by the European Communities which Mr. Bourdeau 
has just talked about can only be beneficial in explaining all of the obscure 
points which one frequently comes up against during the study of these 
parameters. 

Intervention of Mr. GAUVIN 

I fully agree with Professor Sibenaler in that there are no simple conclu
sions nor will any rational programming for 1980 be possible. It is clear 
that we do not have any objectives i.e., no air quality standards. The 
atmospheric measurements currently being carried out are highly fragmentary 
and totally inadequate in number and the on-the-vehicle emission measurements 
have very little absolute value since they are closely linked (a) with the 
cycle used for measurements and (b) the method of measurement. Under these 
measurements the figures can be doubled and total hydrocarbons then measured 
whereas Mr. Derouane has just said that each hydrocarbon raised a specific 
problem. In conclusion there are few rational bases enabling decisions to 
be taken. This means two things : the first is that if there are short-term 
decisions to be made one will be obliged to make them within the limits 
imposed by public opinion and not on a scientific basis. This raises a 
difficulty because pollution is not seen by all the public in the same way as 
by engineers, who speak of carbon oxides, nitrogen oxides and hydrocarbons 
whereas my neighbour or caretaker sees pollution in the form of fumes and 
smells: Although it has been possible to make considerable progress as 
regards fumes one fears that whatever decision is taken nothing will happen 
as regards odours. Secondly one must work not logically but, as Mr. Klammer 
has said, within the limits of technical potential. 

In France, we have nothing as structured as the German programme and we 
intend to study the matter during 1976 within a working party similar to the 
one set up in 1971 which enabled amendmends to be made to the Directive and 
which are currently in force. I am not as certain as Mr. Klammer that carbon 
oxide emissions can be reduced by 25-30% by improving carburation and 
reducing the consumption of fuel in the EEC. Paris and Bonn do not share 
exactly the same views on this matter and in any case I do not feel that if 
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a reduction of such scope were to be envisaged this could not be carried out 
as in the past i.e., by means of a homogeneous reductions in accordance with 
the existing classification. 

One thing is certain : a 25-30% reduction from small cars would raise extre
mely tricky technical problems. We are running the risk of selective 
reductions, i.e., greater reductions in the case of large motor cars which 
at present are dealt with much more lenienly than small cars. Going on from 
there we must as part of the activities of the Commission, discuss a fi~al 
namely : when Mr. Klammer told us that there was a very precise German 
programme providing for reductions in pollutant emissions by 90% as compared 
with the 1969 bases and added - and we naturally congratulate him - that 
Germany would only act within a Community framework wondered how it would be 
possible to reconcile the aims of the German Governement with those of the 
Community which, one feels, can only be less ambitious. 

Intervention of Mr. STORK 

Mr. Chairman, the United States have since long had an aggressive motor 
vehicles air pollution control programme. We perhaps have some experience 
in this area, experience which may be useful for the Common Market to 
consider, but which we in no way suggest you should follow, because air 
pollution from automobiles is primarily, if not exclusively, a localised 
problem, not a world wide problem. Yet it affects each locality about the 
same way in the world, as if affects our lives in cities in the United 
States. 

I was most interested in the remarks made this morning by several of the 
speakers. I was particularly grateful for Prof. Sibenaler's paper which 
provides good basic background information, which is very hard to come by. 
Prof. Sibenaler's paper does not go deeply into policy and what should be 
done; Mr. Aitken went further in that regard. In Prof. Sibenaler's paper 
there is a statement that there is need for ambient air quality standards 
worldwide since there is no fundamental physical difference between Americ~~, 
on the one hand, and European and Japanese on the other. I would expand that 
to suggest that there is no fundamental difference between American automo
bile manufacturers on the one hand, and European and Japanese on the other 
hand. Typically, all say the same :"may be, but not now; let us make a 
study". I agree that a good study never hurt anyone, but all of us who have 
participated in studies probably will agree that the general outcome of a 
study is that there is need for several more studies. And, indeed, there 
always is need for several more studies. 

I was also interested in Prof. Sibenaler's comment on page 63 of the English 
version, which makes a rather puzzling statement; puzzling that is to me, as 
an American. A fairly common way of thinking in Europe is that of implicitly 
trusting the manufacturers to improve the emissions performance of motor 
vehicles and adopting restrictions by a standards exposure factor, will 
provide progress in engineering. 
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Many persons connected with the public health, as well as sections of public 
opinion in Europe, seem to be convinced that the progress of European 
standards results from such a philosophy and that, similarly air quality 
restrictions are totally useless. If I understand that statement correctly, 
it is wholly contrary to the experience, we feel an extensive experience, 
that we have had in the United States with how manufacturers act. It has 
been our experience in the United States that in the absence of emission 
control requirements, manufacturers will typically, do nothing to reduce 
emissions. And why should they ? If I were a manufacturer, I surely would 
not take action to reduce emissions from my vehicles, which might make my 
vehicles more expensive, which might make them perform somewhat less well, 
which would place me at a disadvantage in the market place. 

Unfortunately, when it comes to the field of emission control, individual 
optimization and social optimization is 180 degrees out of phase. Even in 
the field of safety it is reasonable to expect manufacturers to voluntarily 
improve their vehicles and to persuade vehicle buyers through advertising 
and through magazine articles that they will be safer in the new vehicle. 
But when it comes to emission, there is really no incentive that can be 
provided to the automobile buyer to make him buy a cleaner vehicle, and 
therefore there is no incentive whatsoever for the manufacturer, as we see it, 
to build a cleaner vehicle. This is not only my view; I have heard 
Mr. Aitken's chief executive, President Iacocca of Ford, make that statement 
time and time again in public forums, and I am fully in agreement with that 
statement. 

There are a number of other statements in Mr. Aitken's paper I would like to 
comment on. He states that the United States ambient air quality standards 
are already under review as being too severe. They are indeed under review 
and our standards will be continuously reviewed to see if progress in 
knowledge has made it necessary to change them. They are not under review 
because they are deemed too severe; if anything they will be deemed not 
severe enough. As medical science in this area progresses, the medical 
community typically identifies adverse health effects at increasingly lower 
levels and, in fact, most recently the medical community, at least in our 
country, appears to have come to the general conclusion that there are not 
threshold levels below which there are no adverse health effects from 
pollutants, rather that as air pollution goes down, the population at risk 
goes down; but it does not go down to z~ro. 

I was interested in Mr. Aitken's suggestion that extensive monitoring of air 
pollution should be carried out in industrial areas, shoppings streets and 
residential areas, of course, but also fanas and sea shores. Why farms and 
sea shores and, I ~elieve Mr. Aitken interpolated, forests as well ? Air 
pollution is an urban problem, carbon monoxide in particular is a downtown 
urban problem. If, in the United States, we were to monitor air pollution 
on farms, at the sea shore, in our mountains and in our deserts, we would 
find little carbon monoxide, and if we then averaged the levels of carbon 
monoxide across the United States, we would surely be under the ambient air 
quality standard. Yet a man can drown in water of an average depth of one 
foot ! Mr. Aitken suggests how much better it would be to approach the 
problem in this manner than quote deaths and throw bricks. I do not think 
that in the United States we are throwing bricks , 

We know that we have extensive air pollution from automobiles in our major 
cities. We know that it is thoroughly unlikely that the maximum degree of 
emission control that is feasible on automobiles would be enough to clean 
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up our cities, at least our very largest cities. For that reason, we are 
pursuing maximum feasible control of emissions from automobiles knowing that 
this will not solve the problem at short term, but that it will go a long 
way to solving the problem. We believe that it will reduce to the minimum 
possible the number of the population that are at risk from air pollution, 
but do not believe for a moment that we shall be able to avoid any risk for 
anyone, particularly the aged, the infirm,those with cardiac conditions, 
respiratory illnesses, and so forth. 

I was also interested in Mr. Klammer's remark that it is not possible to 
achieve a goal of 90% reduction of certainly carbon monoxide and unburnt 
hydrocarbons from uncontrolled cars without catalysts. In our experience, 
it is entirely possible to achieve that reduction because in the State of 
California where, at present, we have the most stringent air pollution 
standards, a number of vehicles meet those standards without catalysts. 
I am sorry to say that no American vehicles meet those standards without 
catalysts, but we are fortunate in the United States than 20% of our automo
bile market is comprised of imports of about half from Europe and half from 
Japan. 

To a very large degree, on account of the im.aginati ve engineering in European and 
in Japanese factories, it has been possible to achieve standards as strict 
as the California standards without catalysts, and conversely it has made it 
possible for us in the United States, to use a vernacular phase, "hold the 
feet of our domestic manufacturers closer to the fire". 

The first administrator of the US Environment Protection Agency had on his 
wall a statement saying that if one were to delay action until one can be 
sure that one could act in a manner that none can criticize, then one would 
never do anything at all. It is for that reason that we in the United States 
believe that we need to continue to press forward as aggressively as it is 
possible, to require manufacturers who sell cars in the U~ited States to 
reduce emissions of those cars substantially. We are very pleased at the 
progresswhich has been made by engineers in the United States and in t~e 
worldwide auto industry; perhaps it changes the emphasis in the companies 
from styling to engineering, but that does not trouble us at all I 

Thank you Mr. Chairman. 

Intervention of Miss ROBERTS 

Thank you Mr. Vice-President. I am described in the paper as coming from 
the United Kingdom, but I am here as Director of an organisation called the 
Bureau Europeen des Unions des Consommateurs, (which we have never yet got 
around to translating) which is an organisation consisting of mostly 
comparative testing consumer organisations in the Common Market countries • 

Our only aim, in this organisation, is to impress the point of view and the 
desires of consumers in Europe on the officials of the Commission, and we 
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spend our time doing that. 

I am also a member of an organisation called the Economic and Social 
Committee, and as a member of the Trade and Industry Section of that, and a 
special Working Group on Technical Barriers to Trade, I am very well aware 
all the time of the work and the research being done by European car manufac
turers to make cars less polluting, and all consumers are very grateful for 
that. Also I am very well aware of what we think of as the extremely high 
standards of anti-pollution, which are set by the European Community. Some 
of the members of the Community are more progressive from our point of view 
than others, but in general we are all impressed with the goodwill of the 
Community in this direction. 

I am also very much aware t~at we in Europe must get, firstly, harmonization 
of our standards in the sphere of anti-pollution from cars. If we do not, 
if all Americans are as energetic as Mr. Stork, and I think quite likely 
many of them are, they will overtake us, and we, that means you, will have to 
follow in their steps and probably adopt standards which may be magnificent 
for the United States but entirely inappropriate for Europe. In so far as I 
managed to understand Prof. Sibenaler's paper, it seems, from the consumer 
point of view, to be fine. If I understood it rightly, he was suggesting 
mathematical models which could be used for designing legislation which could 
be made flexible according to different situations. If that is right, this 
seems to me t~ be fine and I am totally unequipped to make any other comment 
whatsoever. I just want to make a very small number of consumer points of 
view to put in front of you. 

The first is that we think that all studies on pollution should be total; 
that is to say that emissions, for example of lead, should not be looked at 
in isolation from the lead pollution from other sources : cars is one source, 
water another, food another, paint another. All the studies should take all 
the sources which impinge on the environment together. Secondly, we think 
that the studies should be taken in another way; it is no good simply studying 
the effect of carbon monoxide on the human body, then the effects of nitrous 
oxide, then the effect of lead. You have to take into account the interaction 
between these pollutants because they may exaggerate or, I suppose, 
occasionally, even cancel each other out, and we are not aware that that is 
always done. The next point I want to make is that we should be given 
specific and precise estimates of what our consumer demands on pollution are 
going to cost. Mr. Aitken gave us one figure saying 10% increase in the cost 
of a small car. That is fine, but what happens in the Economic and Social 
Committee is that the manufacturer-influenced members say :"You can't have 
that because it ...,-ill be too expensive". He will never put a figure on it. 
Consumers would say :"If it is going, for instance, to cost 0.001 of a penny 
on the cost of a gallon of petrol, we don't care -"let's have our pure air". 
If it is going to cost 6 p. on the cost of a gallon of petrol, then we might 
mind". 

The next point I want to make is that we want laws and regulations, when you 
make them, to be thought right through, so that we know that the laws can be 
observed. For instance, it is no good simply having a regulation which 
would give type approval to a car which is magnificent when it is new, but 
after 5 years would be polluting. This has happened in the United Kingdom 
with noise regulations. The new cars are all right but after 5 years there 
is no control of the noise emission. 
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My final point is : we would like you to use your influence on the lesgisla
tion to consider firstly, legislation about designing traffic flows in town, 
so that traffic moves faster, for instance, there are fewer stops; because 
we think that this kind of urban planning takes much shorter time, really, 
than any imposition on industry for redesigning a car. If the pollution can 
be ~2duced in some way by that kind of urban planning, let us go for that 
because it is simpler, instead of placing all the burden of improved vehicle 
design for antipollution on industry. 

Intervention of Mr. Carlo POLLONE 

Thank you, Professor Sibenaler, for giving us, in a manner so concise and yet 
so clear and complete a rundown of the problems involved in defining and 
applying the standards for reducing the emissions from motor vehicles. 

A full commentary would take up very much more time than I have been allotted; 
I shall therefore confine myself to a few general remarks on the methods by 
which emission standards are defined. 

Before such a gathering as this I feel that it would be superfluous to 
emphasize the need for the legislation concerned witp motor vehicle emissions 
to be as international as possible, because the development of European laws 
is the declared purpose of the Commission of the European Communities which 
has organized this Symposium. 

On the other hand, I think it worth noting that the second generation of 
regulations for limiting motor vehicle emissions, the theme of today's 
discussions, must be developed in general circumstances vastly different 
from those which saw the birth of the first generation regulations. 

The general economic difficulties, especially those of industry, and the 
energy situation leave ever less room for improvization and possible errors 
and require that the new regulations be defined by a rigorous process which 
would determine the need for them, their technical feasibility and their 
effects on the economy and the energy balance. 

The phases of this process can be stated briefly 

- a list of toxic or harmful substances is drawn up and the "standard of air 
quality" is laid down for each substance; 

- these standards are compared with the present air quality and the degree 
of improvement necessary is assessed; 

-next, the motor vehicle's contributions and the relationships between 
emissions and atmospheric concentrations are identified by means of 
appropriate models, after which the emission reductions to be achieved are 
defined; 

- an implementing programme is established with due regard to the technical 
and economic possibilities (costs versus benefits), the times required for 
developing and producing the necessary modifications (for major modifica
tions, four to five years) and the time required for the effects of the 
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regulations to become manifest. 

I should like to add that it is also necessary to keep the air quality 
constantly under observation during the phase in which the measures are 
implemented in order that any corrections that may be required to obtain 
the desired improvements can be carried out in time. 

The difficulties in carrying out the process j.ust outlined are very great, 
particularly because there is so little information available concerning 
hygiene and health, the cost of damage due to atmospheric pollution, the 
cost of the modifications necessary to reduce the emi~sions, and the break 
down of the contributions from the various sources of polluting substances. 

European industry is so convinced of the necessity of applying the process 
outlined above as closely as possible, and thereby overcoming the difficul
ties just enumerated, that some time ago, in addition to stepping up fying 
its traditional programmes, it launched entirely at its own expenses special 
programmes to acquire thP information that is lacking. 

I have only time to mention one or too of them. I make no claim of 
completeness and hope that some colleague here present can complete the 
picture. 

On behalf of the Committee of Common Market Motor Vehicle Manufacturers 
(CCMM), I should particularly like to mention : 

- the studies entrusted to four eminent European scientists, to assess the 
effects of pollutants on human, animal and plant health; 

- an initial assessment of the cost versus the efficiency of devices for 
reducing the emissions; 

- a study on the diffusion of NOx in the atmosphere of a city, using a model 
developed in the USA under the auspices of the EPA. 

The summaries of the first two studies and the detailed programme of the 
third study are contained in a publication issued by the CCMM. 

Likewise, the Italian research group known as FEEMAS (Alfa Romeo, EN!, Esso, 
Fiat, IIP and Mobil) is designing model of urban co-diffusion and it 
monitored the atmospheric concentrations in four Italian cities for one year; 
it has followed the patterns of emissions on a fleet of about 250 motor 
vehicles run by c.ustomers over distances of 25,000 to 30,000 km; it has 
installed or is installing a network for monitoring the air-borne Rb in five 
Italian cities. 

Then again, in Turin, set up under the auspices of FIAT, there is the most 
comprehensive network in Italy for "monitoring" air pollution, whether 
originating in the atmosphere or from fixed installa~ions. 

I should finally like to mention a study carried out in France, in which they 
measure the CO concentrations and the flow rates at the entrance and exit 
sections and in the ventilating shaft of the St-Cloud tunnel and work back 
from the CO balance in the tunnel and from the number of vehicles passed 
through to the average emissions per kilometre. The averages of the 
measurements in the last three years (13-20 measurements a year) are 32g/km 
in 1973, 27g/km in 1974 and 21 g/km in 1975, and show very appreciable 
reductions. 
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Work of a like nature can never be sufficiently encouraged. 

I end with a remark on the method which Professor Sibenaler calls the method 
of "apportioned contributions" for calculating the reduction in emissions 
necessary for obtaining a given improvement in the quality of the air. 
The proposed method has the great merit of demonstrating even in quantitative 
terms, that the air quality can not only be improved by a reduction of the 
emissions but also by a reduction in the flow of vehicles passing a given 
point. 

This may be a way of solving the problems of areas with particularly high 
atmospheric concentrations without having to penalize the remainder of the 
Community on account of strictly local problems. 

As a practical means for the drawing-up of standards the method deserves very 
thorough discussion and,perhaps, improvement in certain details. 
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GENERAL DISCUSSION 

STATEMENT AND QUESTIONS BY MR. PAHNKE 

In October of this year Dr. Cantwell of the Dupont Petroleum Laboratory 
presented a paper in California which cited infonnation on the relation 
between air quality and automobile emission standards. 

Slide 1 shows the vehicle CO emission rate needed to meet the US air 
quality standard of 9ppm. In our most heavy traffice cities, New York City, 
Los Angeles and Chicago, where traffic density is 300,000 vehicle miles per 
day per square mile, a vehicle rate of 26 grams per mile would be needed. 
Our present standard of 15 grams per mile is more than sufficient and we 
certainly do not need the 3.4 gram standard now legislated for 1978. 

In cities like Washington DC, Boston, Cincinnati, Philadelphia, whose 
traffic density is 200,000 vehicle miles per square mile per day, a 
vehicle rate of 35 grams per mile would be all that is required. For most 
US cities and the Canadian cities of Montreal and Toronto, traffic 
densities are usually 100 1000 vehicle miles per square mile per day or less. 
Thus even higher rates ooule be allowed. 

All the oars in the US have vehicle CO rates averaging from 80 to 90 grams 
per mile as shown in slide 2. Replacing these cars with oars of low 
emission rates from 1968 to 1975 bas lowered the average CO emission rate. 
These curves are shown for the period 1976 to 1985, the top curve represents 
what will happen if the vehicle emission rate was standardized at 28 grams 
per mile, the US standard being used in 1974. The middle curve represents 
l•rhat would happen if one would retain the current 15 grams per mile 
standard. The lower curve is for the 3.4 gram per mile standard. 

Superimposed on these graphs are projections of when the air quality 
standard of 9 ppm will be met for with traffic densities, even for our three 
major cities, New York City, Los Angeles, Chicago. Lowering the standard 
from the current 15 grams per mile to 3.4 grams per mile would appear to 
make a difference of several months. Incidentally, studies of 
carboxyhaemoglobin levels of people living in Chicago support the above 
projections. 

These studies carried out by Dr. Stewart of the University of Wisconsin 
were oi ted in a recent paper on this subject by Dr. Larry Goldmans of 
Economics and Science Planning. In summary there are two main points which 
can be made before I raise the question : 

1. Any actions on vehicle emission standards should be related to air 
quality requirements, and 

2. It is important to set standards based on what is needed rather than 
what is technically possible. 

The penalties in tenns of fuel consumption, vehicle cost and vehicle 
performance are too great to do anything else. This is why I have raised 
the question - what is being done to directly relate automobile standards 
to air quality needs ? 
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Comments b.y Mr MOLLER 

I have noted with interest the points made by Professor Sibenaler and also 
the remarks from other Panel Members. As you know, Switzerland is 
especially interested in the problem of combatting motor vehicle exhaust 
gases, because public opinion in our country is urgently calling for 
improvements. In fact, what has so far been achieved - that is to say roE 
Regulation Wo 15 or even the corresponding EC Directive - gives no 
particular cause for pride especially when it is considered that very wide 
tole~ces on the permissible levels are still conceded. So we can really 
only speak of an initial small step which must be followed by large steps. 
It will not surprise you if I ~ that the points made by Mr Stork of the 
EPA in this connection were particularly pleasing to me. He told a few 
home truths here which would be worth framing, gilding and hanging on the 
wall ! 

As you know, the Swiss Federal Council has produced a Report for Parliament. 
In it are set out fundamental and technical objectives as well as proposals 
for the progressive tightening up of the provisions concerning noise and 
eL:.r.a.ust emissions. In the autumn session of this year, Parliament adopted 
this report and it is now up to us to implement the measures envisaged 
therein. As far as exhaust emissions are concerned the objectives stated 
in the Report a?OS roughly the same as those prevailing in other European 
Countries. I should especially like to call your attention to the points 
made by Mr Klammer concerning the government programme of the FedE'~l 
Republic of Germa~, as well as to Annex 8, section 2.4 of Professor 
Sibenarler's paper. The issue there is primarily one of reducing the 
emission of toxic exhaust g.ases by about 90 %with respect to motor vehicles 
whose exhaust g.ases are not detoxified, and to do so b,y about the year 1980, 
or by 1982 according to our Swiss report. It has been said here that this 
is not really feasible, or that it is unrealistic. I do not altogether 
share this opinion; I am convinced that the need is not to ascertain with 
scientific accuracy how little should be done, but rather to utilize the 
technical resources fully and to do everything that can contribute to an 
improvement of the situation. Certainly, the position as regards air 
cleanliness can and must be taken into account as well. It must 
nevertheless be admitted that even the experts hold differing views on the 
subject, and thus it will still be the case in ten year's time. And I 
should therefore like to ~~ in application of a. well-known legal 
principle : in dubio, pro securitate 1 {in case of doubt, play it safe 1). 

It is, of course, very important that the measures to be taken be made known 
in good time. In this connection I should also like to quote from the 
introductory words in the invitation to this Symposium, where it is stated 
that : "The guidelines for regulations applying to motor vehicles from 1980 
must therefore be laid down now in order to enable the motor industry to 
plan its future production". We should therefore cease to play a waiting 
game and to call for studies and more studies; we must now finally go 
forward. 

SwitzerlSJ'ld especially is keenly interested -you can take it from me - in 
seeing that the proposed measures are implemented within the framework of 
existing or impending international arrangements. Switzerland has already 
put forward appropriate proposals in the ECE Working Party 29 and it is 
planned that the initial discussions thereon should take place in December·. 
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We shall, of course, also transmit the proposals to the Commission of the 
European Communities for its information. It would be extremely regrettable 
if you were to show little or no s,ympathy for our wishes in this respect 
and if Switzerland were therefore compelled to go its own w~. We cannot 
rule this out completely, but we should like to avoid it and would merely 
take it into consideration as a last resort. On the other hand, we are sure 
that joint efforts to reduce noise and exhaust emissions will lead to the 
goal, because the technical conditions are fulfilled. 

The European motor vehicle industr.y is capable of solving the problems; it 
is no less capable than are the motor vehicle manufacturers outside Europe 
of that I stand completely convinced. The motor vehicle industr,y is 
nevertheless waiting for the governments of the European countries to agree 
in this connection and to set clearly defined objectives. 

Here I should perhaps interpose that Mr Stork's statement is certainly 
valid : the manufacturers would perhaps do little or nothing of their own 
accord. They have no cause to do so, and it is also ver,y understandable 
that they do not want to distort the conditions of competition. 

If however, criteria initiated by governments are laid down jointly for 
ever,yone in a uniform manner, then there is no doubt that the industr,y will 
collaborate. Certainly some costs will be incurred, but these will be all 
the lower if ever,yone cooperates and if motor vehicles in ever,y countr,y 
must comply with the same requirements. 

And, ladies and gentlemen, is it not true that a little sacrifice can aalo 
be expected of us in the interests of a better quality of life, an 
improvment of our well-being and of the health of ever,yone as well as that 
of our children. 

Not least, however- and I should like to stress this particularly - it also 
lies in the interests of the motor vehicle manufacturers themselves, 
because if we bring in really stringent regulations we take the wind out of 
the sails of the true opponents of the motor car and individual transport, 
for whom, as you are aware, the injurious and troublesome effects of motor 
vehicle operation are welcome grounds for attacking the car. Thank you for 
your kind attention. 

Question from Mr SCHONFELD 

Since time is short I will be ver.y brief. We know that the motor vehicle 
industr,y possesses engine designs which make it possible to achieve, 
without the use of catalysts, the objective of the Federal German Government, 
namely to reduce emissions of carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons to one tenth 
of the 1969 level and at the same time to bring about an identical 
reduction in the emission of oxides of nitrogen. These designs do not seem 
to entail any significant increase in fuel consumption (a point to be borne 
in mind for the afternoon session). These designs were developed in the motor 
vehicle industr,y for the purpose of fulfilling future legal requirements 
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in the USA. Is it reasonable that motor vehicles with less toxic emissions 
should in future be exported from Europe to the USA whilst European 
citizens are not allowed to benefit from the successful development of such 
motor vehicles ? 

Comment from Mr KRAFT 

I almost have the impression that my comments are somewhat too late, because 
the pernicious effect of Mr Stork's words, particularly on our Swiss 
representative, was already obvious. Moreover, it was ver.y interesting to 
hear in the meantime that the authorities in the Federal Republic of Germany 
have at their disposal more sensational information concerning industrial 
developments than we ourselves do. ~ comments ought really to be quite 
brief, and I only wished to mention that although in California there are 
motor vehicles operating without catalysts, these motor vehicles are 
equipped with other exhaust gas clean-up devices which are at least as 
costly and, which, in the case of a small car, easily account for the 
figure - mentioned by Mr Gauvin, I believe - of about 10 % of the car's 
costs. 

In addition, it must be pointed out, in connection both with this 
afternoon's session and with this one, that these motor vehicles consume up 
to 30 % more fuel than their European counterparts. Should our Swiss 
friends be induced to create a kind of European California, I can only s~ : 
poor Swiss ! 

Question from Ivlr CLAVEL 

Beyond a certain level, rendering an internal combustion engine less 
polluting entails an increase in fuel consumption and the cost of buying 
and servicing the vehicle. In this period of scarce, expensive energy and 
of inflation, does the EEC Commission and WP 29 have a compromise policy in 
this situation of QOnflict in which the future reduction of polluting 
amissions is balanced against the need to save energy derived from oil and 
to control prices to consumers. 
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Answer from Mr GAUVIN 

I believe that all that can be said now is that we are in a situation of 
conflict and that it is really too soon to say what the outcome will be, 
because the first discussions on any subsequent reductions of the limits 
specified in the regulations on pollution are to be held in Geneva next 
week. Fuel consumption, especially, is a fairly knotty problem which 
incidentally, is the subject of a ver,y specific Commission policy, and it 
is certain that not many Member States of the Community would be induced 
to contemplate reductions in pollution which would be offset by an increase 
in fuel consumption. 

Question of Mr CUTTING 

I have here a newspaper report by Mr Russel Train, an Adm1nistrator of the 
"Envir·onmental Protection Agency", to which, I understand Mr. Stork belongs • 
Speaking to reporters, Mr. Train said: "Photochemical oxidants, or smog, are more 
widespread than originally believed and are occurring in some rural areas". 
It is now being recognised that these natural emjssions are not truly 
pollutants, instead they are the principal elements in naturP~ 0ycle whose 
performance is essential to the well-being of the planet. CO i~ the largest 
contributor to the world total with 3,500 million tons being produced each 
year. 93 % of this total is produced by the action of ocean waves, 
oxidation of methane gases in marches and the photosyntheses process of 
vegetation. I would be glad to hear Mr Stork reply to this. 

Answer of Mr STORK to Mr CUTTING'S question 

Mr Cutting, I am sorr,y I do not have this particular clipping in front of 
me, so I cannot understand the context. In fact what you quoted is 
familiar to me. As the~Environmental Protection Agency~has expanded its 
network of air quality monitoring equipment, we have identified 
photochemical oxidants in other areas than urban ones. I am not a specialist in 
this area but those colleagues of mine who are specialists tend to conclude 
that the principal cause of this phenomenon is a far greater transport of 
photochemical oxidants away from major cities than had earlier been expected 
and anticipated. I am also fully aware of the data on CO which is indeed 
generated from tje decomposition of plants. About three years ago, perhaps 
four, we had a ver,y intersting piece of data put forward by one of our 
major automobile manufactures to the effect that hydrocarbon 
which comes from a one or two acre plot of vegetation is equal to that of 
the emission from an automobile. That may be true, yet we have ver,y few 
acres of vegetation in our congested urban areas. We continue to be 
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persuaded that in our urban areas CO in particular is caused b;y automobiles' 
_exhaust to a level well over 90 %, that 50 % to 60 % of all hydrocarbon in 
the US comes from automobiles and that automobile HC is a major contributor 
to photochemical oxidants. And for these reasons these pollutants continue 
to need to be controlled. 

Mr JACOBSON'S question 

Air pollution controls on urban environment can on~ be effective as long 
as vehicles start and proceed without lack of driveability. ~ organisation 
attends to roughly 2.8 million breakdowns annually - most of them due to 
ignition defects and poor carburation, particularly so in bad and damp 
weather far less so in the height of a dr,y summer. With increased cost of 
motoring maintenance levels are falling. This is a question to Mr Aitken : 
is the industr,y taking steps to improve this cyclic falling off in 
combustion control ? This is of course a question of ignition systems being 
maintenance-free to a large extent because we appreciate that before long we 
will not be able to do what our patrols are doing at the moment and that is 
they increase the richness of the mixture to get stranded motorists started 
again. Obvious~ we do not intend to encourage the breaking of rules and 
laws - but the average motorist wants personal mobility at almos~ any cost 
and certain~ will not be motivated by altruism to such an extent that in a 
moment of crisis he will be prepared to walk rather than infringe the CO 
emission regulations. 

I would like Mr Stork to tell us what is his experience of the 
maintainability and the actual levels of pollution of cars in service in 
competing systems in different parts of the world, particularly California, 
Chicago, Detroit, New York and, if he has an,y info:nnation, on Europe. 
Perhaps he could tell us to what extent the standards set when the vehicle 
is new are in fact maintained in service now, as compared to what they were 
two or three years ago. Is it not possible to find standards which are 
achievable purely at the factor,y gate and which fall off dramatically in 
service in various parts of the world ? 

Question from Mr H. DALIOOR 

In contrast to Mr Klammer, you mentioned the possibility of reducing 
emissions to 10 %without the use of catalysts and you argue that this is 
necessar,y in order to meet the current Californian standards for California. 

For the reduction to 10 %, the Clean Air Act l~s down a standard of 
3.4 g/mile. The current California standard in respect of CO is 9.0 g/mile 
- which therefore corresponds to a reduction to about 30 % as compared with 
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unmodified motor vehicles. 

This is precisely the level considered by Mr Klammer to be attainable by 
1980 if it is desired to dispense with the use of catalysts. Could you 
also claim that present~ petrol engined vehicles are able to meet the 
CO standard of 3.4 g/mile without oata~vstR ? 

Answer of Mr STORK 

Thank you for giving me the opportunity to be clear on this point. I 
understood Mr Klammer had spoken of a reduction compared to the emissions 
of "uncontrolled automobiles" from 1969. If I am incorrect in that, I stand 
corrected. The 3.4 gram per mile CO standard, that is called for by law 
in the US is substantially more stringent than a 90 % reduction from 
uncontrolled automobiles. It is in fact approximately a 97 % reduction 
from uncontrolled automobiles. This means a 90 % reduction from allo~ble 
emission levels in 1970, at which time in the US there really had been 
substantial progress, and I stand by ~ statement that a 90 % ~uotion 
from uncontrolled automobiles as concerns HC and CO has to some extent 
already been achieved in our State of California with some oars that do not 
use catalysts. I am quite persuaded from what I have learned about the 
international automobile industry, and we have had the opportunity to learn 
a great deal about the marvellous work being done worldwide that, given 
reasonable lead time, all of the industry can be capable of using the best 
technology that is al~ being used in California for HC and CO control. 

On the question of Mr Jacobson, I tiunk that he is quite correct that oars 
that are not properly maintained, do not retain low emissions in the field. 
We have conducted studies which show quite clearly that the emissions from 
oars that are normally maintained, or perhaps normally not maintained would 
be more accurate, to tend to go up, in some cases substantially. Other 
studies in which we have tuned up old cars before testing, however, show 
that when cars are in a proper state of tune even though they have 
substantial mileage on them, they are capable of meeting the standards to 
which they are designed. What does that tell us ? It tells us, of course, 
that cleaning up the air is not something that we can look exclusively to 
the automobile manufacturer to do, it requires action on the part of each 
of us who owns an automobile. It will require in the US annual or 
semi-annual inspection of automobiles with fa.iling cars required to be 
repaired. But we must never forget that at the repair shop the mechanic 
cannot reduce the emissions below the level at which the automobile desiener 
and the automobile manufacturer made it possible. Therefore, we must start 
with the automobile manufacturer requiring him to design cars that if 
properly maintained and operated, are capable of meeting the environmental 
standards that are needed to protect the public health. 
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Comments by Mr DREISSIGACKER 

As the official in the Federal Ministr.y of the Interior in Germany with 
responsibility for clean air, I should like to add a few remarks to what 
has been said here in the Panel. It is not stated in the Programme that 
this is question time; what is stated there, at least in the Germa11 version, 
is that now is the time for a free discussion. 

First of all, a comment on Mr Kraft's intervention with reference to my 
colleague from the Federal Office of the Environment. Here Mr Kraft 
somewhat ironically implied that the Federal German Government clearly had 
at its disposal better information regarding technical possibilities than 
did the industry itself. In this connection I can state that our research 
and development programme for attaining the 1980 objective is being carried 
out in close collaboration with the motor vehicle industr.y, with a whole 
lot of firms in fact ; hence it is quite conceivable, Mr Kraft, that the 
Federal German Government is better informed on the whole than any one 
contributor from a single undertaking. 

Mr Stork has already anticipated much of what I whould have had to say in 
general. I should nevertheless like to discuss a few points, especially 
the plea from Mr Aitken, who believed that we must first await the 
consequences of the present arrangement, then launch comprehensive 
research progammes to ascertain what atmospheric pollution problems exist, 
if any, and then still allow the motor vehicle industry sufficient time to 
adjust itself to the results. At the same time, Mr Aitken quotes the 
life-expectancy of a motor vehicle as 11 years, and, this in itself is a 
clear indication of how long the first stage of his programme alone would 
take. If things were to be done in this way, the next EEC directive would 
be a lifetime's work for the people concerned, and those people would have 
to be ver,y young if they were to see it through. 

We down here at least, cannot comment specifically on Professor Sibenaler's 
report. I only received this report today - in this respect the Panel is 
better off than I - but I should like to say in general that we in the 
Federal Republic of Germany cannot allow the fixing of emission values to 
be made dependent on the imissions -we refer to these as the "air quality 
standards", as well as on the contributions made thereto by individual air 
polluters, and this in accordance with the motto : "Here is the motor 
vehicle and there is the rest of the world; let them clean themselves up 
first 1 "• 

From the standpoint of an official who is responsible for air pollution as 
a whole, things nevertheless look somewhat different because, for me, 
industr.y and also household fuel are not simply the "rest of the world". 
Take for instance, the power utilities, which, when required to do 
something, first tell me : "O.K., but the motor vehicle industr.y contributes 
much more to pollution." In the Federal German Government we have thus 
been clievied around like this for years; one party would point to the other 
and say : "Let him do something first, because my particular contribution 
is very small." In Germany we have now broken this vicious circle with the 
Federal Law on Protection from !missions, which was paSRAn last year, and 
by applying the principle of precaution. !his principle of prevention 
means that whatever is possible according to the "state of the 
art" , as we say in Germany, shall be required. It also means, 
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however, that a measure must not only be entirely feasible from the 
technical point of view but that it must also be economically commensurate 
with the desired effect. 

If I am now supposed to say something here about this Cologne survey and 
the plea that now at last something similar should be done all over 
Europe, then I am bound to say - unpalatable though it may be - that this 
Cologne survey is perhaps not even representative of Europe. As you know, 
in Germany we have ver,y strict standards for industr,y, and I could imagine 
that in other European industrial centres the proportion of pollution 
attributable to motor vehicles is even appreciably smaller than in 
Cologne. 

Finally, I would point out that the objective of the Federal German 
Government's Environment Programme for 1971 is not merely a bureaucrat's 
brain child at the time the Federal Government set up several working 
parties which have assisted it. In particular, the objectives of the 
Environment Programme for 1980 stemmed from a working party which was 
drawn substantially from the German motor vehicle industr,r; it was offered 
to us as an alternative to the demand we were making at the time, under 
pressure from the public, that the American values be attained by 1976. 
For reasons of economic expediency - and because at that time we would not 
see any technical means of attaining the American values other than b,y the 
use of catalysts - we then accepted the industr,r's offer. 

Cooperation with industr,y so far under the research programme financed 
jointly by the Federal German Government and industr,y seems to indicate 
that it is still being taken seriously by both partners. I may aslo add 
that this research and development programme not only covers technical 
development but that we also carr,y out cost-benefit analyses at regular 
intervals. The last such analysis has shown that, through optimum 
combination of the technical means, the extra purchasing cost can be kept 
within the range of 5 to just under 10 %; depending on the technique 
used to reduce emissions; that the maintenance expenditure, calculated and 
capitalized over the expected life of the motor vehicle, is less than 5% 
of the present purqhasing cost; and that tuel consumption can be reduoed 
by about 5-10 %. ~e study was based on data pertaining to a car in the 
DM 10,000-13,000 price range which we obtained b.y questioning firms. This 
too will have to be updated; now, however, we are resolved as a matter of 
principle - let me emphasize it here once again - to join with our motor 
vehicle ind.ustr,y in order ~o see how this objective in the environment 
programme, which has still been kept at the level of generalities, will now 
cr,ystallize in the form of limit values. Mr Gauvin said that in the 
Community people will be more modest; I think, - and we especially have 
learnt this - that we must be more modest as regards environmental 
protection in the Community whan we come to Brussels with our ideas. 
Nevertheless, I should like to appeal to you all not to refuse us 
cooperation in this important field, but to tr,y jointly to produce 
something which we can offer to the citizens of our respective countries, 
lest - as has already happened in Germany -we come under strong political 
pressure to do something, and it m~ then once again be the case that a 
government does not know how to cope with such pressure. 
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Reply by Mr KRAFI' to the comments of Mr DREISSIGACKER 

Ha. ... ring been addressed directly, I should like to reply directly. Of course, 
we know - and I personall,y know - what we have given our Federal Gennan 
authorities quite frankly in the ~ of infonnation. I nevertheless 
thought it unfair to give the impression here - indeed at an international 
gathering - that the German motor vehicle industr,y as a whole now had 
within its grasp, for its entire range of models, technical solutions for 
complying with these regulations. We already have cars on the market of 
which some would comply with these provisions, but these are mostly 
prestige models with sophisticated injection systems and suchlike whose 
market penetration will amount only to a ver,y small percentage, because 
the consumer cannot afford them. I feel, therefore, that we must be 
somewhat more cautions in future in our cooperation with the Federal Ge:nnan 
authorities, especially with the "protectors of the environment". 

Dr MARCIANTE 

Pollution from other sources 

On the subject of sources of pollution I should like not so much to raise a 
question as much as to make a very brief intervention. This morning there was 
talk of air quality and of the measures that already have or will have to 
be taken in respect of motor vehicles in ~rder to ensure that the quality 
of the air improves. 

Unfortunately, pollution from mot.or vehicles is certainly high in many 
countries of the Community, but it is not one of the main fonns of pollution. 
I have in ~ possession some statistical data on what is happening in 
Italy; I can speak of Turin, of the work carried out by FIAT and that done 
by FAEMAS in three or four Italian towns(to which Mr Pallone has already 
referred). 

Industrial pollution and the pollution from domestic heating are 
unfortunately veey significant. Oxides of nitrogen, for e:xa.mple, drop by 
6o ~ from winter to summer; evidently, therefore, it can be assumed that 
the 6o % is due to domestic heating. 

Reference was made to polynuclear aromatics. Turin apart, we have started 
detennintations of polynuclear substances. In Leghorn we found 
alpha-banzpyrene concentrations ranging from 23-27 g/m'!>, whereas in summer 
we found the values to be 0.5-1.2, that is to say, there are enormous 
decreases. It is true that the diffusion of the pollutants is greater in 
summer; it is true that in summer some degradation reactions may occur in 
the case of polynuclear aromatics, but it is equally true that the 
differences are really large and hence that other sources of pollution also 
contribute ver,y considerably. 
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Consequently, when someone wishes to speak of air quality I, as a private 
citizen, want an air quality which suits me well, but I also have to 
remember the other sources of pollutions which, in my opinion, are of 
really considerable importance. 

Statement and question from Mr VAN BECKHOVEN 

~ comments really consist of a short statment of opinion and a small 
question. Now, most of what I wanted to say has already been ventilated 
by previous speakers; I shall therefore be quite brief. 

Quite a lot was said this morning about the use of mathematical models with 
which you can calculate what must be done in order to keep atmospheric 
pollution within acceptable limits. What it more or less amounts to is 
that limit values are set in the light of medical investigations, the 
measurements of air quality are carried out and these show whether or not 
anything needs to be done. Should the limit value be exceeded, something 
has to be done about it and the situation is then simple; but implicit in 
this idea is the incorrect use of "limit value". Should the limit value 
not bee exceeded, this does not mean that nothing needs to be done. 
It would in fact mean that limit vaiues are completely respected throughout 
the country. I did not think that such was the intention of an 
environmental hygiene policy. 

Another point is 1 of course, that if it is found that limit values are not 
being exceeded, we will ascertain the costs of corubatting the pollution and 
weigh them against the effects. Now it is my belief- and here I come to 
the question I wanted to put to Mr Stork - especially with regard to 
carbon monoxide and hydrocarbon emissions from cars, that there is the 
prospect of a development which may make it possible to achieve substantial 
reductions at a fairly low cost. And in that connection the remark made 
by Mr Stork this morning is important; he said that in California there 
were cars on the road whose emission levels were about 90 % lower without 
the need for a catalyst in the exhaust gas system. If I understood him 
properly, he also said that these were not American-built cars but Japanese 
and European. 

~ question now is, Mr Stork, are you not being too modest ? I thought, on 
the basis of recent literature, that there was also talk in the United 
States of meeting very stringent emission requirements without any need 
for a catalyst or for gas re-circulatior.. 
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Answer of Mr STORK 

I want to be sure that I am not misunderstood. I did not say that all cars 
in California meet those standards without catalysts, far from that ! 
Most cars in California use c:.1.talysts. I said that some cars in 
California are able to meet those standards without catalysts, which 
suggests to us that it is possible to do so. One of tha main problems for 
American automobile manufacturers, as well as all automobile manufacturers, 
is the current uncertainty about the ultimate emission standards for NOx. 
That standard at the present time in our law is ver,y stringent, more 
stringent that we believe is necessar,y, at least in the near term. If that 
stringent standard is to be met, there is for practical purposes no way of 
doing so, except with a catalyst that reduces NOx into its elements and if 
a manufacturer has to use a NOx catalyst for technical reasons that are 
too complex to go into at this meeting, he will also in almost all cases 
have to use an oxidation catalyst. If there are established in Europe 
emission standard for NOx, that are not more stringent than the current 
emission standards in the US, then it is technically possible to meet what 
we call our statuar,y HC an CO standards without catalysts. It is not easy 
but no-one said that it need be easy - it is possible. 

One other quick word about the economics of em1ssion control. I believe 
that the economics of emission control are talked about far more than 
necessar,y. In the US the cost of emission control on cars today ranges 
from about 100 to 250 dollars in proportion to the size of the car. That 
is in the range of 3 to 4 %. We consider that to be an excellent investment, 
and compared to many of the things that go on cars that provide far less 
public good, such as super deluxe chrome, vinyl roofs, air conditioning, 
power windows, power seats, automatic transmission, power steering and all 
the other many things that we buy on our cars - they increase the price of 
the car in our showroom many many times more than the costs of the air 
pollutionequipment. We believe that we, in fact, cannot afford not to have 
air polluticn equipment on cars. 

Statement of Mr DARTNELL 

~ first slide demonstrates the sort of lead levels measured in the Champs 
Elysees in Paris by the Prefecture of Police. It shows the maximum and 
minimum values together with the average value. The yellow line represents 
the traffic pattern taken over a period of time which is about a year or a 
year and a half. Basically this slide shows ver.y little correlation with 
lead in air measurements and the traffic pattern. This work has been going 
on for about four years by the Prefecture of Police in Paris. 

The next slide shows that, in fact, only in this period of time, this is 
1971 -- 1975, the average lead in air levels in Paris has decrease~ 
substantially from something over an average of 2 micrograms per m to 
2.7/2.8 say down to 1.5, and in that time there has been no change certainly 
in the number of vehicles in Paris, nor in the quantity of lead used in 
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petrol. So, basically, we have a situation where measurements have been 
made, where there has been a downward trend in the lead in air levels, and 
this change is mostly ascribed to meteorological conditions. Nevertheless, 
it does stress the importance of taking measurements, a point made by 
Mr Pollone earlier on. 

The next slide shows a little on particulate emissions. A motor car without 
lead measured 0.82 grams per miles of particulate, with lead it measured 
0.03, a Diesel engine car about 1, and a two-stroke motorcycle 2.5. In 
other words the two stroke motorcycle, in terms of particulate emission, 
was emitting something over 100 times more than an average size motor car. 

The next slide shows the CO situation : measurements made by Dr Cole on 
the carboxyhaemoglobin levels of people on the Island of Sark in the Channel 
Islands where no motor traffic is allowed. He demonstrates the relatively 
low levels in terms of carboxyhaemoglobin of non-smokers on this island. 
Then he moved to the Outpatient's Department of St. Bartholomew's Hospital 
right in the middle of London. Again this was a no-smoking area and he 
measured the carboxyhaemoglobin level of the outpatients - those that were 
non-smokers. There was not much variation from the people of Sark who did 
not smoke and where there is no motor traffice to the people in this 
hospital where there is an extraordinar,y lot of motor traffic. He then 
moved to a city office where he measured smokers and non-smokers, and in 
practice, of course, the smokers had at least five times higher levels of 
carboxyhaemoglobin levels than the non-smokers. 

He concludes that even in the m0st stringent control of gaseous emissions 
from motor cars in terms of CO, this will have ver,y little effect on people 
who smoke, and in practice, certainly in the UK, 70 % of the adult 
population smoke. 

One final point, Mr Chairman, ver,y briefly. I would like to refer Mr Stork 
to a little pamphlet on vehicle emissions published only a few months ago 
in the States. I consider Mr Aitken's comments ver,y justified about taking 
emission levels in the farm-yard and in the forest, because this pamphlet 
demonstrates that 95.7% of hydrocarbons are generated naturally, 92.8% 
carbon monoxide and 95.4 %nitrogen oxides. 

Question of Mr George DONALD 

Mr Aitken said that a reduction of NOx emissions would definitely lead to 
increased fuel consumption. The CCMC report indicates there is no overall 
change in fuel conbustion provided only engine modifications are required. 

Could Mr Aitken say whether he was considering reductions greater than those 
proposed by the CEC when he made his statement, or does he consider the 
levels proposed by the CEC will require more than engine modification ? 
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Answer of Mr AITKEN 

I ~an answer that in two ways : the proposal that I put forward this morning 
was aimed basically at NOx levels, beyond the present levels promulgated by 
the European Communities, but even those, in some certain classifications 
of veh1cles, will definitely and specifically reduce the fuel consumption 
beyond its present levels. I am thinking in terms of vehicles which are in 
the bigger and heavier classifications and for the light commercial 
vehicles. But I can also state quite categorically that if the NOx levels 
are proposed on the present levels in the Community then that will 
definitely and specifically worsen the fuel consumption of most vehicles 
by anything up to 10 %. 

Statement bf Mr FORSTER 

The Federal German Government's announcement that it will enact the 
emission provisions not unilaterally but under EEC auspices is to be 
welcomed. When the Government's Federal Programme was being drawn up in 
1969, there were few scientific investigations on emission and j~i~sion 
problems in the Federal Republic. The objective of attaining a 90 % 
reduction of the toxic substances in Otto engine exhaust gases could 
therefore be no more than a declaration of intent. Since then, however, new 
facts and further research results have come to light which permit a better 
definition of the objective. 

Answer from Mr KLAMMER 

Ladies and Gentlemen ! 

In answer I should like to s~ the following : of course the Federal German 
Government takes into consideration any interim results obtained from 
investigations and research. The participants from the Federal Republic of 
Germany will certainly be aware that it is the Federal Government's earnest 
desire to update this programme. By "updating'' I mean adaptation to 
the latest state of knowledge. So naturally the investigations in Cologne, 
which have already been mentioned here tod~, and the research conducted 
jointly by the Federal German Ministry of the Interior and industry will be 
embodied in this environmental programme. I believe that the figure of 
10 %, described here as a declaration of intent, should certainly not be 
abandoned, and for the simple reason that - as Professor Sibenaler has 
already pointed out - there are several factors that determine the situation 
as a whole. 
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It can be said that on the or.e hand there is a desire to reduce emissions 
from motor vehicles as far as possible having regard to the state of the 
art and to economic considerations. On the other hand, it is desired to 
control the overall pollution burden of the air, which should not exct-•ed 
the values that medical opirlion considers to be hannful. 

For the motor vehicle buyer ar,d the motor vehicle user, there is ev~o a 
positive aspect here which - when he has been made a\';a.re of the J.•roblen•s 
involved - \>/ill surely induce him to accept more readily and cheerfully 
the extra costs due to the application of technical ra~asurE:::; on the :11otor 
vehicle in order to reduce the undesirable consituents of the exhaust gas, 
because the overall pollution burden of the air is really determined lc· 
the quantity of noxious substances that the individual motor vehicle emiLs 
and by the total number of motor vehicles passing a given point in the 
town per unit of time and burdening that point. And the lower the value 
for an individual motor vehicle, the greater the freedom of the motor 
vehicle owner to travel without restriction. Or, to v~t it the other way 
round, the higher the proportion emitted by an individual motor vehicle, 
the greater j.s the need to limit by means of regulatory measures the number 
of vehicles allowed to circulate there per unit of time. 

Such is the problem, and I believe that I have answered the question 
accordingly. 

Question of Mr E. J. CUTTtNG 

Lead traps 

Prof. Sibenaler speaks of the need for a simple, fast test for lead traps. 
Present indications are that a test to determine the effectiveness of a 
lead trap take 700 hours of engine running time. 

Can Government people confirm this and s~ if they think this reasonable ? 

Question from Dr Franco MAGI 

Is it right to adopt for the pollutants emitted by motor vehicles an order 
of priority such as that mentioned b,y the author ? Is it not advisable to 
decide on the principles to be applied in compiling such a list of 
priorities, if it is necessary to compile one at all ? 
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Answer from Professor SIBENALER and Conclusions 

Dr Magi's question should, in my view, have been put to public health people 
rather than to an engineer. An engineer can only ascertain; he can listen 
and receive advice, and on the basis of what he hears he reacts and 
establishes his order of priorities. 

This order of priorities is not forced upon him. However, to come back to 
light vehicles powered by spark-ignition engines, the order set out on 
page 17 of my written report makes sense at the present time. 

As No 1 priority you have carbon monoxide total hydrocarbons and evaporation 
hydrocarbons. 

These levels gave rise to regulator,y restrictions which are now in general 
application in most countries. Oxides of nitrogen concern almost 
ever,ybody, so do particulate lead emissions; and as regards the 
hydrocarbons, one of these days it will really be necessar,y to distinguish 
those which are reactive from those which are carcinogenic and from ~hose 
which are complete~ harmless. Sulphur oxides also pose some questions, 
as do total particles. But the engineer himself is waiting for the public 
health people's reaction and it is to them that you should put such 
questions. 

Mr Cutting's question concerns more specifical~ the trapping of lead during 
laborator,y tests. Mr Cutting points out that in order to do this it is 
absolute~ essential to have tests lasting 700 hours. It is obviously out 
of the question that a type-approval test should last 700 hours I That is 
why, in my own laborator,y, we have carried out a considerable number of 
studies and investigations in recent years to ascertain whether it is 
possible, on the basis of European and American type-approval tests, to 
determine the ratio of lead emitted to lead consumed. 

On page 25 (? page 28) of my report I point out that the 3ead concentrations 
in the emitted exhaust gases are in the region of 150 g/m • Given, for 
example, the European sequence, the lead is distributed in two different 
w~s, part of it being washed by liquid condensation coming from the 
combustion reaction. 

A heat exchanger is placed between the vehicle and the bag and much of the 
water is condensed. Of the total quantity of lead emitted, up to 90 % is 
collected, the other 10 % remaining in the bag. We meticulously collected 
the condensate and determined the concentrations of lead in the bag by 
mixing in an oil which we rendered super-dispersant. The two condensates 
were then subjected to emission spectra, this being a relatively simple 
and easy approach to the problem and one which gives positive results. It 
should perhaps be refined, but that is a proposal which we have made. 

As regards the general conclusions for the d~, I can really only mention 
my own, namely that it is difficult to sum up simp~ and incisively the 
diverse subjects discussed t6d~, which, incidentally, have gone well beyond 
the objective of this S,ymposium, because that objective is : motor-vehicle 
design. 
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Air quality standards are one thing, motor-vehicle design is another. 
There is obvious~ a link between the two. This link mus be established, 
but I believe that in that context the public health people and the people 
responsible for defining air quality are lagging behind the 
motor-vehicle designers. 

Nevertheless, it is not necessar.y to wait until all the data on air 
quality have been ascertained before tr,ying to improve it, and I believe 
that the diagrams I showed this morning demonstrate that it is possible to 
do so in a logical manner without unduly hampering motor-vehicle design. 
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Conclusions of the Chairman 

Mr VERDIANI 

A point to be taken into consideration for the forthcoming stages, which 
'.J.Ppear Lo rne to be a common feature of all the statements we have heard 
this morning : it is necessary to plan the constraints to be introduced 
in the standards for the years ahead and some have urged the need for such 
planning to be done far in advance to enable industry to meet the demands 
in full. This could also encourage industry to adopt a less defensive 
attitude to short-term constraints that oblige it to modifY rapidly and at 
high cost models which must remain on the market for some years to come. 

The possibility of introducing environmental constraints at the vehicle 
design and planning stage could well break down the opposition sometimes 
encountered which has been referred to by Mr Stork. r~thematical laws of 
the type referred to by Mr Siebenaler in his paper can be established and 
used as a basis for the reduction of the main gaseous pollutants. The 
logical approach is to establish for the various pollutants the 
relationship between their actual concentration in the atmosphere and the 
levels of health hazards, taking into account the growth rate in the 
number of vehicles and traffic density. Once these various factors are 
known it will be possible to establish and use " the shared-responsibilities 
cl:a.rt" referred to by Mr Sibenaler. 

I believe that that should encourage you, although it is difficult to 
assess its manageability at the present stage. I would add to the 
principle of shared responsibility the idea put forward by several that 
the vehicle should be considered not in isolation but against the 
background of pollution in general. At this stage in the discussion, in 
view of the lateness of the h011r, I merely wish to make a few comments 
promted by what has been said here today. The vital point is to assess 
the contribution of the various sources to pollution so as to establish 
the best possible strategy for reducing its effects on man which is 
always our ultimate aim. This means that the regulations to be 
established in the future, whether they be amendments of old ones or the 
introduction of new factors ( such as the nitrogen oxides referred to by 
some speakers) must be defined as strictly as possible on valid scientific 
bases. 
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Studies and research are therefore necessar.y to establish the state of 
existing pollution and to define the share attributable to the motor 
vehicle in that pollution so as to provide the decision-making authorities 
with all the data they need for assessment. I believe that this point is 
particularly important because only if they are familiar with all existing 
data and know how they have been obtained can the authorities take 
decisions. However, this may well be a lengthy process which means that 
when urgent public health requirements emerge, steps will have to be taken 
rapidly and they must be dictated by good sense and the definition of a 
cost-effectiveness ratio. Then there is another aspect which I should 
mention, the question of alternative solutions. 

I should like to go back to something said by Mr Stork, who admitted that, 
after setting ver,y ambitious aims, further thought on additional assessment 
data might at some time rrake it necessar,y to correct one's aim to be sure 
of hitting the central target. Seen from this angle, I consider that some 
of the studies proposed here, in particular on the effects of polycyclic 
hydrocarbons and their relationship with the aromatic hydrocarbons in 
petrol, are of ver.y great interest. 

Before closing the meeting, I should like once again to thank on behalf of 
the Commission and all participants our Rapporteur, Professor Sibenaler, for 
the extremely interesting study he has presented to us, and also all the 
journalists for their interesting contributions. 

We shall speak of these conclusions again tomorrow. I thank you all and I 
close the meeting. 
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CONCLUSIONS OF SESSION 5 

by 

Professor Sibenaler 

The Rapporteur for Session 5 has taken account of the arguments put forward 
during the discussion, weighed the pros and cons of what were sometimes 
diverging opinions and thinks it would be useful to draw the following 
conclusions : 

1. The provisions of Directive No. 70/220/CEE as restrict CO and HC 
emissions from motor vehicles; they were tightened up by an amendment in 
1974 and we should now include standards restrictions for NO so as 
to fix the overall mass emission at the present time. x 

2. It is vital to draw up a multi-stage programme for the introduction of 
standards restrictions in respect of the polluants already mentioned and 
perhaps for others with priority for individual emissions. 

3. This standards restrictions programme may be drawn up on a mathematical 
b~sis and share responsibility for the fight against pollution between 
the manufacturer, the administration, the health authorities and the 
user consumer. The time allowed to the manufacturer should be 
proportionate to the increase in requirements and the implementation 
periods long enough for them to make the most of any investments made. 

4. One of the bases of this mathematical analysis is the results of the 
vehicle type approval tests and it is therefore desirable to the 
Commission to set up a centre to gather, sort and use these data in 
respect of the current vehicle population and to the vehicle population 
subjected standards for 1974. 

5. Moreover, since motor vehicles are a major item of Community trade, and 
increasingly the subject of harmonized standards, restrictions should be 
determined by joint agreement with the Member Countries. 

6. In addition, the Community should encourage, and even finance 

- development studies on lead traps; 

research into how far the motor vehicle is responsible for PNA emission, 
linked to the aromatic contents of petrol; 

-an examination of the possibilities and limitations of type 1 tests as 
regards measuring the individual emission of PNA and other pollutants 
found in small quanti ties in exhaust gases. 

Furthermore, studies in progress - particularly the one on determining 
how far vehicles are responsible for emitting Pb components on the basis 
of isotopic properties of that element - should be continued and even 
extended. 



7. A number of speakers thought it was extremely important to ensure that 
Directives were properly implemented and the effeots on the quality of 
air and on vehicle design techniques evaluated. Such data could be 
extremely useful for the definition of new standards restrictions. 
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